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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION

Until lately, little has been done by Catholic 
scholars toward clarifying the doctrinal and philosophical 
content of Piers Plowman. Only two works of any stature 
represent Catholic scholarship in this field: Father T.P.
Dunning*s Piers Plowman, jaa interpretation of the A-text.3- 
and the more recent Despair and hope, a study in Langland 
and Augustine, by Sister Rose Bernard Donna.^ Father 
Dunning*s purpose was, as the title suggests, to present 
his interpretation of the A-text and to support it by 
fairly generalized reference to the theological thought of 
Langland's time, especially to the teachings of St. Thomas 
and of the Fathers. Sister Rose Bernard's approach is 
best characterized by such quotations as : "Langland is in
accord with the tradition of Augustine in considering the 
concept of despair as ethical;11® and "This similarity by 
no means implies that Langland used Augustine as a text or 
that he ever read his works.There is merely, she says, 
sufficient similarity to indicate that what Augustine 
wrote was part of the tradition of the Church, and that

1. London, Longmans Green and Co., 1937.
2. Washington D.C., Catholic University of America, 1948.
3. Ibid., p. 73.
4. Tbid., p. 177.
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Langland could hardly have ©scaped Augustini an influence.
Her purpose is evidently not to inquire how this influence
touched Lang land. There are too many ways in which he
might have met it. In only on© place does she even insist
upon a textual resemblance: that of the horse and rider
symbol used by Augustine to represent the relation between
soul and body, and echoed by Langland in the scene of the
Samaritan riding the steed Caro. The latter does not seem
a real body-soul relation however.**’ It is evident, at any
rate, that both Father Dunning and Sister Rose Bernard
place Langland only very generally in the intellectual
setting of his time.

Curiously enough, though the Augustinian influence in
Piers Plowman has been generally recognized, no on© has so
far suggested a Franciscan source for that influence.
More frequently, comments resemble the following by Sister
Rose Bernards

Since the teachings of St. Thomas Aquinas, 
Augustine*s greatest successor, were known 
in England in the fourteenth century, his 
definitions are also given to illuminate 
certain statements*2

In the same place, she quotes Eugene Portali©*s article on
"Augustine of Hippo” in the Catholic Encyclopedia:

From Gregory the Great to the Fathers of

1. 0£. cit*, p. 86. The passage in C is XX, 81-93•
2. Ibid.. p. vi.



Trent, Augustine’s theological authority, 
indi sputably the highe s t, dominate s all 
thinkers *3.

But not a single Franciscan is listed among those so in
fluenced* Dante orities, assisted by the poet’s presen
tation of his philosophers as characters in his poem, have 
been more broad in their conception of how complex was the 
heritage of thought behind the Divine Comedy* Barbara 
Barclay Carter speaks of its

cosmic conception of breath-taking grandeur, 
the flower of the Augustinian, neo-Platonic 
tradition which had moulded the medieval 
outlook, and from which Dante draws as 
copiously as from the innovating Aristotel
ian! sm of Thomas*2

And Gilson in his Dante et la philosophic* does ample jus
tice to the poet’s Franciscan interests,3- But Langland 
critics have tended to narrow the scope of fourteenth 
century thought*

It is certainly true that St* Thomas was known in 
England, and that Augustine dominated theological thought 
for centuries, but it is misleading to suggest that 
Augustinian influence came to Langland either directly or 
through St. Thomas. Every attempt to understand the 
thought of Piers Plowmanmust take, into account such state
ments as Gilson’s that

1* Hew York, Encyclopedia Press, 1907* II* 93*
2. "Dante’s political ideas,” Review of Politics, V (19ll-3)* 

3*1.2.3* Etienne Gilson, Paris, Librairie Philosophique, J. Vrin, 1939.
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11 image d*un mo yen Sge de durfee lndfeterialrifee, 
rempll par une "seolastlque11dont lea reprfe- 
sentants rlpfetalent substant1ellement la mfme 
chose ... est un fant^me hlstorique. 1

Father Bernard Vogt confirms this when he says;
The leading thinkers of the thirteenth century 
impressed the stamp of their personality and 
individual genius upon the form in which they 
gave concrete expression to ... one general 
sythesis ... The unanimity with which they 
advocated the fundamental principles ... was 
compatible with a considerable variety as to 
the details of method and doctrine.2

Gilson says specifically of St. Thomas* influence that it
Mne fut pas aussl generalises que la place qu1!! occupe
aujourd*hul dans lfhi8tolre de la philosophle nous Invite
a croire.1,3 Thomas* own order adopted his doctrine, although
there were recalcitrants among the Dominicans themselves,
but **ceux qul rspre'senterent d*autres tendances ne se
flrent pas faute de la crltiquer. I t  was England which
produced the Dominican*s greatest critic, Duns Scotus, the
Franciscan. Both Thomas and Scotus followed Aristotle,
but the work of Thomas, says Gilson, wressemble beaucoup a
1*Arlstote d*Averro^sv celui de Duns Scot ressemble pluffSt
M I1 Arlstote d* Avlcenne. **** Between the time of Thomas and
that of Scotus there had occurred the great condemnation of
Averroism in 1277. 0Aprils 1277, 1*allure de la pensee

1. La philosophie au moyen tge, Paris, Payot, 1944, p. 591.
2. n̂jt. Thomas andHEfuns Scotus,H American Ecclesiastical 

Review, LXIV (1921), 583.
3. La philosophle au moyen ̂ ge, p. 621.
4. Y5em.
5. TBid., p. 604.
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medley ale tout entiere s® trouv© change©. The tendency 
toward the separation ©f theology from philosophy had set 
in* Beginning in Scotus, the tendency grew more marked as 
the fourteenth century progressed* G-ilson says: f,Le
caractere propre du. XL^e siecle, e1 est dfavoir desespere^de 
l,i oeuvre tent^e par le XllXd*”2 By the time of Ockham, wh© 
taught at Oxford from 1318 to 1320, this tendency had con
siderably strengthened* Gilson speaks thereafter of "la 
diffusion rapid© de 11 ockhamisme *w and explains it by -"la 
mefiance centre 11abus de la. philosophie en theologie • •» 
endemique chez une certain©, famille de theologiens♦ ”3 But 
this movement had a perhaps unexpected corollary* Gilson 
goes on:

En depouillantla theologi©de son armure 
scolastique , Ockham, se donnait JLadroit de 
repartir des B&re^de ltEfelise*,* Bevenir 
aux Pdres, c* e'tait favoriser saint Augustin.4

For Ockham, however, a return to Augustin© was a return to 
the chief inspiration of the Franciscan school, which Gil
son calls that "group© de doctrines du Xllld sidcle qui 
s1inspirera principalement de saint Augustin et dont cell©.

sa -̂ni: Bona venture est le plus comp let exemple ♦ He 
comes back on this point again, saying:

1* Ehlphjloeophfe au moyen &ge, p. 605.
2* Ibid*. p* 63B*
3* ibid*, p* 639* 
ll* Ibid., p* 6J8*
5. Ibid., p* 337.
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Saint Bonaventure, Mathieu d* Aqua sparta*. et
les autres grands franciscains du XIII# 
sidcle repr disen tent excellement cett© tradi
tion augus tinlennecell© mdme pour laquelle 
Jean Peckham est courageusement entrd* en 
lice contre la philosophie novella,. quasi 
tota contraria d cell© d* Augustin*. introduite 
depuis une vingtaine .d* annefes au_coeur m^ne ” 
des probldmes . thdologiques* par Thomas 
d*Aquin.i

This predominant Augustinian current in Franciscan 
thought must be stressed if research is to establish more 
than a vague background for Langland1 s thought. To say that 
certain ideas in Piers Pieman are not traceable to Bona- 
venture, Scotus or Ockham because they are really Augustine1 s, 
is to make any attempt at exact identification of Langland* s 
Sources impossible* These men were Augustihian In thought, 
and were the most widely known purveyors of Augustine*s 
doctrines in or immediately before Langland*s time* Through 
what direct channels those doctrines may have reached him

' ' ' *i i ■
one can only conjecture, since the facts of his life are un
known; but the facts about Franciscan-August ini an thought 
are known, and it is necessary to take them Into account*

The effort t© bring to a clearer focus the influences 
to which Langland was exposed must also eliminate the al
ways dangerous evasion of explaining an author*s attitude as 
a ’’medievalcommonplace •11 Commonplaces of thought in lit
erature may result from the carry-over of ideas or expressions

1* La philosophie au moyen Age* pp« 567-588*



from one literary work to another, or from the authors1 
exposure to some identical non-literary influence* In the 
case of Langland, there has been little general belief 
that he was af fee ted by other literary works, if we except 
the mystery plays and the sermons* But the plays deter
mined less the thought than the action and descriptions of 
certain sections of the poem; and E* Talbot Donaldson has 
lately spoken of Owstfs view of Piers Plowman and the 
medieval sermon-** as "a remarkable distortion of the facts...

One religious-minded society produced ideas 
which had their reflections on history, 
literature, and sermons, and it is absurd 
to try to make of the preacher a horse to 
pull the *long cart* of everything else.2

The sermon may well have been a channel through which
Franciscan ideas came to Langland. The question, however,
remains; not."Was Langland saying what other poets also
said?” but "What precisely was Langland saying; and from
what source did he, and perhaps others as well, draw these
ideas?" and there is fair likelihood that he drew them
from a contemporary source.

The present study has, therefore, two main objects: 
to give a more detailed and correspondingly clearer picture 
of the influences to which the thinking man of Langland* s 
day was exposed; and to give some evidence that Langland

1* Gerald Robert Owst, Literature and pulpit in medieval 
England* Cambridge, The University Press, 1933*

2. Piers Plowman* the C-Text and its poet* New Haven, Yale 
University Press, 19h9, p. lfc3n* ,
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was himself familiar with Franciscan thought* There is no 
intention of overstressing Franciscan influences to the ex
clusion of others* The suggestions here made about pos
sible ways in which Langland may have met Franciscan 
thought are offered merely to show that what internal evi
dence allows us to guess is not contradicted by the extern- 
naL conditions, so far as we know them, of his life* That 
he was familiar with Franciscan ideas, whether or not they 
shaped his outlook, is the central thesis* They seem to 
me also to have shaped his outlook, but that is perhaps 
too definite a conclusion to draw until further investiga
tion has been pursued along other lines of thought* In 
presenting possible Francisean influence, I have discussed 
separately three Franciscan philosophers: Saint Bonaven
ture, Duns Scotus, and William of Ockham. As might have 
been expected, Bonaventuref s influence appears most per
vasive, while that of Ockham is more indirect* The 
Scotist doctrine in several instances overlaps with that of 
Bona venture, but I have tried to discuss in the section on 
the Seraphic Doctor those broader and more fundamental doc
trines usually regarded as the basis of Franciscan thought, 
and to deal with more specific instances of Scotist de
velopment of or divergence from that foundation*

Texts have presented a double difficulty* The Lang
land text itself is of course not yet established* I have 
in all cases followed Skeat* The philosophic texts have

L _J
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been a more difficult problem* Only for Bona venture is 
there a critical text.'*' All references are to this edi
tion* For Scotus I have, of necessity, usually followed 
the Vivds edition, which Father Vogt calls

the unwieldy tomes through which alone he 
is at present accessible, namely the non- 
critical reprint by Viv&s at Paris in 1891 
of Father Luke Madding1 s edition of Scotus 
(Lyons, 1639)*3

In some cases I have, however, preferred Father Garcia1 s
edition of the Sentences*̂  or the texts quoted by Father

cf ✓ 6Parthenius Minges,-5 and by Father Deodat Marie de Basly,
which are more carefully edited* Unless specific reference
has been made to one ©f these, the text is that of Viv^s*
Father Othmar Suk, 0*F*M*, has recently written:

Definitive studies on medieval thought, par
ticularly of the later Scholastics, such as 
Scotus and Ockham, for instance, are hampered 
by the lack of critical texts on which on© 
could safely rely* Enormous are the diffi
culties with ihich a student is faced 'then 
charged with the task of explaining the gen
uine doctrine of one of these masters*7

IS© enormous is the difficulty in the ease of Ockham that

1* Opera omnia* 11 vols., Ad Claras Aquas, Collegii S*
B onaventurae, 1882-1902 *

2* Opera omnia, 26 vols** Parisiis, Apud Ludovicum Viv^s,
1891.3* hoc* eit*, p* 593n.

4• Commentaria Oxoniensla 3 ♦ Iohannis Duns Scot! (ed • 
Marianus Fernandez (xarcia), 3 vols*, Ad Claras Aquas, 
Collegii S* Bonaventurae, 1914 •

5* Johannis Duns Scotus* doctrina philo sophie a et theo
logies, 2 vols*, Ad Claras Aquas, Collegii S* Bonaven- 
TiuraeT 1930.

6* Capitalia opera Beatl Joannis Duns.Scoti, Le Havre, La 
l Bonne Parole, 1911# J
7# "Connection of the Virtues according to Ockham,” Fran

ciscan Studies, X (1950), 13*
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I have found it more advisable —  except for one reference
to his political works —  to rely exclusively on secondary
sources. Since I have dealt! especially with the works on
logic, I am most indebted to Ernest A* Moody*s The logic of

1Mill jam, of Ockham, from, the notes of -which I have drawn 
many citations* Dr* Moody has also been kind enough to 
read the chapter on Ockham and make suggestions, in connec
tion with which he has himself supplied the Latin citations. 
These will be so indicated* But the text has not been the 
only difficulty. Father Philotheus Boehner, 0*F*M*, who is 
probably the most active of American scholars in editing 
and interpreting Ockham, says in a personal letter dated 
August 23, 19i|-9: 11 You are handicapped by the fact that 
there is not much agreement in the interpretation of 0ckham*s 
philosophy.*1 X have tried, on the whole, to follow Father 
Boehner*s own interpretation, that of scholars writing for 
Franciscan Studies., which he edits, and that of Dr* Moody.
On some points, however, I have also followed G-eorges de 
Lagarde, who does not always agree with this group, and 
others whose names will appear later* Fortunately, since 
it will be sufficient to demonstrate that Langland was fa
miliar with the theories Ockham helped to make popular, and 
with the attitudes he provoked, these differences in in
terpretation can to a certain extent be overlooked*

1* ¥ew York, Sheed and Ward, 1935*
L V



Gilson, when noting a resemblance between Dante*s 
attitude toward the immortality of the soul and statements 
of Scotus and Ockham on the same subject, remarks that "it 
is more vital to understand Dante than to classify him.”'1’
It is in the effort to understand rather than to classify 
Langland that the parallels between Langland* s thought and 
that of the Franciscans will be outlined; for we shall never 
understand Langland fully until we have placed him again in 
the complex and for us bewildering setting in which Piers 
Plowman was composed*

1. Dante the philosopher (trans* David Moore), Hew York, 
Sheed and Ward, 1914-9, p* 127*
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CHAPTER IX 
LANGLAND AND THE FRANCISCANS

Fourteenth century England knew a double "mystical" 
movement, one active and one contemplative; the first 
centering about Wyelif and the Lollards,^ the second about 
such figures as Richard Rolie, Walter Hilton, and Dame 
Juliana of Norwich. The two movements were not parallel 
but intersecting* Sir Thomas Erpingham, one-time par
tisan of Wyelif, left a legacy in his will in lij.2lj. to the 
anchoress of Norwich* Such external connection, however, 
is less significant than the preoccupation of members of 
both schools with related problems, which grew out of the 
scandals and schism of the age* While Wyelif and his fol
lowers in London thundered against wickedness within the 
Church —  and that in high places—  Dame Juliana, in her 
cell in the churchyard of Norwich, was tormented especial
ly by the mystery of the. existence of sin in those who will 
be saved* Not that sin was a new phenomenon in the Church;

1* The Wyeliffites may perhaps be called "mystics” of Dom 
David Knowles1 "second group,” the theological mystics 
who have "a particular way of receiving and interpreting 
religious truth;” or at least in Dean Inge1s sense of 
"philosophers who give to such Christians as have ears 
to hear a higher system of religious thought.” The 
"higher” must always be a debatable adjective. The 
lish Mystics, New York, Benziger Brothers, 1927* pp* 7»
loo7

2. Halter* Hilton, The scale of perfection, with an essay 
on the Spiritual life of mediaeval England, by Rev. J.
B. Dalgairns, Westminster, Art and Book Company, 1908, 
p. xviii.
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but when Juliana cried:

there be deeds evil done in our sight, and so 
great harms taken, that it seemed to us im
possible that ever it should come to a good end,1

she was speaking, not by divine revelation, but by know
ledge that came to her as she sat by the outer window of
her anchorhold in that second city of the kingdom, which
knew all the corruption and vice of a dismal age. But 

i while Wyelif: was overthrowing the doctrinal structure of 
tEe Church, Juliana was writing:

In all things I believe as Holy Church believeth 
... For the faith of Holy Church, the which I 
had aforehand understood, and, as I hope, by the 
grace of Cod earnestly kept in use and custom,, 
stood continually in my sight: I willing and 
meaning never to receive anything that might be 
contrary thereto,

Dalgairns, comparing the two movements, says that Wyelif' 
was opposed to “abuses rather than sin;” but when he adds, 
explanatorily, that the “intellectual basis” of the two 
classes of mystics differed, one is at a loss to know ex
actly What he means. For it was in his “intellectual basis” 
that Wyelif had most in common not only with Juliana but 
with Bolle and Hilton,

In the case of the contemplative mystics, what does an 
“intellectual basis” signify? —  surely the psychological

1# Revelations of Divine Love recorded by Julian, anchoress 
at Norwich, Hondon, Methuen & do.', LtcL, Sbl, p. 64.
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philosophical and theological doctrines according to which 
theyjklucidate their individual experience. Both Hilton 
and Rolle were concerned with teaching others to live the 
contemplative life. Juliana merely clarifies her own ex
perience. But in all three cases, some doctrine and.ter
minology must he employed. As to the sources of these, 
there are, roughly, two views taken hy commentators.3* One 
assumes a traditional mystical doctrine and terminology, 
steaming from the Fathers, via St. Bernard, the pseudo- 
Dionysius and the Victorines; and this influence is un
deniable. But a broader view must include some reference 
to the intellectual climate of the individual mystic; and 
this has too seldom* been kept in mind when discussing the 
English mystics. Juliana, for example, has a notably meta
physical turn of mind and phrase which it would be rash to 
attribute to the revelations themselves. Grace Warrack 
points out in her excellent Introduction to Juliana’s little 
book that the anchoress is not attracted by the traditional 
custom of allegorical interpretation of the Sacred Scripture 
which Rolle and Hilton employ, but expounds, as the School
men did, by analysis. She is setting forth, says Miss

1. Dorn David Knowles says: "The English mystics ... are found
to depend for their conceptions on the scholastics and 
the Fathers." cit., p. 57.

L - I
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Warrack, a “theological system,“ and metaphysical terminol
ogy abounds. Moreover she says expressly that her desire 
is to reconcile what the Church teaches with what she has 
been shown in her revelations* And in her exposition 
where she "passes with a step that is almost always un-

©erring through some of the most pathless tracts of thought,11
she appears far from the unlettered person she pretends
to be. Rolle and Hilton, with their didactic purpose,
find it even more necessary to use theological and psycho-

tological terminology in addition/the metaphorical language 
traditional with the older mystics. It is not unreasonable 
to assume that, apart from specifically mystical language 
and teaching, these writers would fall back upon the 
language and ideas commonto the intellectual life of 
their age*

Nothing is known about Juliana*s background, and little 
about Hilton*s; but we ean trace in some detail the training 
of Rolle. He was a product —  unfinished, to be sure —  of 
Oxford in its most Franciscan phase, is supposed by some to 
have been a pupil of William of Ockham, and exhibits Fran
ciscan traits in both his thought and his devotion.
Frances M. M. Gomper speaks of the “new nominalistic teaching 
which underlies so much of Richard* s writing, although it

1. Op. elt., p. 95.
2. Knowles, op. cit., p. 151*

L
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may have bean unconsciously imbibed. "I.. Not only does 
Hilton, as Dorn Noettinger has shown, "draw largely upon 
his /Rolle*jb7 work and make it clear that he does,"2 hut 
he was evidently a student, open to the intellectual 
currents of his time. Dorn David Knowles says that in him, 
as in Juliana, the “solid background of strict theology 
and spiritual guidance given by the scholastics" is 
"present to an extraordinary degree."® Juliana may have 
had no formal training, though this is difficult to be
lieve. At any rate, she would have had a director, who, 
since her anchorage was attached to the Benedictine convent 
of Carrow, would presumably have been a Benedictine —  but 
not necessarily. There was an important Franciscan house 
at Norwich, where some of the most learned of the Fran
ciscan masters lectured. Walter Chattoii, for example, an 
author of some repute, who died in 1343, at Avignon, after 
writing an Adversus astrologos and De paupertate evangelioa, 
had spent most of his active religious life at Norwich,4 
where he was master to the even better known William Woodhan 
or Goddam, who had previously been a pupil of Ockham, and 
who was much in London, where he was employed at court.5

1. Life of Richard Rolle together with an edition of the 
SngTliK lyrics; leiFYorE, J.' M.TentHE SonT,'Ttl7,“T^29, 
p. 37. t
-jfee scale of perfection, with an introduction from the 
French of Itomt M. Noettinger, New York, Benziger Brothers, 
1927, p. xii.

cit., p. 61.
4* A T T ., IX, 325.
l5. Ihid., XXII, 23. J
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Peter of Candia, afterward Pope Alexander V, was there 
shortly before 1370 when he went to Oxford.^ Such men 
Juliana might have had for directors either before or 
after her enclosing; or she might at least have inter
viewed them at her outer window when they asked her 
prayers,2

There is no need to labor the scholastic status of 
W y e l i f  .^ He was, after 1370, one of the most inflBntial 
of the Oxford masters; and though he was sometimes 
attacked, his open breach with the orthodox did not come 
about until 1381. Until he published the attack on the 
Eucharist, he was on friendly terms with the friars, in
cluding those of St. Francis, working with them and with 
John of G-aunt against the bishops and the possesslonati.
A, G-. Little says:

Wyelif had many points of sympathy, especially 
on Questions5 of political polity, with the. 
Friars Minor. He was in agreement with them and

1. A. 0. Little, The Grey Friars in Oxford, Oxford, The 
Clarendon Press, l8§2, p. 24§.

2. Dom David Knowles speaks of the "new spirit brought 
from Italy by the friars and embodied in a thousand 
carols and hymns and frescoes and meditations," as "the 
most precious possession of the medieval world." Op.
£it., pp. 60-61. But this spirit was based on Fran
ciscan theology.

3. Edward Hutton says: "... though he cannot claim any
thing of the spirit of St. Francis, he is the heir after 
all of the most characteristic English Franciscans,
the Scholastics, Duns Scotus and William of Ockham."
The Franciscans in England, 1224-1538, London, Constable 

& Company, Ltd., T§26>, p. 180.

L - I



in antagonism to the monks ... in the opinion 
that the tribute to the Pope should be refused, 
and that the secular power was, under some cir
cumstances, justified in depriving the Church 
of its possessions . ..̂

two opinions on which he was also at one with the author 
of Piers Plowman. We have record of Wyelif1 s special in
timacy with the Franciscan William Woodford, later the 
ĥeretlcorum extirpator acerrimus ... doctor Egreglus et 
minister,**2 who says:

When I was lecturing concurrently with him on 
the Sentences ... Wiclif /licj used to write 
his answers to the arguments, which I advanced 
to him, in a notebook which I sent him with my 
arguments, and to send me back the notebook.3

Among his works, extant or recorded, are a Defensor
mendicitatis contra Armaehum, including a De mendicltate
Christi, a De venerations imagum, which reminds us of -
Langland*s remarks about idolatry, and an Eplstola Splscopo
Hereford, as well as a work, De peregrinatlonibus ad loca
sancta. Much of this subject matter coincides with
Langland*s. It is interesting to note the letter to the
Bishop of Hereford, Langland*s diocese, and to remember"
that from the same diocese came Nicholas of Hereford, one
of Wyelif*s chief cooperators in the translation of the
Bible, and the leading propagator of Wyelif*s ideas.

What is the position of William Langland in this
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mystical movement?3- He is nearer to Wyelif: in M s  effort 
to turn the faithful into the right way hy excoriating 
those who teach and work otherwise. He is near to 
Juliana in that he pretends, at least, to present his 
personal experience. He is near to Hilton^ and Rolle in 
that he deals with the inner life whereas Wyelif confines 
himself for the most part to surface or ritual abuses. 
However, by M s  quasi-fictional approach and use of the 
vision form, he differs from all four. And it is pre
cisely this rich variety and multiple association of his 
work which makes Piers Plowman a locus olasslcus of the 
Hintellectual basis11 of the medieval mystic, specifically 
of the fourteenth century English mystic,

low what should strike even the most casual observer 
of langland*s world is the fact that it was a Franciscan 
world. The widespread contemporary invective against the 
Franciscans rather confirms than weakens the force of this 
statement. Only a powerful opponent calls forth such 
violent opposition; only an ubiquitous force, such almost 
universal counter-attack. Langland, at least, found Fran
ciscans everywhere. They were the popular preachers, the

1. Greta Hort tells us that in 1396, Walter de Bruge, Canon 
yiu©f*Xork, left a copy of Piers Plowman as a legacy. *>Piers

Plowman and contemporary religiousthought, London,
:* Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, n.d,, p. 156. 

Langland*s poem, was, then> familiar in Hilton's neighbor
hood before the date usually assigned for Hilton's death.

2. R. W. Chambers has suggested that Langland knew Hilton's 
Book that is called mixed life. Man's tineonquerabl©

L ™tna,x5naon7 JonffEEan%TapeT~Ig39,' p.~10T.----------



confessors, the writers of boohs of sermons. Victor 
Green remarks that in the second quarter of the four
teenth century, some five hundred to one thousand friars 
of St. Frances, working from forty to sixty centers, 
preaching and instructing, living on alms, would cover 
extensive territory in the course of a year, and that 
“comparatively few, in a population of two or three 
million, would not come under their influence.11 ̂ The 
title, “syre Penetrans-domos,M which Langland gives to the 
friar in G, XXIII, 340, is a bitter reminiscence of what 
had earlier been one of the most endearing characteristics 
of the gray friars —  their living intimately with the 
people. Hutton speaks of their early days in England, of 
their phenomenally rapid growth, and of the love of the 
poor for these poor preachers.^ He attributes to their 
manner.of life the dreadful losses they suffered from the 
Black Death.

... the friars combined the qualities of the 
poor and the clergy, which caused them to suffer 
so terribly; they inhabited the worst quarters 
of the towns and dwelt amid hovels, and their v 
chief business was the service of the sick and 
the wretehed.s

Langland was old enough to remember this pre-Plague status 
of the friars, and would have seen the gradual change in 
their manner of life, which only very gradually reached the

1. Franciscans in mediaeval English life, Paterson, Saint 
Anthony Guild Press, 1939, p. £§.

2. Hutton, pp. olt., pp. 101-102.
L3. Ibid., p. 172T
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stage where Wyelif could accuse them of living "closed in a 
cloister.But indeed, unless we are to suppose that 
Langland*s bias against the friars was literally patholog- 
nieal, nothing hut their ubiquity can explain the frequency 
with which they appear in his lines. Moreover, their 
theology, the Augustinlan, had had undisputed sway until, 
less then a century before the first text of Piers Plowman 
saw the light, the "innovations" of Aquinas raised such a 
storm among the philosophers. Subsequent adjustment of 
outlook had taken place in the universities, but the con
demnation of St. Thomas*s doctrines was revoked solemnly 
by the Bishop of Paris only in 1325. In England, and 
especially at Oxford where the extraordinary reputation of 
Duns Scotus and the more recent career of William of Ockham 
had made Oxford a Franciscan town, the characteristic 
traits of Franciscan philosophy survived longer.

There is, of course, nothing new about the suggestion
of Franciscan influence upon Langland. Christopher Dawson,
speaking of Langland and Wyelif, says: "Both, in spite of
their hostility to the Friars, were strongly Influenced by
Franciscan ideas."2 And Henry Senft says:

It is not a paradox to advance in the face of 
Langland*s arraignment of the friars the thesis 
that in this very criticism he was influenced

1. Hutton, pp. pit., p. 201.
Mediaeval religion, Hew York, Sheed and Ward, 1934, 
p. 192.

L
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to a considerable extent by Franciscan!sm. His 
bitterness against the friars is not for the 
purpose of agitating the suppression of the 
institute but of effecting its return to its 
primitive Ideals and practices ... That the 
Vlslo was not regarded as directed against the 
friars by the friars themselves may perhaps be 
inferred from the inscription Hin an old hand,11 
in a copy of the poem of the A-text preserved 
in Oxford, which says: * Hoc volumen conceditur
ad usum fratrum mlnorum de observantia cantariae.

But no one has, so far as X know, made any detailed 
analysis of Franciscan thought in the poem. Mabel Bay in 
two articles, 11 Revision of Biers Plowman11 ̂ and HBuns Seotus 
and Piers Plowman.>>g has made an attempt to establish 
Seotist thought in the poem, but, for reasons which I shall 
discuss later,4 is not successful. In his answer to Miss 
Bay, G-eorge Sanderlin represents the opposite, and more 
usual, extreme in such analyses, by tracing the earlier 
Hgeneral opinions11 on the subjects under discussion.^ Since 
I agree with Br. Sanderlin in his criticism of Miss Bay1 s 
suggestions, I note only his method of approach, which he 
has in common with G-refe Hort and Father T. P. Running.
Miss Hort in one place did try to show that Langland 
followed Ockham rather than Scotus in his views on penance^6

1. °The influence of the Franciscans in Catholic English 
. literature^M Franciscan Educational Conference, XXII.
(1940), 228. ~

2. Modern Language Review. XXIII (1928), 1-27.
Review of English Ŝtudies, III (1927), 333-334.

4. Infra, p. 32f>,
5. "'the character of Liberum Arbltrlum in the C-text, HModern 

Language Notes, LVI (1941), 449-45&. ■ :
0P» cit., pp. 138-154.
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though in fact, her objection to Scotus*s system has no 
foundation in his actual teaching,^ and it is St. 
Bonaventure rather than either of his two sons whom 
Langland follows most closely.^ Elsewhere she assumes, 
as does Father Dunning, a Thomistic influence. Concerning 
the latter*s work, J. E. Hulbert has recently remarked 
that his "studies enable one to comprehend the intellectual 
milieu out of which'1 Piers Plowman c a m e .3 This it is 
difficult to admit. The studies in question4 do indeed 
give solid Catholic doctrine, but with a post-Tridentine 
tranquillity and assurance which are sharply at variance 
with Langland* s heresy-and-schism tormented era, when 
heresy came from an Oxford Doctor of Divinity,, and schism 
from within the College of Cardinals. Father Dunning, it 
is true, in his earlier study, has explicitly denied any 
intention of analyzing Langland*s philosophical position 
beyond positing a generally patristic-Thomist setting; but 
such a "general" setting can be misleading. The Fathers 
were quoted by both the Thomists and the Franciscans; and 
no one seriously accepts the Thomlst syntesis as a complete 
thought-picture even of the thirteenth century, much less

1. Infra, pp. 199-&Q5.
frfra, Pge S4~l£$*5. uPiers/Plowman after forty years," Modern Philology, 
XLV (1948}, Si5-225.

4 . Thomas Patrick Dunning, "Langland and the salvation of 
the heathen," Medium Aevum, XII (1943), 45-54; and 
Piers Plowman, an interpretation of the A-text.
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of the fourteenth. In the same way, It is of doubtful 
value to trace Aristotelian and Platonic tendencies in the 
work, since both Thomas and Scotus, for example, followed 
Aristotle. Even St. Augustine is claimed by both schools; 
and though it is true that the Platonic-Augustinian line 
of descent is closer to the Franciscan school, what must 
be emphasized is that certain issues had decidedly 
sharpened before Langland*s time. For example, in the 
matter of predestination which so absorbed the attention 
of his contemporaries, we have a theological question 
closely bound up with psychological theory and metaphysical 
distinction; so that if we presume Langland*s acquaintance 
with contemporary discussion, and approach Piers Plowman 
as a graph of the philosophical climate of his own place 
and period, we are likely to understand better both 
Langland himself and his contemporaries. In Mj*. Halbert*s 
own article, one can find an excellent example of how over
simplifying the philosophical situation can affect even the 
authorship problem. Halbert is trying to refute the ar
gument of Chambers that Langland, having left certain 
questions unanswered in the A-text, took them up again, . 
after some years of thought and experience, and answered 
them in the B-text. These questions concern "predestina
tion, the fate of the righteous heathen, and the value of 
iarning for man’s salvation.û  Actually, he replies,

Ll. Hulbert, op. cit., p. 220.



referring to Father Dunning*s analysis of the righteous 
heathen question, the answers given hy B are within the 
probable range of A*s knowledge.1 This is indubitably 
true; almost, one might say, too true; for the difficulty 
was than Langland had an embarras de choix in the matter 
of answers. Miss Hort saw this when she said: "It is the
clash of authority with authority that largely constitutes 
the difficulties of Langland."2

The extent of this clash it is perhaps difficult to 
appreciate without examples, especially if one is unfamiliar 
with medieval theology. ̂ Bamon Lull, the fourteenth cen
tury Franciscan, had many interests in common with 
Langland*s. He said that almost all lawyers are corrupt in
their profession, used the comparison of Christ as a knight

/
in battle, and even wrote a romance in which he deprecated 
wealth in the clergy, satirized overdressing in women, and 
attacked the prevalence of bribes, the harsh treatment of 
debtors, and the penalizing of the poor. He devoted his

1. Henry ¥. Wells suggests this: "The poet knew, I think,
his answer from the beginning." "The construction of 
Piers Plowman," PMLA. XLIV (1929), 133.

2* 22* olt., p. 26.
3. father Dunning admits this, though the tone of his 

article underemphasizes it, when he says: "There i£L
here / i.e., in the question of the righteous heathens 
an apparent contradiction which was as much evident in 
Langland*s day as it is in our*own. How to reconcile 
them was a matter for speculation, as revelation was 
silent on the point." It was this"speculation" which 
could confuse the interested layman. "Langland and the 
salvation of the heathen," p. 47.



life to the conversion of the Mohammedans, and even suc
ceeded in having a missionary college opened in Spain.
One is struck by the same preoccupation in Langland. D. 
Chadwick says quite truly: "Langland was never more
wrathful than when he considered the Church*s work in 
foreign lands."1 But Lull’s inspiration for this mis
sionary campaign, which ended with his death as a martyr, 
was a firm belief that infidels could not please God at 
all, and were doomed to eternal punishment, a view 
Langland could not accept. It is possible that the Piers 
Plowman poet knew Lull’s work. Caxton printed his "Order 
of chivalry" in 1484, a fact which argues its having been 
previously known in England.2 At approximately the same 
time, Pope John XXII, who had many difficulties with con
temporary theologians, Including William of Ockham, was 
saying —  though not ex cathedra —  that

imposslblle est quod Deus salvaget hominem de 
absoluta potentla sine sacramento baptiami eT 
sine ha'Siiu cariTatls, quia sic or&lnatum fuit 
ab aeterno deHbel potentlaordlnata ...

a view substantially the same as Lull’s. Giles of Home, on
the other hand, Doctor Fundatlssimus of the Augustinlans,
who died in 1316, after having been tutor to Philip the
Fair and Archbishop of Bourges, taught a doctrine which

1# Social life in the days of Piers Plowman, Cambridge, 
University Press, 1922, p. 99.

2. Edgar Allison Peers, Ramon Lull, London, Society for 
Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1929, passim.



Lfhi8toire litteraire de la France sums up as follows:
Bans 11ordre pratique Bleu accorde k 11homme la 
force^lfecessaire pour accompllr la loi naturelie 
et par consequent pour obtenir dans cet yetat le 
salut. II n1exclut pas cependant d*une facon 
expliclte lanfeeesliti de la gr&ce; —  . 1 1  
applique cetteIdee d* Socrate; 11 dlt qu111 a 
pu ̂ tre~“vertueux et se sauver en sulvant la Tol 
nature 11 eT "PotuTT Socrates esse bonus homo et 
salvarl In lege nafurae."1

This Is what Father Bunnlng calls the "general teaching of 
the Church;H that is, it corresponds, as Father Bunnlng 
himself tells us, to what was taught by Alexander of Hales, 
St. Albert the Great, St. Bonaventure and St. Thomas, who 
based their teaching on the Greek and Latin fathers, in
cluding* St. Augustine, and were followed by those whom 
Father Bunnlng calls "the great commentators" of the four-

pteenth and fifteenth centuries.
One final reference to writers on the subject may well 

mention a certain Osbert the Englishman, who taught in 
Paris before 1561 and afterward at London, where he died. 
Differing notably from other Carmelites of his order and 
time, he wrote strongly against Bradwardine1s theories, 
refused to believe God could will a man to sin, and held 
that the acts of fallen man could merit some kind of re
ward, though they could not merit grace.®

--------------------------------- ------------I33B----------------------
1. Paris, Imprimerie Nationale, 1733- , XXXIV, 351.
2. "Langland and the salvation of the heathen," pp. 51-52.
3. Bartholomaeus Maria Xiberta, Be scrlptorlbus scholastlcls 

saeeull XIV ex ordlne Carmelltarum, Louvain, Bureaux
de la Revue, 1931, pp. 279-281.
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What must be kept in mind about these differing 
theories is their purely speculative nature, and the fact 
that their proponents, with the exception of Giles of 
Home, were not thinkers of the first rank, but secondary 
theologians exercising their ingenuity on Issues not 
authoritatively settled by the Church. Langland would 
undoubtedly have listened to the disputations of theo
logians of even lesser rank, and it is the opinions of 
these which he opposes. The second half of the four
teenth century saw an increasing consciousness of the 
dangers to faith in such promiscuous discussion. We find 
John Baconthorpe, a contemporary of Bradwardine at Oxford, 
and later English provincial of the Carmelites, asking:

Utrum exercitatio sophlstlca in theologla sit 
ianua ad hereses seminandas e~fovendas pro 
perfidia antichrist1, ...

and answering:
Ilia pars theologiae est reprobata quae in 
tfceologla utltur tend!culls, quae consls'iunt in 
multlpllca'tlone garrulosa formarum 'dialect icarum 
in opponen&o eT in oaptTo sa inqul eta/bione 
reponden t ium« *

The last clause is an open reference to the quodlibets, the 
opponens and the respondens being the two contending 
speakers in the disputation.

Mildred Elizabeth Marcett, although she has contributed

1« Xibertai'.op£Salt., p. 225.

L -J
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some valuable and provocative suggestions for interpreting 
Piers Plowman,! must, as Father Dunning has already warned

pus,*0 he read with great caution when she discusses four
teenth century theology. For Instance, she says in passing 
that she does not find any of the opinions of Uhtred of 
Boldon "particularly dangerous innovations," though she
quotes him as saying that the Father and the Son, are

3finite and only the Holy Ghost is Infinite ! Moreover she 
quotes Bradwardine*s statement that to teach "that we are 
masters of our own free acts, and that it stands in our 
power to do either good or evil, to he cither vi*tuous or 
vicious," is Pelagian; and adds that since he says "almost 
the whole world is gone after Pelagius into error," this 
is "sufficient evidence that the heresy was widely spread 
in the 14th century. This overlooks two important con
siderations: first, the possible exaggeration Involved in
Bradwardine1s statement; and second, the fact that "heresy" 
as such is not involved at all; for what Bradwardine was 
stigmatizing as heresy was a difference of opinion among 
professional theologians as to the exact relationship of 
grace and free will, a point of dispute which perhaps most 
nearly rivals Browning*s "great text in Galatians," which

!• Pfrfcred de Boldon, Friar William Jordan and Piers 
Plowman, Hew York, 1938.

2. ¥Langland and the salvation of the heathen," p. 48.
2B* olt., p. 38.4. Ibid., p. 41.
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If you trip on it entails 
Twenty-nine distinct damnations,
One sure if another fails.

Bradwardine1s "almost the whole world" included the fol- 
lowers of St. Thomas Aquinas. The word "heresy11 is surely 
ill-advised. She says also that Langland "contradicts all 
authoritiesin making Trajanfs salvation depend solely 
on his virtues. One of the central points of this paper 
is that to contradict all authorities on such a point in 
Langland*s time would have been almost a physical impos
sibility; but aside from that, it Is unjustified to imply, 
as Miss Marcett seems to do, that Langland In this passage 
dismisses the necessity of grace. The theory which I 
suggest Langland had was that G-od will not, de potentla

pordinata. deny His grace to one who does quod in ae est. 
Langland never rejects the necessity of grace. He merely 
upholds the possibility of its bestowal on one who has had 
no opportunity to know the Christian faith. Neither can 
one say, I thii  ̂ that "the friars who placed great emphasis 
on penance and works, tended toward Pelâ ahfem;"3 f0r the 
Church always emphasized penance and works, and the

1. In this she apparently follows R. W. Chambers, who says, 
however, "all known authorities," which modifies the 
statement somewhat. But even known authorities disagree 
on the principle Involved. "Long Will, Dante and the 
righteous heathen," Essays and studies by members of the 
English Association, London, Oxford University Press, 
1924, p. 66.

2. Infra, p. 308.
3.•Op. cit., p. 39.
l -»



emphasis in Langland1s time was a necessary corrective to 
dependence on indulgences. Moreover, there is some contra
diction with the text of Piers Plowman if Miss Marcett 
puts Langland in the "anti-Pelagian" school with Uhtred 
and Bradwardine because he says "grace is a gyfte of God,11 
for it is evident that Langland, like the friars (much 
more than the friars, he would probably have said) em
phasized penance and good works. Miss Marcett cannot have 
it both ways; but Langland could: —  i.e.. he could be
lieve grace a gift and penance and works necessary, because 
his doctrine was a fusing of both views. Nevill Ooghill 
has said that "neither nature nor perhaps education had 
fitted Langland to be an exact theologian,1,1 but in this I 
cannot wholly agree. It is sufficiently difficult to ex
press theology exactly even in technical prose. Langland*s 
most exact expressions of belief must be disengaged, I 
think, from such complex passages of symbolism as the 
"torch" and "taper" passages and the "direct and indirect 
relation" sections. The tortuous development of such 
passages, which has so repelled critics, corresponds to 
what a layman thinks the painful precision of technical 
theological prose.^ Such passages offset the casual and 
broad expressions into which he slipped when he did nott
fear to be misunderstood. For example, when he says "al

pardon of Piers Plowman. London, Geoffrey Cumberlege, 
l o  i f 4 5 * P. 5 8 •2. These passages, of course, are peculiar to the G-text. J
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holicherche" holds Aristotle and Solomon damned, one need 
not be so impressed as Miss Marcett is,^ since this is 
merely a convenient generalization which a contemporary 
audience could not have accepted literally.^

Wevill Coghill in his Pardon of Piers Plowman, Henry 
W. Wells in “The construction of Piers Plowman," and 
Howard William Troyer in “Who is Piers Plowman?“3 have all 
considered the theological themes of the poem without at
tempting to establish sources.

Morton W. Bloomfield, summing up the investigations 
of Langland1 s philosophy, remarked in his as yet unpub
lished address before the Modern Language Association in 
1947 that “basically Langland was with Augustine, rather 
than Aquinas; with Plato rather than Aristotle.“ If we 
recall the reservations I have already made about such 
generalization, we can safely assume, at least, that this 
is some ground for a Franciscan influence in the poem.
“The earlier Franciscans,“ says Father Berard Vogt, "as 
is well known, belonged to the Platonic-Augustinian wing

1. Op. clt., p. 44.
2. "She is also impressed by such an "exception to the 

prevalence of Mariolatry" in a poem where holiness or 
charity is made to say:

In marie mylde an fre,
i shal be founde,
Ak mor in crist, 

though even Wyclif thought no one could be saved without 
the intercession of the Blessed VirginJ See Carleton F. 
Brown, “The author of The pearl considered in the light 
of his theological opinions,“ PMLA, XIX, (1904), 144. 

l 3. PMLA, XLVII (1932), 368-384.
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of the Scholastics. When Mr. Bloomfield adds :
Langland1a psychology shows affinities with 
Aquinas, his theology with Augustine, and what
ever metaphysical assumptions there are behind 
the poem with Scotus and Bonaventure^

he strengthens the assumption of Franciscan influence; for
the Thomist note in the psychology has been deduced from
what I shall try to show as a misinterpretation of the
Scotist voluntarism,^ the exaggerated view of which almost
excludes intellectual content from the act of the will. In
fact, the detection of Thomist elements in the poem is
always a distraction to the student, not because, as Mr.
Bloomfield has not quite accurately said, 11 it was impossible
to escape Thomist influence in the fourteenth century,"
but because, as later studies have shown, Aquinas and
Scotus had much in common, especially where both stem from
Aristotle. However, since Thomist studies have, until the
last two decades, almost entirely obscured Franciscan
studies, much is labelled "Thomist0 that might equally
have been received from the Franciscan tradition.

I should like to suggest that it would be a fairly 
stable basis of investigation to place Langland definitely 
in the Franciscan school, and check divergences against the 
teachings of that school. This paper is intended to be

1. "Origin and development of Franciscan science," 
Franciscan Educational Conference, III (1921), 68.

2. Infra, p. 12"6.
L Jl



introductory and directive rather than exhaustive. I shall 
try to trace possible sources of Franciscan influence on 
Langland, and then point out definite instances in the 
poem of the thought of Bonaventure, Scotus and Ockham.
The cumulative evidence is, I believe, impressive.

There is first to be considered, however, the 
Benedictine bias which Bloomfield notes in Langland, and 
his "almost pathological hatred of the friars,” which is 
associated with his support of Uhtred of Boldon in his 
fight against the friars. In the twenty years since Allan
H. Bright published his New light on Piers Plowman.1 this 
tradition of Benedictine bias has been rather generally 
accepted. Either in the Priory at Great Malvern or in the 
lesser establishment at Little Malvern, Langland would have 
"learnt the Scriptures, works of the Fathers and Latin 
authors. ”2 But Greta Hort and others have pointed out that 
an acquaintance with the Breviary and Missal and common 
books on parish practice might have been the source of his 
knowledge in these fields.3 Mr. Bloomfield has suggested 
that Langland went to Oxford, because it "would be other
wise hard to account for his knowledge of theology and 
philosophy which were mainly, if not only, taught at the

1. London, Oxford University Press, 1928.
2. Ibid., p. 41.
3. dhadwiek, op. clt., p. 99; Sister SarmelineSullivan, The 

Latin insertions and macaronic verse in Piers Plowman, 
Washington, D. S., Catholic University of America,

l 1932, p. 52. j
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universities.w If he went to Oxford this would, of course,
explain the Franciscan tone of his thought, for Francis-
canism dominated Oxford in the 40*8 and 50*6. De
Sessevalle, in his Histoire generale de 1*ordre de Saint
Francois says of this time:

ne a Oxford, lfockhamisme^ y consult non lê  
monopole male la preponderance a la Facultfe 
des arts. La Faculte de th£ologle, et notamment 
les mafrtres rfeguliers, ne trahirent pas la cause 
de Duns Scot et de SalnT^Thomas. Male liTaussl 
les ldfees nouvelXes trouySrent de l*accueil.l

And Father Gwynn tells us that shortly before 1354 the
Augustinlan Prior General came to England for a personal
visitation when planning a hew scheme for higher studies in
the northern universities. Father Gwynn comments:

He had good reason for paying special attention 
to the studies of the English province. If Paris 
had become the chief center of nominalist teaching 
on the continent,. Oxford had been the home of 
William Ockham, and there is no doubt at all that 
the nominalist theories were becoming every year 
more and more fashionable in Oxford and Cambridge. 
Adam Woodham, who had been Ockham*s favorite 
pupil in the old days before his breach with 
Rome, was now the Franciscan regent master at 
Oxford ... Nor was nominalism confined to the 
Franciscan school at Oxford. Prominent Dominican 
theologians such as Robert Holeot *.. or Crathorn, 
whose Oxford lectures date from the year 1341. 
were caught in the same intellectual current.2

But there are other possible points of entry for 
Franciscan ideas —  apart alwaya from that obvious one of

1. Paris, Editions de la Revue d*Histoire Franciscaine, 
1935, I, 575-576.

2. Aubrey Gwynn, The English Austin friars in the time of 
Wyclif, London, Oxford University Press,“T94o, p. 62.
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the ubiquity of the Franciscan preacher, whose ideas
would have seeped into any mind, especially the open mind
of Langland, by mere repetition. H. W. C. Davis notes:

... friars were sent as theological lecturers 
to monasteries and to the schools of the 
secular cathedrals. Thus in 1377 the Pope 
ordered the provincial chapter to place the 
Franciscan students at Cambridge on a level 
with those at Oxford in the matter of appoint
ments to lectureships in secular cathedral 
churches. 3*

It would therefore be possible to imbibe Franciscan ideas
even at a Benedictine school. A. 0. Little suggests
another possibility:

As many of the friars entered the Order in 
tender years, there is no doubt that boys* 
schools formed a part of manyof the 
friaries.2

Davis also mentions a possibility already noted by Greta
Hort and others:

Many books for the education of the clergy and 
the training of preachers were composed by the 
friars: e.g., Father John of Wales* narratives
about great men of the ancient world such as 
Alexander and Trajan.3

A further, highly suggestive possibility, so far overlooked,
lurks in Davis*s statement: “The schools of the friars
were open to, and to some extent attended by the secular
clergy."4 And among others, M. Deanseley notes:

1. Mediaeval England, London, Oxford University Press, 
1624, p. 401.

2. Op. pit., p. 43.
3. Op. cit., p. 401.
4. IbldO , p. 402.
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The English Minorites had a school for young 
friars in each house and a achool of liberal 
arts and theology in each custody: secular 
clerks could there attend the friars' lectures.1

Mow since as early as 1230, the Franciscans had had a house
at Hereford^ where Langland could have attended along with
the other “secular clerks," and the opportunity would have
been even more ready in London. It is not improbable that
he attended the London school as a mature student after some
—  as yet unspecified —  earlier training at a cathedral
or Benedictine school, which would have prepared him for
higher study. This would explain his theological and
philosophical knowledge without supposing that he went to
Oxford. For the theological questions in the poem are all
interwoven with the philosophical, and there is hardly any
mention of the exclusively metaphysical.

This leaves unexplained the 11 almost pathological hatred 
of the friars,H and the “support of Uhtred of Boldon,11 in 
the struggle against them. Yet there is what seems a sound 
and almost obvious psychological explanation which requires 
no more creative imagination than certain other reconstruc
tions of Langland's life. If he received, as I have
suggested, a foundation of Franciscan ideas, either in-

the Benedictines or directly through 
directly through/a friary school, and went on, as a young
cleric, to study at the theology school at Hereford or in

1. History of the mediaeval church, London, Methuen & Co., 
Ltd., 19M,~p7 162";

L 2. Ibid., p. 161.



London, he would, as a young, keen-minded, idealistic 
student, have encountered simultaneously the theological 
doctrines which enthralled his mind, and that admitted 
deca^&ence in the carrying out of the Franciscan ideals 
which he caricatures so brutally in his “masters of the 
minors." The William of Woodford whom we have mentioned 
in connection with Wyclif,1 provides a mild example of’the 
kind of learned friar who would have been a butt for 
Langland*s satire. A fifteenth century MS relates that: 
"when he was going up from London to Oxford to Incept in 
theology, he fell among robbers, who took from" this poor 
mendicant the sum of forty pounds.2 A similar anecdote 
tells how, in 1378, "John Welle of the Order of Friars 
Minor, doctor in theology," was robbed of "horses, cups, 
money, silver vessels, and diverse other goods and chattels, 
&t his home in London.3 One can fancy the laughter of 
Langland at such news, and perhaps link it up with his 
illustration of the dangers of travelling when in funds.4 
In 1396 John Welle obtained from Boniface IX a papal sanc
tion of the special privileges and graces which he enjoyed 
in the convent of the London Grey Friars, ti\e chief of 
which was the right to a private chamber or house.

Mr. Bloomfield's use of the word "pathological"



implies some personal experience from which the hatred
flowed. If we assume that Langland was horn In the
1330*s,^ then the Black Death would have occurred between
his years of schooling and his disillusionment. Hutton,
estimating that the Fransclscans lost two-thirds of their
numbers in the catastrophe, adds;

... largely, those friars who survived the 
Death were the scum and refuse of the Order, 
those who had fled, the selfish and the 
fearful ... The strength and splendor of the 
Order, the flower of the friars, died in the 
by-ways in that appalling catastrophe, the 
wasters remained to carry on the convents now 
enriched jlJy the gifts of the dying/ almost 
alone in a stricken world and wholly forgetful 
of the poverty of St. Francis.2

Langland*s bitter disillusionment in the face of such a 
situation might well account for the violence of his re
action, and, if we assume a combined Francisean-Benedictine 
influence, for the support of Uhtred of Boldon. For the 
violence of the reaction there is an excellent parallel 
In the four rather rowdy verses recorded in the Monumenta 
Francis cana, written by a former Franciscan novice who, 
evidently in the same mental state, abandoned the friars 
to follow Wyclif.

1. Nevlll Coghill, in his introduction to Henry W. Wells*
The vision of Piers Plowman, newly rendered into modern 
English, says; fTTfe was born in 1332; so much may be in
ferred from Passus XII where he speaks of himself as 
being forty-five years old; other internal evidence 
proves this part of the poem to have been written towards 
1377, and in this way the date of his birth is deduced.w 
New York, Sheed and Ward, 1945, p. ix.

2. Op. cit.f p. 180. Langland himself dates the pride of 
the friars “sitthe the pestilences.” (G, XII, 55), J



These verses have keen found in the same MB with
several tracts on the history of the Franciscan order.
Their presence is something of a mystery. They are headed:
,,Invectivum contra monaehos et alios rellgiosos tempore
Richard! Secundl,11 though the heading is in ”a later hand.”
The introductory note says:

How they should have come into such company, for 
which they were evidently not designed, the MS 
affords no clue. The poems are in an earlier 
hand than the rest of the MS, and not later than 
the close of the 14th or beginning of the 15th 
century.V

They describe in detail the trials of Wyclif and his 
followers, mentioning names with great freedom, and rake 
up with some spirit the usual accusations of Immorality 
among religious. As might be expected under the circum
stances, the monks, though hit hard, are let off much more 
easily than the friars.

With an 0 and an I, ora patunt ista, 
gum cor et memorla slmulsunt in cista. 
guo'd si pauper adlehs fratres lnflrmetur,
Et petat ut inter hos sepulturae detur;
~”&ardianu8 absens est,” statlm respondstur;
Et sic satis brevlter pauper excludetur.

Of monks and friars both the anonymous poet says:
With and 0 and an I, Fraunces laboravlt,
Ut poster! sic facerant primus exemplavit, 
facto laborltlo; fratres furlebant, 
lit ex parte proprle monachi tlmebant. 
lonachl tunc proprle fratrlbus mlttebant,
Qui laetl de nunciô  laeti veniebant.

1. Mohumenta Franciscana (ed. 0. S. Brewer), London, 1870,
Tr; '6C
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With an 0 and an I, sit Deus beatus,
Hie amici factl sunt Herodes et Piiatus, 
Armacanum, quern coele~15ninus coronavitj 
jljiscordes tantomo&ofratresa&unavit;
Sed magno mlraculo WyclifHibruseavit

fratres et monachos simui collocavlt*
Of himself he says:

With an 0 and an I, fult dictum prlsco 
Monachus mundo mortuus vlvens estin disco*
Kaeo ego qui feceram monachus aggressus,
Per hos rasus fueram, sed nondum professus:
Sed de magnls otiis cito ful fessus,
Et aT̂ QjbLrlsti regulam statlm sum egressus*

The other sets of verses are in English and are considerably
more virulent. In the third, he revives the idea that
11 that caytyfe Gayme first this ordre fonde,H and proves
it in the usual way:

That frer Cannes comes of a K,
The frer Austynes come of A 

frer Jacobynes of I;
Of M comen the frer Menours
Thus grounded Caym this four ©rdours*

This is the English version of his own experiences:
Ful wysely con thal preehe and say,
But as thai preehe nothing do thal;
I was a frere ful many a day

therefor the sothe I wate.
But when X sawe that thalr lyuyng 
Accordyd not to thair preching,
Of I cast my frer clothing,

and wygholy went my gate.
Ther leue ne toke I none, fro ham when I went,
Bot toke ham to the deuel ychone, the prior and 

the couent*
Out of the ordre thof I be gone, 
Apostata ne am I none*
Of twelue monethes me wanted one

and odde days nyen or ten*

L
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Away to wende I made me boun:
Er tyme come of professioun 
I went my way thurgh the toun,

in syght of many men.
Is It possible that Langland1s experiences had gone 

this far? In line 104 of the first Passus of the B-text, 
he shows an acquaintance with this use of “apostata.
“And who-so passed that poynte was apostata in the 
ordre.Edward Hutton makes, in this connection, a re
mark which may throw a somewhat different light on the 
supposition that Langland was trained in a Benedictine 
monastery. Speaking of the decay of the Friars Minor 
after the Black Death, he says:

The friars ... began to forget the traditions 
and rule of their Order. Instead of going 
about among the poor they began to build large 
and noble convents in which they lived like 
monks enclosed.3

Little, moreover, gives us some evidence that this prac
tice had begun earlier.^ If Langland had been trained in 
a Franciscan house, he would have been equally familiar

1. The ex-Franciscan1s careful statement that he was not 
professed would have appealed to Langland who did not 
approve of “vowes ybroken.“ (B Prologue, 71).

2. It is interesting to note that in the very next line 
Langland mentions how Christ dubbed His knights (the 
other “ordre“ were David*s knights) as the Latin verse 
goes on at once to “Christl regulam.“
Qp » git., p. 204.

4. Op. eit., p. 27. Father Aubrey Gwynn quotes Fitzralph as 
saying in his sermon at St. Paul*s Cross in 1357: “They 
have double cloisters of great splendor in which armed 
knights could do battle with lances erect.“ “Archbishop 
Fitzralph and the friars,“ Studies, XXVI (1937), 59.
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with great silent cloisters where men gave themselves to 
peaceful study. He might as well have been looking back 
nostalgically at a Franciscan convent as at a Benedictine 
monastery.

Concerning the Latin verses, it is perhaps not irre
levant to recall that Langland himself wrote the lines in 
C, I, and in the B Prologue:

Sum rex, sum princeps • neutrum fortasse delnceps:
0 qul lura regig* cnrlsti specialia regls,
Boo vt agas melius ♦ lustue, et esto plus I 
Nudum ius a te • vestlrl vult pietate,
Quails vl8~metere * talla grana sere;
31 serltur pletas • de pietate metas.i

The B. Prologue, 132-138, adds a line: "Si ius nudatur • nuio
de jure metatur," which must have been omitted by accident
or otherwise between the last two lines of the C-text
version; and in the B-text we have also the "goll&rdeys •
a glotoun of wordes," who answers:

Bum rex a regere • dicatur nomen habere, QWomen hiaBet sine re » nisi studet lure tenere.̂
And even the "eomune" takes to 11 vers of latin" to cry out —  
"construe ho-so wolde" —  wPraeeepta Regis • sunt nobis 
vincula legls."

That Langland was not Incapable of such Latin compo
sition we can see from Sister Carmeline Sullivans analysis 
of his macaronic verse scattered through the poem. The 
Latin Insertions are always, she says, “intimately part of

1. C, I, 152-156.
2. B Prologue, 141-142.

L
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the line ... made to conform not only with the allitera
tive scheme hut with the metrical scheme as well.

Whoever the ex-Franciscan was, his training and 
talents are as similar to Langland*s as is his anti- 
Franciscan hias.

An interesting if not convincing touch of internal 
evidence for Langland*s Franciscan training lies in the 
fact that when, at the beginning of Passus XI of the G-text, 
Long Will, just setting out on his quest for Dowel, meets 
two friars,^ he salutes them courteously, admits that they 
are known not only in palaces but in poor men*s cottages, 
and asks them where Dowel abides. In other words, his 
search for Dowel began with the friars. When he refused 
to accept their answer, he turned to natural reason for 
his explanation, and continued his long interior search 
without exterior help. In his interpretation of the A- 
text, Father Dunning makes much of this encounter with the 
friars,® and holds that the real meaning of Dowel, Dobet 
and Dobest is merely a development of their words.4

SE* > P* 66.2. Hiss"”Marcett notes that Langland treats the two friars 
in this scene not as individuals but as "representatives 
of their order." Op. cit., p. 61.
2E* oit., p. 173. He notes "the courtesy on both sides."

4. Wells, on the contrary, has suggested that "the poet 
probably means to satirize the friars, who in reply to 
a serious question give merely an entertaining story." 
"The construction of Piers Plowman," p. 133. This seems 
hardly likely, when Langland is himself answering the 
same question in story form.

L



If, however, we accept the Franciscan influence on 
Langland1s thought as a recollection of his youth, a fur
ther difficulty arises, especially since I have, for the 
sake of consistency, confined my analysis in this paper 
almost exclusively to the G-text, which is supposed to he 
the most philosophical of the texts, but which is also, of 
course, the latest in time, and the furthest removed from 
the author's youthful studies. It has been suggested 
that the explanation is to be found in the human tendency 
to grow more philosophical with age ! This is perhaps 
linked with the picture, dear to Jusserand, of the lonely 
wanderer on Malvern, ruminating in gloomy solitude, which 
does not, unfortunately, quite fit in with Langland's 
picture of himself. Against a few references to solitary 
wandering, we can set the poet * s lively representation of 
himself as accosting all comers and arguing hotly with 
every passerby. These opponents are allegorically named, 
but the Impression is inescapably social. Miss Hort 
points out that we can hardly Imagine Langland as having 
had, after his first schooling, access to books and manu
scripts. And this is true. But he could easily have had 
access to that group of poor scholars who played such a 
notable part in the story of the medieval universities. 3-

1. H. W. Chambers says: "His knowledge must have been
largely derived from what he heard in sermons or got from

L
conversation with other men." Op. cit., p. 104. 
Coghill adds: "Langland was perhaps no great reader 
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No social barrier would have shut him off from comradeship 
with these men, who would have been often met with in any 
large city —  surely, in London, Discussion with them, 
entered into as abruptly and unselfconsciously as into 
the various disputes described in the poem, would have 
kept him in touch with intellectual developments in so far 
as they impinged upon his theological interests, A keen, 
even if superficial, mind could acquire much by this method. 
The long scene in Passus XV^4f the G-text, beginning with 
line 27, where the poet attends a dinner at which the 
“mayster • a man ylike a frere” is the guest of honor, 
while the poet and Patience sit "at a syd-table” carrying 
on a theological discussion, has a tone of reality which 
suggests experience. Is it too taut a stretch of the 
imagination to suppose that Langland might indeed more than 
once have been brought in by a poor but scholarly friend to 
dine modestly afar-off, watching the great “maysters" ”sitte 
first • as for the most worthy?” Or is he even describing 
one of those sumptuous dinners at which newly degreed 
masters were required to entertain their academic asso
ciates, to the detriment of the spirit of poverty —  if not 
to the actual poverty —  of the candidates who were

but he gives the effect of a great listener.” Op. clt., 
p. 52. Hiss Hort holds that he knew the content of many 
learned theological books, whether or not he had read 
them. Op. clt., p. 56,

L - I



mendicant friars?***
But there is still another clue to the means by which 

Langland kept himself informed of the philosophic thought 
of his time, and that in sufficient detail, I think, to 
justify the accurate and minute information which I have 
assumed in analyzing his thought. This clue he gives us 
himself, though I believe it has so far been almost com
pletely overlooked. It is interesting to observe that it 
occurs in the B-text as well as in the 0, and so does not 
isolate the author of the G-text as a stuffy reviser. In
the G-text we find it in lines 107-116 of the eighteenth
Passus:

Grammere, that grounde is of alle • by-gyleth
now children;

For ther is nouthe non • who so nymeth hede,
That can versifie fayre • other formeliche

endite,
Ne that can construen kyndeliche • that poetes

maden.
Gowe now to any degre • and, bote Gyle be halde

a mayster,
And a flaterer for hus usshere • a ferliche me

thynketh I
Doctours of decree • and of dyuyn maystres,
That shoulde the seuene ars conne • and a-soilead quodllbet,
Bote thei faille in fylosophye • —  and filoso-

phers lyueden,
And wolde wel examene them • wonder me thynketh J

The B-text, lines 365-377 of Passus XV̂  supplies f,none of

1. Charles Edward Mallet, in his History of the University 
of Oxford, says that the Benedictines granted twenty 
pounds for each member who Incepted in theology, the 
friars ten pounds for each. London, Methuen and Co., 
Ltd., 1924, I, 197.

L



this newe clerkes, ” for the more sweeping negation of the
second line here, and says: “Ne nouSt on amonge an
hundreth * that an auctour can construe.The rest of
the B-version reads:

Go nowe to any degre • and but-if G-yle be mayster, 
And Flaterere his felawe • vnder hym to fourmen, 
Moche wonder me thynketh • amoz^s vs alle.Doctoures of decres * and of diulnite maistres,That shulde krnnne and knowe • alkynnes clergye,And answers to arguments * and also to a quodllbet, 
(I dar nouSt seggen it for shame) • if such weren

apposed,
Thel shulde faillen in her philosofye • and in

phisyk bothe.
Hiss Hort and Father Dunning have, of course, both 

pointed out the similarity of Langland*s method to that of 
the scholastic discussion. Hiss Hort notes his habit of 
adducing many authorities on one side, then many on the 
other, and of coming to a solution by explaining the con
flicting statements, "by maximizing the meaning given by one 
group and minimizing the meaning given by the other group.”2 
She quotes from the Sentences of Deter Lombard as a paral
lel, but merely draws the conclusion that Piers Plowman 
“differs in kind from the vernacular literature of its age, 
and that the difference is due to ite theological 
character.”̂  Later, in speaking of his ideas on predes
tination, she says that Langland does not show himself 
familiar with the concepts within which a philosophical



discussion ©f the subject would have moved; but r,that tells 
us nothing,” she adds,1 and indeed it does tell us nothing; 
for Langland may have guessed that a discourse on God* s 
knowledge of future contingents would have drawn him fur
ther from his central point than even he wished to go. She 
unintentionally defends, however, the possibility that 
Langland may have been familiar with the finer points, de
spite his purely practical interests and his disapproval 
of mere speculation; for she notes that

The fierce discussions between realists and 
nominalists may on the face of it seem far 
from the salus anlmarum, until we see the results 
of a thoroughgoing realism in Wycliff&s heretical 
opinions of the Sacraments, and the ensuing 
Lollard movement.

Again her conclusion is merely that
discussions which first had been kept within the 
walls of the schools and cloisters spread to the 
halls of noblemen and the houses of the middle 
classes.2

But in this setting they would have lost their scholastic 
character; and Father Dunning apparently believes that this 
scholastic character survives in Piers Plowman. He says 
there is a difference between Langland*s method and that 
of the ordinary .debat form, for in the latter only two 
characters speak, whereas in Piers Plowman 11 each new 
speaker provides further material for the dreamer*s con
sideration and for comparison with what he has already

P* 117*2. T5TI., p. 22.



heard." Moreover the dreamer, "when countering an argu
ment, employs the exact formula made use of in the dehates 
In the schools."1 This Is the "contra," and "ergo," and 
the h&hit of quoting a well known source and adding "& cet., 
after the first few words, since the audience should he 
ahle to finish for themselves. At the end, Father Dunning 
goes on, there comes the summing up hy the dreamer of the 
results of his wanderings, that is, his judgment on what 
he has heard.^ The most finished example of this "summing 
up" is provided in C, XV, hy Xmaginatif, who takes up 
point hy point all the subjects of the dreamer’s previous 
arguments and douhts, and especially the arguments adduced 
hy Hecklessness, and solves them in turn, spicing his 
solutions with appropriate Latin remarks, and ending with 
his repetition: "Ergo, salvahitur."3

The possibility of Langland*s acquaintance with the
Quodllbeta also has a hearing, I thiri£ on Donaldson1s
statement that

it does not seem likely that there can he found 
for the body and arrangement of his ideas any 
precise, all-inclusive source, or even any very 
satisXaotory,analogue. Thus the experts in the 
philosophy of St. Thomas will notice in Piers 
Plowman much that is Thomistic; students of

■ <  ^

1. Piers Plowman: an interpretation of the A-text, p. 170.
2. Idem.
3. TTTXV, 204. *



Christian mysticism will discover many- 
mystical elements; and those who are familiar 
with the esoteric backwashes of medieval 
thought will perceive odds and ends left over 
from the most recondite, and. loa&tprthodox of 
the Fathers.1 1

It must be remembered, however, that in any of the commen
taries on Peter Lombard’s Sentences in which the age 
abounded, these odds and ends were to be found. The 
heterogeneous character of the doctrines presented was no 
barrier to singleness of influence: II.e., in setting forth 
either a Dominican or a Franciscan position, the writer 
brought up all or most of the well-known views, commented 
upon them, and used them to establish whatever position he 
himself held. A Franciscan, for instance, might derive a 
distinctly mystical trend fron Bonaventure, and quote from 
any number of other mystics to strengthen what he said. If 
the Franciscan were Scotus or Ockham, he would undoubtedly 
cite and refute Thomas.^ The Fathers would be quoted by 
everyone, but not least, as we shall see, by Ockham and 
his successors. Hence, the encyclopedic reference of any 
work does not make it impossible to determine what were 
the chief sources of its thought. What is necessary is to 
detect, if possible, the general trend of the thinking.

The neglect of this Important clue can probably be

1. Op. clt., p. 160.
2. Ockham would also, of course, refute Scotus very often.
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explained "by the fact that, as Abbi P* Glorieux pointed out 
in his survey of the quodllbetal literature less than 
twenty-five years ago,**' no systematic or extensive research 
had before then been devoted to these important records 
of medieval thought, and no similar study has yet appeared 
in English. In the great universities of the thirteenth 
and fourteenth centuries —  and indeed later —  Masters 
were required at stated intervals to conduct one of these 
quodllbetal sessions, which were divided into two parts, 
the disputation and the determination. The first was an 
open discussion on a subject not given out beforehand, in 
which the Master had to defend a thesis against all comers; 
the second, a quieter affair at which the Master, after 
tahing a day or longer to collect his thoughts, summed up 
the matter of the discussion and, without comments from 
the audience, gave his considered opinions on the disputed 
points. The exact designation for the disputatlo tells us 
much concerning its nature: it was disputatlo de quolibet
Jl Quolibet proposlto. Mot only could questions and ob
jections be raised by the audience, but that audience was 
composed of the general public, any one of whom could raise

1. La lltterature quodlibetlque, 2 vols., Le Saulchoir 
Kain, Belgique, Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et 
Thiologiques, 1925. All references to the quodllbetal 
sessions are from this study.
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a problem, present a difficulty or offer an argument.
There was, one may conjecture, some “planting0 of questions 
by the Master, in the hope of keeping order; and there was 
a presiding regent who had power to head off the openly 
irrelevant or quell the facetious; but the reports of the 
disputes, raping in many cases* verf far afield, show that 
the Masters had, in practice, little protection from 
heckling, whether from enemy Masters or mere malicious 
trouble makers. Especially when questions raised concerned 
some contemporary issue, the controversy could wax very 
hot; and though theology was usually the subject, almost 
any subject could be approached theologically and almost 
any theological subject had endless implications in other 
areas. Sometimes it is evident in existing records that 
questioners were deliberately manoeuvering a Master into a
definite position on some such thorny issue as the rights

)

of regulars, or ecclesiastical poverty; or were trying to 
force him into open opposition with authority or contra
diction with some previously enunciated principle of his 
own. One session which began quite innocently with the 
question: Utrum possit intelllgl hypostasis divlna, onml
proprietate personall circumscripta, went on to the much 
more piquant and. probably pointed question: Utrum
epls c o p u s  ponens alicmem in gravi careers in quo eertum 
est m m  non vlvere plus quam annum vel circa, lncurret
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irregular!tatem I3- Sometimes the questioner was himself an 
expert dialectician, and his remarks were accompanied hy 
arguments in due form, to which the Master had to answer 
in kind* Sometimes the less instructed among the audience 
asked questions prompted hy curiosity ahout some recent 
event, ahout a crusade or indulgences, ahout taxes or 
witchcraft*

The determination, on the other hand, was conducted 
exclusively hy the Master, and was designed to clarify his 
position and rectify the necessarily confused impression 
given hy the disputation. He proceeded according to the 
usual divisions, giving his replies to objections recalled 
from the disputation, and stating his thought fully.

These sessions took place twice yearly, during Advent 
and Lent, and were gala occasions. All the schools were 
given a holiday, and the students prohahly did not have to 
he forced into using it for the purpose Intended. For 
certain types of mind, the quodlihet constituted a kind of 
intellectual hear halting, a challenge to the Master, and 
an exciting psychological study for the listener. Some
times the spice of local scandal was added, as when a 
jealous rival or an envious Master tried to argue the de
fending Master into a false position. G-lorieux notes that 
a Dominican Master was once made to treat in a single

1. Glorieux, op. clt*, II, 179.



session seventeen questions about which a commission of 
his order had accused him of heresy.1 ^ And though some 
of the discussions remained in the purely intellectual 
realm, others were inspired by political or factional 
strife. The records of the Paris quodlibets echo many a 
burning contemporary issue. The Master, therefore, only 
occasionelly gave a direct answer, or immediate solution, 
preferring, if prudent, to list the opinions of others 
and indicate the more probable of them; to set forth all 
his reasons, and to make all the concessions and sub
missions required. Such an exhibition of mental fencing 
was, in short, a liberal education for the intelligent 
listener, and not at all a vain exercise of curiovsity 
or solemn waste of time. It formed the mind V ' S ;  to follow 
an intricate argument. Both sides of any ease were

1. G-lorieux, op. cit., II, 15. Moody tells us that a
statute of the University of Paris in 1339 complains of 
tumults raised by auditors at the disputations, and 
forbids anyone to argue without special permission 
from the Master holding the disputation. The Latin 
text reads: wInsuper cum nobis llqueat manifeste quod
in dlsputationl'bus que flmnt in vioo Stramlnum talls 
aEusus lnoleylt quod b'ac he lari 1 et alii in dlsputa- 
tionibus dictis ... propria auctoritate arguere pre- 
sumunt minus reverenter se habentes ad maglstrbs qul 
di sputant, tumultum faciendo adeo et in tantum quod 
haberl non potest cqhcluslonls dlsputande veritas nec 
die t e di spu tail ones in all quo sunt scoiarlTsus audientlbus 
fructuoTse statulmus quod nullus maglster/ bachellarlus 
aut scolirls, sine permlsiu et lieentla maglstri dls- 
putationes tenentls arguat̂ * ll'nrQcIsdiam1 l3urldan, and 
Nicholas of Autreeourt7 Franciscan Studies. VII (1947), 
117.



presented, and the listener learned to be logical, to see 
and to solve difficulties. The spectacle of a varied 
crowd listening to theological experts discuss opposite 
views on religious doctrine gives the flattest of contra
diction to the impression that the thinking of medieval 
Christians was narrowly and minutely regimented, or that 
they were carefully quarantined against the possibility of 
thinking for themselves.

The quodlibets were not, moreover, confined to the 
universities, but were adopted elsewhere, especially by 
the religious orders for the use of their members, when 
religious Masters trained at Oxford or Paris or Bologna, 
returned to their convents to initiate their younger 
felbws into scholastic customs. These were, apparently, 
also opened to the public, for when in 1315 at Arezzo, a 
Dominican friar was censured for speaking without due re
spect for Thomas Aquinas —  who was about to be canonized —  
the misdemeanor was described as taking place wdum dlspu-
taretur de quollbet in conspectu multitudlnla fratrum,

2saecularium, clericorum et all©rum religlosorum.”
A further characteristic of the quodlibets which has 

a bearing on Langland*s methods is the varied and

1. Chambers says of Langland: **¥e are deceiving ourselves
if we suppose that he had read all that an expert in 
medieval theology has read today.” Man1 s unconquerable 
mind, p. 104. This is true; but he Had Heard more than 
any modern expert, and had heard many sides of questions.

2. (KLorieux, op. cit., II, 24.
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occasionally disordered series of subjects treated in one 
session. For example, in one quodlibet of the Augustinian 
Giles of Home, in the early fourteenth century, these 
questions rose in succession: Whether knowledge acquired
in this life remains in the separated soul? Whether Peter 
sinned when he denied Ghrlst? Whether a religious breaking 
silence sins mortally? Whether an adult is obliged to fast 
in Advent?-*- This is what might be called an example of 
the descending order. Another rises, more happily, from 
the question of why men and not women have beards to the 
metaphysical nature of accidents, There is, in more than 
one section of Piers Plowman, evidence of this mental 
shuttlecock action, in whieh a comparatively slight 
allusion opens out into a lengthy and apparently irrelevant 
exposition, sometimes modulating back into the original 
subject, often wandering even further away —  a baffling 
exercise for the modern mind. It would be interesting on 
this score to compare Langland*s adaptation of the medieval 
dispute to the uses of poetry with T. S. Eliot’s theory of 
presenting exhaustively —  and so, he holds, integrally —  
the mental setting of an experience, however disparate its 
elements; or with James Joyce’s laborious pursuit of his

1. Ibid., II, 101.

L
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characters* subconscious.1 Langland*s detours, however

of the most necessary contributions of the student of 
Langland*s ideas will be evidence of the logic and 
relevance of these detours. In Chapter IV of this paper, 
I have attempted at some length so to defend what is un
doubtedly the most notorious of these detours, the so- 
called Hdirect and indirect relation” passage in the 
fourth Passus of the G-text, lines 335-410.

1* Troyer, for example has remarked: “There is something
illogical to the modern mind in such a ... multiplicity 
of images ... The procedure cannot be reduced to any 
exact scientific principle. Where there are many in
terpretations, the modern mind insists on asking'which 
©netf* This he says of the author’s use of allegory.
The wandering passages are evidently even more diffi
cult and less scientific for the “modern mind.“ But 
is this the same “modern mind” which reads Eliot and 
Joyce? Op. cit., p. 372.

2. Wells admitsthat we "are jerked and bounced and tossed," 
but adds "so we may be at the hands of the most rigorous 
logician." Op. cit., p. 124. Coghill, too, speaks of 
the A-text at least as a "masterpiece of intellectual 
organization," and of Langland*s "strong architectural 
instinct for planning and carrying out a great com
position, a design enormous in itself and wild in de
tail;" and says truly: "However many and however long
his digressions, he seems like a man giving himself 
more room rather than like a man who has lost his way."

,JL 8-9. The last remark may well be applied

lengthy, are at least logical and conscious*2 Perhaps one
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Of this Skeat said long ago: "The reader must puzzle this
out for himself, if he eares to read it,1,1 and Theophilus 
D. Hall, writing thirty years later, speaks of the passage 
with equal and equally amusing heat, calling it a "most 
outrageous case of irrelevant insertion," and stig
matizing it as "foisted into the p o e m . B u t  that was in 
1908, before Eliot and Joyce had rehabilitated the irrele
vant. The passage, when one does care to read it, proves 
to be integrally related to the thought of the poem, not 
only in the section where it occurs, but as a whole. The 
question of how difficult a mental prohfem a poet can 
successfully handle is a perennial one. After all, a man 
must work with the matter which his age provides. Matthew 
Arnold excluded Chaucer, Langland1s contemporary, from the 
ranks of the great for his lack of high seriousness. He 
could surely not pass the same sentence upon Langland.
Again, one wonders what Arnold would have thought of Eliot, 
who wrestles with more abstract diction and matter than 
Langland ever attempted. What passages of "arid stuff,11 
as Hall calls the relations passage, one could quote from 
The hollow men, or East Coker I

It is possible, of course, but not highly probable, 
that Langland could speak so accurately of the quodlibet

1. Walter W. Skeat, Hotes to Piers the Plowman. London,
Early English Text Society, 18*?8, p. 0̂.

2. "Was Langland the author of the C-text of Piers
L Plowman?" Modern Language Review. IV (1908), 1-13.
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unless he had, in some capacity or other, attended one of 
these sessions, which must at once have delighted his keen, 
critical mind, given a sharper edge to the verbal houts 
between his characters, and perhaps at the same time 
aroused the scorn he inconsistently expresses for wordy 
arguments. He is apparently aware that the quodllbetal 
discussions dealt primarily with theology, and it is 
worthy of note that he doubts the ability of the doctors 
to defend their positions. If we accept the latter half 
of the 1370*8 as the date of the B-text ^ when the 
reference first occurs, it seems probable that he had been 
attending these stormy sessions about the problems brought 
up by Wyclif. It does not fall within the scope of this 
paper to examine the parallels between Langland*s thought 
and that of Wyclif; but it would complete my reconstruction 
of the poet*s mental history if I might note that his 
break with the friars, which I have suggested as the 
foundation of his **pathological hatred,n may well have 
thrown him into the Wyclif camp, from which he later with
drew after the short-lived popular career of the heretic.
I have already suggested this in my comment on the verse in 
îie Monument a Franciscana.̂  One has every reason to be
lieve that, since he was in London when they took place, he 
could hardly have resisted devoting what leisure his

1. Supra! p. 59n.
l 2* Supra, p. 39.
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Placebo18 left him to Joining those stirring theological 
rows which set all London by the ears. For the most part 
the resemblance between his ideas and Wyclif1s are on 
matters of ecclesiastical polity rather than ©n doctrine* 
There is one place in the B-text, line 383 of Passus XIX, 
where he speaks of “bred yblessed and goddes, body ther- 
vnder," which would fit Wyclif s dualistic position on the 
Eucharist, but which would also be explicable as a 
popular expression. I have already mentioned*** that one 
of Wyclif1s chief adherents was from Hereford. Whether 
or not Langland knew him —  and one suspects he did —  his 
career may be taken as a possible parallel to that of the 
author of Piers Plowman. Nicholas is supposed to have been 
implicated in the confession of John Ball, in 1381, a fact 
which did not interfere with his being graduated a doctor 
of divinity the following spring, when the Oxford friars, 
writing to John of G-aunt, described him as their principal 
enemy. When Wyclif was finally condemned, Nicholas was 
suspended from all public function; and though he per
severed for a time in his master's beliefs, he eventually 
recanted and was received back into the church, even 
enjoying some preferment in it. He was not the only one 
of Wyclif1s immediate followers to take this course; and 
Langland may, like the others, have taken it; but there is,

1. Supra, p. 18
L



as I have said, little evidence that he ever followed 
Wyclif —  as Hereford did —  in points of doctrine.

The theory of Franciscan influence does not, of 
course, require us to believe that Langland became a 
friar, although there is likewise in his “practically 
empty biography'1'*' no absolute proof that he did not. But 
the fact that the thought in Piers Plowman shows Fran
ciscan tendencies rules out neither Bloomfield's sugges
tion that the poet was a Benedictine monk nor the more 
generally accepted supposition that he was an ordinary 
cleric in minor orders. If we prefer this second suppo
sition, we can consider the possibility that Langland, at 
some time in his life, had belonged to a Franciscan “third 
order. “ Anna Groh Seesholtz points out that “from 1250 on, 
there had been marked increase not only in Monastic 'regu
lars* but in the membership of the tertiarles who were lay 
men and women, “ and she reminds us of sueh prominent 
Franciscan tertiarles as Dante, Columbus, Raphael and 
Michelangelo.2 If Langland belonged to this group, it is 
easier to explain the evidences of Franciscan thought in 
his work, for instructions delivered by the friars would

1. Morton V. Bloomfield, “Was Langland a Benedictine monk?"
Modern Language Quarterly, I? (1943), 61.

2* friends of Ctoas" practical mystics of the fourteenth
century ."Hew York, Columbia trnlverslty Press, 1934, p. 5.
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naturally follow the pattern of their Instituted thinking;1
and if Langland had been Interested in philosophy or in
more complicated theological problems, he would have had
the opportunity to discuss them with men trained in
Franciscan thought. Some such experience* is Indicated,
perhaps, in C, XIII, where Recklessness says:

For while Fortune is thy frend • freres wollen
the louye,

And fastne the in here fraternite ♦ and for the
by-seche ^

To here prlour prouineial, • hus pardon to haue.^
The line 11 And flittynge fond ich the frere ♦ that me eon-
fessede,**3 may imply by its use of the definite article
that this friar was the poet’s regular confessor. The
reference to his body's being buried in the Franciscan

1. Hope E. Allen, in her introduction to Sanford Brown 
leech’s edition of The book of Margery Kempe, makes an 
observation which should be Icept in mind in estimating 
the sources of Langland*s religious thought. BIt 
should be noted,B she says, ’’that what we are inclined 
to call the English tradition of medieval piety, which 
seems to run with such continuity from the early Middle 
English Ancren Rewle, through Rolle, Hilton and the 
Cloud of unknowing, must always have . . : represented 
the piefy of a minority.11 London, Oxford University 
Press, 1940, p. lviii. The piety of the majority must 
have been formed, from the middle of the thirteenth 
century, much more directly by the friars, whose power/
of insinuating themselves and their ideas is acknowledged 
so openly by Langland. If, in Langland’s time, this 
power was misused, it had, for almost a century before 
his time, been encouraged by the ecclesiastical author
ities, as Grosseteste’s patronage shows, and bene
ficently employed.

2. C, XIII, 8-10.
5. C, XIII, 16.

L
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Church^ together with the expression "fastne the in here 
fraternite,,f* also implies some kind of permanent con
nection with the friars, although there is at the same 
time an obvious implication that such affiliation with the 
order was acquired by purchase rather by actual participa
tion in the prayers and works of the friars. Even Mede 
had been promised by her accommodating friar-confessor 
that she should be regarded as a Msustre of oure ©rdre,” if 
she would "glase the gable” of their “wyndow” which they 
had tta worchyng.1,3 But no matter how low an opinion of 
the arrangement Langland may have had when he wrote the
poem, he does show knowledge of how the system worked andat
suggest that he had himself been Involved in It/least once.

In the scene where the Dreamer goes to the friar 
after his playing the role of Recklessness, it may be 
noted that C has not only shortened by some thirteen lines 
this scene which in B, XI, is a much stronger attack on 
the friars, but has made two other changes. In the first 
place, he has withdrawn entirely the charge made in B 
that the friars are reluctant to baptize.^ More signifi
cantly still, he has so worded lines 17-18 that they may 
readily be seen as quite innocent: the confessor B ...
seide, *he myghte me nat a-soile • bote ich suluer hadde/

1. C, XIII, 23.
2. C, XIII, 9.
3. C, IV, 51-54.
4. B, XI, 77.
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To restitue resonabliche • for al vnryghtful wynnynge."
Now restitution, as we shall see,l was usually demanded of 
a penitent in such cases, and Langland does not make the 
friar say that the money must he given to him. The Dreamer 
certainly takes him up in this sense, hut the friar has not 
actually made the demand; and the Dreamer*s remarks ahout 
where his hody is to he hurled are, in the new context, 
quite irrelevant, and seem to suggest that the Dreamer is 
still ranting in his Recklessness manner.

A final word must he said in admission of the truth of 
G-eorge Kane*s recent statement that there will he an 
“entirely provisional quality** ahout any effort of inter
pretative criticism of Piers Plowman until the text is es
tablished.^ But Mr. Kane himself adds: “Interpretative
criticism made within the limits of this proviso will he of 
the utmost value ... because it affords a healthy atmosphere 
for the activities of the textual critic.Not hy the 
counting of manuscript readings alone does the textual 
critic live, hut hy Judging the sense of a passage; and an 
"exchange of ideas ahout the meaning" will "encourage them 
to look among the variant readings, for meanings which in a
more complacent frame of mind they might well have missed."4 

This paper is framed within that proviso.

1. Infra, p. 203.
2. "Problems and methods of editing the B-text," Modern 

Language Review, XLIII (1948), 3.3. Idem.
L 4* * P* 4. J



CHAPTER III 
PIERS PLOWMAN 

and Saint Bonaventure

The best introductory demonstration that the thought 
processes of Langland were Franciscan is a consideration of 
the general outline of the Plowman and the outline of 
Bonaventure1s Itinerarium mentis in Deum, the classic 
spiritual manual of the Franciscans, composed somewhat more 
than three quarters of a century before Langland*a probable 
years of schooling. The intention is not to draw exact 
parallels, but to indicate that the tone of Langland*s 
mind is what one would expect of an earnest, intelligent 
mind formed on the Bonaventurean pattern, as found in the 
Itinerarium and elsewhere. Such resemblances do not prove 
a Franciscan connection. Bonaventure*s thought contained 
many elements which might have reached Langland through 
other contacts. But it is at least equally possible that 
these elements may have come from Franciscan contacts. In 
many eases, the resemblance is to be sought in the general 
outline rather than in specific passages; perhaps a more 
conclusive kind of resemblance, because the blotting- 
paper receptivity of Langland*s mind has cluttered the 
poem with so many sometimes conflicting and often verbally 
identical echoes; and because the poet's use of the 
dialectical devices to which he had somehow become



accustomed, makfes> it excessively difficult to determine when 
he is giving his own opinion and when setting up an opposing 
opinion for the joy of knocking it down.

In the first place, no one will need to be reminded of
how frequently Langland speaks of the world in general and 
of man in particular as an image of God, and that not in 
the general way in which St. Thomas would certainly have 
been willing to use the same comparison, but insistently, 
using the word "mirror” over and over again. This "mirror” 
theme is carried out in too great detail, and too frequently 
implied if not expressed, to be relegated to the "echo”
class. When it refers to the physical beauty of the world,
it has the tenderness and richness of the Franciscan atti
tude, discovering in the things of nature the direct action 
of God, and clear analogy with higher —  even the highest —  
forms of life.1 The G-text, which is usually supposed to

1. Gilson notes there is a difference between Bonaventure18 
use of the image theory and othr uses of the same theory. 
He says; ”La doctrine de saint Bonaventure n*a pas lt& 
designee sans raison par le nom &1augustlnlsme ... Mais 
••• ii faudrait encore reconnaftre 1* existence d*un 
esprit de saint Bonaventure et dfune atti'tude~qul lui 
serait vferitablement personnelle. On a souvent I1impres
sion ... que iron est en presence dTun Francois d1Assise 
qul 8*oubllerait A philosopher. L^alsance conflante et
I1Emotion attendrle avec lesquels fr&re Bonaventure 
couvre sous les ofctoses le visage m&ne de Pleu, sont IF" 
peine plus compliqu^es que les sentiments “dLu Poverello, 
llsant a livre ouvert *le beau llvre d1 images de la 
nature ... A cette 4mofion permanente d* un coeur qul 
se prfes le soriHPleu, nous devons ... Le malntlen
oTastlnfe drun contact in time entre la creature et le 
createurT” La philo sophleau mo yen Age, pp. 449-4lo. 
it is this spirit which is evident inthe scenes- where 
Langland speaks of nature, and Indeed in other, less 

l pleasant scenes. If this is frequent in medieval



have been expanded from the B-text by some dry-as-dust 
copyist or at best by Langland in the fading powers of age, 
contains among its alditlons a commentary on the "nisi 
granum frumenti cadens in terra mortuum fuerit," which 
can stand comparison with the loveliest lines of the 
B-text:

Bote yf the sed that sowen is • in the sloh
sterue,

Shal neuere spir sprlngen vp * ne spik on strawe
curne;

Shal neuere whete wexe * bote whete fyrste deyde.And other sedes al-so • in the same wyse,That ben leide on louh erthe • ylore as hit were;
And thorw the grete grace of god • of greyn ded

in erthe
Atte laste launceth vp • wher-by we lyuen alle.1 

Here is God’s direct action; and after a comparison between 
the seed’s survival of "forstes" and%yndes" and "wederes 
as in wynter-tyme," and the "pouerte and penatince and per- 
secucion of body" of the saints, the passage concludes:

Tristltla vestra uertetur in gaudimm,
Soure sorwe in-to solas • ihal turneatte laste,
And out of wo in-to wele • 3oure wvrdes shal

chaunge.2
The whole spiritual effect is pointed up by the realistic 
natural description; and though this analogy is merely a 
lengthy expansion of the Gospel symbol, it is worthy of

literature —  and I do not know that it is, in exactly this 
way —  then the Franciscan influence was perhaps stronger 
than has been realized.
1. 0, XIII, 179-185.
2. 0, XIII, 208-209.



mention as characteristic both of Langland*s normal ap
proach and the essentially evangelical1 approach of the 
Franciscans.

The G-text also expands the passage in passus XI,
lines 312-566 of the B-text, in which the poet views the 
intricate beauties of the world of animals, and is taught 
through them to knot* and love God —  Who for Bonaventure 
is the Divine Artist —  and to marvel at how they follow 
Reason in all their acts. The G version places this ex
cursion, which is personally conducted by Kynde (God)^ in 
lines 131-195 of Passus XIV. In both occur almost un
changed the lovely:

I selgh the sonne and the see • and the sonde
after,

And where that bryddes and bestes • by here
make3 thel 3eden,

1. The word is used, of course, in its older sense of em
phasizing the Gospel text.

2. The introduction to this scene says:
Til that Kynde cam • Clergie to helpen,
And in the myrour of Myddel-erde • made hym eft

to loke,
To knowe by ech creature • Kynde to louye. C,

XIV, 151-133.
The last half line would seem to indicate that "Kynde" 
in this scene is that "Kynde" described by Wit in 0,
XI, 151-157:

Kynde is a creator ... of alle kyne thynges,
Fader and formour • of al that forth groweth,
The whiche is god grettest • that gynnynge hadde

neuere,
Lord of lyf and of lyght • of lysse and of payne. 
Angeles and aile thyng • aren at hus wil;
Man is hym most lyk • of membres and of face,
And semblable in soule to god • bote yf synne

hit make.



Wylde wormes In wodes ♦ and wonderful foules,
With flekkid fetheres * and of fele coloures.1

Unchanged also is the whole sense of the passage, which ex
presses the poet's bewilderment as to why God has allowed 
man alone to upset the order of the world by refusing to 
follow Reason. It is interesting to note that this section 
follows a vehement denunciation of the venality of the 
clergy, and in the C-text opens with the lines:

Thus Rechlessnesse in a rage • a-resonede clergie,
And scornede Scripture • that meny skyles shewede, 
Til that Kynde cam • Clergie to helpen,
And in the myrour of Myddel-erde • made hym eft

to loke, p 
To knowe by ech creature * Kynde to loue.

Having turned in despair from the disorder brought about by
man, he is won to love by God Himself in the contemplation
of “Myddel-erde" as a “myrour11 of that reality in which God
continually and actually creates.3

In the next section (B, VII, 219-267; G, XV, 158-189)
the same theme of God's direct action in nature is taken
up again, and the poet admits that God Who

1. B, XI, 318-321.
2. G, XIV, 129-133.
3. Bonaventure says in a typical passage: “Venit enlm in

cognltlonem Pel per res senslblles quasi per speculum, 
speculando per ipsas lmmensltatem dlvinae potentlae, 
Immensltatem divinae sapientiae, lmmensltatem dlvinae 
bonitatis.rl “he triplici via,M Additamentum III, Oper; 
fill, 19. “
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... is the pyes patroun • and putteth it in hire
ere,

That there the thorne is thikkest • to buylden
and brede,

Ac ... kenned the pecok • to eauken in swish a
kynde ...1

is the only One Who
... knoweth the cause hym**selue *cand no creature

elles,2
why plants, animals and man act as they do, and why Adam was 
allowed to fall. Here it is the G-text which specifies 
"crist" as well as Kynde (God) as the One Who can answer 
all mysteries:

How creatures han kynde witt ♦ and elerkes comen
to bokes,

And how the floures in the fritth • cometh to
feyre hewes;

Was neuere creature vnder Cryst • that knew wel
the bygynnynge

Bote Kynde, that contreeuede hit furst • of
corteise wil.

He tauhte the tortle to trede • the pokok to
cauke,

And Adam and Eue * and other bestes alle
A cantel of kynde witt • here kynde to saue.^

The whole passage has the Franciscan aptness to see Mystery 
even in the lowest things of nature, and willingness to 
accept it as a principle operative in knowledge because of 
the infinite richness of creation.

But the use of the "image11 and "myrour" is merely an 
instance of Bonaventure*s exemplarism or doctrine of ideas, 
which is implicit not only in these passages but throughout

1. B, XII, 227-229.
2. B, XII, 226.
3. 0, XIV, 158-164.

L J
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the poem, especially if we take a large view of it. This 
doctrine has many ramifications, which must he considered 
separately in.order to apply them to the poem, hut which 
are actually well unified in their single trunk. God, ac
cording to Bonaventure, is immanent in the world in the 
sense that He is constantly molding it from within. If 
one grants this, it becomes impossible to consider the
natural order in isolation from the supernatural, since

and
God animates both/the first is an image of the second.
When Langland says that “sholde neuere wexe wheteĤ  or 
Hsplr springen vp,w except r,thorw the grete grace of God,n 
he is merely giving what may be a crude or confusing ex
pression of the oneness of God*s action. Even nature, for 
the Franciscan, was unintelligible without the Divine; but 
this, far from belittling nature or natural knowledge, 
lifted both to a higher plane. Nature is unintelligible 
alone, because in a sense it does not exist alone but as 
an image of the Divine; but as such an image it has rich 
actuality of existence. And such a reality, in which God 
works immanently and which is meant to mirror an infinite 
God, is too vast to be comprehended —  in fact was his
torically never meant to be comprehended —  by the mind

1. 0, XIII, 181*

L



of man without revelation.^
At the same time, the Franciscan is not a mere op

timist, any more than Langland was. Besides the efficient 
Cause, which is God, he speaks also of a "deficient cause, 
operative in all that is merely created. Creation is ex

1. Sister Emma Therese Healy says: "The purpose of the De
reductlone is not so much to show that the material 
world which emanated from God was patterned after the 
ideas of God and must therefore return to Him, hut ratha* 
that the secular sciences under the 1lumen exterlus, in- 
ferius1 and /sic£ interius* must borrow the * lumen su- 
perlus* of revelation in order fully to understand and 
appreciate the material universal." Saint Bonaventure*s

reductlone artlum ad theologlam, Saint Bonaventure,
New lark, 1959, p. 1537 Lagarae says of Bonaventure:
"II est en effet p^n^trl de l*ldbe que le monde ex- 
t^rleur ̂ est qu1un slgne, un miroir, une representa
tion de la beautfe divine et qu*11 nTa pas de valaur *en 
sol.,ir~ ileorges de Lagarde, La nalssance de I1esprit 
lalque au declln du moyen 'Age, £aris, Librairle E. t>roz, 
1&42, ITT, l£o. And Gilson confirms this: "A partir du
moment od 11homme se detourne de la sagesse pour chercHir 
la science et pretend ddeouvrlr une signification du 
monde intrlnseque A ce monde m&ne, 11 tente une entr em
prise absurde’et cHerche le"sens d*un XIvre qul n* en a 
plus. " La phlTosophle Hesaint""Bonaventure. p. 12X7,-

2. He refers to this in his commentary on the Sentences 
(II, d. 34, a. 1, q. 2c.) In a passage which bears a 
noteworthy resemblance*to the discussion in Piers 
Plowman between the dreamer and the friars on how the 
Just man falls seven times a day. Naturalem defectum 
culpabllem voeo Ipsam defectlbil11atemtquae~1 nest 
voluntatl hoc ipso, qu od ex nlhJLlo. fie dlstingu1shes 
this from the defectum cuTpabllemj’whlch is sin itself, 
and from defectum ppenalemy the Weakness which is the ef
fect of sin. But the defectus culpabllls does not 
necessarily follow the defectum naturalem. He goes, on
to defend the absolute power of the will to choose the 
good. He does not, Incidentally, put the'biame oh the 
body, as Langland* s, friars dp. Opera, II, 807..
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nlhllo and therefore there remains in the creature what may 
he called a pull toward nothingness or non-being.3- And this 
pull, especially in man, is at the heart of the drama of 
the universe;^ that drama which was so agonizingly evi
dent to Langland as he contrasted the sublime and the 
sullied in nature; as he contrasted, in the passage already 
quoted, the plant nature and animal nature which responds 
freely to God, with man, who should be the image of God, 
yet who turns from Him and yields to the narer- (In this 
world)- conquered weight of non-being, of non-Heason, in 
sin.

This theory of God1s working from within nature brings 
a dynamism and a concreteness into our ways of thinking.
For it must be remembered that when Bonaventure spoke of 
nature as the image of God, he meant the Christian God,

Orchis ereatura eo ipso; quod ex nlhllo est, deficit a 
summa stabilltate, unde non exlstlt per se ipsam; de
ficit a summa slmpllcltate lmmensltate, unde dietare 
potest”“ln ipsa virtue a substantia. Til, Sent., 14,
3, 3, 0peraTTlI7^4.

2. Gilson uses this figure of the drama with regard to 
man*s part in the world*s history; H... cette hlstolre 
nous apparalt comme un drame dans lequel nous sommes 
engagbs et don't, apr§s dee, pbripitles plus ou mo ins .. 
nombreuses, la "conclusion dolt etre notre~~biatTtude ou 
not re malheur pour l^bterni£>e.11 La philosophle de saint 
feonaventure, p. 465.

L Jl



the Trinity.̂  St. Thomas had taught that the ideas are the 
knowledge God has of His Essence as capable of being par
ticipated* God, he said, does not need ideas in order to 
know Himself, but has an idea of the creature in the vision 
of His own Essence. Bonaventure1 s "ideas11 are the ex
pression of the Divine Truth.% The desire for expression

1. Daniel A. Callus, O.P., remarks on this point: "Let us
suppose that a man ... knows God as the first cause and 
last end of all creation, and that there is only one 
God; if he does not grasp the Trinity in Unity, he does 
not know God as He really is. How it is impossible 
without faith to believe in God one and three. His 
knowledge of God, therefore, is utterly incomplete, nay, 
wrong and even blasphemous." "Philosophy of St. Bona
venture and of St. Thomas," Blackfriars, XXI (1940),
165. Bonaventure says: "Creatura mundi est quasi
fuidem liber in quo relucet, repraesentatur et leliltur rinitas fabricatrlxT" "Brevlloqulum,H Opera, V, 230.
He expresses this in more detail in the tTHexaemeron," 
explaining how the process works: "In substantia autem
est altlus vestigium, quod reprasentaf dlvinam essentiam. 
Habet enlm omnls creata substantia materlam, formam, com- 
positionem; orlglnale prlnclpium seu fundamentum, for
mal e complementum etT"glutlnum; habet substantlam, vir- 
tut em~t ope ratio nem. —  Et in his reprae s entatur 
mysterium Trlnitatis: Pater, ©rigo; ""Filins, imago;
Bplrltu~Sanetus, compago.^ Opera, V, $40. Langland, of 
course, echoes this thought, notably in C, XIX, 210- 
240, where Faith discusses the Trinity. He says: "A 
thre he is ther he is • and hereof bereth witness© /
The .wer^kes that hym-self wrouhte • and this wqrlde 
bothe." C, XIX, 214-215. He proceeds to cite examples. 
Et quia ratio cognoseendl consistit in ipsa verltate 
prlma, ideo ratio cognoseendl in 15eo est sumrae expre s- 
slva* It quonlam omne id quod summe exprlmlt, per
fect isslme asslmllat cognitum asslmilatlone competente 
cognition!,‘ideo patet, quod ipsa verltas ex hoc, quod 
facit cognosoere, est~slmllltudoexpresslva et idea ...
Est alla sImllitudo, quae est ipsaveritas ~expres siva 
cognitl et eo slmllitudo, quo veritas; et haec res ipsa 
acclplt ratlonem expressionis ab ilia; secundum hanc 
est perfectior cognitio, et hac cognoscit Deus. I Bent., 
XXXV, I, 1, Opera, I, 601^027^



is a part of Being, even in God, Who knows Himself in the 
act of expressing Himself. He expresses Himself in the 
Son, and so knows Himself in the Son so. completely, that 
the Son is equal to Him. It seems contradictory to say 
that God Who is Pure Act and so without potentiality is 
also One with productivity. But Bonaventure, beginning 
with the revelation of a Triune God, knew it was so and 
worked with the knowledge that in the Divine Unity there 
is plurality.^* But if nature is a mirror of that 
Reality, it must have the same form. And so we have a 
universe which is an expression of the Divine Truth. And 
yet there is no suggestion of pantheism.^ He distinguishes 
11 ipsam verltatem, ipsam expressionem, et ipsam rem.11 The 
truth is one; the things expressed are many and multiform. 
The expression, in which the things expressed are known, 
is one with respect to the truth, but many and multiform 
with respect to the things known. The ideas are therefore 
multiple and singular.

1. Gilson speaks of "son insistence remarquable k employer 
pour les idbes elles-m&nes le terme d1expression qul 
caractrferlse tradltlonellemenf la g^nbration du tferbe* 
dlvln. ” La pbllo sophl e de sainE’ Bona venture, p. 159.

2. Gilson says; "Non pas"... que eette ressemElance entre 
la erbature et le cr&ateur impllque une participation 
des choses it 1* essence de Dieu, car 11 n' y a rien de 
commun entre Dieu et les choses. ... La reslsemblance 
rbelle qui existe entre le Crgateur et les creatures est 
une ressemblance d* expression. Les cHoses sont d Dieu ce 
que les slgnes sont y la signification quells expriment 
... le monde nf a pas d^utre raison dr9tre que d'exprlmer 
DleuT^ La philo sophle au mo yen age, pp. 441-442.



There are corollaries to this central doctrine, all 
of which have echoes in Langland. In the notion of God's 
"proferring” the ideas instead of being "the pfa.ee of" the 
ideas, there is a step in the direction of Scotus* doc
trine that God "produces" the ideas, which so depend upon 
His Will; a theory which stresses the radical contingency 
of the universe. There is also special stress on God as 
the Divine Artist active in the world always and molding 
it. There is further stress on the temporal character 
of this molding, which in turn shows us the essences as 
stable yet manifesting themselves in time; i.e., the ideas 
use everything and anything in the constant process of 
working out a closer and closer resemblance to the Divine 
Exemplar. The ideas themselves are not only norms, but 
are active, are a motive power or energy behind the mani
festations we see. In this sense the universe can be re
garded as a poem gradually unfolding in time.

Most of the Implications of this doctrine are to be 
found in Piers Plowman, and even in the selections we have 
cited on pages 60-71* The central thought of these pas
sages presents God (Kynde) as active in all nature, not in 
some large, general way, but individually, knowing and 
energizing the "lynne-seed and lik-seed and lente-seedes 
alle," though they admittedly "siren nouht so worthy as 
whete." And God works in them really through the "forstes 
and wyndes" and "wederes" of "W’ynter-time," till "atte



laste ^5ach7 launeeth up;" working Just as really in them 
as in the "pouerte and penaunee and persecueion of body" 
through which the saints shall have their "sorwe in-to 
solas atte laste" turned. Nature and man should both be 
images of God (though nature is the lesser image, the 
vestige); should have a certain unity holding together 
their breath-taking multiplicity; and yet the pull of non- 
being in the reasonable creature can make him seem, not 
more, but less an image of God than the plants and animals 
which are not free to contradict the Reason working in 
them through the Divine Idea; but this is a contradiction, 
and the poet knows it. It is a mystery, but one which God 
knows, and Christ (as man) but "no creature elles."

Apart from specific sections, one can see in the whole 
movement of the poem some indication of the experimental 
method by which Langland, anxious to know what "Dowel" is, 
not in the abstract but in the concrete, In the individual 
case, retraces his steps again and again, going over the 
same ground, phrasing and rephrasing his definitions, 
looking at Dobet and Dobest from one position after 
smother; constantly readjusting what he has been taught in 
the abstract to the rebellious, resistant concrete; ac
knowledging at the end —  after his sublimest flights, 
when he has risen to the highest analogies —  that his 
answer is not here; until at the end he "gradde after 
grace" and sets out as a "pilgryme," submissive to Mystery,



but undiscouraged, to "walken as wyde as al the worlds 
lasteth to seke Piers the Plowman." This is the classic 
expression of man's helplessness ever completely to under
stand a world of infinite potentialities set over against 
the magnetic abyss of non-being. It is the classic ex
pression also of the historical approach of Bonaventure, 
whose world was a gradually unfolding world in which the 
fullness of truth will not be manifested until one has In
deed walked "as wyde as al the world lasteth."

In this sense, the poem is not at all chaotic, but a 
typical medieval artistic structure, moving —  as Bonaven
ture himself does when the poet in him subdues the 
philosopher —  reiteratively from matter to mind to grace; 
and yet, though the movement is upward, the structure, 
being always human, is liable until the last moment, while 
"al the worlde lasteth," to be toppled over, with all to 
build again.

Turning from the general doctrine of Bonaventure to 
the Itinerarlum itsdf, one finds a first resemblance in 
the luxuriant metaphoric language, the multitude of 
figures, the triple structure which forms the pattern, the 
unbreakable unity of the parts, held together by so many 
links that one cannot see the unity because of the links I 

This "journey" which the book sets out to trace is 
not, Bonaventure admits, a spatially long one. He posits 
the presence of God in all things around us and in



ourselves. We can see God in matter and in lower forms of 
life; we can see Him in ourselves in a form of vision which 
far surpasses the previous one. But if God is so near and 
so Intimate to us, he goes on, how is it that so few 
people find Him? This is Langland1 s problem, and Bona
venture 1 s Itinerarlum is expanded in Piers Plowman into 
the pilgrimage after Saint Truth; into the haphazard 
journeyings with their constant rebuffs, misdirections and 
retracting of steps; and finally into the great journey 
"as wyde as al the worlde." Bonaventure's explanation of 
why the soul cannot find God Who is so near is that the 
soul can never succeed in entering within itself while its 
memory is so full of cares that distract its attention from 
itself. In the Dreamer's inner journey, Ymagynatyf, it has 
often been pointed out, plays a most important role, and 
it has also been noted that for Langland the Imagination 
and the Memory are the same faculty. One has only to re
call the carping difficulties with which the Dreamer pes
ters Ymagynatyf, to see that Bonaventure1s diagnosis 
applies to this case. Besides, adds Bonaventure, the in
telligence is clouded with phantasms that cloud its sight. 
"Reason" in the poem can roughly correspond to the in
telligence; and Ymagynatyf tells the Dreamer roundly that 
he has been interfering with Reason (which could have 
guided him) because he —  the Dreamer —  is always seeking 
after the "whyes" of things which do not concern him, and
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about which he has perverse notions.These perverse 
notions (or phantasms) Bonaventure would explain as the 
result of the attraction exercised on man's intelligence 
by the things of sense, which draw it away, and do not 
allow it to return to itself in a desire for inward Joy and 
delectation. The Dreamer often admits the attraction of 
things of sense. The long dallying with Concupiscentia 
G a r n i is rnereHy a vivid presentation of this hind of 
distraction. And if Langland seems to overemphasize the 
dallying, we find a parallel emphasis in Bonaventure*s in
sistence that man is so plunged in the life of the senses 
that he cannot possibly discover within himself the image 
of God. But this wman,H is not an abstract man in an ab-?- 
stract state of nature, but the concrete, historical man, 
whom Bonaventure knows by Bevelation to have been stricken 
by the Pall, and capable, even after the Redemption, of 
turning his back on the offer of redemption and returning 
to the status of blind slave.®

1. B, XII and C, XV, passim.
2. J. R. Hulbert has severe things to say about reading an

autobiographical Interpretation into this Incident. Op. 
cit., pp. 215-226.

3. Bonaventure also develops much the same thought in the 
HIn Iohannem:H MQui non, manet in domo in aeternum in-
dlget llberari ab jso qu'l manet, et per eum potest 11-
berarl; sed servus non manet, Fillus autem manet; ergo 
servus per FI Hum lndi'get e t potest liberarTT Bed vos 
est is servi~ut supra dictum est: *S1 ergcT“vos Filius
liberavit, vere Tiber! estis.1 Ir Opera, VI,

L J



Q,ul facit peccatum, servus est peccatl.̂  It is this 
fallen man, understood and loved despite his falls, for 
whom Langland is solicitous. He will not have the Pope 
slay hereties, since God would not do so:

Qui pluit super lustos • et iniustos at ones
And sent the sonne to saue * a corsed mannes

tulthe
As brught as to the beste man • other to the

beste womman.
Hyght so Peers Plouhman * peyneth hym to tulye
As wel for a wastour • other for a wenche of

the stuwes,.
As for hym-self and his seruauns...

Where a man falls, Bonaventure says, there must he lie 
unless someone Intervene to raise him up. So both he and 
Langland show us fallen man, chained by the life of the 
senses, unable to contemplate the eternal Truth in his 
soul, until HTruth ItselfH intervene. Truth therefore 
takes a human form in Christ and becomes a ladder between 
heaven and earth* Ho matter how enlightened a man may be, 
either by nature or by acquired knowledge, he cannot come 
to the contemplation of his Inmost self or experience de
light in the Lord except it be through the mediation of 
Jesus Christ. This dictum of Bonaventure1s may well be 
the backdrop against which Langland aets out his fierce 
struggle between his natural reverence for learning and 
his firm conviction that learning is of no avail. So he

1. G, XIII, 1G9.
2. C, XXII, 433-438.



Is torn between his respect for Aristotle and Plato and all 
the ancients, and his unwilling feeling that —  if "Clergie“ 
he not mistaken —  they must all now he in hell. Even 
theology, he reiterates, if divorced from love, is of no 
avail. “The deppere ieh deuyne • the derker me thynketh 
hit.1* In the A and B-texts, though not in the C, he puts 
“astronomye” and “gemetrie*1 and such in the same class with 
“soreerye;“ and “experimentis of alconomye • of Alherdes 
makynge“ in the same class with “nigromancye." None of 
these can he the road to Bowel, Bohet or Bohest. “For of 
Bohet and Bohest • here doctor is dere Loue.n

Langland*s first lengthy account of the coming of
Ghrist is placed, significantly, far on in the text,^ and

\specifically at the point where the fruit has fallen from 
the tree into the hands of Satan and cannot he retrieved. 
Then

Filins, by the faders, wil • flegh with Spirltus
Sanctus

To ransake that rageman • and reus-hym hus
apples.^

Ghrist, proceeds Bonaventure, is the door; hut the approach 
to that door is conditioned hy our faith in Him, our hope 
and our love.^ Langland in the same order proceeds at

1. B, XVI; G, XIX.
2. C, XIX, 121-122.

Iflso ••• non potest intrare in se, ut in se ipso dllec- 
tetur in flomlno, nisi medlanTe GEristo, qul elicit: Ego
sum osTium ... Ad hoc autem ostium non approplnquamus, 
nisi in ipsum credamus, amemus. "Itinerarium, “
Opera~VT3§6.-------  --------



once t© give M s  full account of Christ*s life and death* 
Then suddenly the Dreamer wakes and encounters Faith, from 
whom he goes on to Hope, and then to Charity, Who turns 
out to he Christ Himself* And if we go hack to the pas
sage in Bonaventure we read next:

Virtues that are hased on the mediation between 
God and man of His Son, Ghrist Jesus, Who is, 
as it were, the Tree of Life in the Garden of 
Paradise*1

This whole section of Langland*s work, from the Tree 
of Charity scene to the end of the Samaritan episode, 
presents a closer parallel with the quoted section of the 
Itinerarium than with any other source I have seen suggested. 
The parallel becomes even more close when we read on in 
Bonaventure and find M m  saying next that Scripture —  
which Langland has just been following in his account of 
Christ*s life and death, and which he is about to para
phrase again almost at once —  is the indispensable and 
principal aid to this union of Charity whose purpose is t© 
repair what man had lost by sin, and to reconstruct the 
broken order of things. And Charity, he says, according 
to Our Lord Himself, is the Mfulfillment of the Law,w 
11 the whole Law and the prophets.11 Christ can with jus
tice demand love of neighbor as well as love of God, since 
He is Himself Mour neighbor and our God, our Brother and

1# Hecesse est igitur ... quod lngredlamur per fldem, spem 
et caritatem mediatoris Dei et hominum Iesu Christi, qul 
est tanquam lignum vitae in medio paradisl. Opera, V,

l 306*
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our Lord, our Friend and our King,n as well as the "true 
Bridegroom of the Church." This explanation falls in a 
parallel position with Langland* s famous passage3* of how 
"Iesus of his gentrice • wole Iuste in Piers armes."

To continue the parallel further, Bonaventure1s ex
planation of how the natural law, the written law and the 
law of grace purify, enlighten and perfect man, can be 
matched in position with Langland*s account of the harrow
ing of hell, with its long dispute between Righteousness 
and Peace, in the course of which it is triumphantly 
proved that while the natural law and the written law, 
for all their validity, cannot save man, grace can and 
does save him, always through Christ Crucified. Without 
too much laboring, one can conceive this whole sweep of 
Langland*s poem as a dramatic commentary on Bonaventure*s 
text.

There are two other broad resemblances between the 
Itinerarium and the Plowman, which are not so easy to trace, 
since they run through both like a double motif and recur 
constantly and casually. The first concerns the necessity 
of sorrow for sin. Sin deforms nature, Bonaventure tells 
us, so that it is not the image of God it is meant to be.
It is of no avail, therefore, to look in the mirror of 
creation unless the mirror of our minds be cleaned and

1. B, XVIII; C, XXI
L -1



polished; and so all who wish to see &od or know Truth must 
exercise holy compunction, experiencing the prick of con
science, lest they fall into a deeper pit of darkness. All 
comes to us through Ghrist, hut through Ghrist Crucified; 
and if we are to enter into our inheritance, it must he 
by death to all in us that deforms our true nature.

This preoccupation with the necessity of contrition 
and penance is on almost every page of Piers plowman. One 
need only recall the Importance given to Conscience and 
to Patience in the search for Dowel. But to note only one 
striking instance, there is in the B-text a lengthy inter
pretation of Dowel, Dobet and Dobest, which the G-text 
shortens. It is Clergy who offers the interpretation.
Dowel, he says, is belief —  without looking for proof —  
in the Trinity; Dowel is to be in onefs works what one 
professes to be by belief. This can be no other than that 
ordering of the soul to G-od's image, an ordering achieved 
only through struggle and penance. Dobest is the turning 
of one's attention to the reformation of others, an 
activity concerning which Langland warns us, in a long, 
digressive passage, that we cannot devote ourselves to it 
unless we be first "as in soule clene." He rants a little 
in this passage, and becomes so Indignant at those powers 
in high places who are not the examples they should be, that 
he rejects Clergy's interpretations altogether, and in a 
rage of protest falls into the comforting company of



Concuplscentia carnls. Clergy says: “I have do my
deuer • the Dowel to tech, and gives him up; hut Scrip 
ture intervenes, suggesting that what the Dreamer needs 
is to he shriven, since truth cannot he received hy a 
sinner. David, she says, did not try to teach sinners;
11 Vidi preuaricantes et tahesceham.1,2 And when Pilate, a 
sinner, asked: “Quid est ueritas?11 “God gave him non
answers • hut gan his tounge holde.“ So she sends the 
Dreamer to a confessor*^

Here as elsewhere, what may he confusing to the 
reader who tries to find Bonaventure1s pattern in Lang
land1 s text is.the latter*s peoccupation with the 
necessity of almsgiving. In this passage he makes his 
application to the rich who do not practise charity to
ward the poor and so are not “in work“ what they profess 
to he; and he is most hitter against the wealthy clergy 
who have a double responsibility, since they cannot rule

1. A, XII, 2.
2. A, XII, 19.
3. L* Baudry points out that even Ockham kept this notion 

of Bonaventure1 s. He says, explaining Ockham*s view:
“II 2 a des conditions morales & la recherche du vrai. 
gouvenf l*erreur a son princlpe dans le dhrdglement du 
vouloir e l l a perverslte du coeur.* WHenever a proposi
tion is not~~̂ evldente eT ngcessalre, “ then “c* est la 
volonte qul prodult 1*adhls1on*" ffhls explains Heresy 
in cardinalsand popes. “Le philosophe et le politique 
dans G-. Ockham, “ Archives B^Hlstolre DocWinaleef 
Littoralre au Moyen Age, XSl (1959), 216.
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the faithful or reprehend them while neglecting themselves 
to he charitable. Almsgiving is his favorite penitential 
suggestion to the gentry, and dovetails with the virtue 
of charity which is ”the whole law and the prophets.”

The second wide theme common to the Itinerarium and 
Plowman is the necessity of prayer —  not its 

general necessity, but its Importance as a prerequisite 
for knowledge. Since grace, Bonaventure says, is the 
foundation of an upright will and of a clear-sighted, en
lightened reason, we must first pray, then live holily, 
then look attentively at the manifestations of truth. In 
other words, the contrition and penance which are requisite 
for holy living (which in turn is requisite for even the 
beginning of knowledge) must themselves be preceded by 
humble prayer. Prayer is the first step. This takes us 
back to the beginning of Piers Plowman, and to the 
Dreamer1s

Thanne I courbed on my knees • and cryed her of
grace,

And preyed hir piteously • prey for my synnes,
And also kenne me kyndeli * on crist to bileue, 
That I mi3te worehen his wille

And the lady holicherchepromptly offers him her formula of
truth and charity. . In the same way, if we prune the
luxuriant passage in which Piers first offers his help to
the pilgrims, we find the crowd —  whom Reason has just put

1. B, I, 79-82
L
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through a somewhat severe course of advice on penance —
Gryyng vpward to Grist • and to Hus clene moder, 
To have grace to go to Treuthe

and Piers responds with his intricate verbal road map which
terminates in penance, prayer and alms deeds. Arrived at
the place, we find that Amende- Sow is the gate-warde of
Grace, the lord of the house, and that within is Truth
with Charity.

The emphasis on prayer and penance is not, as has 
been pointed outin the case of prayer, peculiar to Bona
venture, but essential to all Christian teaching. It is 
their connection with Truth in Langland and Bonaventure 
that establishes a linfc between the two, since Thomas, for 
instance, has not the same approach at all. It has been 
said, none too accurately, by followers of St. Thomas, 
that whereas he emphasized primarily Being, Bonaventure 
emphasized primarily Truth. Whether the statement is ac
curate or not, Bonaventure1s conception of God*s Truth as 
an active, dynamic Light, expressing Itself and so ex
pressing all things creatively, is clearly elose to Lang- 
land*s characteristic use of Truth as the synonym for 
God; of his acceptance of Truth as what must ultimately

1. C, VIII, 15 6-157.

L



“be sought.*** God!s Truth Is a "doing" in itsdf, and so in 
the very search for Truth, and in its gradual acquisition, 
man is also “doing." There is, in the Itlnerarium, a dis
cussion which has, I think, a hearing on this point. Man*s 
power of choice, Bonaventure says, consists in the three 
acts of counsel, judgment and desire, and not one of these 
could “be what it is or function as it does unless God 
existed. Counsel, he reminds us, is a deliberation as to 
what is better. But we cannot conceive of the "better” 
except as an approach to the "best," just as I cannot know 
Paul looks like Peter unless I know Peter. Some best there 
must be, and that best is God. In the same way, we must 
Judge according to some law; and since judgment gives us 
certainty, the law by which we Judge must be above our
selves, stable, whereas we are unstable. Mow only God ̂ is 
above man. Finally, our desire is aroused by what we love. 
Moreover we love and seek ultimately only what gives us 
happiness; and we know by experience that nothing finite 
gives us complete happiness. Whether we know it or not, 
and whether we are mistaken in our choice or not, we never 
love or desire anything except as an instalment of the

1. This is, of course, notable throughout the Viejo, from 
Holychurehe1s first mention of the name in C, ll, 12, 
through the reference to Treuthefs having ; "forgiven" 
Mede and given her grace in C, IV, 134, to the granting 
of the Pardon by Treuthe.
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Supreme Good, or as leading to it, or as a resemblance of 
it?. In Bonaventure1 s world and in Langland*s —  their 
mental world, at least —  the inextricable linkage and 
occasional confusion of the finite and the infinite is 
almost unavoidable• This explains why he can have his 
eye on the Best and yet fall far below what he called Well* 

Another fertile source of confusion in the attempt to 
establish Langland's philosophical ancestry, is the truism 
that Bonaventure1s system, like all the Franciscan, and 
like its forerunner Augustinianism, gave priority not to 
knowledge but to love. Why, then, call God Truth, and
why so much seeking, on Langland1 s part, to know? The
answer is fairly simple. In man as an image of a Triune 
God, there must be such unity among his powers and activi
ties as may blur distinction unless we look very closely. 
Bonaventure1s creative Truth Is also, of course, self- 
diffusive Love. It is because He has creatively expressed 
us in love that love drives us to know Him so that we can 
love Him. Beatitude for Bonaventure as for Scotus is of 
the will. Gilson remarks that the Franciscans have the 
enjoyment of the Divine Goodness by love as their primary
object.3* But in the concrete, the order is reversed in

1. Etienne Gilson, The philosophy of St. Bonaventure, Hew 
York, Sheed and Ward, 1938, p. ”51.

L _!
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time. Gilson adds that Bonaventure^ aim, which gives 
uniqueness to his philosophical system, is ”to reconstruct 
human knowledge ... with a view to the unique peace of 
love.1*1 In his system, knowledge, or speculation, is to 
play the role of ascesis, and is to he ordered to an end.
A passage in the Itinerarlum sums up Bonaventure1 s atti
tude toward speculative knowledge in terms no reader of 
Piers Plowman can fail to recognize:

No one is disposed in any way for divine con
templation, which leads to ecstasy, unless he he 
with Daniel Ba man of desires.” But desires are 
inflamed in us in two ways, namely hy the groan
ing of prayer which hursts from the cry of the 
heart, and hy the glory of speculation wherein 
the mind turns itself most directly to the rays 
of light. Therefore, I invite the reader first 
of all to the groaning of prayer through Christ 
Crucified, hy Whose Blood we are purged from the 
foulness of sins, lest perchance he helieve that 
reading suffice without unction, speculation 
without devotion, study without admiration, 
scrutiny without exultation, work without piety, 
knowledge without charity, understanding without 
humility, study without divine grace, or bril
liance without divinely inspired wisdom.2

1. Ibid., p. 85.
2. Son enim dispositus est allquo modo ad contemulationes 

divinas, quae ad mentales ducunt excessus, nisi cum 
Panlele sit ln~aeslderium. Pe s iderla autem in nobis in- 
flammantur dupliciter, scilicet per flamorem rationis, 
cjuae ruglre i'aclt a gemiTu c'brdlsT^elT^er^fulgdrem 
speculation!s, qua mens ad radios lucis directlsslme et 
intensissime se convertit. Igltur ad gemltum oratlonis 
per Christum cruelflxum, per cuius sangulnem purgamur a 
sordibus vitiorum, primum quldem lectorem Invito, ne 
forte credat, quod slhl suff1clat"~Lectio sine unctione, 
speculatlo sine devotione, investigatio sine a&nlrat lone, 
circumspectlo sine exultatione, Industria sine pietate, 
scientia sine caritate, intelllgentla sine humllitate, 
studium absque divina gratia, speculum absque saplentia
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Here.is hierarchical ordering, hut no scorning of one for 
the other, since one leads to the other and is related 
closely to it, as we see when Bonaventure says: uNon est
perfects eognito sine dilectlone.” Theology^as Langland 
puts it, is ”... no science for soth • forto sotyle inne;”1 
and it is to he studied only because it leads to love. 
However, it does lead to love; and therefore it is to he 
studied.

The most obvious explan&ion of the confusJLon is that 
for both Bonaventure and Langland the interaction of love 
and Truth is reciprocal. It does not require very careful 
analysis of the Dreamer1s first meeting with the: ”Loue- 
liehe lady of lere ♦ in lynnem y-elothid,”̂  who ”cam doun 
fro that castel” of Truth, to discover that what she roused 
in the Dreamer was love (though he was ”aferd of hure 
face”) and that this love drove him to his search for 
Truth; and indeed, as she pointed out to him, after de
fining Sod as Truth:

divinitus insplrata. Prologue, Opera, V, 296. The last 
sentence gives that balanced.view of human effort to ap
proach G-od through the intellect which is evident through
out the long section from G, XII through 0, XV, in which 
the question of learning and devotion is fiercely debated 
and finally solved. In quite another context, Bonaventure 
makes the same point: he is distinguishing 11 scientia, prout 
est absque earitate, vel prout est caritati conjuncta. Si 
prout est a earitate divisa ... quod inflat. Si autem, 
prout est caritati conluncta, sic non est via ad inflationem 
sed potius ad reetltudinem et aedlficatlonem et humllitatem. 
Ill Sent., Opera, II, 1, 5577 Llberum-arbitrlum, speaking 
of those who wish to know too much,saysi ”Ryght so sothly 
sciences • swelleth in a mannes saule,/ And doth hym to be j
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Hit is a kynfe knowing • that kenneth in thyn
herte

For to loue thy lord • leuest of alle, .
And deye rathere * than do eny dedlich synne.1

For sin, negatively, must he a contradiction of truth, since 
God works in us to make us more and more like Him, whereas 
in sin tire try to make ourselves something He did not in
tend. In this sense, Satan literally was a liar from the 
beginning, and all sin is a lie. So in the long passage
which succeeds the appearance of the "loueliehe lady,B
she can describe virtue in all classes of men as a service 
of Truth, as a standing in Truth. So too, if God is hove 
as well as Truth, she can say with inescapable logic:

Thauh Se be trewe of Soure tonge • and trewelich
wynne,

And be as chast as a chyld ...c 
|t avails nothing, provided that you do not love your 
neighbor; for then, though your tongue be true, you have 
lost the Image of God in Christ, in which Truth actually 
consists. The end of the Passus clinches the thought in 
the lines (omitted from the C-text);

deynous.n C, XVII, 226-227.
1. B, X, 183.
2. 0, II, 3.
1. C, II, 142-4.
2. C, II, 176-7.

L



How haue I told the what treuthe is ♦ that no
tresore is bettere,

I may no lenger lenge the with • now loke the
owre lorde

To look at Christ is to look at God and to know on what 
true pattern we must shape ourselves.

Because of the broad scope of the Itinerarlum, one can 
trace from it a general structural influence on Piers Plow
man; but there are possible evidences of Bonaventure*s 
thought as it is expressed in other texts. Although, as 
Donaldson says, 11 the history of trees in religious allegory 
seems very c o m p l e x , neither that of Augustine mentioned 
by Donaldson nor that of Scotus mentioned by Miss Day® 
seems so related to Langland* s text in the Tree of Charity 
scene^ as does Bonaventure*s ”11gnum vltae,H In his treatise 
of that name in the eighth volume of the Opera.5 The poet 
does not slavishly follow the figure as Bonaventure used 
it, but his scene rather clearly echoes the saint1s origi
nal pattern.

There is considerable variation of this scene in the

1. B, I, 206-7; A, I, 184-5.
2. Op. eit., p. 183n.

SE®* > > PP» 233-4.4. Tlie scene as such extends in B, XVI, from line 1 to
line 89, and in C, XIX, from 1 to 123, but the action
which follows must be considered in order to see the 
connection with Bonaventure.

5. Opera, pp. 68-87.
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B and C versions, a variation which may result from Lang
land 1 s regrouping of the elements of Bonaventure1s rich 
and often reiterated image to suit his own thought. Bona
venture himself used the image not only in the Lignum 
vitae, but freely in the little treatise, Be plantations 
Paradisi,1 where he develops the figure of the tree planted 
in man, and advises us to savor the fruits

ex hie llgnls prooedentium. quae Dei sapientla 
multiformis in corde tuo plantavit t&mquam in 
hortuculo paradlsl. %

The corde tuo is important, for the Tree of Charity grew
in Cor-homlnls:5 and Langland in C, XIX, 40, calls the
Second Person ,fSapienoia-del-patris.H In the same place,
Bonaventure speaks of the tree of good and evil, which he
usually contrasts with the lignum vitae:

euriosltas cognoseendl cum ambltlone excellendl 
et appetentla obleotaridl quae suggestlone ser- 
pentis antlqul inter speeulatlones per infer!orem 
portlonem superlorl ♦.. ingeritur.4

Usually when Bonaventure uses the figure, the tree is
Christ, although the tree is often interchangeably the
Cross, and Christ the fruit. In the Prologue to the Lignum
vitae, we read:

Et hie quldem fructus est. qul de virginal! utero

1. Opera. V, 574-579.
2. Ibid., p. 577.
5. C, XIX, 4.
4. Pp. 577-578.

L
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traxit origlnem et in ligno crucls ad maturitatem 
sapor©sam per aelTerni soils calorem meridiahumT 
Christ! "videlicet carl tatem, pervenlt et In Eorto
f~aradlsi caelestfls, mensa scilicet Dei, deslderan- ibus Ip sum proponitur degustandum.l

How in Langland, of course, the Tree seems to he 
neither Christ nor the Cross. What it is one must decide 
with some care. In B, when the Dreamer says: “I am in a 
were • what charite is to mene,the answer comes: “It 
Is a ful trye tre;“3 and later in the same Passus: “Pacience 
hatte the pure tre • and pore symple of herte, / And so, 
thorw Cxod and thorw good men • groweth the frute Charite.114 
The Tree is Patience, and the fruit Charity. Donaldson 
points out that here as in the banquet scene charity and 
patience may be identified.5 He also identifies patience 
with Piers, but is reluctant to make Piers Christ in the 
Tree scene, and has to resort to rather subtle re
interpretation of Piers as possibly Peter,® but more 
probably “that elevated portion of mankind which includes 
the patriarchs and prophets —  Hoses, Abraham, David,
Adam, and the others who prefigured Christ before the 
Incarnation Just as St. Peter became Christ’s vicar after 
the Incarnation.

1. VIII, 69
2. XVI, S.
3. XVI, 4.
4. XVI 8—9
5! Op.9eit.] pp. 178-179, 181.
6. Op. eit., p. 185.
7. Ibid., p. 186.
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The C version, which substitutes Liberum Arbltrlum for 
Piers as expositor, offers fewer difficulties,. The Tree 
is called “Ymago-dei, and does not grow “Amyddes mannes 
body,“ 2 but in that “eontree • Cor-hominis hit hyhte.“3 
It is supported by the Trinity,4 and its fruits are various
ly described as “Werkes / Of holynesse,11 etc.,® and as 
holy people: “Adam was as tre • and we aren as hus
apples,But this “tre“ is not the same tree; however, 
it Implies that Christ is the tree, according to the 
Christ-Adam contrast so frequent in patristic figures.
The various states of life, including the active and con
templative, are represented. The Dreamer says: “This is
a propre plonte“ ... “and bryngeth forth falre frut * 
folke of all nacion.“7 So far, then, the fruits are 
either the virtues or those who possess the virtues, and
the latter are categorized according to their state in
life. Mow the poet shifts his point of view and looks at
*t3ae ^mago-dei” historically. The history of the race is 
surveyed and when it becomes evident that the “deuel” will 
be “maister11 on earth as well as in “limbo lnfernl. un
less help arrives, then Llbera-Voluntas-Dei, the Holy

1. C, XIX, 7.
2. B, XVI, 14.
3. C, XIX, 4.
4; C, XIX> 25-26.

C, XIX, 12-13.
6; G, XIX,- 68,
7. C, - XIX, 101-102.•
8. C, XIX, 116-117.

L
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Ghost, Hhitte after the fende.Ml The following lines 
read: H Filins. hy the faders wll • flegh with Splrltus
Sanotus. / To ransake that rageman • and reue hym hus 
apples."2 Then comes the account of Christ’s conception, 
through the Holy Ghost, in the womb of the Virgin Mary.
The Son of God enters the history of the human race as a 
member of that race. The tree Ymago-del becomes the 
human race, including Christ. The Tree scene introduces 
that section of the poem which deals directly and in detail 
with the life and death of Jesus, with the founding of the 
Church and with the sending of the Holy Ghost.

At the end of the Lignum vitae, an Addltamentum lists
a

medltatlo quaedam rhythmloa facta a fratre Bona- 
ventura ... de operatlonlbus~l?. H. Jesu Christ! 
in qua quldam inolpit ipsum descrlbere secundum 
generatlonem aeternam quantum ad quatuor con
ditions s nobilissimas . . . PelncTe aescrlblt eurn 
ut promlssum Patrlarchis, praefIguratum a 
Prophet!8, ut concepturn et natum, et ex hoc per 
ordlmem toturn processum vitae quantum ad facta 
notabllia usque ad dlstrlbutlonem donorum 
Splrltus Sancti.<*~

The next page continues:
Alius codex blbllothecae monachli genulnas ex- 
hlbet strophas, sed singulis versiculls et 
fructlTms adiunglt tFes breves explicatlones —  
tf0 frutex salvlflcus, obumbrans at) aestu 
vTtlorum, alllclens ramls

1. C, XIX, 120.
2. C, XIX, 121-122.

VIII, 86.

L
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factorum, reoreans follls verborum. Vivo fonte 
rigatus, ut ere8ceret In fldellum cordlbuB, ut 
dllaretur In omnibus terrae flnlbus, ut ex
alt arftur In Bccleslls omnibus. Cuius flos 
aromatlcus, vlsu pulcherrima, odoratu suavls- 
slmus, tactu acceptimlsslmus. Mt fructus de- 
slderatus a Patrlarchls ln~offerendo, a ffrophetls 
in praenunTlando, ab Angells In promittendo . . * 
Jesus, emlssus caelltusj ut medlcus expertus ad 
sanandum.l

There are several parallels to be noted here, although, as 
might be expected, the parallels are not exact. Instead of 
the ramis factorum. C, XIX, 12, lists the Mgood frut • the 
which men calien Werkes.” The B, XVI, 6 is closer, for it 
notes that wThe leues ben Lele-Wordes,M which exactly fits 

"Hollis verborum.w The tree grows, as in C, XIX, 4 Hin 
fldellum cordlbus; ” the >ffructue deslderatus,n obviously 
Christ in Bonaventure1s text, may also suggest Christ as 
the fruit of the tree of Charity, for He is born of Mary who 
is a Virgin and so belongs to that group of fruits desig
nated as f,swete with-oute swellinge * soure worth hit 
n e u e r e # « 2  There is a note in the Hexaemeron, moreover, 
which emphasizes this oneness of man with Christ and 
specifically makes reference to the Lignum vitae, to which 
its thought must be allied:

Verbum ergo exprlmlt Patrem et res, quae per 
ipsum factae~sunt, et principal!ter dueit nos ad 
Patrls congregantls unitatem; et secundum Hoc 
est lignum vitae, quia per Hoc medium redlmus 
et vivlflcamur in ipso rente vitae.3

1* i&era, VIII#2. C, XIX, 100.
3. Opera, V, 32. -j
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A similar reference occurs In the Sermones de T e m p o r e and 
in the In Natlvltate Domini.̂  A variant manuscript of the 
Lignum vitae emphasizes eharity and the promise to the 
Fathers.

Pater *.. caritate infinita fldelibus Patribus 
sub iuramento promlBlt, quod VerbunTsuum ... 
carnl uniret humanae.1*

The reference to the Fathers in the Additamentum of the 
Lignum vitae, as in the Hexaemeron, accompanies references 
to the Incarnation and to the Lignum vitae which is concerned 
with the promise, the sending, and the work of Christ.
It will be remembered that it is directly after the ref
erence to the Fathers1 succumbing to the devil that the 
Incarnation, at the end of the Tree of Charity scene, takes 
place. Perhaps of most significance in the Additamentum 
passage is the reference to Jesus as an expert doctor, for 
the corresponding C passage4calls Him a wsurgeynfl and a 
wfaithfol fysiclan.M

These references are to the Additamentum; but the 
body of the Lignum vitae treatise presents equally notable 
parallels. The second section speaks of the fall and of 
God*s mercy;

in qulnque saeculi huius aetatlbus per patrlar- 
cHas, indices, sacerdotes, reges et Prophetas . 
ah Abel lusto usque a& Iohannem Baptistam Filll

Serm° IX, Opera, IX, 56.
2. Sermo X, Opera, IX, 116.
3. Opera, VIII, 81.

l4. C, XIX, 138-142.



sui adventum praenuntiare, promlttere ae 
praeflgurarenon destltlt.3-

Mention of the ft indices’1 here and of the Baptist correspond 
to the mention of Sampson and of “seynt lohan the baptist11 
in G, XIX, 114. The next section begins Mi)enlque, post- 
quam venlt plenltudo temporis ...M and goes on to the 
Annunciation, just as Langland uses the quotation and de
scribes the same scene.® Langland, as a matter of fact, 
uses the quotation twice, repeating it before the opening 
of Christ’s public life.^ Bonaventure goes into some de
tail about the earlier events of Christ’s life, which 
Langland omits. It may be noted, however, that three 
virtues are stressed in this period, poverty, patience, 
and obedience, of which the firs| two play so prominent a 
part in the last sections of Piers Plowman. The parallel 
becomes closer in sections 11 to 14,4 where Bonaventure 
describes the marvels of Christ’s healing, Just as Lang
land says;

Llberum-Arbitrium • leche-craft hym tauhte,
Til"plenitude temporis • hih tyme a-prochede,
That such a surgeyn setthen • yseye was ther

neuere,
He non so faithfol fysician; • for, all that hym

besouhte,
He lechede hem of here langoure • lazars and

blynde bothe;
Ceei uident; claudi ambulant, leprosl mundantur. 
And comune wymmen conuertede • and clansede hem

of synne.

1. Opera, VIII, 71.
2. C, XIX, 124-133.
3. C, XIX, 139.

L 4. Opera, VIII, 73-74.
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and he lyft vp Lazar • that lay in hus tombe, 
Quatrlduanus cold • quyke dude hym rome,
Ac er he made that miracle • mestus cepit esse.

Similarly Bonaventure has said in the eleventh section! 
“languidos sanat,11 to match ‘‘lechede hem of here langoure:11 
l̂eprosos emundat,H for “lazars;” Mqul et caecus visum ... 
restaurat,H for Hand blynde bothe.11 He goes on then to 
quote as an instance of spiritual healing the wpeccatri- 
eem illam ... in adulterio deprehensam, 11 as Langland adds 
MAnd comune wymmen conuertede.11 He also cites Christ1 s 
tears over Lazarus as an instance of the wpluries flevit.11 
Ihe treatise goes on to discuss the betrayal and passion 
of Christ, as Langland also does, but the poet has con
siderably varied and expanded this section. Much later, 
in section 40, there is a discussion of the sending of 
the Holy Ghost:

qul etiam secundum gratiam Spiritus sancti 
septiformem septem a edit sacramenta quasi 
septem de&it’~med.lcamenta morborum, per quorum 
administraFionem et gratiam sancfifleationem 
brlbult et peccata dimittit, quae numquam nisi 
in fide et unit ate eiu6dam“"sanetae Sccleslae 
relaxantur.̂

So in C, XXII, 20-28, spiritus paraclitus comes, and Con
science tells the Dreamer that “this is Cristes messager ... 
Grace is hus name.11 Previously, in G, XXII, 184-198,

1. C, XIX, 138-147.
2. Opera, VIII, 80.

L -I
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Christ has given Piers (quite obviously Peter, here) the 
power to forgive sins, and the wredde quod debes” has been 
twice mentioned.^- Grace continues to be the central 
character, and when he helps Piers build a house,^ it is 
called "Vnlte • holychurche in Englishe,"® which remains 
the setting for the poem until the end. Most striking is 
the comparison of sin with disease, or with wounds leading 
to disease,4 which Confession should cure except that the 
sacrament is lnvalidly administered because contrition is 
not what it should be. This figure of disease, paralleling 
the strong resemblances between Bonaventure and Langland

1. C, XXII, 187, 193.
2. C, XXII, 321-330.
3. This obvious meaning of Unity, which he himself admits, 

makes more doubtful Donaldson* s theory that St.
Bernard*s "humility, charity, unity" trilogy underlies 
the structure of the poem. There is no mystical in
tention whatever, so far as I can see, in the section . 
of the poem which deals with Unity, but merely straight 
doctrine with emphasis on the sacraments. Donaldson 
says that Langland calls the first steps poverty and 
patience which are "aspects of humility." But patience 
is an aspect of charity, as the double name of the 
Tree shows, as much as it is an aspedt of humility, 
and if we assume poverty and charity as the structure, 
these two central Franciscan virtues are enough, with
out a third. 0j>. cit., p. 197. Piers in G, XVI, 139- 
148, explaining the "patientes vlncunt," certainly 
equates it with love, for his example of Patience is 
loving forbearance; and further down, describing how if 
"thow take Pacience," you will never be afraid, he 
quotes: "caritas dispellit omnem timorem." C, XVI, 160.

4. 0, XXIII, 301-379.

L
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as they speak of Christa role as doctor, Is what hinds 
the two treatments together, for one may legitimately 
object that both Langland and Bonaventure were, for the 
rest, following the Scriptures. But the fact that the 
Unitas theme appears in Bonaventure in such close 
proximity to the medlcamenta morborum constitutes a verbal 
likeness between the two which a common source in the 
Scriptures would not completely explain.

Just as Langland may possibly have dramatized what 
Bonaventure had already expressed both in the prose of his 
treatise and in the verse of the Additamentum, so a fur
ther statement of the Franciscan in the same chapter of 
^le Lignum vitae may provide a clue to the whole of the
turbulent last sections of Piers Plowman.

Et quoniam in igne tribulatlonls peccata pur- 
guntur, ideo, sleut~oaput Socleslae Chrislium 
exposult~~I!)eus fluctlbus passlonum, sic et 
parhps eius, acilicet Hecleslam suam, usque 
in rfnem saecull ad prohatlonem et purgationem 
trlbularl permlttit. Sle Patriarchae, sic 
Prophetae, sic Apostoli, sic Martyres, Con
fessor es et Virgines et quotquot plaeuerunt Peo, 
per mult as t r ibulatl one ansiere fidele s;
sic etiam omnia membra Christl electa usque ad 
diem ludicii pertransibunt. 1

What better parallel could there be for the chaos at the
end of the poem? And it is seen as arranged by God.
“Christum exposult Peus fluctlbus passionum,n Bonaventure
says, and Langland has shown us that process in C, XXI.

1. Opera, VIII, 80.
L
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Afterward he shows the parallel process of tribulation as 
it befalls the saints. It is to be noted that these are 
"membra Christi electa,H and suffer a like fate with the 
"Patrlarchae," the "Prophetae" and the ’’iudices” who had 
appeared as the fruit of the free of Gharity^together 
with Christ Himself and the post-Redemption "weddede men 
and wedewes * and ry3t worthy maidenes."^ It is in
teresting that after "the deuel" "bar ... forth baldely"5 
the pre-Redemption characters,4 , Christ comes and 
suffers. In other words, the tribulations of the pre- 
Redemption saints, of Christ, and of the post-Redemptlon 
11 membra electa," are related in chronological order by 
Langland. Bonaventure gives as the term of their 
tribulations "usque in flnem saeculi.H This is close to 
Conscience*s "as wide ♦ as the worlde regneth," in 0,^ 
and even closer to Bfs form: "as all the world lasteth.1,6 
The reference may well be to time rather than to space, 
and in Langland as in Bonaventure there is the recognition 
that man in this world will always be tried by storms. 
Langland has simply specified the storm which was 
characteristic of his age —  the division within the

1. C, XIX, 112-114.
2. C, XIX, 71.
3. C, XIX, 111,115.
4. C, XIX, 106,111.
5. XXIII, 381.
6. XX, 379.

L
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Church, the low state of the religious orders, and es
pecially the Schism, so that "Peers the Plouhman," whom 
Conscience seeks at the end, and who is to change the rule 
of the friars so as to make them less harmful to the 
Church,can readily he identified as the Pope, for there 
were two Popes, and no one knew with which one "grace"^ 
was to he found, as Grace had originally heen sent to "go 
with Peers theiflop|gman3̂

Bonaventure goes on then to the Judgment where, he 
says, "llbri pandentur consclentlaruffl"4 —  a parallel to 
the central role of Conscience at the end of the poem, and 
he quotes the "si ehim vlx iustus salvahitur,11 which had 
troubled the Dreamer earlier. It refers now, of course, 
to the tribulations through tihiqh the Just man must come 
to salvation, and though Langland makes no reference to 
the quotation at the end of his poem, the context in
dicates, I think, a consciousness on the part of the 
author that this is the true interpretation. Earlier, 
the Dreamer had heen afraid it meant that even justice

1. C, XXIII, 383.
2. C, XXIII, 386.
3. G, XXII, 213. It is not generally remembered that in

B, XIX, 329-330, and in C, XXII, 334-335, Grace "hym-
self wente / As wide as the worlde is • with Peers to
tulye treuthe." C adds "And the londe of by-leyue *
the lawe of holyehurche." Since this exactly corre
sponds to Conscience * s itinerary at the end, and since
Piers here is Peter, there can be no fear lest Conscience
plan to go out of bounds.

4- Opera* VIII, 80.
L
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was not enough to save a man, if God had determined he 
should not he saved. Ymaginatif, who settled many of the 
Dreamer*s problems, had first quoted it after C, XV, 203, 
but had added, with an expression of anger and with em
phasis implied in the repetition: ”Ergo salvabitur. t>3»
Shortly after this, Conscience became the Dreamer*s com
panion, and although the first adventures with Conscience 
at the dinner were stormy, the poem takes on a more posi
tive tone after that scene, and the Dreamer*s backslidings 
seem now due to weakness of the flesh rather than to any 
intellectual rebellion.

Aside from the structural resemblance, there are in
cidental likenesses between the Lignum vitae and Piers 
Plowman which are worth detailing. In the Prologue, for 
instance, the healing aspect of what Langland called 
nleche-craft” had already been stressed in the phrase: 
Bsitque folium eius contra omne genus morbl medicamentum 
effioacisslmum.”2 Again, in the same place, there is a 
formula for avoiding spiritual ruin:

quod quidem vitare non potest, nisi rationi 
fidem, investigation! devotionem, curiositatl 
simpliciiatem, tandemque carnali sensui omnl seu 
prudentlae carnis sacram prae ferat Chr1sti crucem, 
per quam saneti Spiritus caritasTn oordTSus de- 
votis nutritur.s *

1. C, XV, 204.
2* Opera* VIII, 69.3. Idem.

L
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Clarist, In the picture which illustrates the Lignum vitae 
in the Quarrachi edition, is on the Gross; so that here the 
Tree is the Gross and the fruit is Christ. The earlier 
encounters of the Dreamer with Study and Clergy had amply 
developed the advantages of faith, devotion, and sim
plicity, over reason, investigation, and euriq^slty, as
exemplified in the Dreamer and in others.̂ * In the same

opassus, Concuplseentla-carnis appears, to parallel carnali 
jsensul; and the 11 prudence of the flesh11 may he considered 
in operation when HElde and Holynesse11 remark of the 
Dreamer that wwelthe hatfial hus wll But these at once 
give place to poverty: nFor god as the godspel seith • 
goth ay as in the puure,1*4 and to the Cross: 11 At Calvary, 
of Cristes blood * Cristendome gan sprynge.11® Moreover, 
caritas is a corollary of the Gross: for wblod-brethrene
by-cam we ther,and nFor-thy loue we as leue children • 
and lene hem that nedeth,/ And every man help other.
Between this point and the Tree of Charity scene, only two 
main topics are discussed: poverty and charity, with both
of which Patience is closely allied. The wholesale cut of 
the material corresponding to B, XII, 264-XIV, 26 —  the

1. C, XII, 1-162.
2. C, XII, 178.
3. C, XIII, 1-2.
4. C, XIII, 100*
5. C, XIII, 108.
6. C, Kill, 109.
7. C, XIII, 116-117.
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Haukyn seene —  help much to point this emphasis on poverty 
and eharlty, *the characteristic Franciscan virtues.̂ -

Related*/in thought, development and imagery to the 
Lignum vitae is the treatise Vitis mystice, seu tractatus 
de passione Domini, in Volume VIII, pages 159-229. It be
gins with the HEgo sum vitis veraM of Saint John XV, and 
goes on: B0 Jesu benigne vitis, veni I* recalling the 
“Benygne-speche11 of C, XIX, 11, and the wBenygne-Lokyngew 
of B, XVI, 7. It refers to the wLignum vitae, quod est in 
medio paradisl, Domini Iesu Ohrlsti, cuius folia sunt in 
medicinum, fructus vero in Vitam aeternam. ? This insis
tence on healing whenever Christ is connected with the Tree 
is too striking a parallel with Langland*s text to be 
ignored. The third chapter of the Vitis mystice^ is on 
charity, and contains the sections which now form part of 
the Offiee of the Sacred Heart. In the fourth ehapter, he 
asks: nQui sunt elus flores nisi vlrtutes?" and names the 
”vlolam scilicet humilltatem, llllum castltatls, rosam 
patientlae et caritatis et erocem abstlnentiae. T h e  
linking here of patience and charity is notable; the link 
is not between patience and humility as Donaldson suggests. 
The wlllium castitatis11 which Langland lauds especially4

1. G also, it will be remembered, adds 100 lines at the be
ginning of Passus XIV to honor poverty.

2. Opera, VIII, 162-165.
3. Opera, VIII, 180.
4. C, XIX, 89-100.
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is also especially extolled "by Bonaventure in his
Additamentum as Bprae omnibus mundi flores ... quae in
Eeclesia Dei exeellunt.11 Still speaking only of the lillum
he remarks how through thoughts of pride, which come from
the devil, and through thoughts of worldliness and of the
flesh, Ilperditur proprietas lllii et vlrginltati6 decor.
Finally he notes that

tempestates autem truncum 11111 nostrl lm- 
pugnantes manlfestae adversltates sunt, in 
quibus quaerehim^ esi unicum et singular e re- 
medium ille optimus medicus ... in suis et. pro 
suis pugnans et vlncens.̂

Here in a very short space are three parallels with the Tree 
scene. The storms which are adversity correspond to the 
tribulations of the good at the end of Piers Plowman, but 
here they are seen as beating against the plant. The 
world, flesh, devil trilogy is no novelty, but again here 
they beat against the plant, as their dramatized likenesses 
beat against the Tree.^ This is the only place where 
Christ is made a nmedicusB as in Langland, although in all 
the related passages He is called the Bremedlum.9 The dif
ference may be explained by the fact that in the Lignum 
vitae, the Tree is the Cross and the fruit Christ, Who is 
therefore called the remedium. But Christ is Himself the

1. Opera, VIII, 196.
Opera, VIII, 199.

3. Cf, XIX, 31, 35, 43.
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vitisy and so the figure is not too complicated “by calling
Him the medlcus. Finally, the statement **in suis et pro
suis” followed by the militant "pugnans et vincens" recalls
the identity of Christ with His own which must be kept in
mind if we are to see Christ and all His members before and
after the Redemption as the joint Mfruit11 of the Tree,
This view simplifies the whole Interpretation. The words
Hpugnans et vincens” linked with the °in suis*1 recalls
the picture of the warrior Christ fighting in Piers* arms.
The same oneness of Christ and Christians underlies both
images; and as one leads to the other, there is no reason
why a common source should not also underlie both.

These references are scattered, and their analogues
in the Tree of Charity scene are somewhat differently
handled; but the elements are there.

In the De trlpllci via, Bonaventure says:
Sciendum est igltur, quod trla sunt intra nos, 
secundum quorum usum in hac"Tripilci via ex-
ercemur, scilicet stimulus eonselentlae, radius
Inieliigent iae et Igniculus sapi ent iae. SI 
igltur vis purgarl, verte te ad conscfentlae 
stimulum; si lllumlnapl, acf“in¥elligentiae 
radium; ~sl perflei, ad saplentlae igniculum.1

This fits excellently not only the Dreamer1s triple search
but also the poem*s distribution of spiritual guides. The
predominant figure in the Vislo is Conscience, and the Vlslo
deals with purgation on a fairly elementary level. The

1. Opera, VIII, 3.
L
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second section of the poem, according to Goghill1 s recent 
division, deals.with "the fruit of /Ihe Dreamerfj7 pon- 
derlngs" on what Piers' pardon may have meant. The various 
"phantoms," as Goghill calls them, who guide his pa&Lerlngs 
are Thought, Wit, Clergy, Study, Scripture and Imaginative, 
all of whom may roughly he classed as providing the "radius 
intelllgentiae." The third section, Goghill says, begins 
with the re-entry of Piers in the Tree of Charity scene,3- 
or, to put it differently, with the entrance of Christ as 
the central figure in the now much heightened drama. But 
the Word is traditionally Sapi ent la, the Wisdom of the 
Father. Langland himself, in G, XIX, 40, ealls Him 
"Saplencia-dei-patrls." And who will not recognize that at 
once an ignicuius fires the Dreamer, and continues to do so 
till the end? The re-appearance of Conscience as a central 
character through the last part of the poem need not sur
prise us, because at the end we see the recapitulation in 
the Church at large of the private experience of the 
Dreamer; and also because the three guides are really 
necessary in all stages.

In his commentary In Iohannem, Bonaventure makes use 
of the expression: "Yae terrae, cuius rex puer est," in a

I* Visions from Piers Plowman taken from the poem of 
William Langland- and translated lnto~Modern English, 
Hew York, Oxford University Press, 1950, pp. 133-134.
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context which may throw light on Langland*a use of the 
quotation in 0, I, after line 205. Bonaventure1s state
ment reads:

Hex dicitur superior pars rationis, cui toturn 
regnum animae est commissum ad ludlcandum ... 
vae terrae , cuius rex puer esT » fiulus regis 
fllius dicitur inferior pars rationis*1

Gilson interprets ‘’reason” in this sense as 1111 ame
raisonnable.” He says:

C*est la distinction de la raison superieure et 
de la ralson lnfirieure, c * est s£ dire de rf5tre 
iEme raisonnahle, considlree en Tant quelle cherda e 
au-dessus ou au-dessous d'elle les opjets qu111 
lul convient de connaltre ou d* aimer.°

Now in the two scenes of the Visio in which, in the C-
version at least, a king attends a trial, there is reason
to believe that Langland*s intention was not to depict a
political situation merely, but an allegory of the human
soul* This is clearer in the long and involved trial of
Mede; but C made a change which immediately suggests a
comparison between this trial scene and the scene of the

in
rats in Passus I. This change was the introduction/four 
places in Passus I —  that is, in lines 138, 142, 151 and 
158 —  of Gonscience, who does not appear in B until II, 
137-138, when we meet him as a member of the “conseille”

1. Opera, VI, 301.
2. La philosophle de saint Bonaventure, Paris, Librairie 

Philosophique J. Vrin, 1$&4, p. 364,

L _i



of Truth* But in C, Conscience and the kyng ♦ in-to the 
court wenten,” where a trial was being held by not very 
admirable advocates.^ The scene of the H rat ones11 follows 
very abruptly and has a rather elusive moral: that it is
better to be ruled than not to be ruled, for they give as 
a reason for getting rid of the cat that MMy3te we with 
eny wit • hus wil with-sette,/ We my3te be lordes aloft • 
and lyue as vs luste*11̂ But they yield to the argument 
that it is better to have a cat than a kitten; i* e*, in 
the double allegory, if the king dies, his young son will 
succeed; and if the superior pars of the soul does not 
rule, the inferior will, and in both cases the last state 
will be worse than the first. Both the dismal state of 
things in Passus I and the rebellion of the lower desires 
of men in the Mede scenes show the result of rule by the 
”inferior pars.11 When wlf̂ me raisonnable” turns to lower 
objects, nelle revolt de cesnouveaux objets une disposition 
en quelque sorte charnelle.w It becomes, like these ob
jects, wmuable, contingents et incertaine* T h i s  is cer
tainly the picture Langland gives us. In the Mede trial, 
which has a solution, the King finally decides to hold 
with Conscience and Reason in order to restore peace to

1. G, I, 158-164.
2. C, I, 174-175.
3. Gilson, La phllosophie de Saint Bonaventure, p. 364.
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his tumultuous realm, where Mede has encouraged his sub
jects to yield to every desire of avarice and lechery.

One final remark must be made on the likeness between 
Langland1s ideas on penance as a Sacrament, and the 
Franciscan’s teaching on this point. There is not a 
specific parallel. But some have considered it signifi
cant that langland admits the sufficiency of contrition 
without confession for the forgiveness of sin.1 This is 
apparently regarded as a step toward the rejection of 
auricular confession. It is in fact Impossible, so far as 
I can see, to demonstrate that Langland underestimated the 
importance of auricular confession, since in his frequent 
references to the sacrament, he makes the distinction be
tween contritlo cordis, oris confesslo and satlsfactlo, 
and assumes that the three form a necessary unit. However, 
it is true that in Passus XII of the B-text and Passus XV 
of the G, he lays a great stress on the value of learning 
which teaches a man that Mcontricloun is commended * for it 
cacceth aw<ey s y n n e . F o r  this reason, he says Bcon- 
trleioun with-oute confessioun comforteth the soule,11̂ and 
a clerk should know this. If he does, he

1. Hort, op. cit., p. 152. She does add, however, that 
there *rcan be no doubt that he looked upon confession as 
the natural way of coming to salvation.M

2. B, XIII, 178.
3. B, XIII, 176.
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... can sonner aryse 
Out of synne and be sauf • though he synne ofte, 
If hym lyketh and lest . ..̂

As for the untaught man, he
. ♦. 11th stille • and loketh after lente, 

And hath no contricioun ar he come to shryfte,
and thanne can he 11tel telle, 

And as his lores-raan leres hym ...2
The C-version Is clearer from this point on, changing the 
^and11 of line 183 to ‘’bote,” and meaning that an unlettered 
man may possibly confess to an unlettered priest, in which 
case, since the blind is leading the blind, both fall into 
the ditch.

I should like to suggest that what is under discus
sion here is not the necessity of auricular confession, but 
the question —  never definitively settled until the 
Council of Trent —  of the Judicial character of sacerdotal 
absolution, on which there had been a rather wide variety 
of opinion before. There are two points in this discussion 
at which Langland1s opinions and Bonaventure1s meet. In
cidentally also, this discussion clarifies Langland*s 
curious statement in Passus XIV of the B-text:

And thorw faith cometh contricioun ...
Whiehe dryueth awey dedly synne • and doth it 

to be venial.*

1. B, XIII, 172-174.
2. B, XIII, 181-183.
3. B, XIV, 82-84. Mensendieek correlates these lines with 

Swinderby1s ”all outward confession by word is super
fluous.” This is to ignore all Langland’s insistence on 
”oris confessio.” There is no doubt that contrition is 
primary; but this does not prove that it is sufficient. 
Gharacterentwickelung und ethisch-theologische an-sChaUungen de’5 Ve^fass^Ps von Piers t;he Plowman, -*
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He repeats here, as above, “And though a man my3te nou3te 
speke • contricioun my3te h^m sane.” Contrition, faith 
and conscience are “surglenes for dedly synnes,” he ad
mits, but only ”whan shrifte of mouth failleth.Then 
he rephrases line 82, saying:

Ac shrifte of mouth more worthy is • if man be 
inliche contrit;

For shrifte of mouth sleeth synne • be it neuere 
so dedly;

Per confessionem to a prest • peccata occiduntur, 
There contricioun doth but dryueth it doun * in

to a venial synne.2
Satisfaction if inaptly.

... both sleeth and voideth 
And, as it neuere had ybe • to nou3t bryngeth 

a dedly synne.3
The changing of a mortal into a venial sin must mean what 
the scholastics, including Bonaventure, taught about the 
comparative function of contrition and absolution in the 
remission of sins. I make.no attempt to give all the 
differences on minor points, which distinguished the 
teaching of the various scholastics, but confine myself to 
the point at issue here.

 ̂It is fairly safe to say that all the scholastics would 
have agreed in making contrition sufficient for justifica
tion when it was impossible to have confession. Langland

London, T. Wohlleben, 1900, p. 82.
1. B, XIV, 88. Bonaventure says: ”Oportet ergo, poenlten-

tem confiterl, si tempufl habeat; et tamen, antequam sit 
confesslo in ore, si votum sit in corde, praestatueri re 
pjlftSlQ,.** ~ Opera, III, 414.

2. B, XIV, 89-92.
l3. B, XIV, 94-95.
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makes it clear that he, also, confines his remarks to eases 
where there is no opportunity for confession. The 
scholastics differed among themselves as to the exact re
quirements for contrition with and without confession. 
Vacant, in the Dictionnaire de theologle catholique, in
terprets the difference as a gradual scaling down of the 
requirements, through Seotus and especially Ockham, until 
the nominalist reaction after Gabriel B i e l . I n  this, as 
in other points, Bonaventure held an intermediate position. 
For him the distinction between attrition and contrition 
lay in the absence or presence of infused charity. It was 
possible to go to confession with either. Outside (that 

before) confession, contrition was sufficient to remit 
the guilt and the eternal punishment of sin. If confession 
were Impossible, one may ask, what good could it be, since 
the guilt and punishment were already remitted? On the 
other hand, if one went to confession with attrition only, 
Bonaventure taught, this attrition must change to con
trition before the guilt and eternal punishment were re
mitted. What changed attrition to contrition was the 
prayer of the priest, Misereatur. The problem again arose: 
what was the value of the actual absolution, beginning: Te

1. Paris, Librairie Letouzey et Ane, 1930, I, 181. This 
does not agree with what Hort says about the stricter 
view of Ockham. Op. eit., p. 144.
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absolve, which came after the Misereatur and therefore 
after the remission of sin? Bonaventure1s answer was that 
it could remit only the temporal punishment due to sin*
And here we are back to Langland1s statement. What is 
characteristic of mortal sin is the loss of sanctifying 
grace and the incurring of eternal punishment. Contrition, 
whether in or out of confession, remits this double 
penalty, and confession as such —  or at least the priest*s 
absolution as such —  remits only temporal punishment. To 
say contrition turns a mortal sin into a venial sin is, 
roughly, to make the same distinction*

Bonaventure, anxious not to underestimate the Mpower 
of the keys,** added a further clause* The sinner, he said, 
not only forfeits friendship with Cod, but also severs him
self from the bond of charity by which the true members of 
the church are united with Christ, the Head of the Mystical 
Body. This alienation, though it excludes from the Church 
non numero sed merlto tanturn, he considered as something 
positive, demanding a separate reconciliation* Super
natural contrition, while it remits guilt and eternal 
punishment, leaves the sinner still at variance with the 
Church. Wherefore Christ instituted the Sacrament of 
Penance to effect reconciliation with the Church.1

un
fu.it per mortale exconm/lcatus ad sacramentum unltatls 

jfcclesiae non debet accedere nisi prlus reconciliatus 
ffcclesiae, nisi alias cogatur; the sacrament is, of 
course, the Holy llucharlst. Opera, III, 401.

L Jl



When Christ conferred the primacy upon St. Peter, He 
placed the salvation of all mankind in the hands of the 
Church, and by the collation of the keys, He bestowed 
upon the Church a power through which its unity, both ex
ternal and internal, should be preserved. The potestas 
clavium, he said, can really reconcile only with the 
Church. But this is not to belittle the power, for after 
all, eternal life depends upon being in good standing with 
the Church****

If we keep this in mind, it adds much to the Important 
final section of the poem, which makes such ado about Unity 
and Confession. Only in interpreting the power of the keys 
as affecting union with the Church, could Langland stress 
Confession in this context as insistently as he does. He 
makes the reception of the Holy Eucharist dependent upon 
it, restricting its reception to

... thei that hadden payed 
To Peers Pardon the Plouhman • redde quod debes.^

1. Halph Ohlmann, MThe power of the keys,1* Franciscan 
Studies, VI (1946), 437-466, passim.

2. C, XII, 392. Bonaventure also says: wNe prlus ad do- 
minicum corpus accedet, quam : ..' r-::; bona con- 
fortetur cons cl ent ia.tf He add’slWldetur quod qui est

gratia, posslt accedere sine culpa; et tails est con- 
frlius Siteconfesslonem*11 He interprets this as re
ferring to a situation tfquando facit quod in se est ad 
obtinendam veniam*H This seems of rather narrow applica1 
tion, since if there is a priest to say Mass, one has 
the opportunity for confession. But the example Bona
venture cites is that of a priest in sin who cannot con
fess and m$st receive the sacrament when saying Mass. 
Opera, III, 401.
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And It Is upon the disruption of the proper conditions of 
penance that he makes the whole disintegration of unity de
pend. It is a rather grim paradox that this Justification 
of the power of the secular clergy —  into which Langland 
turns the passage —  against the Interference of the 
friars, should be based upon a Franciscan interpretation 
of the potestas clavium 3

Bonaventure, as well as Peter Lombard and others, dis
tinguished two keys, the antlclavls and the clavls prin
cipalis. The latter is the power of binding or loosing.
The first has as its function the examination of the peni
tent, upon which the binding and loosing depends. This 
power is also called the clavls sclentiae. Bonaventure, 
though more lenient than the Lombard in interpreting this 
key, held that so much knowledge is required in the priest 
as to enable him to discriminate between mortal and venial 
sin; otherwise he hears confession to the detriment of his 
own soul and the souls of his penitents. This is Langland *s 
point again about the blind leading the blind, and com
pletes this particular parallel.

Miss Eort says that if we ask ourselves who, on the 
matter of confession and contrition, Hwere Langland1s 
doctoures,fl we have to answer that we do not know;̂ * but 
though we cannot, of course, know with certainty, it is 
apparent that Bonaventure may well have been one of them.

Ll. Op. cit., p. 154.
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CHAPTER 17 
PIERS PLOWHAN 
and Duns Scotus

Etienne Gilson has spoken clearly of the dangers of 
interpreting literature philosophically, though he "be
lieves that such interpretations

apportent quelque chose de bienfaisant ... 
toutes les fols du molns qu* il s^agira 
d^tudler une oeuvre lltttralre contenant des 
id^es d1origins phllosophique.l

The danger lies in the temptation wde deviner ce qufun 
ecrivain suggere avant devoir etabli ce qu1!! a dit♦n 
He would agree with Hr. Kanefs remarks about the pro
visional character of Piers Plowman interpretation in the

opresent state of the text; but his misgivings are more
fundamental, for even when a text is established, one' must
remember that

les ecrlvalns qu^tudle I1 historian de la 
literature ne sont pa¥ Kes phllosophes ... 
done nous at'trlbuerons aux formules philoso- 
phiques banales qu111s recueillent dans leurs 
Merits un sens technique plus prbcls que celul 
qu1elles avaient sous leur plume.5

Such warnings are perhaps more necessary in the present
chapter than in those which deal with the Influence of St.
Eonaventure and of William of Ockham, for resemblances be-

1. Les SEd̂ es et les lettres, Paris, Librairie Phllosophique 
77" Vrin, l3327"p.T:

2. Supra., p. 74.
l3. Gilson, op. cit., p. 3.
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tween Langland1s ideas and those of Scotus are more no
table ; but evidences of the poet*s direct contact with 
theological and philosophical sources are not, as we have 
seen, wanting. Moreover, suggestions of Scotist in
fluence have already been made; and this chapter must be
gin by pointing out how regrettably inconclusive such 
efforts have so far been. Mabel Day*s 11 Revision of Piers 
Plowman,B and 11 buns Scotus and Piers Plowman,w and George 
Sand©rlin*s reply —  to all three of which I have referred 
earlier — ^ introduce at once two of the major weaknesses 
of previous efforts to correlate Scotus and Langland. It
is on the character of Liberum Arbitrlum that Miss Day

\

comments in her notes; but unfortunately —  and 
characteristically —  her remarks are based on the De 
Rerum Prlncipio. The source is unfortunate because this 
work is now definitely rejected by Scotist scholars as not 
the work of Scotus at all, but of Vital du Four;^ and the 
souree is also characteristic because most modern non- 
Oatholie commentators who mention Scotus in other than a 
derisive way have used this now discredited work. The 
reason is given with disarming frankness by Henry Osborn 
Taylor: "With the exception of the elementary and

1. Supra, p.22#
2. "FTTJelorme, "Le Cardinal Vital du Four," Archives

d^istoire Doctrinale et LittSralre au Moyen Age, II
TW2rnT6i-mr^BaiK:------------------------------- —

L _J
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comparatively lucid De Herum Principio, Duns is to me un
readable, What Miss Day had tried to do was to es
tablish a connection between the Tree of Charity and a 
similar tree figure in Scotus. But —  authenticity aside
—  the tree in the De Berum Prlncipio is less close to

2Langland1s tree than is Bonaventure1s Lignum vitae. The
references in her later paper are more cogent. Twice,
she notes, the Libera-Voluntas-Dei (or Llberum-del-
arbitrium) is named as the initiator of the Incarnation,
In the nTree of Charity11 scene, it is the Lib era-Voluntas -
Dei which takes the second pile and hastens after the
fiend; and this specific mention of the Will of God is
important. For though the modern reading of the Scotist
voluntarism has been exaggerated, it is hard to exaggerate

3the emphasis Scotus placed on the freedom of God, It was 
in securing this emphasis that he left his system open to 
the accusation that he considered the Divine Will arbitrary, 
and free to act contrary to the Divine Intellect. In the

-jfee medieval mind, Macmillan & Co., Ltd., 1930, II, 547.
2. Supra, pp. 95-112.
3. Gilson says: wHul n^nslstera jamais plus fortement que

ne l*a fait Duns Scot sur la libertyradioale de I1ac
tion divine hors de Dieu lul-mjlme,w L̂ 1 Ob jet c[e la 
nfetaphyslque chez~~5uns Scot, H Medieval Stuaies, X 
(1948), 37. He says in another place: HCfest un des
traits caractjr i s t i qu e s du scotisme, que son insistance 
sur la libertTe de la volontts divine et le carat&re con
tingent de ses effets. H ,(La phllosopEie au moyen tge,
p. 598.

\
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matter of the Incarnation especially Scotus stressed the 
absolute .freedom of G-od in choosing this method of re
deeming man.** In C, XXI, 20-21, we find that it is 
Liberum-dei-arbitrimm which Hfor love has undertaken11 
that Piers1 armor should clothe Jesus in His fight. The 
Mfor love” is interesting also, since Scotus, whose cen
tral doctrine is God*s love, quotes the freedom of God1s 
choice of this method of redemption as proof of Christ's 
"greater" love.

It is not really with this doctrine in mind, however, 
that Miss Pay reverts in her second article to the Tree of
Charity, but to question how the Liberum-arbitrium of man
could bring into action the three piles which represent 
the Three Persons of the Trinity. She says that Liberum- 
arbitrium

represents man's free will. But as the teacher 
of Jesus Christ, he cannot be so identified; nor 
again when he uses the three piles, for man's 
free will could not have brought into action the 
power of the Father and the passion of Christ. 
Here he is .practically identified with Libera 
Voluntas Pel, the will of God, and hence most 
probably with the Liberum Arbitrium Pei of C, 
XXI, 20. In B, after Piers has used the first
two piles, Liberum Arbi tr ium can use the third;

1. Hinges says in his discussion of this: "Allter potuisset
homo redlml et tamen ex sua libera voluntate sic re- 
deadt7r He quotes Scotus; "ideo ad alliclendum nos ad 
amorem suum, ut credo, hoc praecipue recit, et quia 
voluit hominem ampllus tenerl Peo.11 It is for this 
reason that "de potentia ordlnata, non est possiblle 
satisfierl Peo de peccato nisi in virtute passionis 
Christl." 0p7 cit., II, Z W T
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i.e., man^ free will can avail itself of the 
grace of the Holy Spirit. Here he Is the 
Scotist Liberum Arbi tr ium. But in G, though he 
belongs to theversion which is a close imita
tion of Duns Scotus, he has no connection with 
the Scotist conception of Liberum Arbitrium as 
set forth in B, but represents first man1 s~~free 
will and then God* s.3-

Of Piers or Liberum-arbitrlum as the teacher of Christ, 
I shall speak presently. Aside from that, two separate 
problems remain: the first is whether the Liberum-
arbitrlum who wields the three piles is really the free 
will of man; the second is whether the Liberum-arbitrlum 
of the three piles is the Llbera-Voluntas-Del who in G,
XIX, 119-120 initiates the Incarnation. A possible sub
problem under the first is whether the Llberum-arbitrlum 
of the Tree of Charity really corresponds to that choosing 
power which is called the voluntas, or whether it is a 
"general power,* as Sanderlln, quoting St. John Damascene 
as a source, describes it.^ Donaldson has called the 
will the "emotional faculty," and takes Langland to task 
because Liberum-arbitrlum does not "expressly define him
self as the seat of love."® It is to be noted that both 
the Anlma of B and Llberum-arbi trlum of 0 have an almost 
identical line which in 0 reads: "And when ich loue

1. "Duns Scotus and Piers Plowman," pp. 23-24. 
Qp * d t «, pp. 450-451.
22* £*£• > P*

L
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leelly • ©ure lord and alle ©there,/ Then is fleel Loue* 
my name • in Latyn that is Amor, “3- In B, not only is 
Liberum-arbitrlum not given as the general name of the 
“One with-outen tonge and teeth,but it is not mentioned 
as one of the powers of Anlma. When the Dreamer in G be
gan to wonder about the “ledere” of Actyf “that heyhte 
Liberum-arbitrlum,H and asked him: “Wher-of serue 3e?“̂
The answer came:

*0f som tyme to fyghte ... falsenesse to destruye, 
And som tyme to suffre • bothe sorwe and teene, Layke othere leue * at my lykynge ehese, .To do wel other wikke • a wil with a reyson.

Then in his list of names the “ledere” includes:
And when leh wol do other nat do • goode dedesother ille,
Then am ich Li be rum-arbl t r ium ...5

Now the Liberum-arbitrlum which is so expressly identified
as a “choosing power,” is certainly not an “emotional11
faculty, but corresponds exactly to the contemporary notion
of the voluntas.® The expression, “a wil with a reyson,"

1. G, XVII, 196.
2. B, XV, 13.
3. C, XVII, 173.
4. G, XVII, 173-177.
5. C, CVII, 193-194.
6. The objection here, of course is to Donaldson*s terminol

ogy, and to his insistence that Langland was wrong not
to make a statement which, for his audience, was utterly
unnecessary. The will, for them, was the love-making 
faculty apart from any “emotional” connection whatsoever. 
Scotus, noting that G-od “debet dlllgl super omnia in
tensive et extensive,“ is careful to add: ret hoc lo-
quendo de amore, qul est actus voluntatis, non de illo,
qul est paesio appetitus sensltivl; slcut allqul, qul

L
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is G*s addition, and it is close to Scotus* definition, 
which is not unlike that of most Scholastics: HVoluntas est 
proprle appetltus rationalis,1,1 or “Communlter accjpltur 
voluntas pro appetltu cum ratlone. t h e  second being al
most a literal translation of Langland*s phrase.3

dlcuntur devotl, sentlunt allquam malorem dulcedlnem quam 
alii multo solidlores in amore I)el, qul centuplum promptlus 
sustlnerent martyrium; nec dulcedo est actus voluntatis 
ellcitus, sed passlo quaedam actu retrlbuta, qua Dens 
alliclt et nutrlt parvulos, ne deflclant in via.11 Hinges, 
II, 477-478"! But what Donaldson has to say about the im
portance of charity in this section of the poem is, though 
psychologically inaccurate, eminently valuable as inter
pretation. I should like to suggest that the passage just 
quoted may clarify Donaldson*s difficulty about the B 
statement that charity is known through the will alone.
B, XV, 203-204. What Langland is stressing is the 
necessity of inward choice rather than mere outward con
formity. It is a counsel which was more necessary in a 
Christian country, but which is understandable in any 
setting where conformism is possible without inner ad
hesion of the will. Donaldson, op. clt., pp. 194-195.
1. Opus Oxonlense, I, 3, 33, XV, 446.
2* Beportata Parlslensla, I, 3, 17, XXIII, 376.
3. The liberum arbltrlum was, however, discussed separate

ly from the voluntaiT The most interesting passage to 
read in connection with Sanderlin's remarks on sources 
is in Bonaventure*s Sentences, II, 35, I, 3, Opera, II, 
597. He quotes Augustine: ritlum de libero arbltrlo 
loqulmur, non de parte anlmaiTToqulmur, sed de tota.“ 
Then he also quotes from damascene: tfAnima lTbero ar
bl trio appetlt, llbere iudicat, llbere impetum facTf, 
libere dlsponlt, llbere~vult, llbere ellglt.̂  Later 
in the discussion (p. 660) He quotes Anselm and 
Bernard. Thus all the authorities so far suggested 
as sources for Langland*s Llberum-arbitrium can be 
found in one section of Bonaventure! The Seraphic 
Doctor himself says that the liberum-arbitrlum is the 
wvoluntas, secundum quod conluncta est rationl." P.
606. The discussion of the llberum-arbitrlum grew, of 
course, out of the recognized interaction of the reason 
and will in the act of choice. Whether it was a 
habitus or a facultas or a potestas was much argued

L
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Sand©rl±nfs array of texts to prove that the Liberum Ar
bi trlum is a general or universal power of the soul are 
all drawn from twelfth and thirteenth century sources.
Long before Piers Plowman was written, the issues had con
siderably sharpened* and especially on the subject of the 
will, there was such a close connection between psycho
logical theory and theological problems like that of 
predestination, that, if Langland is to be represented at 
all in the philosophical climate of his time, he must be 
admitted to some acquaintance with contemporary views of 
the question.

There is, I think, no reason to doubt that Llberum- 
arbi trium. in G, wields the three piles, for there is a 
sense in which man*s free will can bring into action the 
power of the Father and the passion of Christ, The tree, 
Ymagq-dei, is described as one of which “cometh a good 
frut ... The whiche is called Garitas.*1 If this is so, 
then the Ymago-dei (or man) must be in grace, since the 
charity which Msolaceth alle soules • sorghful in purga- 
torie,11 can be gained only by one in grace. Scotus, as 
we shall see,** identifies grace and charity. He says:

but less in the time of Scotus than of Bonaventure.
Whether the root of freedom was in the ratio or the 
voluntas was a cause of disagreement between Thomas and
Scotus, the former saying freedom was in the will as a sub
ject, in the intellect as a cause; the latter holding that 
the ratio was only a partial cause.
1* C, XIX, 12, 14.

L 2. G, XIX, 15. j
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"anima est delformis siout carbo l^nltus ex special! 
lllapsu Dei, through grace; and again: 9Charitas est 
quaedam participati© Del; ldeo neoesse est, quod se
cundum allquem gradum d.eterminatum capiat partem in- 
finitae perfectionis. T h e  latter idea is based, of 
course, on Peter*s classic text which calls those in 
grace "consortes divinae naturae*J. Pohle, writing in 

Catholic Encyclopedia, on the subject of "Orace," 
says; 9Since this same idea has been found in the 
writings of the Fathers, and is incorporated in the 
Liturgy of the Mass, to dispute or reject it would be 
nothing short of temerity*"4 He repudiates, however, the
idea that the " soul is formally changed into God,11 but
c§21s the process a "physical and Interior assimilation 
with G-od.There is not complete agreement as to the 
exact nature of this participation, but it would certainly 
cover the possibility of using the "power of the Father" 
to overcome the attacks of temptation, the more so since 
the source of this temptation is the World,® for a

3. Infra, pp. 188-199.
1. Ox., I, 2, 26, XIII, 237.
2. Ox., I, 3, 13, XIV, 465*
3. TE Pet., 1. 4.
4. VI, 705.
5. Ibid., 706*
6. IJTXIX, 31*

L
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participation of the Divine Nature, even if only accidental 
and analogous, would make one superior to the world 
through a claim on the Father. The reference to the pas
sion of Christ merely means that man in grace has a claim 
to the graces —  actual graces, probably, in this case —
won by Christ in His passion. The third pile can be used
even more certainly by the soul in grace, because —  al
though grace is not, as Donaldson puts it, “an attribute 
of the Holy Ghost,* mueh less exclusively an attribute
of the Third Person*-—  it does bring with it as its
“crowning point ... the personal indwelling of the Holy 
Ghost.“ This is a presence different from that of God*s 
presence in all created things by His Omnipresence* Most 
theologians interpret it as the indwelling of the 
Trinity, but ‘’appropriated to the Holy Spirit because of 
His notional character as Personal Love.

Man*s will can, then, use the three piles. But what 
of the change in B, XVI, which allows Liberum-arbitrlum to 
use only the third pile? Langland has himself given us 
the hint, I think, in the two Latin lines which follow B, 
XVI, 47, although the interpretation largely depends on 
the role we assign to Piers in this scene. Two

32* ol'fe* * P* 18 7n.2. Pohle, loc. cit., p. 707.
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identifications are possible, and the two are allied —  
with regard to the B-text, the word "confused" might he 
more accurate. He may either he man in eharity, as his 
substitute Liberum-arbitrlum is in C; or he may, as 
Donaldson has suggested following Burdach, he the Popê - 
and so represent the Church. I have elsewhere given the 
evidence which Donaldson says he would like to see sup
porting Burdach1s suggestion that Peter has received from 
Christ the power, as head of the Church, to he the source 
of grace*^ But if he is the Pope, it is, as I say, the 
Pope as representing the Church. But since the Church 
consists of men in grace, the two interpretations are 
allied. In either capacity, Piers was capable of 
wielding all three piles. As representing man in grace, 
he does not have to he replaced hy Liberum-arbitrlum in 
wielding the third pile, since, as the C-text shows, it is 
his Liberum-arbitrium which wfelds all three. But there is 
a reason why it is more appropriate for Li be rum-arbltrium 
specifically to wield the third. The hint is in the lines:

Videatls qui peceat in splrltum sanctum, nun-
quam remittetur, etc.;

1. Donaldson, qj>. clt., p. 185. Konrad Burdach, Per
dichter des Ackermann aus Bohmen und seine zelt, Berlin, 
Weidmann, 1926-1932,pp. 311-312*

2* Infra., .p* 23i»n.
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Hop est idem, qul peceat per liberum arbitrium 
non repugnat.-*-

The fact that in lines 30 and 36 he has specified potencla- 
Dei-Patris and saplencla-Dei-patrls recalls the distinc
tion between three types of sin of which Scotus says:

Secundum quod dicimus quod bonitas est appro- 
priata ~Splr1tu Saneto, ideo peccatum ex certa 
malitia aicitur esse peccatum in Spirltum 
Sanctum: Patrl autem appropriatur potential
ideo peccatum ex lnfirmitate dicltur appro
priatecontra Patrem: sapient!a autem appro
priatur Filio; ideo peccatum ex ignorantla 
dicltur esse contra Fillum.^

He goes on to describe what he means by a sin ex certa
malitia: it is one committed Bin voluntate, non prae-
cedente perturbatione vel passione, nec ex ignorantia in
ratione.Minges adds that Hibi est plenissima ratio
peccati, quia nihil aliud est a voluntate alliclens earn ad
malum, sed ex pura libertate sine alia occaslone ex-
trinseca eliglt sibl malum velle.Langland, trying to
get in a familiar triad of the world, the flesh and the
devil, has partially obscured this more important triad
of sins ex lnfirmitate, ex ignorantia, ex malitia, since
in this case the sins of the flesh which he associates
with the Son should be classified under the sins ex

1. After B, XVI* 47.
2. Commentaria Oxonlensla (ed. Garcia), II, 43, 1, II, 902.
3. Idem.
4. Op. cit., I, 496.

L -i
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lnfirmitate which are against the Father; but there is 
enough of the original classification preserved to be 
fairly clear. Now it is obvious that an individual free 
will is the only actor in committing or avoiding a sin 
ex malitia: and the reference to the sin against the Holy 
Ghost identifies this sin as that directly attributable 
to the voluntas, G*s revision to make the free will of 
man in grace the agent to resist all three sins is an 
obvious improvement, although it sacrifices an appearance 
of the title character; but the change to Liberum- 
arbitrlum in B was not unmotivated,

Donaldson also says that in B, XVI, 90, and more es
pecially in 0, XIX, 119, ”Llberum Arbitrlum becomes, with
out explanation, Libera Voluntas Dei, “**• But is it not 
possible that there are two characters, the free will of 
man, and the Holy Ghost? Until the lines noted, ma^s 
free will, in cooperation with grace, was sufficient. At 
this point, requiring a direct, historical reference to 
the Incarnation instead of a mystical reference to man*s 
use of the effects of the Incarnation, Langland simply 
introduced another character, the same who appears in G, 
XXI, 20-21, when Faith says; HfLlberum-del-arbitrlum . 
for loue hath vndertake / That this Iesus of hus gentrlse •

1* > P* 192,

L



shal Iouste in Peers armes.1” It is notable that in both 
Pasb u s XIX and XXI, the name Liberum-dei-arbitrium is in
troduced in a context where B has not used it. The Holy 
Ghost does not appear1 at all In B, XVIII, 22, which cor
responds to 0, XXI, 20-21; and in B, XVI, 86, it is Piers 
who seizes a pile and hits out after the fiend. The 0- 
revision here was not made, I think, for a doctrinal so 
much as for dramatic purposes. Piers could use any of 
the piles; but his use of one of them here makes the 
translation from the mystical to the historical scene less 
clear. Therefore, Langland merely begins his historical 
scene a few lines earlier in 0, and introduces the Holy 
Ghost1s action in the Incarnation as the direct attack on 
the devil. Dramatically, the effect is much better.
Piers could use the piles because the Holy Ghost had once, 
historically, initiated the Incarnation. 0 prefers to show 
us the historical enmity of the devil for man being met 
directly by the historical action of the Holy Ghost. This 
change is underscored by the introduction of Llbera-del- 
arbitrlum as the One Who undertook that Christ should 
fight in Piers1 arms, that is, in his human nature, since 
in the Incarnation, the intervention of the Holy Ghost 
provided Christ with His human nature. The fight with 
the fiend is mentioned in B, XVI, 102, and In C, XIX,
137; so that we are intended to think of the earlier and 
later scenes together.
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Again in B, Piers teaches the Christ Child leechcraft, 
whereas in C, Liberum-arbitrlum is the teacher.̂ * Donaldson 
says:

X do not know what conclusion' to draw from the 
statement that Piers taught the Christ child 
leechcraft. The point is a doctrinal one with 
its roots heaven knows where.*

But whether Piers or the Llberum-arbitrium is the teacher, 
the roots are identifiable. If Piers represents human 
nature, as the statement that Piers1 arms are humana 
natura suggests, then what the B reference signifies may 
he the Scotist tendency to stress the human activity of 
Christ.^ This tendency, which differs from that of St. 
Thomas, is subtle and complex, but is based upon the 
proposition that in the hypostatic union, the Second 
Person is the princiitim quod, or the suppositum, but not 
the principium quo; that is, roughly, that the assumption 
by the Word of human nature means that God the Son acts 
in a human way. One of the most controverted doctrines 
of Scotus hinges upon this: the doctrine that Christ*s
merits are wformal!tern finite, but accepted by God as in
finite because of the dignity of the Person. Of this 
Hinges says:

Quoad opus passionis Christ! principium quod,

1. B, XVI, 104; C, XIX, 138.
OP* cit., p. 184.

3. The best exposition of this subject that I have found is 
Leon SeiHer* s L* activity humaine du Christ selon Duns 
Scot, Paris, Aux Editions Pranciscaines, 1 4̂4^
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nempe persona operans, Christus, sine dublo est 
infinitum, sed certlsslme principium quo, puta 
natura Humana Christl, sicut omnes concedunt, 
finitum, quia Cbristus in natura Sumana, non in 
divlna, pro nobis passus est, meruit et satis- 
fecit.*

According to Seiller, the intention of Scotus was to stress
the reality of Christ!s human activity. He quotes, for
example, Father Longpre*s translation of a statement in the
third booh of the Oxford commentary on the sentences;

La volont'fe humaine du Christ nf est pas plus 
priybe de la souverainet^ de~aes aetes parce 
qu* elle est unle au Verbe qul si elle g
n^btalt pas sous la d^pendance du“~Verbe.

Even in the case of hypostatic union, Scotus holds, ac
cording to Father Seiller, that t,l,indlvldu humaln (nature 
humaine singullere) • •. ne peut pas ne pas "etre l^niateur, 
le regulateur de toutes ses operations. A  pertinent 
aspect of this discussion is the distinction Hinges points 
out, saying:

"Anlma Christ! fuit omnisoiens.ft Sed ex hoc 
non sequltur, eandem esse omnlpotentem; "Et 
causa est, quia omnipotent la ad omne possible 
producendum non potest conferri creaturae.**4

Since leechcraft is presumably a matter of power rather
than of knowledge, it is possible to read into Langland1s

1. Op. cit., II, 378.
Qp* cit., p. 5. The Latin text, as he quotes it from 131 
Ox., XVII, 1, 4, runs: MVoluntas oreata in Christo non
privatur domlnio respectu suorum actuum plus propter
unionem ad Verbum, quam si non uniretur el. **

S. Op. cit., pp. 10-11.
4. Op. cit., II, 356.



passage the meaning that it was through Eis human nature
(Piers) that He learned the way to heal others; that is,
that His natural powers had to develop before they could
be used. The B passage is clearer on this in the lines:

And did him assaye his surgerye * on hem that 
syke were,

Til he was parfit practisoure.1
For the G version in which Liberum-arbi trium becomes the
teacher, there are two possible interpretations. One is
that Christ1s human will, desirous of doing good —  and
also, as B had curiously suggested, of protecting Himself 

2 impelled Him to acquire the technique of healing.
To support this view, as well as that which explains
Piers* right to the role of teacher, it is important to
look at a later passage in C, XXII, 96-131, beginning:

... oure lord prince Iesus 
Was nother kyng ne conqueror * til he comsede

wexe
In the manere of a man • and that by muche

sleithe.5
The interaction of the Divine Person and human nature is 
here fairly clear. Of the miracle at Cana he says: “He
wrouhte that by no wyt • bote by worde one,"^ stressing 
the power of the Divine Person, and adds: “After the
kynde that he cam of • ther comsede he Dowel.**5 This

1. B, XVI, 106-107.
2. B, XVI, 105-107.
3. C, XXII, 96-98.
4. C, XXII,' 122.
5. C, XXII, 123.
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would at first indicate that the "kynde" is the Divine 
Mature, hut he goes on: "And whenne he was woxen more •
in hus modres absence, / He made lame to leepe,"^ and so 
on, implying that as He developed humanly, the Divinity 
was able to express Itself more fully through Him. The 
"kynde," therefore, must combine both the Divine and the 
human.

There is, moreover, in this notion of being taught by 
the will, an echo recognizable by anyone familiar with the 
post-Scotist Oxford philosophers of the fourteenth century, 
all of them —  whether followers or adversaries of Scotus 
—  of the Franciscan school: Adam Woodham, Robert Holcot,
Jean de Rodington, Richard of Chillington, Robert Halifax 
and others, including Archbishop Fitzralph. Michalski, 
speaking of this group, gives Scotus as their point of 
departure, and describes him as "provoquant une vlve fer
mentation dans les esprits. T h e i r  disputes centered 
largely about the reality of the will!s distinction from 
the intellect, a problem which naturally gave rise to 
another: Whether there is any distinction between the
cognitive and voluntary aet. Holcot and Woodham deny any 
distinction, as Fitzralph does also, though with

1. 0, XXII, 124-125.
2. Konstanty Mlehalski, Le probl^me de la volonte a Oxford 

et a Paris au XIYd Slecle, Leopoll, Studia Philos©- 
pElca, 1&57, p. 262.

L JL
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reservations. The thought of free will as a teacher would 
therefore naturally cause no surprise to anyone familiar 
with metaphysical questions under discussion in the 
schools.1

It will perhaps he helpful to explain here the second 
weakness in previous efforts to correlate the ideas of 
Langland and Scotus. This is the widespread misinterpreta
tion of the Scotist voluntarism. A statement of Scotus1 
position, as expressed by those who have studied the texts 
rather than followed the progressively distorted tra
ditional interpretations, may correct much that has been 
brought forward to prove a Thomlst coloring in the thought 

Plowman. B^raud de Saint-Maurice gives a brief 
resume^ of the Scotist view,^ which tallies with the summary 
by Maurice G-rajewski, O.F.M.® Scotus and his followers and 
the Franciscan school in general are known to uphold the 
primacy of the will over the intellect, but there is some 
misunderstanding as to what constitutes this primacy. It

1. Scotus did not himself teach this lack of distinction 
between the acts of the two faculties. But his teacher, 
William of Ware, taught that ”1*Impression de 1* esp§ce 
• • • •̂ans lf Intellect ne suffirait pas sans le concours 
actuel de la volontrk.ir‘ Gdlson, La phllosophle au mo yen 
Hge, p. 461.
^ean Duns Scot: Un docteur des nouveaux temps, Montreal,
Therien Frtires Limitse, 1944, pp. 1*77-8̂ .

3. ”Duns Scotus in the light of modern research,” Pro
ceedings of the Catholic Philosophical Association,
XVIII (194£), pp. 168-185.



is not a question, as some seem to thirilj of the will's 
operating in autonomous fashion without reference to the 
intellect. It is necessary to Irnow in order to will* 
wVolitio *.. praesupponit necessario intellectionem,H 
says Scotus definitely*1 The Intellectual presentation 
is the condition sine qua non of the voluntary act, which 
is in no way capricious or irrational* This gives a 
priority of origin to the act of the intellect, hut not 
superiority; for the act of the intellect is ordained to
ward the act of the will, which is not contained in it 
either actually or virtually. The intellectual presenta
tion, though a necessary condition, is not a cause* It 
merely provides matter for the act of the will. On the 
other hand, the will can, by diverting the attention, com
mand the intellect; but the intellect cannot command the 
will, which is the total efficient cause of its own 
activity. The only power of the intellect over the will 
is (and here lies the crux of the matter) the power to 
determine the act of the will, after a fashion, quoad 
spec!fieationem, but never, under any circumstances, 
quoad exercitium* This explanation is a summary one. It 
is given here because most of the following remarks con
cern the will in some way or other; and it will be



amplified as these further remarks give occasion.
Greta Hort is completely correct in saying, as she 

does several times, that Piers Plowman is theological in

oi^» j I* 301. Donaldson has used the expression 
Bernardine concept” when discussing Langland1s ideas 

of the will. This is because, according to Bernard,
”Liberum arbi trium ... is that part of man which bears 
the impress of the image of God to which man was created? 
Op. cit., p. 189. A second reason is that Bernard 
makes the will central in the problem of salvation.
Ibid., p. 190. But the will is, by its very nature, 
obviously central in this problem, and no one among 
the scholastics, so far as I know, denied it. Moreover, 
Scotus says that will is the power Hprincipal!or in 
imagine in cuius figuratione consistit principaliter 
tota figuratlo aniaae vel imaginls a&"~Trinitatem."
I Ox., VI, 11, 4, XVI, 651*1 Donaldson also notes Miss 
Hor£fs statement that in B, XVI, 222-224, Langland 
Hidentifies the Holy Ghost as the free will of the 
Father and the Son.” Donaldson, op. pit., pp.-191- 
192. Hort, pp. pit., pp. 113-114. The lines quoted 
are:

So is the Fader forth with the Sone • and
fre wille of bothe;

Splritus procedens a patre et fill©;
Wniche is the Holygoste of alle ...

But the construction here is a little obscure. It may 
mean, as Miss Hort thinks, that the free will is the 
Holy Ghost which comes from both; but it might also 
mean that the Holy Ghost comes from the free will of 
both. Hinges gives us the opinion of Scotus:
*Voluntas est autem principium spirandi Splrltum 
Sanctum.tj In this he dif fered somewhat from Thomas, 
for Scotus says that wSplritus Sanctus producltur per 
modurn voluntatis, est amor productus. Haec productio 
est actus liber, non naturalls, etsi necessarlus;11 
whereas Thomas says: f)Splritus Sanctus procedit ut amor, 
inquantum Deus amat se ipsum; unde natural!ter pro
cedit, quamvls per modum voluntatis procedit.w This 
Scotus repudiated as impugning the freedom of the act. 
Hinges, op. pit., II, 207-208. In both opinions, 
however, the 'Divine Will is the principium producendi 
amorem. Donaldson also says that Miss Hort thinks 
^he identification of Liberum ArbTtrium with the Holy 
Ghost is ♦.. idiosyncratic.” Donaldson, op. pit.,
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icontent j4* but there is a conclusion, obvious to a Scotist, 
to which she does not carry her premise. In her concep
tion of kynde wltte as synderesis , she makes the state
ment that St. Thomas considers synderesis as an

p. 192. It is not so in the sense just noted, but it would 
be considerably more so in the sense of the identification 
of man’s will with the Holy Ghost. It Is not the "Holy 
Ghost in man, helped by the Holy Ghost outside of man, 
which leads man to salvation." Hort, op. cit., p. 115.
In the case of the indwelling of the Holy Ghost, there is 
no question of identification, as the word "indwelling" in
dicates. One of the most influential of the medieval 
theologians, however, held an ©pinion which, while not 
teaching identification, comes closer to it than does any 
similar theory. Peter Lombard, whose Sentences all the 
Masters explained, "identified saentifylng grace with the 
Holy Ghost," Konstantin Koser tells us. "Basic signifi
cance of knowledge for Christian perfection according to 
Duns Scotus," Franciscan Studies, VIII (1948), 159. The 
statement is in Migne: "Dictum “quidem est ... quod
Splritus sanctus amor est Patris et fill! quo se irivicem 
amant et nos. His autem addendum est quod isse idem
Splritus sanctus est amor sive “charitas, quo nos dlliglmus 
Peum et^proxlmum.11 CXCII, col. 564. But Van her Meerseh
tells us in his article on "Grace" in the Dictionnalre de
thfeologie catholique, that "le sentiment ... n*a plus de 
partisans, il n*en ayait pas^eaucoup de son temps, comme
il l*avoue lui-litemeT11 Paris, LihrairIe Letouzey et Ane, 
1924, VI, col. 1609. And Koser adds: "During the time of
Scotus, this error had been already clarified and corrected, 
so that the Subtle Doctor could simply presuppose that 
everyone admitted It, without entering into a discussion 
of the problem." Idem. And Pluzanski repeats this:
"Nos docteurs perlpbticiens ... nfadmettent pas comme 
th&ologiens que nos bonne s~dispositions pour Pieu solent 
le Saint-Esprit aimant en nous." Essai sur la phllosophie 
de Duns Scot, Paris, Ernest Thorin, 1888, p. 1011 But 
Scotus1 time was a half-century before Langland1 s. The 
difficulty about modern exegesis of the poem is that Lang
land must have taken many things for granted which are 
completely unknown to a twentieth century audience. In 
this case, however, I think we may take it for granted that 
he did not* identify man’s will with the Holy Ghost —  a 
proceeding which no contemporary thought would have Justi
fied, and which* it is therefore temerarious to attribute

L



illumination of the mind, and St. Bonaventure considers it 
as a weight to the will. From this she concludes that, 
since Langland makes his hero go through a long intellec
tual process before finding Dowel, the author must have 
been following a Thomistic framework of ideas.^ This is

to an informed medieval Christian.
1. The whole first chapter of her book is entitled "What 

is Piers Plowman?" And she gives what may be regarded 
as an answer on page 15: "It is clear that the unify
ing and controlling force in the poem is given by its 
theological character." Langland himself, she says, 
"regarded his poem as a theological work." "The poem 
is of the type of theological work whose ultimate end 
is practice, and whose proximate end is theory." Op. 
cit., pp. 20, 16. The whole second chapter is devoted 
to Langland^ knowledge of theology.

1. "The pilgrims," she says, "are moved to repentance and 
are stirred to seek Truth by Reason. It is through the 
teaching of Conscience and Common Wit that Piers the 
Plowman has first found the way to Truth, and it is 
because he follows his Conscience and carries out the 
precepts of Common Wit that he can be said to live ac
cording to Truth. In other words, the way In which 
Truth works is firstly by exciting the cognitive part 
of the soul of man to see that it is good and to be 
sought, and secondly by warning and instructing man 
through his conscience and his knowledge of the pre- 
eepts of the natural law ...

"In short, Conscience and Common Wit furnish the 
outward, sensible manifestations of the underlying 
habit, which the schoolmen called synderesis. This is 
the Dominican view of synderesis, which makes it the 
highest principle or the cognitive part of the soul 
... It is also in keeping with the Dominican view, 
rather than with the Franciscan, that Langland calls 
Truth a Kynde knowyng, and Insists on its teaching man 
to seek and love Truth." Ibid., p. 82. What she says 
in general, in the whole section from page 73 to 84, 
is that the Dominican section of the schoolmen were at 
one with the Franciscans in regarding synderesis as the 
highest principle of the soul, but differed fundamen
tally from them by placing the highest principle in the 
cognitive part of the soul and not in the affective part.
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surely a little arbitrary. As a matter of fact, Scotus 
too placed synderesis in the intellect. He states this 
specifically in hoth the Oxoniense and the Report at a*-*- 
This leaves the Scotist-Thomist balance, therefore, quite 
untipped. And since it has already been shown that not 
priority in time but causality determines the primacy of 
the will, the priority of Long Will*s intellectual process 
to his finding Dowel does not prove a Thomistic frame
work.

What conclusion, then, can legitimately be drawn from 
the theological character of the work?

Both Scotus and Langland thought of theology as a
practical science. Of the Scotist view, Vacant says:

Dans la theologle, le docteur subtil ne voit 
que des vSritds d*ordre pratique; 11 ne re- 
connaft de caract&re exclus1vement spiculatlf 
... D*elles-m§me ces connaissances tendent sT 
faire aimer Dieu comme 11 dolt ftre aimb et"" 
cela suffit pour constituer un habltum 
practieum.%

1. Minges sums up his position: nSynderesis et consclentla 
sedent in intellectu, non in voiuntate. Synderesis est" 
habitus primorum prlncipiorum agibllium, et ... est 
tenendum, earn non in voiuntate, sed in intellectu 
ponendam esse ... Honscientia habet se ad syndereslm
si cut cone lus lone s ad princlpia.B 'Op. cit., I, 301.

2. Dietionnaire de thbologie catholique, VI, col. 1874. 
Father Dbodat~l[e Basly7 in his collection of Scotist 
texts, discusses the question: 11 Quod revelata nostra 
viatorum non est nisi praetlca,w and quotes: nIlia est 
cognitld practica quae est apt1tudinaliter conformis 
volition! rectae, et naturaliter prior ipsaT Sed tota 
Theologia necessario, in inteilectu creato, est sic 
conformis actui voluntatis oreatae et prior ea." He 
goes on to prove, in a way that, is reminiscent of
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It must be a practical science, since the end of man is 
not only to know God hut to love Him. We see Langlandrs 
view in Study’s shrewd remark about the mistiness of
theology. She accepts it, however, because of the love in
it.

Ac for hit lereth men to louye ♦ ich by-leyue
ther-on the bettere.

For loue is a lykynge thyng • and loth for to
greue;

Lerne for to louye ♦ yf the lyke dowel,For of dobet and dobest • here doctor is dere
loue.1

Bonaventure (Supra, p. 6?n.) that even our teaching con
cerning the Trinity has this note of praxis. Speaking of 
the Trinity, and of the fact that the Father begot the Son, 
he says: HDico quod istae sunt practicae. Prima enim in- 
cludlt virtualiter notitiam reetltudinis dilectionis ten- 
dent is in tres Personas, ita quod si actus eliceretur 
circa unam solam excludendo alias, sicut infidelis 
eliceret, esset actus non rectus;M and again: ”Voluntatem 
ignorant em Trinitat em continget errare in amando vel de-
.siderando finem, deslderando frhi Persona sola. *j He 
proves the same for God’s creating the world and for the 
doctrine of the Redemption. In answering one objection, he 
remarks, in a way which may possibly be connected with the 
wthre trewe termysonsM of C, IV, 109: 11 Si objiclatur
contra hoc, sic: quia nihil nisi Essentials est ratio ter- 
minandi actum illius dilectionis;"~Theologia autem est 
magis proprie de Personalibus quamde Essentialfbus, quia 
Elssentialia plurlma possunt a nobis in Metaphyslca~cog- 
nosci; lgitur Theologia ... non est practlea. Prima propo- 
sitio probatur, quia alia esset allqua ratio diligibili- 
tatis in una Persona quae non esset in alia, quod falsum 
est, quia tunc nulla beat if 1 caretur in jse ipsa. — •" Re- 
sponde o. Ussentiale est ratio formaliter terminandi actum 
amandi vt propter quam; sed Personae terminant, ut quae 
amanturT11, Op. cit., I, pp. 132-13?. Gilson also confirms 
the idea: Weology, he says, “ojjest pas une science
speculative, e’est une science pratique dont I’objet est 
moins de nous faire connaftre certains objets que de rfegler 
nos actions en vue de la beatitude que nous esperons.11 La" 
Philosophle au moyen &ge, p. 603.
Ll. C, XII, 133-*136. Hiss Hort thinks Langland is
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Even Holy Church’s description of truth, that “best of all 
treasures,**1 has a notably active character, and is in
extricably linked, as there will be occasion to mention 
later, with charity.

For he, is trewe of hus tonge • and of hus two
handes,

And doth the werkes therwith • and wilneth no
man ille ...2

But practice, says Scotus, is the act of the will, not the 
act of the intellect,, and it is **naturaliter posterior

**innately free-thinking*1 because 0while Piers Plowman 
stresses the importance of well-doing, it yet manages to 
stress still more the importance of love,** and in this, 
she says, it **helped prepare the way for the Reformation.**
t . cit., p. 159. If this strange conclusion is valid, 

en Scotus also helped prepare it, for of his teaching 
concerning love Father LongprtS says: 11II est au com
mencement de toutes les voles de la Trinity ad extra.
De nfdmeTl condi tlonne le retour des ‘Stre's vers leur
Premier Principe. C'f~esT"dans 1*amour enfin que se con- 
sommera 1 * uni on des 4lus et de X?1 eu 7" Tel est le cycle 
d*amour penst? par le BienEeureux Duns Scot.11 Ephrem 
hongprfe, La phi1osophie du Bienheureux fens Scot, Paris, 
1924, p. 140. Another poet than Langland has lately used 
the thought of Seotus to *‘stress the importance of love.** 
Thomas Merton, in his **Hymn for the feast of Duns Scotus,’* 
writes:

... I open the book of Duns Scotus,
To learn the reason for theology*
This is the book whose vision is not its own end, 
Whose words are the ways of love, whose term is 

Trinity:
Three Who is One Who is Love.

The tears of the blind lions, New York, New Directions,
1949, p. 6. ■
1. C, II, 81.
2. C, II, 84-85.
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Intellect lone.” If it is to be ’’actus rectus,” it must 
be elicited ’’conformlter ratione rectae.”3- The act of 
the intellect is necessarily prior to willed action. If 
this action (that is, one may say, “Dowel”) is to be the 
test of holiness, then some normative or-directive know
ledge must precede the action. Theology, according to 
Scotus, determines the intellect to the knowledge of the 
rightness of the acts concerned with the necessities'8 of 
salvation. And theology is a particular directive know
ledge, because it is in particulars that the mind and con
sequently the will of man is apt to go astray. The same 
theory is implicit in Langland* s acceptance of the neces
sity of learning in the clergy, but of a learning which 
is simply and exclusively theology. Again and again 
Langland conjures religious teachers to confine their 
teaching to that which has a direct bearing on right 
action.

Langland1s attitude toward learning must be deduced 
from evidence throughout the poem rather than from one 
text. And his attitude is, though clear, not at once evi
dent. One of the strongest expressions of an attitude is 
in the lines ascribed to Clergy in C, XVI, 129-157. He 
says that Piers the Plowman —  surelŷ  no matter what his 
form, the poet’s ideal —  has ’’enpugnede ... Alle kyne

3-* 22E*» Prol*, q. 4, n. 3 and n. 31, VIII, 197, 259.
L J
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konnynges • and alle kyne craftes,/ Saue loue and leaute •
and louhnesse of h e r t e * I n  the same scene, Conscience,
who, like Xmaginatif, may he regarded as expressing the
poet’s views most directly, says to Clergy:

Me were leuere, by oure lorde • and ich lyuye
sholde,

Haue pacience parfitliche • than half thy pack of
bokes I

Lettrure and longe studie • letteth ful menye, 
That thei knoweth nat ... what is kynde

Pacience.^
Another character to whom the Dreamer is notably docile, 
Liberum-arbitrium, is given almost the classic text on the 
matter* The Dreamer has said: 11 Alle the science vnder
sonne • and alle sotile eraftes / Ich wolde ich knewe and 
con the *w Liberum-arbl trium retorts sharply: ’’’Thanne art
thow imparfyt ... and on of Prydes knyghtes.”® He delivers 
a discourse on this subject, pointing out that such a de
sire made Lucifer fall from Heaven and Adam and Eve be 
,fPutte oute of paradys*’’ He quotes the ’’Non plus sapere 
*.. quam oportet sapere," and rebukes the friars because 
in their preaching they ’’Meuen motifs meny tymes • in- 
sollbles and fallaees,/ That bothe lered and lewed • of 
here by-leyue douten." And he ends with the strong af
firmation: "To teche the ten commaundemens • were ten

1. C, XVI, 131-153.
2. C, XVI, 179-182*
3. C, XVII, 210-212*

L
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sithe bettere.*1 He suggests also that they teach the

Recklessness, from whom one expects a less measured 
statement, says he has never heard clergy —  in the sense 
here of learning —  commended, and recalls Christ1s 
promise to His saints that Ifewill Himself provide ,fConn- 
ynge and clergie,” when they are called Mby-fore kynges • 
and clerkes of the lawe.”̂  He holds that “nother wit ne 
wyghtnesse • wan neuere the maistrie / With-oute the 
grete gyfte of god ♦ with hus grace and f o r t u n e , j _ 8 
a satisfaction for him to he able to quote Austyn the 
olae in defense of his opinion: HEcce ipsl idiotes rapiunt
celum, vbi nos sapientes in inferno merglmur." And he 
translates this:

HAren none rahtere raueshed • fro the ryghte by-
leyue

Cominliche than clerkes * most knowynge and
connynge;

And none sonnere ysaued • ne saddere in the
by-leyue

Than plouhman and pastours • and poure comune
peuple.

wClerkes of holy churche,H he says, fall more deep in sin 
than H these lewede laborers * of lytel vnderstandynge.1,5

Coghill remarks that
when Langland comes to consider the effects of
learning on the learned, he finds that their

people what are their duties in life.**-

1, C, XVII, 215-240
2, C, XII, 276-280.



skill in the subtleties of the Faith does not 
issue in those works to which it commits them 
... But their lack of inward charity is not the 
only count against the.; learned nor even their 
failure to practice what they preach. Their 
learning Itself is a danger to Christendom.^

He quotes the Song of nego, in which one clerk says
"nego,* one ttdublto,n another HconcedoJn and still
another Hoblige.11 °Thus the fals clerkes of har hevid,
makith men trewth of ham be revid.Coghill documents
this from A, XI, but the same material is in C, XII.

So far, then,the attitude toward learning has been 
consistently hostile, partially beeause of inherent 
danger in the current modes of argumentation, and par
tially because of the evil lives of the learned which give 
some excuse for applying the rule that a tree may be judged 
by its fruits. However, the attitude Is not so simple.
Even Recklessness is inclined to be courteous to Clergy 
and Scripture. At the very beginning of his speech, he 
says: 11 Ac ich countresegge the nat, Gleregie • ne thy 
connynge, Scripture;/ That ho so doth by Soure doctrine • 
doth wel, ieh leyue.” He goes on, however: HAe me were 
leuere, by oure lorde * a lippe of godes grace / Than al 
the kynde witt that 3e can bothe • and connynge of 3oure 
bokes.”3 is so that he introduces the charge that the 
learned do not live up to what they know. Recklessness,

1« The pardon of Piers Plowman, p. 46.
2. Ibid., p. 4?.
5. ’CJT'XII, 224-227.
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however, may be permitted so weak an argument; and he ad
mits that one is safe if one knows and does. Earlier in 
the same passus, the case for learning had been defended 
mostly by Study. There can be little doubt, I think, that 
her very balanced presentation of the case is that which 
Langland really accepted, for it is midway between the 
extremes of undue curiosity and wilful obscurantism. She 
defends all manner of learning, but insists that Theology 
His no science sothliche * bote a sothfast by-leyue.
It is notable that C omits much of what B has made Study
say against learning, and that as her argument stands in 
0, it is a defense of theology as a "sothfast by-leyue" 
and of such as

... hath holy writ • aye in hus mouthe,
And can telle of Treuthe • and of the twelve

apostels,
Other of the passion of Crist • other of

purgatorie peynes.2
Inasmuch as Theology "lereth men to louye," she is willing
to "by-leyue ther-on the bettere," for "of Dobet and of
Dobest * here doctor is dere Loue.

Clergy, to whom Study sends the Dreamer, and who 
sounds as if he represented clergy in the modern sense, 
says almost nothing by comparison with what is allotted to

1. C, XII, 132.
2. C, XII, 31-33.
3. C, XII, 133-136.

L
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him in the B version. His whole speech is only twenty 
lines long! He begins “yf thow coueyte Dowel,/ Kep the 
ten commaundemens..H He, also, quotes “Austin the olde,0 
and asserts that “Alle the clerkes vnder Grist • ne 
couthe ... asoile0 the problem of the Trinity; “Bote 
thus by-longeth to by-leyue.“ It is he who quotes the 
HFide8 non habet meritum, ubi humana racio prebet ex~ 
perimentum. T h e  introduction of “Recklessness0 to make 
some of the aggressive statements against learning 
formerly ascribed to the Dreamer^ gives proof, I think, 
that the 0 poet was less anxious to have these statements 
thought his own. After the session with Scripture and 
the charming object lesson of Kynde, the Dreamer en
counters Ymaginatif. By this time he has been made to 
feel ashamed of himself, and is in a mood to listen more 
calmly. Ymaginatif is firm about the preeminence of 
grace, for “kynde witt“ is “a chamnee,0 and clergy is “of 
kynde wittes techynge.03 But he will not allow clergy to 
be underestimated. Clergy here is definitely what we 
call “literacy;0 and Ymaginitif says that all “kynde- 
witted0 men depend entirely on clergy for their salvation. 
This is true, he holds, because clerks learn from books

1. After C, XII, 160.
2. G, XII, 200-503.
3. C, XV, 33-34.

L
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what the Holy Spirit has Mseide ... men sholde wryte,11̂ 
and they teach that to nlewede men.Therefore, using 
the strong comparison of the HAreha-dei,11 he counsels 
f,alle creatures • no clerk to dispise,/ Ne sette short 
by here science • what so thei don themselue.1̂  This is 
a neat correction of the rather illogical assaults on 
learning because of the lives of some of its votaries.
HMedie we nat moche with hem,tl4 Ymaginatif suggests, but 
do what they recommend. He is speaking, he makes clear, 
only of that elergy which is "Cristes vikery,1,5 but this 
apparently does not mean the clergy in the modern sense, 
for his first instance is that of the Magi•6 He 
vigorously and expressly contradicts the statements of 
Recklessness that the unlearned have more chance to be 
saved than the learned. He uses the example of how the 
instructed priest can comfort his parishioner with the 
knowledge that contrition can remove sin before confession. 
This choice of example makes it clear that he recommends 
the teaching of moral precepts essential to the Christian 
life, and that he wishes priests to be versed in those.

From this extensive evidence, Langland1s own views

1. C, XV, 35-53.
2. C, XV, 49.
3. C, XV, 65.
4. 0, XV, 67.
5* C, XV, 70. .
6. C, XV, 97-98.

L - I
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become, I think, quite clear. He respects learning, and 
insists upon it in the clergy, but wishes them to confine 
their teaching to essentials. G has more fondness for 
learning, and even for the finer points of it, but is no 
less clear that priestly learning should be theological 
and should alxmys recognize the infinite superiority of 
grace.

One need hardly labor the point that the distinction 
between Thomas and Scotus with regard to theology as a 
practical or speculative science is one of emphasis; that 
in Scotus being placed upon the relationship between the 
world and God; i.e., man must have knowledge of God in 
order to go to God in love. This is theology’s raison 
d’etre as a seience; but it remains a science, and one 
which must be acquired in some form before one can proceed 
to the conquest of Dowel.

The significance of the theological tone of the poem 
is that the theology is recognizably Scotist: theology as
a practical science.1

With regard to the. movement of the poem as a whole, 
it is not irrelevant to note that Long Will’s search for

1. Miss Hort says: ’’Langland’s professed motive ... was 
then to set forth the good life that man might know 
what it was, and thus be brought to lead it.” ”... the 
good life appears exclusively as a means by which men 
are led to God; it is to be lived here on earth that one 
may enjoy-God forever in heaven.” Og. cit., pp. 20-21. 
The attitude of the poet toward theological learning is 
essentially practical, as we have seen, even when he 

l has professional theologians in mind. j
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Dowel, Dobet and Dobest can b.e said to have a certain in
ductive character. He learns a great deal, about himself 
particularly, from analysis of his internal and external 
experience. Now it is interesting that Bonaventure holds 
three methods of learning: the intuitional, the rational
and the experiential, per viam experlentiae. And this 
Mexperiential” tradition, carried on by Peter Olivi and 
Vital du Four (the real author of the De Herum Prlncipio) 
Scotus took up. De Wulf tells us:

One finds in ... Duns Scotus careful analyses of 
inductive methods, or of ways which permit to 
pass from the observation of certain cases to 
the law which rules all cases.1

This inductive habit is certainly characteristic of Long
Will. In the G-text, for example, we find that in Passus
XII, after hearing the opinion of Thought and Wit and
Study and Clergy on the question of Dowel, Will abruptly
yields to the suggestion of Recklessness and to 11 concu-
piscentia carnis,9 giving us an example of how the human
will can turn from a higher to a lower good, choosing
between the evidence presented by the intellect on one
side, and the sense or affeetlo commodl on the other,
neither of which has a determining power over the will.
To explain why, after his earlier search for Dowel and
Dobet, he could be held so long in the chains of

52* 291-292.
L
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"concupiscentia carnis,” he says:
Of dowel ne of dobet • no deynte me thouhte,
Glergie and hus consail • ich countede ful

lytel.l
In other words, he refused to consider further the sug
gestions so far offered by the practical reason. This 
power of the will to refuse to be guided by evidence (a 
power stressed in Long Willfs reflection tha.t all things 
except men seem to be ruled by reason) is explained by 
Scotus^ by the power of the will to turn the attention of 
the mind from the consideration of the motives of right 
action. This psychology of attention, somewhat neglected 
by St. Thomas, is characteristic of Scotus, and is im
plied in Langland1s "Of dowel ne of dobet • no deynte me
thouhte.” Here at a key point in the poem, we have at the 
same time evidence of two Scotist theories: the authentic
Scotist voluntarism, and the ”experiential” manner of Long 
Will's learning.

In another place Greta Hort analyzes at some length 
St. Augustine's concept of the soul and decides that 
Langland followed that of St. Thomas instead.*5 But her 
evidence points rather to the Scotist concept of the 
soul. St. Augustine, she says, stressed both the

1. C, XII, 312-313.
2. Hinges, pp. clt., I, 288-289.

22* Qlt.. p. 67.

L
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spirituality-of the soul and the Indivisible unity of man* 
Then she quotes the passage:

And thus god ...
... graunted hym blisse 

And that is lyf that ay shal last • to al his
lynage after.

And that is the eastel that Kynde made • Caro
it hatte,

And is as moefae to mene • as man with a soule.1 
She says she has omitted Shears full stop after the second 
line because it obscures the underlying idea. This under
lying idea is that the castle is aman with a soul,H and is 
identified with the eternal life given to men, and this 
life ... is the whole man, and not given to any special 
part of him. MThis,B she adds, Mis not an Augustlnian 
conception all. It is Thomistie.H She bases this on the 
fact that to Thomas Hthe soul of man is not a spirit 
only; it is the form of the human body.n It is certainly 
true that Augustine did not hold a hylomorphie conception 
of the relationship between soul and body; but there are 
two objections to basing a Thomistic influence on a single, 
ambiguous reference. In the first place, the followers 
of Augustine, and especially those who, like Scotus, at
tempted an Augustinian-Aristotelian synthesis, did accept 
the hylomorphie conception, and Scotus in a manner which 
fits in better with Langland1s real thought. In the 
second place, the C-text makes it obvious that the phrase

1. Hort, op. olt.a p. 93. B, IX, 45-49.
L
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“The whiche Is bothe loue and lyf • and lasteth withouten 
ende,Ĥ* directly modifies f,Kynde • that all thynges 
wroughte.M And this is surely the correct reading; for 
the notion that St. Thomas identified Heternal life*1 
with flman with a soul11 can not he documented from his 
works. The doubtful nature of this passage, then, as an 
expression of Langland1s view of the body-soul relation
ship, makes one look elsewhere for a more acceptable ex
pression. The best is to be found in the much quoted 0, 
XVII, 183-201, where he gives the names of Liberum-arbi- 
trims, who says that “... the whyle ich quykede the 
eors • cald am ich anlma.n Here, much more clearly than 
in Hman with a "soul," is found the hylomorphie view which 
St. Thomas taught; but here also the same principle is 
identified not only with the intellectual faculty and free 
will, but with the sensitive faculties —  an Identification 
Thomas would not have tolerated. Scotus, however, not 
only taught, as will appear later, that no real distinction 
exists between the soul and its facultiesbut maintained

1. G, XI, 168-169.
2. De Basly sums up the position of Scotus on this point:

MAd lstya quaestlonem dicitur quod saltern duae potentiae 
sciliceT"Xntellectus et Voluntas, sunt realiter dls- ' 
tinctae7 £t hoc poniTur dupllclter. —  a) Prima via 
ponit quod reallter dl s tlnguuntur inter se, et ab es
sentia animae, sicut accidentia quae sunlTproprlae 
passiones.

--FT Alia opinio ponit quod dlstlnguuntur realiter 
inter se, sed non abessentia animae.

— e) frertia•via est quod non distinguuntur realiter
L j
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a theory of the unity of substantial form which admits of 
both substantial unity andlranscendance of soul, a compro
mise Hort sees Langland struggling to establish. For 
Scotus, the numerical unity is derived from a forma com- 
pletiva —  the rational soul —  an ultimate unifying 
11 formality” which does not exclude plurality of forms. A 
forma corporeltas also exists, which grants a relative in- 
dependance to the body (and consequently to the rational 
soul) and so fits into a modified Augustinian position.1

ab essentia animae, nec inter se, re absoluta, sed /cJuod/ 
tanturn sunt dietinetae re relata .77 A s t i / dlcunt quodT
fotentlae animae sunt idem essentlae animae, distinctae amen inter se realitate relativa, ita quod potentia animae 
non dicit nisi esse cum respectu coassumpto.

De Basly identifies the first way as that of Thomas, 
the second of Bonaventure, the third of Scotus. Scotus 
goes on in detail to apply his formal distinction, which he 
applies also in explaining relationship in the Trinity.
One of his strongest arguments is the fact that if the 
Intellect and Will are ”aliud ab essentia” the ”videre 
Deum et diligere non immediate recipiuntur in essentia 
animae.” Op. cit., II, 713-714.
1. Hinges sums up the Scotist doctrine: ”Praeter animam

intellectlvam, quae est forma constitutiva homlnls 
unacum corpore constituens humanam substantiam, 
necessarlo admittenda est forma corporeitatis~seu 
mlxtionis ... Satenus est haec forma nonnisl forma 
disponens et Imperfecta vel incomplet&l Completur et 
.perflcltur -autem per animam intellectivam accedentern, 
quae est propria forma homlnls, perfeclt complete 
materiam seu corpus, et ita eTlam est propria forma 
corporis, forma perficlens et dominans, non solum 
disponens et serviens slcut forma corporeitatis. Op.
6T i . r i r 6T ^ 6^ r -------------------------------------

L
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In using this passage one must, of course, remember
that it is merely Langland*s close paraphrase of lines
which Skeat identifies from Isidore*s Etymologies, and
which Migne attests as pseudo-Augustinian.^* But it is
well also to remember Gilson’s.caution:

Si prfecieuse qu1elle soit ... la connalseance 
assurfee de la source drun texte n'jgqulvaut pas 
nt?cessairement & son explieatlonT^

Langland*s quotations are always for his own purpose and
must be understood in his context.

The fact, however, that Langland did insert this quo
tation makes it difficult to accept another interpretation 
given by Greta Hort. She gives no reference to the text, 
and so one must assume that she refers to the general 
method of treatment when she says that Langland

treats the psychological traits of man as being 
distinct from man; as working on or in him, and 
not as part of a man*s self in the same way as 
his soul is.^

1. Donaldson accepts the John Damascene passage quoted by 
Sanderlin as 11 exactly the same*1 as that in the G pas
sage. It is so only in the use of ”libero arbltrio,”
instead of wAnima.” But the list does not tally exactly, 
omitting several items, and it is notable that llberum- 
arbitrium does not appear in 0*8 Latin. Donaldson, op. 
cit., p . 193.

2. Lee ld6es et les lettres, p. 4.
cit., p. 66. As this is worded, it points not to

Ix. Thomas at all, but to the Arabian philosophers 
Avicenna and Averroes, whose doctrine of a ttseparated 
intelligence” St. Thomas fought consistently. G-ilson 
says of this; v According to the Arabian philosophers 
every man is but a fleeting thing ... he does not know; 
he does not even think; rather we should say ... he .̂s 
being 1 thought in1 by a separate intelligence.* 11 Saint 
Thomas Aquinas,” British Academy Proceedings, XXI (1937).-------------------------------------------- j
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It would seem that no account is being taken here of the 
allegorical tradition within which Langland was working, 
and which would certainly cast some doubt on the conclu
sion that Langland belonged to the Victorine-Thomistic 
school which taught that the faculties are accidents of 
the soul in the sense of properties,* inseparable from it, 
but able to be treated of separately; whereas Augustine 
thought of the soul*s faculties as Hmere names given to 
the soul in accordance with which of its various functions 
it exercised.But the wcald am ich animaM passage, if 
its inclusion means anything at all, is a direct refuta
tion of this. If the soul is wpart of manfs self," then 
the faculties are just as much a part of man*s self. But 
if one grants that there is, in the course of the poem, 
apart from the allegorical treatment, a tendency to E x 
ternalize the faculties,as she calls it,^ then Scotus 
again gives the compromise which the two interpretations 
require. For while he refused to accept Thomas1 real 
distinction between the soul and its faculties, con
sidering it beneath the dignity of the soul to act mediate
ly while lower.faculties act immediately, he yet saw that 
the faculties.were identical neither with each other nor 
with the soul. Therefore, he introduced here also his

1. Hort, op. cit., p. 65*
2. Ibid., p. 66.

L _I



characteristic "formal distinction," which places the 
faculties nearer to the essence of the soul than are ac
cidents to substance, and yet makes them not identical 
with the soul.* This formal distinction^ is not the 
Thomistic virtual distinction, but holds, as it were, a 
half-way position between the virtual and the real dis
tinction. This would allow Langland to externalize yet
apparently to Identify the soul with its faculties. The*
text which he quotes does not seem to me so important as 
his interpretation of the words he quotes. What he had 
at hand or by heart was probably some such miscellany as 
those Greta Hort speaks of, "comprising shorter or longer 
works of the famous writers of the Church."3 V. H. H. 
Green, in his book on Pecock, gives an example of the

*• Supra, p. 161 n.
2. Maurice Grajewskl, in his Formal Distinction of Duns 

Scotus, Washington D. C., fhe Catholic University of 
America, 1944, offers his own definition, based on 
various Scotist texts: "Plstlnctlo formalis est dis
tinctly ex natura rei lntercedens inter plures for
mal! tat es realiter ident1fie atas, quarum una ante opus 
Intellectus conceptlbllls est sine alia licet separatim 
exlstere non potest ne quldem potenTja~divlna.11 P.
In the same place, Grajewskl adds: "Whiteness is a 
simple species, not having in itself two natures, and 
yet in whiteness there is something real whence it has 
the ratio of difference. The first of these realities 
is not formally the other nor vice versa, but rather, 
one is outside the reality of the other, formally 
speaking, as if there were two things, although in a
manner througIT"identity (i.e., real identity) these two 
realities are one thing."

5. Op. cit., p. 54.
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difficulty attached to tracing sources through medieval 
attributions. He says of Pecock’s use of Aquinas and 
Scotus: ’’Pecock*s debt to these two thinkers ... is un
doubted. Yet the actual references to them in his works 
are few and far between.11 And these works of Pecock's 
are documented prose works. On the other hand, he says, 
PecockTs ^references are obviously second-hand.11 He cites 
Jerome, Hilary, Gregory the Great, Isidore of Seville, 
Bernard.1 But his thought had been shaped by more con
temporary influence. J. de Ghellinck also, speaking of 
even more serious work, notes how Peter Lombardi com
piling of âuctoritates11 supplied his followers for genera
tions with their documentation. Those who came after him 
were now r<Hunis d&sormals d^n repertoire patristlque 
ordonne et, a cfltfe de tout ce qu1 on avalt en jusque-llt, 
remarquablement fourni.11 Thereafter, he goes on;

a part quelques exceptions ... I1ensemble des 
auctoritates se rfedult trop souvent, m%me cHez 
Guillaume Occam, et jusqu1 a lit veille de la 
rfeforme, aux cita'fions puisnes chez le 
Magister Slententlarum.™

The works of John Damascene were, however, known at first
hand, especially the De fide orthodoxa, Ghellinck says, and 
he mentions an Exeter College, Oxford manuscript in which

Bishop Reginald Pecock: a study in ecclesiastical his
tory and thought, Cambridge, At tlae University Press, 
1945, pp. 87-§8. 77-84, passim.

2. Le mouvement theologlque du Xlle siecle, Paris,
Librairie Victor Lecoffre, 1$14, pp. 140-189.

l  -f
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it is to be found with the Lombard's S e n t e n c e s Quota
tions from the De fide were possibly, therefore, familiar, 
but Langland felt free to adapt it, as I have noted,^ to 
his own purposes. Even in C, the poet's Latin still says 
that Anima performs the operations noted, and does not re
peat the"llbero arbitrlo" as does Damascene in the passage 
Sanderlin quotes.3

According, then, to the psychological theory of Scotus, 
it is the soul which carries on two acts, simultaneous 
but different, the intellectual act and the voluntary act. 
They are simultaneous, says Saint-Maurice, in the sense 
that

le ne veux qu'en me sachant voulolr, et je ne 
connais qu' en me voulant connaTtre. Actions 
de natures differentes par ce que 1'esprit suit 
la loi de son bbjet; 11 est determine ab ex-
Trinseco; (c * est a dlre de 1'extbrieurTT "Tout
au contraire, i *6sprit voulant n fest determine 
qu'ab intrinseco, c1est irdire qu * 11 se determinelui-m&ne. 4

The will is, therefore, a nobler faculty than the intel
lect, and love is correspondingly higher than knowledge.
Knowing is not an end in itself. . Loving is a supreme end.
"We do not love in order to know," says de Basly, com
menting on the Scotist position;5 "we know in order to

Le mouvement theologlque du XI1^ siecle, pp. 271-272.
2. TSupra, p. I62n.
3. Loc. cit., p. 450.

cITT, p. 176.
5. “Seodat de Basly, "Structure philosophique de Jlsus 

1'Homme-Dieu," La France Francisoains, XX (1937), 37.
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love,11 Saint-Maurice correlates this conclusion with the 
”Deus caritas est,11 of St, John*s Epistle; and Langland 
echoes "both John and Scotus in the lines

”Whanne alle tresours hen tried,” quath hue • 
treuthe is the beste;

Ich do hit on Deus earitas • to deme the sothe.^
Truth is for love. God is Truth, but His supreme name, as 
Scotus never tires of repeating, is Love. This is the 
f,Divine angle” of the Scotist voluntarism, and it touches 
Piers Plowman closely.

Linked with this preoccupation with G-od as Love is a 
doctrine central in Scotist theology. This doctrine Lang
land adumbrates in at least the three passages of the poem 
which follow. It is the answer to the problem which Thomas 
had phrased: ”Utrumf si Adam non peccasset, Deus
nihilominus incarnatus fuisset?”2 Scotus approaches the 
problem indirectly. He establishes that Christ is pre
destinated to be the Son of God; that G-od wishes the glory 
of Christ, and through Him, grace and glory for souls; and 
all this before foreseeing sin and the possibility of 
damnation. It cannot be said, therefore, that the Redemp
tion was the principal motive of the Incarnation. What, 
then, was the motive? Father Longpi4 quotes from a manu
script of the library of the Cathedral of Worcester what

1. C, II, 81-82.
2. Summa Theologica, I, q. i, art. 3.

L
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he calls ”an echo of the Paris Lessons of Duns Scotus”:
Dleo ergo sic: quod prlmo Deus dlliglt se,
seeundo dillgit se allls et isteest amor 
castus, tertlo vult selfoligi ab So qul 
potest eum summe dillgere, loquendo de amore 
allcuJus extrinseci, et ""quarto praevldit 
unlonem llllus naturae quae debet eum summe 
dillgere, etsl nullas cecidlsset. 3.

The third point is important. Only God can love God 
Msumme,11 and yet the love desired is that ’’allcu jus 
extrinsecl.” Scotus bases this view on the doctrine that 
God’s essence is the primary reason for His willing and 
for His love both in and beyond Himself. In the Incarna
tion, the end of God is the glorification of the divine 
essence by love. Only secondarily is the end the justifi
cation of man. Father Longprl, quoting from the same 
source goes on:

Pico quod lapsus noi fult causa praedestina- 
^loni‘s~U5rlsti, immo efll nec homo nec 
angelus fulsset lapsus, nec plures homines 
creandi quam Christus adhuc fulsset Christus 
praede st inat us. %

Otherwise, the ”sunpum opus Del” would be an occasional
being, foreseen after the fall of man, and subordinated to
a secondary end. This, Scotus thought, was incomprehensible
to reason. ’’Nec est verlsimile tam summum bonum in entlbus
esse occaslonatum propter minus bonum.”3 Christ could

1. Ephrem Longprb, The kingship of Jesus Christ according
to St. Bonaventure and Blessed Duns Scotus, U -. D. G./trans. 
Barry), Paterson, Saint Anthony Guild Press, i.944, p. 3%

2. Idem.
3. Ibid., p. 33.
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have come in glory
nisi quod propter majus honum fuit lllud dl- 
latum, ut per mediatorem, qui potuit et 
debuit, redimeretur humanum genus a po¥estate 
diaboll, quia majus bonum fuit gloria Beatorum 
redlmendorum per passionem carnis quam gloria 
carnls; et ideo in quinto instanti vidib Deus 
medlatorem venierTEem passurum, redempturum 
populum suum.̂-

The difficulty of trying to establish or even suggest 
that Langland was familiar with this theory is obvious.
The fact is that Christ historically did come to save man, 
since man did fall. Therefore how, in mentioning the Incar
nation, can a poet refrain from mentioning the fall? —  
unless his intention be, as Langland1s certainly was not, 
to celebrate the doctrine itself, and so explain it. One 
must rely almost entirely on that most elusive thing —  an 
attitude. The strongest evidence lies, I think, in that 
stress on love which so startled Miss. Hort.^ Her reference 
is to the love of man for God and for other men; but, so 
far as it is possible in a work which deals primarily with 
the acts of man, there is stress, too, on that love in God 
which dominates the thinking of the Franciscan philosophers, 
especially Bonaventure and Scotus.

The most striking text —  and perhaps the only really 
impressive one in this connection —  is the passage in C,
II, 149-168. It has been pointed out to me that there are 
two objections to using this passage to illustrate such a

1. Ibid., p. 35.
Supra, pp.147-8n.
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point. The first is that the discourse is on love; the 
second that it ends in a reference to the Redemption.
Under the circumstances, however, both these objections 
seem not only irrelevant as objections but rather useful 
as positive evidence. Whether or not the passage is 
pertinent to the discussion at all depends, of course, on 
whether we consider that it refers to the Incarnation.

Loue is the plonte of pees ♦ and most preciouse
of vertues;

For heuene holde hit ne my3te • so heuy hit
semede,

Til hit hadde on erthe • 3oten hym-selue.
Was neuere lef vp-on lynde • lyghter ther-

after,
As whanne hit hadde of the folde • flesch and

blod ytake;
Tho was it portatyf and pershaunt • as the

poynt of a nelde, _
May not armure hit lette • nother hye walles.J-

How love is certainly the point of the discourse, but since 
the lines refer to heaven's inability to hold it, it 
apparently refers to love in God. But unless it means 
that man was given some share in this love —  a singularly 
unsatisfying explanation —  it must certainly refer to the 
Incarnation. This is almost demonstrably God's desiring 
Hse dlllgi ab Eo qui potest eum summe dlligere, loquendo 
de amore allcujus extrlnsecl. It cannot mean that G-od 
was unsatisfied until He had created man to share His 
love, for the creation of man almost at once had unhappy

1. 0, II, 149-155.
2. Supra, p. 168.
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rather than happy effects. Nor can it, I think, refer to 
the Incarnation as inspired "by a desire to redeem man, 
since the reference to the Redemption does not occur until 
line 164, and then it has the appearance of a new though 
related subject. Between come the lines:

For-thy is loue ledere • of oure lordes folke
in heuene,

And a mene, as the meyere is • by-twyne the
kyng and the comune,

Ry3t so is loue a ledere • and the lawe
shapeth.1

If, as seems clear, the preceding reference has been to 
Incarnate Love, or Christ, we may be tempted to suppose 
that the reference to Him here as a "mene" is the usual 
reference to Christ as the Mediator or Redeemer. But 
"mene" may just as well be a link or meeting point in some 
other sense. Skeat, who takes for granted that the "Loue" 
in this passage is the "love of Christ11 and the passage in 
general refers to the Incarnation,^ suggests "mediator" as 
the translation, and it is the obvious one; but he also 
translates the adjective "mene" as "in an intermediate 
position," or "intermediate between extremes."^ But one 
of the places in which he suggests that the word has this 
second meaning is in the lines: "Meires and maistres •
and 3e that beoth mene / Bitwene the kyng and the

1. C, II, 156-158.
2. Notes, p. 28.
3. Ibid., p. 397.

L



comuns.B̂  The figure is the same here as in Ha mene, as 
the meyere is • by-twyne the kyng and the comune.11 ̂ Since 
^mediator11 is not indicated in one passage, there is no 
reason why it must be accepted in the other* On the con
trary, the identity of the figure should imply an identi
cal sense* Minges quotes, in his section on the primacy 
of Christ, the passage:

Tota ratio uni tat is hominis, et; per consequens 
totius naturae est, quia homo est finis naturae 
totius, qui fuit terminatus in Christo ... Ecce 
finis particular!s naturae huius, seiTlcet bene- 
aictus homo, sicut species humana est finis 
universalis omnium specierum naturallum; ideo 
uni tas 0hr1s ti est prima unionum, et mensura 
omnjs compositi naturalTs. 3

In this sense, the word ttmeneB would have a very real sig
nificance without any relation whatever to the Redemption* 
Moreover, such notions were far from unfamiliar among 
English theologians. The English Franciscan William of 
Ware, who, as we have seen,4 is supposed to have been the 
teacher of Scotus at Oxford, taught the same theory; and 
not only Roger Marston but the great Bishop Grosseteste 
had been of the same opinion.® It would have been quite 
likely that a doctrine upheld by such native doctors would 
have been widely known among their learned countrymen.

1. A, III, 67-68.
2. C, II, 157*
3. Op. cit., II, 369-370.
4. Supra, p. 141n.
5. Longprfc,. The kingship of Jesus Christ, p. 18.



Scotus taught that all creation had "been decreed because 
of Christ, and that only through Christ as the source of 
grace could man —  whether or not he had sinned —  possess 
the opportunity of salvation, or possession of God in 
heaven. But the sin of man took place, and so "loue" 
modified the law —  a double law; the law of His own 
coming in glory, and the law that demanded that man be 
punished. Instead, modifying His first plan for His Son, 
modifying the law, as It were, of His Being, the Father 
"let hus sone deye," Instead of coming in glory. The 
reference to Redemption does not disprove Langland's 
acquaintance with the theory of Christ's primacy, for 
the reference is inevitable. It completes the story of 
the plan and the breaking of the plan and the re-making 
of the plan.

Obviously, however, it cannot be proved that Langland 
had the theory of Christ's primacy in mind, and this point 
is cogent only as an element in the whole supposedly 
Franciscan framework of the poet's thought.

Given this initial idea of God's desire to be loved 
from without, and the re-making of God's plan as a result 
of sin, it is inevitable that the expression of the theory 
should not be found in its pure form. It is also not 
surprising that references to it should be incidental; 
that is, that it should appear casually in the midst of 
the development of some other theory. There is, for



instance, an echo of one phase of the primacy theory in 
lines 204-208 of C, XIX, where Faith is delivering a dis
course on the Trinity, He makes the relation between 
Christ and Christians and the Church symbolize the re
lations in the Trinity. On line 203, Langland again uses 
the word "mene" to denote the Son: "Mighte, and a mene •
to seo hus owen mighte.n The passageie curious, because 
there is no real mention of the Holy Ghost, and the line 
that follows: “Of hym-self and of hus seruaunt • and
what suffreth hem bothe," is very difficult to fit into 
the sentence. The introductory expression “that 
lygaunce eleymeth,“ cannot govern the “of“ before 
"hymself," nor can the expression “Of hym-self and of hus 
seruaunt" sensibly develop the “hus“ before “owen mighte," 
since the Son is the mirror in which the Father sees 
Himself. However, the word "seruaunt" is evidently the 
echo of Isaias, 42, 1, and 53, 11. The first is “Behold 
my servant, I will uphold him: my elect, my soul de- 
lighteth in him: I have given my spirit upon him, he shall 
bring forth judgment to the Gentiles." The second reads: 
"Because his soul hath labored, he shall see and be 
filled: by his knowledge shall this my just servant 
justify many, and he shall bear their iniquities." The 
reference is, of course, to Christ, the second being 
taken from the chapter which contains the great prophecies 
of the Passion. The expression "what suffreth hem bothe"
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recalls Heson!s question: ”Ho suffreth more than god?”
so that the verb means to allow, or not to interfere.
Faith goes on:

God that gynnynge hadde neuere • bote tho hym 
gode thouhte,

Sente forth hus sone • as for seruaunt that 
tyme,

To okupien hym here • til issue were sprdnge,
She whiche aren children of charite • and 

holichurche the moder.^
The expression 11 children of charite” is important, as is 
the fact that this passage is used in a somewhat absolute 
way, as a kind of summary of the whole story, or of God's 
plan. The next line confirms this: "And Crist and
Crlstendome • and Cristene holichurche / By-tokeneth the 
Trinite • and trewe by-leyue.” This, as it were, is it» 
This is what God planned. This is what, on earth, re
flects the Trinity. The lines: ”0 god almyghty • that
man made and wrouhte,/ Semblable to hym-self • er eny 
synne were,” indicates that this had been God's plan 
always, even before sin. And what Is the plan? —  Christ, 
Christians, the Church. The place of the Chureh is at 
first sight a little mysterious in the Trinity analogy.
What is the Church apart from Christians? But the unity 
is the point; what, indeed, are the Three Persons apart 
from each other? The Father begets the Son and the Holy 
Ghost is Their Love. But Christians are to Christ as the

1. C, XIX, 205-208
L _J



Word is to the Father, He is their source of grace which 
is eternal life. The Church, Langland says, is charity; 
for the Missue11 are "children of eharite." So the Church 
corresponds to the Holy Spirit. But this union in love of 
Christians with Christ, Who Himself is united with the 
Father, is the original plan. The use of "seruaunt" so 
early in the passage, and the addition of the expression 
ner eny synne were,” give what might he called a pre-fall 
tone to the passage. The emphasis here seems to he rather 
on the love of men than on the love of Christ Himself as 
desired hy the Father; hut this can he explained hy the 
exigencies of the analogy, and also hy a natural interest 
in men's part in the plan. The curious absence of the 
Holy Ghost prohahly results from a short circuit in the 
poet's eagerness to get to his point*

The third example is less strictly theological, and 
all that I can claim for it is that it is more explicable 
hy the system of Scotus than hy the opposite system. In 
C, XXI, when Pees, before the gates of hell, is waxing 
philosophical over the advantages of experience, she re
marks that man would not know what day was if he had not 
known night, and adds with a sudden leap to a higher 
level that

Ne hadde god suffred of som • other than hym-
selue,

He hadde nat wist wyterly • whether deth were
soure other sweyte.
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For shol&e neuere right riche man • that lyueth
in reste and hele 

Ywyte what wo is • ne were the deth of kynde.1
The next two lines, which tell of the Incarnation, give
the traditional reason for it: "So god that al by-gan •
of hus good wil / By-cam man of a mayde • mankynde to
saue." But immediately she goes on to a quite different
reason: after showing how Adam went from joy to pain,
she says:

And after auntrede god hym-self • and tok 
Adams kynde,

To wite what he hadde suffred • in thre sondry 
places,

Bothe in heuene and in erthe; and now to 
helle he thenketh,

To wite what all wo is • that wot of all ioye.~
This desire of (3-od to share the lot of man, to be identi
fied with them, is evidently considered apart from the Re
demption, although the lines occur at a moment when 
Christ is about to demand the first fruits of that Redemp
tion. But the lines themselves do not express any causal 
connection between (rod's becoming man and that Redemption. 
The motive is simply given as a wish to be one with man.
This is not to overlook the lines "of hus good wil / By
cam man of a mayde • mankynde to saue."^ For the pas
sage goes on: "And suffrede to be solde • to seo the
sorwe of deyynge / The whiche vnkyntteth alle care • and

1. C, XXI, 218-221.
2. C, XXI, 232-235.
3. C, XXI, 222-223.
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cornsyng is of reste.1̂  The implication is, I think, that 
it was not necessary for Cod to become man in order that 
man should be saved. Scotus says: “Homo potuit recon-
clliarl sine satisfactione, satisfactlo non necessarlo 
requlritur.11 ̂ If a man could have been born without 
original sin —  as G-od could have brought about —  that 
man could, by an act of love of G-od̂  repair the act of 
turning away from God involved in sin.® Also an angel 
could have made satisfaction.^ Therefore ntoturn opus 
Christi fuit contingens et liberum.H® The purpose of 
saving was therefore secondary; the purpose of becoming 
one with man was primary. This, although it does not 
specifically mention Godfs desire for love outside Him
self, fits in better with the Seotist doctrine than with 
the doctrine that the Redemption was the primary motive.

Commenting on the propter nostram salutem descendit
de coells of the Creed, Saint-Maurice says:

C*66t une chose que de dire: le Christ sfest
incarn'e pour nous auljresHBommes, et pour notre 
salut, et c1en est une autre draffirmer: il ne
s *est incarnfe que pour nous sauver.o

What has been pointed out in the passages just cited is

1. C, XXI, 224-225.
2. Hinges, pp. cit., II, 370.
3. Ibid., 371.
4. TEId., 372.
5. M S . ,  373.22* d t ., p. 239.
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that Langland seems to have considered the existence of 
another motive for the Incarnation besides that of re
deeming man. That motive is a double one of love: the
desire of God for love from a man who would also be God; 
and the desire of the Son, chosen to become man, to be the 
victim rather than the glorious Christ, so that manfs 
salvation might be superabundant^ On the subject of the 
primacy of Christ there is one word still to be added.
It Is interesting that Juliana of Norwich, Langland*s con
temporary, makes the same double reference to the Primacy 
of Christ and the Mystical Body. She says:

By the endless assent of the full accord of all 
the Trinity, the Mid-Person willed to be Ground 
and Head of this fair kind; out of whom we be 
all come, in whom we be all enclosed, Into whom 
we shall all wend.1

And again:
... which fair kind first was made ready for 
his own Son, the Second Person.

Juliana also uses the metaphor of the nservant,” which
we saw in Langland.^ And we shall see that her ideas on
predestination are, like Langland * s, akin to those of
Scotus. This raises the question; were Langland and the
anchoress of Norwich open to the same Franciscan influence?

The question of predestination, as Langland returns

Revelations of Divine Love, edited by Dorn Roger 
Judies ton, London, Burns Oates, and Wa&tbourne, 1926, 
p. 155.
Supra, p. 174.



to it again and again, is solved, according to Greta Hort,
‘‘along the lines of love.** If God is love, He could not
predestinate to damnation* This seems a fair summary of
his final position, and it is recognizably in the Scotist
tradition* The Seotist doctrine on predestination was a
logical result of his teaching on the primacy of Christ.
Saint-Maurice says:

Dieu a voulu I1Union Hypostatique afin de 
donner et de recevolr hors de lui-m£me le su
preme de lTamour en ibgalifre inflnie dans la 
Personne du VerbeTncarn& Jbsus-Chr1st, e¥7 par 
extension, dans tous ses membres mystiques, les 
anges et~~les homines*!

This removes, she says, as other systems cannot wholly re
move, any implication that" God has arbitrarily determined 
the loss of some souls. If love is the whole reason for 
creation, and if all men are seen only as extensions of 
Christ’s humanity, it is simply impossible that anyone 
should be deprived of possession of God by God’s own 
choice. And it is still more impossible to believe that 
Christ died for some only and not for all,, since Christ and 
men exist always in this intimate and fore-ordained union. 
The damned are those who have been predestinated to love 
in Christ, but who havê  of their own free choice, rejected 
the offer. Those who are saved owe their salvation to 
their voluntary cooperation with the grace of love. This



does not, however, make the divine will dependent on the
human will. It stands mid-way between the system whieh
attributes all to £od and that which attributes all to
man. Saint Maurice says:

Dieu ... ne o one our t Ji 11 agir humain que lor sque 
la volontlPhumalne aglssant librement se 36- 
termine elle-m&ne £ Inaction, et alors Dieu agit 
avec elle, bien que ceci ne soit pas la liber 
premiere et souveraine. Hals cette volont^ de 
Dieu, qui n1a pas ¥esoin, elle, de~cause 
'S tr anger e £ elle^m§me pour produire son acte 
propre, se trouve la>autant qu1elle peut ^tre 
dans la creature.̂

I do not believe that Langland thought, or was even anxious 
to think, that all men would be saved. It is true that in 
the harrowing of hell scene he makes Christ say lines which 
suggest that all men will be saved. The line 11 Non intres 3n 
iualclum cum servo tuo, domlne,H as it appears after G,
XXI, 444, certainly suggests this, and the preceding pas
sage conveys the idea that Christ intends to bring all 
men eventually to heaven, though some must go to Purgatory 
first. He says specifically: nAc alle that beoth myn
half-bretbs»en • in blod and in baptisme / Shal neuere eft 
in helle come.M̂  But there is an Interesting variation 
between the B and C versions of this line. C,ends: 
ffShal neuere eft in helle come • beo he ones oute,” a 
curious and obscure remark. B is quite definite: MAc
alle that beth myne hole bretheren * in blode and in
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baptisme,/ Shal nou3te be dampned to the deth • that Is 
withouten ende.”l In both cases, however, the reference 
is only to Christians: ”in blod and in baptisme,” not to
all men. C’s careful change from '’hole” to ’’half, evi
dently „ to emphasize that Christ is both human and divine, 
shows that C is not carelessly copying; and his ”beo he 
ones oute” must refer to the first snatching from the 
devil in baptism. The remark about not hanging felons 
more than once, underlines this interpretation*® But on 
lines 439-440, the ’’baptisme” is omitted and only ”blod” 
mentioned, so that here all men must be implied. On the 
other hand, in both B and C, he says ”To be o mereiable 
to menye • of my half-bretheren.”4 Does this mean only 
to some of those men who need mercy? - or that only some 
will need mercy? The statement of universal salvation is 
not completely clear, and if we read this passage in the 
light of other discussions of the same question, it be
comes clear that what Langland wished to safeguard for all 
men of good will like himself was the possibility of being 
saved. In C, XIII, 51-73, the poet, speaking in the first 
person, propounds some such theory as we have Just ana
lyzed about the salvation of all Christians. He says:

1. B, XVIII, 375-376.
2. The ’’half” is repeated on line 438. The corresponding 

line 391 in B says only ’’bretheren. ”
3. C, XXI, 424-425.
4. C, XXI, 438; B, XVIII, 391.
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“For Grist clepide ous alle • come yf we woldej1'-*- and he 
does not exclude Saracens and schismatics; but Christ is 
here, apparently, calling them to baptism. The following 
lines say: "Thenne may alle Cristine come • and cleyme
ther to entre / By that blod that he boughte ous with.“2 
The comparison with a churl trying to make legal arrange
ments without his lord's approval suggests that no 
Christian may escape Christ's salvation. But the lines: 
“Bote Gontricion and Confession • crye, by hus lyue,/ 
Mercy for hus mysdedes, correct the impression of uni*' ’ 
versality. Only those who are sorry and who go to Con
fession will be eligible for salvation; and these may be 
the "many" of the C, XXI passage. In C, XXII, 197-198, 
Conscience says that unless the redde quod debes has been 
observed, the wicked will go into “wo with-outen ende." 
What Langland feared was not the possibility of damnation,

i
but the possibility of accidental or arbitrary damnation. 
Greta Hort says that Langland uses this reference to con
trition and confession to clear himself “of formal 
heresy.This implies some other heretical leaning short 
of the formal. But this is, I think, unfair. A belief 
that contrition and confession will procure salvation is

1. C, XIII, 52.
2. C, XIII, 57-58.
3. C, Xlil, 69-70. 

QP» oit., p. 127.



utterly orthodox, and nothing can prevent a Christian from 
"believing, if he likes, that the grace to use these means 
will be given to all* Holichurche had said: 11 Alle that
worchen that wykkede ys • wenden thei shulle / After hure 
deth-day * and dwelle ther wrong ys;M̂* but she was enun
ciating large principles and not going in for more minute 
directions. Ymaginatif, whose role is usually to solve 
the Dreamer's problems, says: "And god is ay gracious •
to alle that gredeth to hym,/ He wol no wiekede man be 
lost • bote yf he wol hym-self."2

The other solution, strangely enough, but also sig
nificantly, is in the friars' description in Passus XI 
of how the just man (that is, the man who will be saved) 
can fall seven times a day and yet be saved. Here there
is a direct parallel between Langland and Juliana on the
one hand, and between both and Scotus on the other.
Juliana says:

For in every soul that shall be saved is a 
Godly Will that never assented to sin, nor 
ever shall. Right as there is a beastly will 
in the lower part that may will no good; so 
there is a Godly Will in the higher part,
which will is so good that it may never will
ill but ever good. And therefore we are that 
which he loveth, and endlessly do that which 
him pleaseth.3

1. C, II, 150-151.
2. C, XV, 134-155.
3* ££>• clt., p. 95. Several Catholic commentators on 

Juliana's work have pointed out that this passage is 
dangerously worded and might lead the uninstructed to 
believe she taught a kind of quietism. But all admit
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And later, after the vivid picture of man's falling hut
God's still looking on him with love:

This man was hurt in his might and made full 
feeble ... But his will was kept whole in God's 
sight ... but himself was letted and blinded 
from the knowing of this will.!

Langland*s statement, put in the mouth of the friars in
Fassus XI, is almost identical. The fiend and the waves
of the world rock the boat of the flesh, and the soul
falls, but "dedliche synne doth he nat * for dowel hym
helpeth.But what is dowel?

... free wil and free wit ♦ folweth a man euere 
To repenten and ryse • and rowen out of synne, 
To contrieion, to confession • til he come tohus ende.3

Dowel is simply man's will, enlightened by synderesis, 
choosing to use the means placed at his disposal by 
f,Crist ... that on the croice deide." And thus, no 
matter how often he falls, "he falldh|mt out of charite." 
Here is Juliana's "will kept whole in God's sight," by 
which the Just "endlessly do that which him pleaseth." 
Mote that the will is a godly will, and that the Just 
man's will leads him to use supernatural means. Pere 
Raymond, in the Dictionnaire de Thfeologie Catholique,

that such was far from her intention. Dom Roger Hudleston 
discusses this in his edition of her book; pp. xxxil-xxxv, 
251. Dom David Knowles touches on the same point. Op. 
cit 45-147.

22* Qtt., p. 136.
2. 09 XI, 43.
3. C, XI, 51-53.
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commenting on two texts of the Oxoniense, adds:
^ 2 H  Qcot dlff&re de St. Thomas, c1est ... sur 
la nature de la m6tTon“̂ lvlne qui assure 1' exe
cution des~cfecrets divins ... Scot parle d'un
mystbrieux influx, appelb par plusieurs de ses
disciples sympathleT In vertu de ce sympathie 
la liberty crfe'&e sTincllne infalllTBlement et 
librement dans le sens du dfeoret de la lfBerlfe 
divine en laquelie elle se trouve comme vertu- 
ellement contenue.1

In other words, what is stressed in all three explanations
is the human will working freely in cooperation with the
Divine Will. Dunning, speaking of the friars' interpreta
tion, says that "do well, do better and do best is in the 
power of every man in every state of life. Essentially it 
is an affair of the will." In 0, XV, Imaginatyf's remarks 
bear this out. He says boldly that even if man is mistaken 
in his notion of truth, provided that he has no chance to 
learn better, if he

... ne transuersede a3ens the lawe.
Bote lyuede as his lawe tauhte ...
... and in suche a wil dyeth ...2

he is safe. He has cooperated with God's Will so far as
he knows it, though "letted and blinded," and "Wolde

1. I Ox., d. 8, q. 5. II Ox., d. 38, q. 2. Perhaps the 
clearest explanation ofThe Scotist position is given 
by Hinges. In the second volume, pp. 414-449, are to 
be found three articles: "De praedes11natione et 
reprobatione," "De Dei concursu naturali et super- 
naturali cum libero arbitrio creaturae ra’tionalls," and 
"De Scofi pelagian!smo et semipelagianismo putativo," 
where possible accusations of heretical implications in 
the doctrine are ably answered.

2.. G, XV, 209-212.
L _ I
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neuere trewe G-od,11 if suck had not good hope, that is to 
say assurance, of salvation.

One point which is of major importance in linking the 
thought of Piers Plowman with that of Scotus will have to 
he treated in a far more cursory fashion that it deserves. 
It solves difficulties which would otherwise rise constant
ly in interpreting the poet*s theory of the means of sal
vation. It lies, perhaps, behind Bloomfield^ admitted 
failure to determine what Langland thought was necessary 
for salvation. He says:

Perhaps love is the most important element in 
salvation. Grace is needed, and Christ is 
probably necessary; but the mystery of salvation 
still remains.

It is doubtful that this is true, if what Bloomfield means 
is that it remained a mystery for Langland. There is no 
MpatM answer to the mystery, he says; and he is correct 
if he is thinking of the individual soul. There are 
certain minimum requirements, which differ in their number 
and complexity according to the circumstances of the in
dividual; and this adaptation is what is always mysterious, 
sometimes —  perhaps often —  to the individual himself. , 

When, however, at the end of the poem, conscience 
becomes a pilgrim in search of Piers Plowman, only in terms 
of subsequent history can we suppose he was setting out on 
a quest into uncharted territory. The territory was 
charted; and Langland1s conscience was one which had all

L



the paths marked out. But it was a territory infested hy 
all the dangers springing from human wills, his own and 
those of others. In that sense he could not he sure when 
an otherwise safe road would have to he abandoned. But so 
much for the wandering metaphor. To return to Bloomfield's 
problem, which was not Langland's, the relation of Love, 
Grace and Christ was quite clear to the poet, and followed 
a Scotist pattern.

It is well to remark, at this point, that Scotist and 
orthodox are not incompatible terms. Scotus and Langland 
have both been used by their admirers in later ages to 
bolster theories they would themselves have abhorred. But 
the philosopher at least has the proof of his orthodoxy 
in the fact that his order has been urged by a succession 
of Roman pontiffs to be true to the teachings of this 
great ornament of the Franciscans.^ Some of the points on 
which he was at variance with St. Thomas have since been 
officially decided in his favor, notably, of course, in 
the case of the Immaculate Conception* It is not to be 
suspected, therefore, that in proving a Scotist pattern in 
Langland, one is confirming suspicions of his heterodoxy.

Pire Raymond points out that one of the most

1. Seiller, speaking of Pope Paul V, says: "Sur son ordre
• * * 2®; Sacrfee Congregation dut declarer qui une propo
sition Ismanant de Scot ... ne puuvalt 'ftre censuree. l} 
Op. cit., p. 53.



characteristic features in the theology of Sootus is the 
identification of grace and charity. He speaks of gratia, 
quae est eadem cum charitate et in voluntate.̂  It is 
called grace, he goes on to say in the same place, because 
it is a gift which shows God*s love for us; and charity 
because it makes the soul apt for supernatural and meri
torious love of Sod, If the Scotist doctrines so far out
lined in this paper have been made at all clear, it is 
evident that this doctrine admirably fits the general tone 
of Scotist thought. Charity, all theologians agree, is 
in the will. But charity is also the greatest of the 
three theological virtues. If God is Love, it can be said 
to be that which makes man like to God. But that is what 
grace, which is a created participation in the nature of 
God, does. In that sense, grace and charity are identi
cal. Moreover, if there is only a formal distinction, 
not a real distinction, between the soul and its faculties, 
this placing of the principle of supernatural life in the 
faculty, rather than in the essence of the soul directly, 
is less difficult to accept. When grace or charity is 
infused into the will, the soul itself is perfected, and, 
the supernatural virtues of faith and hope beeome active.

In attempting to trace in the poem the theory of the 
identity of grace and charity, one must, of course, be

1. Hinges/ op. cit., II, 406.



careful to distinguish between natural charity or love and 
supernatural charity, which is grace. This will mean dis
tinguishing between acts motivated by natural or super
natural charity; and even here the distinction is apt to 
be blurred because, except in the case of infidels, Lang
land is dealing with the acts of Christian men who, since 
their Baptism, have infused faith and infused hope, which 
are not lost by mortal sin, even though charity is so 
lost. Therefore, it is difficult to speak of even a 
lapsed Christian^ acting in puris naturallbus. Langland 
offers us two examples of love on the part of infidels: 
the classic example of Trajan, and that of the HSarrasynsM 
in C, XVIII, 150-186. There are interesting likenesses 
and discrepancies in these two scenes, as well as in the 
corrections made in both by C. Of Trajan, C says:
(speaking through the mouth of Trajan) RLoue, withoute 
leel by-leyue * and my lawe ryghtful / Sauede me Sarrasyn • 
soule and body bothe. ”■** B says : f,By loue and by
lernynge • of my lyuyng in treuthe,/ BrouSte me fro bitter 
peyne.1̂  The word ulaweH plays a prominent part in the 
passage surrounding these lines, and also in C, XVIII, 
beginning as far back as line 125. The first question 
which occurs to one is whether, in C, XIII, 86, the word

1. C, XIII, 86-87.
2. B, XI, 146-147.



"withoute" governs the word "lawe." At first sight, the 
construction would seem to demand it. But does not his 
"ryghtful lawe” correspond to B's "lyuyng in treuthe?"
B says, on line 160, that love and loyalty have saved 
Trajan, "There no clergie ne couthe • ne kunnynge of 
lawes." Both B and C speak with some disdain of "lordes 
that lawes kepen,"! and advise them to look to Trajan's 
example. But the disdain is apparently for those who 
overstress the law, for those who look to the letter.
"Lawe with-outen loue," is what Trajan repudiates in 
B;^ in 0 the poet himself repudiates "lawe with-oute 
leaute.But I do not think that law as such can he re
pudiated or that, to he specific, "withoute" can govern 
"lawe" in G, XIII, 86. Some law must he followed, and 
the law must he "ryghtful." In C, XVIII, this question of 
law is resumed, in the same connection, in the long pas
sage, beginning with line 122, which he inserts on charity 
and unbelievers. Liberum-arbitrium is the main speaker. 
This insertion partially balances the long excision of B, 
XV, 404-483, and indicates G's keen interest in the problem 
of the unbelievers' salvation. The key lines are 124-125: 
"'What is holyehurche, frend?' quoth ich • 'Charite,' he 
seyde,/ 'Lyf, and Loue, and Leaute • in o by-leyue and

1. C, XIII, 89; B, XI, 152.
2. B, XI, 165.
•3. G, XIII, 92.



lax-sre. 1 M The analysis which follows is rather minute.
“Loue lawe with-oute leaute,M he says, "lowable was it 
neuere. But "God lereth no lyf to loue • with-oute leel 
cause."2 $ow the Saracens and Jews and also the 
“Gentiles," love and believe in (the order is Langland1s) 
an almighty God Who creates.® But “here lawe dyuerseth,"4 
and “oure lorde loueth no loue • bote lawe be the cause."5 
This is a complete vindication of the necessity of law* 
"And leelle men louen," Liberum-arbitrlum goes on “as lawe 
techeth • and loue ther-cf aryseth,/. The which is hefd of 
Charite * and hele of mannes soule."5 There follox̂ s the 
triple command of love of God, enemy and friend; but the 
friend turns out to be “thy faire soule,"^ and a few lines 
later the poet says: “And that is Gharite ... to be cher
ouer thl soule."® Skeat translates "cher ouer" as 
“careful of." The lax* of charity —  or charity itself —  
is to be careful of one’s soul, and to “Contrarie hure 
nauht, as in conscience.But in what is one to "con- 
rarie hure nauht?" —  in loving God and one’s enemies?
The dreamer, remembering, as the reader inevitably does 
also, that Liberum-arbitrium had admitted that Saracens

1. C, XVIII, 130. Note how closely this corresponds to 
C, XIII, 92.

2. 0, XIII, 131.
3. C, XVIII, 134-135.
4. C, XIII, 133.
5. C, XVIII, 136.
6. , C, XVIII. 139-140.
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also loved God, asks: ”fWher Sarrasyns ... seo nat what
is charite?1 ”•** His teacher is forced to go into more de
tail. Saracens may, indeed, have a ’’manere” of charity; 
they love God, but it is ”by lawe of kynde.Seotus had 
taught that “hominem _ex puris naturallbus Deura super omnia 
dlligere valere.”3 He did not mean that the inspiration 
of God (actual grace) was unnecessary, but infused charity 
or sanctifying grace. Liberum-arbltrlum adds what 
theologians in general teach. If one loves by law ”of 
kynde,” then "when kynde hath hus eours • and no contrarye 
fyndeth,/ Thenne is lawe lost • and lewete vnknowen.”4 
In other words, man cannot by his own strength go on keeping 
the law. But this, although he,says it, is not what he 
stresses. What he stresses as the weak point of the 
Saracens is that they ’’leyue in a mene.”  ̂ This ’’mene” or 
intermediary (not, it is to be noted, a mediator) is 
Mohammed, and Liberum-arbitrium, after a brief excursus 
into apocryphal biography, laments that ’’Holy men” have 
not yet converted them to Christ,^ the real ”mene.” He 
does not call Christ the ’’real mene,” but in C, XVIII,
258, he refers again to Mohammed as a ’’false mene,” and

1. C, XVIII, 150.
2. C, XVIII, 152.
3. Hinges, op. cit., II, :,441.
4. C, XVIII, 161-162.
5. C, XVIII, 158.
6. C, XVIII, 186.
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immediately goes into the story of Christ's birth, so that 
the' implied contrast is evident. Another parallel which 
points the contrast is that C takes up the "coluer" of 
Mohammed, who appeared in C, XVTII, 173-179, as well as in 
B, XV, 392-399, and compares it with the Holy Ghost. B 
had made a somewhat inept repbtitionof the "coluer" in 
the line ‘‘English elerkes a coluer feden • that Coueityse 
hatte."^ C abandons this figure as well as the barn-yard 
passage of B, XV, 464-477, and substitutes the very neat 
parallel that prelates should "crye to Crist that he 
wolde • hus coluer sende,/ The whiche is the holy gost • 
that out of heuene descendede.Then, after an explana
tion of how the Jews and Mohammedans have rejected Christ, 
the real "mene," Liberum-arbltrium, reverting to Charity, 
shows the dreamer the Tree of Charity. But here we, too, 
must revert to a question we have left unanswered. When 
Liberum-arbltrium said that Charity was to be “careful 
of one's soul," and to "contrary her not," to what kind 
of care was he referring? As we saw, the Saracens loved 
God. In what did they err? —  in not accepting Christ,
Who is Charity (as the Tree of Charity scene and the 
Samaritan scene demonstrates clearly) and the Church.
Lines 283-288 recommend that bishops, the successors of 
Christ, the metropolitanus,5 in earing for their flocks,

1. B, XV, 407.2. C, XVIII, 246-247.L 3. C, XVIII, 267.
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"enchaunte hem to eharlte • on holychurche to be-leyue,,f 
Christ is the head of the Church; Christ is Charity; the 
Church is Charity; Charity is that through which men be
come part of the Church. The supernatural union of Christ 
and His Church is effected through Charity, which is what 
binds all together, so that in the Tree of Charity scene, 
the oneness is so perfect as to be confusing. But this 
is to use f,charityM wherever one xfould ordinarily use 
"grac e." Sc o tu s says:

Chrlstus vel Deus ipse est ergo gratia subsistens, 
vel gratia essentialls, ut Christus verus, qul 
est caput omnis gratiae.̂ ""

But always he takes for granted that wgratia” and 
Hcharitas" are interchangeable, except that he admits

11 Deus est formaliter charitas, sed non sic est Deus
formaliter gratia." It is appropriate that Langland, who 
made Holychurche say in the beginning "Deus est caritas," 
should carry through this identification in fact, though 
he nowhere makes the doctrinal statement.

On this same point of eharity and grace, we shall, if 
we follow the theory of 11 echoes" which Coghill has sug
gested,^ find an interesting one as well as an interesting 
example of C!s revision, in the lines in which the friars

1. Hinges, 0£. cit., II, 395.
2. The pardon of Piers Plowman, passim.
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explain how the Just man falls seven times a day hut does 
no deadly sin: H... for Dowel him helpeth,/ That is,
Charite the champion.111 in g, VIII, 45-46, the text is 
almost the same, hut in C the whole passage has dis
appeared, Including the reference to Charite the champion, 
together with the appositlve expression which accompanied 
it: "cheef help a3ens sunne,® and the statement that it
was he who M strengtheneth man to stonde ♦ and stereth 
mannes soule."2 For twelve lines in the B-text (45-56)
G substitutes only five, which are not only a clearer hut 
a fuller statement. B had remarked that God gave a portion 
of "wit and fre willeM to "fleghyng foules • to fissches & 
to hestes," hut that man had heen given "moste thereof,11 
and so was Hmoste ... to hlame,/ But if he worehe wel ther- 
with." G entirely eliminates these questionable bestiary 
comparisons, and makes a terse statement of how free will 
and wit make man repent and go to confession, and keep on 
doing so "til he come to hus e n d e . T h e  main effect of 
this change, apart from the increase in elarlty, is that 
the burden of salvation is placed more directly on man, 
as is proper in this part of the poem. The progression 
in the poem is definitely from the ex purls naturalibus 
approach, through that of the moral virtues to the

1. A, IX, 40-41.
2. A, IX, 41; B, VIII, 47.
5. C, XI, 53.
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theological and all the paraphernalia of the supernatural 
life of grace. At this early point in the poem, neither 
Charity nor Christ, for Whom Charity stands as a person, 
has yet been introduced, at least as a prominent and 
active force. The change, however, loses what I have 
called the "echo11 effect, for the expression HCharite 
the champion0 clearly foreshadows the Samaritan of B,
XVII and C, XX, Who becomes the warrior Christ of B,
XVIII and C, XXI, and Who, of course, is the chief 
figure in the Tree of Charity scene. Another link between 
these much later scenes and this early portion of the 
Vita is the fact that it is the Samaritan in both B and C 
who explains the symbol of the Mwikked wyf,0**- the body.
This causes man to fall, but such sins of frailty are 
"113tly for3euen.»2 In C, XI, 47, "The hot ys lykned to 
oure body.” In the later section, the sin of frailty would 
be forgiven nTo man, that mercy asketh • and amende thenk- 
eth. The C revision of the earlier passage brings in 
this need of repentance and so makes a doctrinal clarifi
cation, stressing that salvation is a matter of mercede 
rather than of mede. Primarily, it shows the unity of 
construction —  or at least of plan —  which underlay the 
poem, and which C was still laboring to perfect. In that

1. B, XVII, 317-340; G, XX, 299-322.
2. B, XVII, 331; C, XX, 313.
3. B, XVII, 332; C, XX, 314.
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plan, the use of the word Charity to stand for Christ, and 
for what He won for man, and for the coalescing-force of 
the Church, indicates a certain identification of grace 
and charity.

The C, XVIII passage on the salvation of the Saracens 
is part of the lengthy Distlnctio caritatls, which is so 
labelled only in C although the same material occurs in 
B. It is interesting that in C the dreamer says he has 
never found charity “as freres hit precheth, which may 
suggest that his first and highest ideal of it came to 
him from the friars. The number and variety of manifesta
tions of virtue listed under this Dlstinctio makes it 
rather dubious that it should represent the virtue of 
charity in any ordinary sense. It does not solve the 
problem to say that the poet is merely developing St. Paul*s 
remarks, for the Scriptures are the basis for all the 
theological theories of the scholastics. In C, XVIII, 48- 
49, there is an apparent difference implied between grace 
and charity; for the poet says that if certain reforms 
were made “Then grace sholde growe 3ut • and grene-leued we- 
xe,/ And Charite, that child i§ now • sholde chaufen of 
hlm-self.“ But this may easily correspond to the dis
tinction Scotus makes:

charltas dlcltur, qua habens earn habet Deum
charum, ... gratia est, qua Deus habet

1. C, XVII, 287.L



aliquem £ratm, ̂
These are merely two ways of looking at.the same thing, and 
Scotus uses the word rigratia11 qlone very often, as he also 
uses the word "charitas" synonymously. .Wells says of this 
long section that throughout it 11 charity is regarded as 
the good principle of the soul.*’2 What he means by 
“principle" is not clear, hut to equate it with grace in 
the Scotist sense can not he too much of a distortion of 
his meaning, since "principle" evidently means "source," 
and since grace or charity for Scotus was the source of 
the supernaturally meritorious acts of a Christian. Lang- 
landfs use of the expression "children of charite • and 
holichurche the moder,to describe "Christ’s issue," 
conveys the same impression, since it is the grace given 
through oneness with the Church which gives that divine 
adoption characteristic of Christians, "Christ’s issue."

Hort, speaking of the importance of the sacrament of 
penance in Piers Plowman ŝays Langland knows more about it 
than about any other theological subject, but she believes 
that he followed the views of Ockham rather than of Scotus 
in the matter. Ockham, she says, held that "sorrow, shame, 
purpose of amendment" are necessary for absolution, where
as Scotus taught that it was enough to go to confession

1. Minges, op. cit., II, 412.
2. The vision of Piers Plowman newly rendered into modern 

English, p.”“299:
3. d, XVII, 36.
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“whatever the motive,Since no documentation is offered 
for this startling interpretation in what she holds to be
a key to Langland’s philosophical background, it is worth
while to go to the Scotus text for verification. Langland, 
she says, insists on shame as a motive for confession.
This she differentiates from Scotus* claim that attrition 
is sufficient for gaining absolution in sacramental con
fession. The misunderstanding here is one of terminology. 
Pere Raymond clarifies the terms:

With„5eotus the terms contrition and attrition 
have not always the sense which is given them 
today. Scotus does not base .the distinction 
on the distinction of motives, but on the
different relation which they have with
sanctifying grace. Attrition ... precedes in 
time the infusion of habitual grace and con
trition is informed by grace.2

So far as the terms are concerned, then, there is no 
reference to the interior dispositions of him who con
fesses. These are treated in Scotus* own definition of the 
sacrament. He calls it “absolutio hominis paenltentis.115 
The word paenitere has, for Scotus, several meanings: 
uvindlcare commissum, detestari commissum, acceptare 
Poenam inflictam, patienter ferre poenam lnflictam.“4 
All these, he says, belong to the acts of the virtue of

^  > P*EeR* > PP* 1922-1924.3. T T Sent., d. 14, q. 4, n. 2, XVIII, 139.
4. IV Sent., d. 14, q. 1, n. 14-16, XVIII, 7-48.
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penance, but the first constitutes it essentially, WI1 
faut punir le p'fecĥ ,M is Pere Raymond1 s expression. The 
motive must be that of Justice, for sin is an offense 
against God and an evil. This is what he calls natural 
attrition. T̂he supernatural attrition, which he holds to 
be necessary for sacramental confession, involves an 
“actum interiorem displieentiae,vel passionem tristitlae,H 
a movement, that is, essentially of the will, and in con
sequence a tiproposltum cavendi de caetero.“ This is 
accompanied necessarily by what P^re Baymond translates 
as a “trlstesse mentale,w and may be accompanied by a 
“tristesse sensible#11 The first is necessary for Justifi
cation; the second is not. The requirement is “an 
attitude toward sin,H that of detesting it and determining 
never again to commit it. The motive may differ. A higher 
one, which Scotus nowhere clearly defines, but which his 
commentators deduce from his other writings to be that of 
charity or love of G-od, wins forgiveness for sin even 
without confession if the sacrament cannot be received.
This Langland well knew, for in his discussion of the 
value of learning he points out how helpful to peace of 
soul is a knowledge of this doctrine. Here, of course, 
Scotus is at one with Aquinas. In confession, he says, 
“attrition inspired by fear of the punishment due to sin 
is honest, useful and salutary, and sufficient for ab
solution. “ Implicit, however, in the fear of punishment
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is a recognition of sin as an offense against God.and a
detestation of sin as such. Confession must always he
made ”cum dlsplicentla peccatl commissi-, ”3- and it is
difficult after this to sum up “Scotus1 doctrine,” as
Hort does, in a statement that confession is sufficient
“whatever the motive;” and even more difficult to see that
“sorrow, shame and purpose of amendment” are omitted from
his requirements.^

When in C, VII, 12-13, Repentance bids Pride:
Repent e\fche as re son the tauhte,
And shryf the sharpliche • and shah of alle

pruyde,
he certainly makes no more exacting demand than Scotus.
Reson teaches him to “recognize his sin and avoid
further falls.” To Envy, Repentance is more explicit,
promising forgiveness

... and thow he ryght sorry,
For thy synne soueraynliche • he-seekyng god

of mercy.3
Scotus1 “tristesse mentale” would cover this condition, 
and the asking of mercy is surely implicit in an act of 
confession. To Wrath, Repentance says merely: “How
repentethe,and the remaining lines of advice against

1. IV Sent., d. 17, n. 22, XVIII, 547.
2. It must not he Inferred that Scotus taught his own 

private doctrine of confession. .No attempt is made here 
to show the minor points on which he differed from con
temporary theologians, hut merely to show that his po
sition did not, as Hort says, differ from Langland's.

3. G, VII, 91-92.
4. G, VII, 164.L. j
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suggest that he keep away from further sin, or that .he 
have the ”propositio cavend! de caetero.” To Luxury no 
word is said. The lengthy exhortation to Avarice-*- re
fusing absolution until restitution is made, is in.line 
with traditional Catholic practice and specifically up
held by Scotus: ”detlnens alienum et voluntate et facto
•• • non est capax allcujus partis Poenitentlae. S c o t u s  
goes into some detail as to when and how restitution is to 
be made. The suggestion of Repentance

And yf thow wite neuere to wham • ne where 
restitue

Bere .it to the bischop • and bid hym of hus 
grace,

To by-setten hit hym-selue • as best be for thy 
soule,3

is commuted to a recommendation that it be given to the 
poor through the hands of Mconfessor, vel aliquis de cuius 
fidelltate oredat. ”4 Glutton, like Luxury, receives no 
advice, and to Accidie is given much the same as to the 
others. The ”cry for .mercy” is the suggestion most often 
*made, and is obviously based on that ”fear of punishment” 
which Scotus moderately considered ”honest, useful and 
salutary.”

1. C, VII, 286-308.
2. IV Sent., d. 15, q. 2, n. 29, XVIII, 329.
3. C, VII, 344-346.

Loc. cit., p. 329. Hinges, in his summary of Scotist 
doctrine devotes pages 446-453 of Vol. I to the Fran
ciscan’s directions as to how restitution is to be made.
The owner, his heirs, the poor, etc., etc., are listed.

L
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Valens Heynck, writing recently in the Franciscan 
Studies, notes the origin of the misconception of the 
Scotist views on penance* Scotus, he says, had stressed 
the efficacy ex opere operate of the sacrament, and had 
insisted that the sinner is not justified by reason of 
his dispositions hut because he places no obstacle when 
he receives the sacrament, whieh unfolds its justifying 
power solely from the Passion of Christ, We have seen, 
however, what Scotus does demand of the penitent, Ockham 
and Biel misunderstood the Scotist position (as does Miss 
Hort) as purely negative, and as teaching that the sacra
ment would take effeet even if no acts on the part of the 
penitent preceded it, provided only that no obstacle were 
placed at the time of the actual reception. Father Heynck 
says:

Luther, too, has so understood Scotus and 
directed his serious accusations against him.
He speaks ... of the (> somnium scoticum” or a
11horrendissimus haeresis.

He adds: MBut the Pre-Tridentine Scotists never defended
such a concept.1* It was John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester, 
who warmly defended his countryman against the attacks of 
Luther.*'* What Scotus defended was the fact that sacramen
tal confession gave greater security of forgiveness than

1. MA controversy at the Council of Trent concerning the 
doctrine of Duns Scotus,11 IX (1949), 181-258*

2. Jlhld, ,p217.
3. TETd. p.216*

L
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/kke bonus motus interior, that is, the detestation of sin
for God's sake, which, by meritum de congruo, brings about
remission of the guilt of sin. This procedure, he says,
is doubtful and not safe, for not every act of contrition
suffices for the meritum de congruo, but only that which,
"because of its determined intensity and duration, is known
to God alone.Since, however, one who has lost grace
by sin is obliged to do all in his power to regain it, the
sinner must use the Sacrament of Penance whieh Christ has
instituted. No other way is so easy and so sure.^ The
"placing of no obstacle" involves contrition, of course,
but "contrition of lesser intensity."3

Confessors do not ask penitents whether they 
have elicited perfect contrition for their sins, 
whether they detest this or that sin intensively 
... when, however, the confessor asks them 
whether their sins displease them, or whether 
they are repentant at §11* then penitents can 
and must submit to it.4

Father Heynck also quotes, from the records of the Council 
of Trent, the explanation given by the Franciscan General 
Costacclaro, of the phrase "non ponere obicem." He corre
lates it with the statement that the penitent must do 
"quantum In se est." This

Includes a positive requirement, viz., to 
elicit contrition for one's sins, to resolve

1. "A controversy at the Council of Trent," p. 219.
2. Ibid., p. 220.
3. Ibid., p. 222.
4. TBid., pp. 222-223.
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to change one*s life, and to intend to receive 
what the Church intends to give in administering 
.the Sacrament.1

Father Heynck says expressly that
Scotus demands genuine and real contrition for 
the reception of Penance, and demands it with 
such expressive words that there can hardly he 
a doubt about his true opinion.^

If somenone goes to confession without contrition he places 
an obex. Scotus was not dispensing with contrition, but 
merely emphasizing that it is the sacrament which effects 
justification and not the subjective disposition of the 
sinner, although this disposition can, if it is suffi
ciently intense, win forgiveness.

In the matter of indulgences, also, both Miss Hort 
and Mensendieck have apparently believed that Langland was 
at least partially heretical. Mensendieck suggests as a 
parallel to Langland1 s thought the remark of Swinderby:
"The ghostly mede that comes of good deedes, they mow not 
graunt," although prelates do pretend to "graunt ghostly 
medes in heauen by her letters and her s e a l e * A n d  Miss 
Hort says that Langland "subtly undermines the doctrine of 
indulgences.1,4 But if we examine some of the places in 
which Langland mentions indulgences, we find that he is at 
one with orthodox thought in the matter, and that what his

1. "A controversy at the Council of Trent," p. 224.
2. Ibid., p. 229.
3. Mensendieck, pp. pit., p. 85.
4* 22* cit* * P» 159. .
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satire is attempting to undermine is not the doctrine of 
indulgences, hut the ahuse of that doctrine. His first 
reference is in the Visio, beginning with C, I, 66: nTher
preched a pardoner • as he a prest were,/ And brou3te fortte 
a bulle • with bisshopis seles.11 It is evident at once 
from the phrasing of his promise that he is offering the 
hind of pardon which is quite different from an indul
gence, He says that ”hym-selue • my3te asoilie hem alle,Hl 
of various misdeeds. Since he is not a priest, as Lang
land has carefully told us, he cannot hear confessions, 
and one cannot obtain pardon of sin without confession. 
Scotus tells us that an indulgence is a r̂emisslo poenae 
temporalis debitae pro peccatis,n but he adds at once that 
11 poenae dicltur ad differentlam remlssionls culpae," whieh 
is what the pardoner is offering, and which can only be 
remitted t>mediantibus sacramentls ecclesiae. It is 
true that Langland is laying the blame partly on the 
bishops and more on the parish priests; the bishops for 
allowing their seals to be used Illicitly, and the 
priests for sharing the spoils. But this, as 0 shows us 
by his insertion, in I, 95-124, of a long commination 
against unworthy priests, is merely a general condemnation 
of abuses, and not an attack on the institution which is

1. 0, I, 68.
2. Minges, pp. pit., II, 659.

L - I
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being misused, any more than the remark,w3oure masse and 
3oure matynes • and meny of 3oure houres / Aren don 
vndeuotlieh,is an attack on Mass and the Divine Office. 
When Langland goes on to say: HIeh parceuede of the
power • that peter hadde to kepe,/ To bynden and 
vnbynden,Ĥ  it seems a safe conclusion that he still has 
indulgences in mind, and that he is acknowledging the 
right of the Pope to grant forgiveness; but he does not 
go into any detail, and one may suppose that he is merely 
defending the official right of the Church to offer for
giveness of sin through the sacraments. In C, X, the - 
reference to indulgences is more definite, but the inter
pretation is still not clear enough to be positive.
Hox̂ ever, if taken in context, it can be understood. The 
dreamer recalls how wthe preest preuede • no pardon to 
Do-wel;11̂ and indeed what was offered was not a pardon 
but a program of life with a promise attached. The priest 
also, he says^ndemede that Dowel • indulgences passede,/ 
Byennals • and tryennals • and bisshopes letteres.And 
this also is undeniable, since it is better to deserve 
reward than merely to be freed of the results of sin. The 
definite statement is: f,3ut hath the pope power • pardon

1. C, I, 125-126.
2. C, I, 128-129.
3. C, X, 318.
4. C, X, 319-320.
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to graunte / To puple, with-oute penaunce • to passen in
to Ioye.”̂* What he means by ”penance” here is what 
matters. The expression ”to passen in-to Ioye” helps a 
little, as do his rather lengthy subsequent remarks about 
those who buy pardons and bulls. Of these he says that 
”bote Dowel ous helpe,/ Ich sette by pardon nat a peese.”̂  
The sense of Hto passen in-to Ioye” is to enter heaven, 
and the ”with-cute penaunce” can very well mean without 
going into Purgatory. Scotus says:

Homo moriens culpa omnl et poena, aeterna per 
gratiam et contrltlonem remissa, et poena tem
poral! per lndulgentias prorsus suHlata, illico 
in glorlam aeternam intrare valet.5

In other words, ”penaunce” here does not mean the sacrament
of penance. But Scotus adds af urther statement which
explains Langland1s skepticism about the value of
biennials and triennials on the last day:

Dicendum, quod non est consulendum allcul, quod 
dimittat facere poenitentlam, quia non est cer- 
tus, an sit in charitate, et per consequens, si 
non sit in charltate, indulgentlae nihil valent 
slbi; unde bonum et securum est, quod homines 
faciant poenitentlas slbi lniunctas, quia in 
els plus merentur ... _et dent etiam et faciant 
cum hoc opus indulgentlale, ut per haec poena, 
quae eis non imponltur hie, quam deberent sus- 
tinere in purgatorio, minuatur .... Tamen ... 
malum est dimittere poenltentlam facere propter 
huiusmodi lndulgentias.̂

1. C, X, 325.
2. C, X, 332-345.
3. Minges, op. cit., II, 664. 

IklS* > PP* 664-665.
L _i
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The "hulusmodl" refers to the kind of indulgences which 
dispense from performing the penance enjoined in confession. 
It is obvious, I think, that what Langland has in mind and 
denounces is entire dependance upon Indulgences. This is 
dangerous because indulgences are valid only for those in 
the state of grace, and the men who trust in triennials 
"Be 3e neuere the boldere * “to breke the ten hestes,"^ 
can hardly be in the state of grace. But even for better 
men, who cannot be sure of being in the date of grace, it 
is far better to do personal works of virtue and penance, 
since one can be more sure of their value. One of the 
last references made to indulgences bears out this inter
pretation* When, in C, XXIII, a friar comes with the 
offer of easy penance for those who are "thorgh synne 
y-wonded,and who do not like the "sharps salue"^ of 
the leech brought by Conscience, the latter says:

tWe haue no neode ... ich wote no bettere leche
Than person other parshe-prest • penytancer

other busshop,
Saue Peers the Plouhman • that hath powere ouere

alle, AAnd indulgence may do • bote yf dette lette. *
Piers is Peter or his successor, who has power to grant
Indulgences, "bote yf dette lette," that is, unless men are
not yet already freed from sin and in the state of grace

1. C, X, 334.
2. C, XXIII, 305.
3. C, XXIII, 306.
4. C, XXIII, 318-321.
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through the use of the sacraments administered "by the 
proper officials.

Dunning, in his philosophical interpretation of the 
A-text, is not intent upon proving a Thomist framework.
He admits, desjite frequent reference to Aquinas, that he 
quotes him only "on points of doctrine commonly accepted 
in the Middle Ages,"̂ * or when St. Thomas "sums up or de
velops the teaching of the Fathers” on whom the text is 
principally hased. He points out that Aquinas and Scotus 
held the same views on the important question of property, 
having copied the thought of Aristotle on the subject.^ 

When he comes, however, to what he makes the still 
more important question of the "half-acre," he bases his 
view on the idea of the medieval theologians that Hthe 
works of this life,” that is

temporal works which are mainly concerned with 
the production of the necessaries of life, have 
no intrinsic value whatever in the attainment 
of Truth; that is, they are not meritorious.
They are simply emptiness. They'may, of course, 
extrinsieally be ordained towards Truth by means 
of the intention.^

Therefore he interprets the plowing of the half-acre as
"distinct from the pilgrimage" and "necessarily preceding
it." He adds that

in point of fact, the pilgrimage is never made,

1. Piers Plowman, an interpretation of the A-text, p. 14.
2. Ibid., p. 54.
3. Ibid., pp. 127-128.
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since the whole poem /TJhat is, the A-text7 
is ahout the bona temporalia,

whereas the pilgrimage proper has to do with the bona
spiritualia. This is surely a strange dichotomy. All^
the medieval theologians would not have agreed as to the
emptiness of the plowing. Scotus would have based his

' disagreement on the fact, already noted, that there is no
real distinction between charity and grace. Father David,
0. F. M., writing on the application of this doctrine,
says:

If there were a real distinction between charity 
and sanctifying grace, our good acts should also 
be motivated by charity, and hence a special in
tention referring our good acts to God would be 
necessary. But if charity and sanctifying grace 
are identical, our good acts are acts of love of 
God because they are performed by one who is in 
the state of sanctifying grace, and hence to be 
deserving of reward need not be referred to God 
by a special intention.1

If we consider the lengthy description of the plowing and 
of all its attendant circumstances, it becomes increasingly 
difficult to regard it as merely preliminary, and not as 
constituting the pilgrimage itself. Langland, who was not 
very fond of pilgrims anyway, would have been the first to 
see the superiority of an ordinary life well lived over a 
pilgrimage. In any life, all the bona spiritualia are in
evitably bound up with bona temporalia. It is making too 
neat a distinction to demand that the bona spiritualia be

Franciscan Educational Conference, III (1921), 182.
L -I
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enumerated by name before they can be accepted as present. 
Piers* own reiterated statements that he will plow before 
going on pilgrimage are a difficulty, but not an insupera-- 
faLe one. At this point in the text, Piers does not seem as 
yet to represent Christ, and if he is merely the good 
plowman he might well share the common illusion (into 
which Father Dunning has apparently been drawn, momentarily, 
himself I) that the spiritual and temporal goods exist in 
air-tight compartments. Surely, in the course of the 
plowing, Piers has the occasion to practise Meekness and 
avoid Anger. These are works according to Conscience, 
within the Church, against his own self-will (when he is 
exasperated by the wastrels) and in love of his neighbor. 
This instance is one of the few in which Father Dunning 
seems over anxious to push his thesis.

Two more Scotist echoes in Langland may be noted.
When Langland says in Passus XII, 1, 160: ”Me man

myghte have no merit ther-of • myght hit be preoued,11 and 
Skeat notes: ”The merit of faith is in want of proof,”
the sentiment finds a constantly reiterated parallel in 
Scotus. Because of this, Scotus has been called a skeptic, 
or accused of leaving a door open to skepticism. In 
reality, it is merely an evidence of Scotus* incapacity 
to think of man apart from G-od; that is, to talk about 
man’s ability to know ”by pure reason.” Pure reason was 
an anomaly to him, for the historical sense is always

L j
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present in his philosophy. When he talks about man in his 
present state, he is always remembering what man was be
fore the FaiJ.1 and is destined to .be when he possesses the 
Beatific Vision, But man, he says, had intuitive know
ledge before the Fall. Being now not in a natural state 
but in an incomplete state, and being destined to attain 
to God as his last end, he can never act apart from God.
God necessarily gives him Revelation to assist him to 
rise above the slime of his actual historical condition. 
Faith, therefore, is always necessary to man in his fallen 
state, and Hpure reason11 is not capable of reaching God. 
Without the metaphysical apparatus, this is evidently also 
the opinion of Langland, for whom a Msteadfast belief” was

I ,the central necessity.±
Finally, Langland*s frequent and lengthy insistence 

on man as the image of the Trinity is a Franciscan clue 
which has not yet been traced in the poem.^ Scotus used

1. This has already been developed at some length in pages 
149-156 of this paper.

2. The idea is, of course, Augustinian—  a fact I have 
tacitly admitted in the introduction to this paper.
But Sanderlin's notes aseribe this theory that man is
the image of God not only to Augustine but also to
Anselm’s Monolbgium, and to Matthew of Aquasparta. Loc.
cit., p. 452. Here, as elsewhere, my attempt is to
localize the influence nearer to Langland*s time and
place. Anselm may well have derived the idea from
Augustine, as did the Franciscans. It is worth noting 
that Matthew of Aquasparta is a Franciscan contemporary
of Bonaventure*s, although rather younger. Gilson calls
him ’’l’lllustre fel§ve italien de saint Bonaventure ... 
tout prtoccup£ de difendre et de mettre~~au point la

L



it constantly as a "basis for his theories* If man were 
actually the image of the Trinity, then certain results 
had to follow. His intellect had to have essential 
characteristics that made him know not only as the angels 
know but as God knows. Moreover the image achieves per
fection only as it turns to the model, that is, Christ.
The image of Christ as jousting in Piers1 armor has, in
terpreted in this sense, much more force. In this sense
also it is logical for Piers to be Christ in a later 
appearance, after he has been chosen earlier as a guide, 
since

... the way ys so wyckede • bote ho so hadde agy&eHat myght folwen ous ech fot • for drede of
mystorwyige.1

Manfs unity, wholeness, freedom, type of knowledge, all of 
which have been touched on as adumbrated in Piers Plowman, 
were consequences of his being the image of the Trinity.
The point is both too important and too complex to be
overlooked.

Scotus and Langland were of the same race. The Fran
ciscan's sense of the individual makes him, as he has been

doctrine de saint Bonaventure." La philosophie au moyen 
t̂ee, p. 451. But it is doubtful TEat Aquasparta could 
have been a very direct source for Langland. As for 
Anselm, C. E. S. Harris speaks of him as "throughout, one 
of Duns' principal authorities in the realm of theology." 
Duns Scotus, 2 vols., London, Oxford University Press, 
1927, pp. 174-175. The combination of influences may be 
significant.1. C, VIII, 306-307.



shown to be in his influence on Gerard Manley Hopkins, 
the “poets1 philosopher.H He was nearer to Langland in 
time and place than St. Thomas, and the possibility of 
acquaintance has been already discussed* If there is 
“much work to be done on Langland1s intellectual position,“ 
it might profitably be done along Franciscan, Scotist 
lines; not only for the reasons already given, but because 
Langland cannot be regarded as belonging wholly to the 
Middle Ages. He belongs to the traditional fourteenth 
century, when that “fermentation of mind“ which has been 
ascribed to Scotus was beginning to work itself out 
blindly to ends which he had never dreamed. The Langland 
problems were ones with which Scotus had already grappled 
on the metaphysical plane. It was characteristic of 
Scotus to be conscious of problems, of apparent contra
dictions, and to pour the whole wealth of his superb 
dialectical technique, as well as his Faith-illumined 
reason, into their solution. He handled the problem of 
the individual from a metaphysical angle as Langland 
attacked it from the social angle.^ The historical,

1. Donaldson1s remark that Langland1s “doctrine of the in
dividual tends toward the radical," and that he is, on 
this point, “in advance of his Church," may apply to 
his political views, but it has no connection whatever 
with his views on religion, except for his theory that 
laymen had the right to take the property of eccle
siastics who used it for their own pleasure; and in this 
last problem, it is not his “doctrine of the individual" 
which is really the issue. Op. pit., p. 111.
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psychological, concrete character of his philosophy, in 
which he differs from his Scholastic contemporaries, to
gether with his perfect orthodoxy, make him the "philoso
pher of the future,"1 and the necessary link between Scho
lastic doctrine and what is true in the divergent philoso
phies which have enriched human knowledge since his time.
He has been elaimed, as Langland has been claimed, as a 
fellow traveller along many modern paths. Whether or not 
these claims can be substantiated, it is not too fantastic 
to try to substantiate the claim that Langland knew him, or 
at least his ideas, and found in them part of his inspira
tion.

1. There are numerous indications of this. De Basly says: 
"Admls que la Synthese de Scot soit vraie, les fruits 
qui elle auralt"~"dfl porter, les fruits immenses qul d£ jd 
seraient mtos si cette Synthase clairement 'eorlte avait 
yete lueT elle saura les produire ... II est, en effet, 
nombre de v^rit£s auxquelles Dieu i*eserve certalnes 
heures dans l^histolre du monde. " Op. olt., I, xlv. 
Father Berard Vogt wrote: ttWe are witnessing the awaken
ing of a widespread interest in Scotistic studies." "St. 
Thomas and Duns Scotus," American Ecclesiastical Review, 
LXIV (1921), 581. D.J.B. Hawkins, writing much later/ 
says: "The true figure of Duns Scotus is only now be
ginning to emerge again ;.*■. He is no mere destructive 
critic but a systematic thinker in the grand manner, se
cond only to St. Thomas in the Middle Ages and present
ing another synthesis of Augustine and Aristotle." A 
sketch of medieval philosophy, New York, Sheed and Ward, 
194?, p. 118. And finally, another poet has confirmed 
all this. Thomas Merton, in his "Hymn for Duns Scotus," 
writes:

Language was far too puny for his great theology:
But, ohj His thought strode through those words .
Bright as the conquering Christ
Between the clouds(His enemies:
And in the clearing^stbrm and Sinaia dying thunder
Scotus comes out and shakes his golden locks.
And sings like'the. African, sun* Figures.for sip L Apocalypse, Norfolk, Connecticut, New BirectioTiST x§47. u



CHAPTER V 
PIERS PLOWMAN 

and William of Ockham

Whether or not Langland went to Oxford is a question 
which is not closed. But if he did acquire his philosoph
ical ideas from wandering scholars, as I have already- 
suggested, or by attendance, regular or spasmodic, at 
public sessions conducted by the studia generalia of the 
religious orders, he would have been open to identical 
influences; in William of Ockham’s own University of 
Oxford the influence of the Venerabllls Inceptor was all- 
pervading. The introduction to the Fasciculi Zizaniorum 
remarks:

The Franciscans whose influence 3 %  oXft«s7 ... 
was still dominant ... were now divided between 
the nominalists who followed him /5ckham7 an& 
the more legitimate disciples of Duns Scotus. 
Many, perhaps most, with less consistency than 
prudence, combined the nominalist philosophy 
of Ockham with the more orthodox theology of 
Scotus. Of the Dominicans we hear but little; 
they had never ... been popular in England.

Later criticism has reversed this impression of Ockham’s
theology, but not of his popularity in the late fourteenth
century. Robert Feys, writing very recently, says: ”Le

1. Ed. Walter W. Shirley, London, Longman, Brown, Green, 
Longmans and Roberts, 1858, pp. li-lii. Moody sub
stantiates this saying: 8The defenders of Thomism were 
few and inarticulate ... within less than a generation” 
after Ocfcham left Oxford. ”Ockham, Buridan and Nicholas 

L of Autrecourt,” p. 145.
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nom d1 Ockham domine toute la philosophie du XIYi sidcle,ff 
and holds that he was not at all "sceptlque en philoso- 
phie et fid^iste en theologle,n hut that H11 a voulu ... 
tenlr ferine aux methodes de la philosophie arlstotelienne, 
et aux donnees de la foi; a  balancing act which was be
coming more and more delicate for late fourteenth century 
philosophers. Aubrey G-wynn, 5.J., in his English Austin 
Friars in the time of Wyclif, says that in the years 1355- 
1358, the Austin friars at both Oxford and Cambridge were 
“already under the influence of Ockham's brilliant 
dialectic*More significantly still, he tells us that 
the private library of the Austin friar John Erghom —  whom 
he identifies as the author of the John of Bridlington 
prophecies —  contained Ockham's Logic, Dlalogus, Quod- 
libeta, Commentary on the Sentences, and Defensorlum.̂  
Georges de Lagarde strengthens our impression of Ockham's 
popularity:

Toutes ses oeuvres /I.e., 0okahm's7 JL£ placent 
dans le cycle des Etudes normalement suivies par 
un 'fetttdlant au dbbut du XIVg sjgcle7^

Lagarde speaks of Oxford as "ville franciscalne, opposant
aux grands docteurs dominicaine de Paris et de Cologne

1. "Guillaume d'Occam, theoricien de la connaissance,"
Revue Philosophlque de Louvain, X (1948), 189.

2. London, Oxford University Press, 1940, p. 101.
3. Ibid., p. 132.

cit., IV, 18. \

L
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1* enseignement des plus illustrea d1entre les freres
££i£.11 Later he mentions

les discussions quodlib€tiques, ou devant un 
auditoire attentlf, la pens£e~abs trait e essaie 
de mesurer ses forces* Voyons la ccohorte im- 
portante des franciscains animer d'e. leurs ob
jections les grandes joutes universitairesT^

I have already mentioned the possibility of Langland*s
presence at some of these "grandes joutes universitaires.”3
We know, at any rate, that he was aware of their existence
and had heard echoes of them. Finally, Ernest A. Moody
has shown clearly that the tradition of Ockham’s heterodox
theology was not unchallenged in the fourteenth century;
and that the University of Paris statutes of 1339 and 1340,
denouncing certain members of the Faculty of Arts for
their "pernicious subleties," were not aimed at followers
of Ockham, though they prohibit "dogmatizing the doctrine
of William of Ockham," and refer to it explicitly as
having neither been "admitted by those in authority, nor
acknowledged elsewhere as customary, nor examined by us
or by others to whom this might pertain, for which reason
it does not appear to be free from s u s p i c i o n * Moody

1. Op. cit., IV, 16.
2. I b i a ~ p. 18.
3. Supra, p. 59.
4. "Ockham, Buridan and Nicholas of Autrecourt," p. 117. 

Moody quotes from the Chartularlum univ. Paris, II, No. 
1023. It states that "nonnulli docTriham~0rulllerml 
dlcti Qkam dogmatizare presumpserlnt publice et
occult e.11 Hence forward, however, "statulmus quod nullus 
de cetero predlctam doctrinam dogmaTizare presumatT11



points out that Buridan and his friends refrained from 
acknowledging themselves as Ockhamists, not because of the 
Pranciscanfs doubtful theology, but because of his pditi- 
cal position. At Oxford, in Langland1s day, time and 
distance had made such reticence unnecessary. E. P. Jacob 
confirms the influence of Ockham, for 11 there seems,8 he 
says in the first line of his lecture,8to be no way round 
Occam. Sooner or later he confronts every worker in later 
medieval history.8 But he points out that Mfew care to 
explore the mountain range that seems to lie across the 
intellectual history of the fourteenth century.8̂  In the 
twelve years since Jacob’s lecture, a few hardy souls have 
not only 8indicated one or two of the passages to this 
massif,but have ventured across the range itself, and 
made it easier to estimate the effect of Ockham on his age.

The reason given is 8quamvis per ipsos ordinantes admissa
non fuerit vel alias consueta, neque per nos seu alios a1
quos pertineat examinata, propter quod non videtur sus
picions car ere.11 Moody " says that between 1340 and 1350,
when Langland would have been at Oxford if he went there,
8the philosophy of Ockham was a conservative doctrine, 
powerful enough in its principles and methods to serve as
an instrument of ... reconstruction in the new environ
ment,8 in which 8the determinism ; of Bradwardine8 and
8the extreme voluntarism of the theology of Holkot ...
were prevalent.8 P. 145.
1. E. F. Jacob, Some notes on Ockham as a plitical thinker, 

Manchester, Manchester University Press, 1936,p. 3.
2. Idem.
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Moody’s article on the University statutes, for example, 
solves the problem of how Buridan, who was a close fol
lower of Ockham, could —  even in his capacity as 
Hector —  have signed such a condemnation. Moody has 
demonstrated convincingly that the real objects of .the 
condemnation were a group who were adopting a skeptical 
position and employing an exclusively literal, even 
sophistical!, i method of interpreting texts, entirely 
opposed to Ockham’s method.

Apart from his philosophical convictions, Ockham, 
who died only about fifteen years before the first ap
pearance of Piers Plowman, had much in common with the 
poem* s author, as scholars have tentatively portrayed him.
A Roman Catholic and a Franciscan to the end of his life,^ 
he could yet write in the year before his death:

I confess openly, and it can be objected against 
me with truth, that I am withdrawing myself from 
the obedience of the Church of Avignon, and from 
the society of the multitude of friars minor, 
for no other reason than that the said Church 
of Avignon maintains errors and manifest 
heresies, pertinaciously approves, defends and 
does not cease to commit grave and enormous in
juries and acts of injustice against the rights 
and liberties of the faithful, great and small,

1. I here follow Father Boehner, who says: ’’Though excom
municated by the Pope and expelled from the Order, he 
did not renounce the Church or his Order. Neither did 
he deny the supremacy of the Pope or any defined dogma 
of the Church —  except those defined by Pope John 
XXII, because he thought them heretical. ’’Ockham’s 
political ideas,” Review of Politics, V (1943), 465.

L -J
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laymen and clerks, to the danger of entire 
Christendom*!

In 1328, twenty years before this writing, he had been 
excommunicated by the Church; and in 1342 he had lost by 
death the moral support of Michael of Cessna, General of 
the Franciscans, with whom he had shared the Church’s 
official ban. Whether any final reconciliation with his 
Church and with his Order took place, there is no con
clusive evidence. He represents, however, a distinct 
type of fourteenth century thinker in England, torn between 
his loyalty to his Church and his vocation, and his resent
ment against the abuses of the Avignon popes; between his 
acceptance of the universal power of the Pope^ and his 
resentment against any papal interference in the indepen
dent sphere of p&ities.^ Langland was of that same type. 
Even those who try hardest to make him a forerunner of the

1. Quoted by Jacob, op. cit., pp. 4-5.
2. James Sullivan has shown in some detail that the too 

frequently accepted myth of Ockham’s Influence on 
Marsilius of Padua has no foundation in fact; that 
Marsilius drew his principles from Aristotle and 
Ockham his from the Bible; and that,their doctrines are 
actually very different. ”Marsilius of Padua and 
William of Ockham,” American Historical Review, II 
(1897), 401-26.

3. Mcllwain says on this point; MAs might be expected of 
an English member of the Franciscan party ... William’s 
main motive ... was hostility to what he regarded as 
the unlawful and tyrannical acts of the papal Curia at 
Avignon.H Growth of political thought in the West,
New York, Macmillan, 1932, p. 295.

L



Reformat ion admit hie loyalty to the church and try to 
account for it by cowardice or merely the helplessness of 
a religious man who had no other church to which he could 
turn. A similar charge —  or defense —  has been brought 
forward in the case of Wyclif*s closest adherents, Nicholas 
of Hereford, Repingdon and the rest, who after their 
master*s death in 1384, all recanted and assumed positions 
of trust in the Church Wyclif had repudiated.1 However 
this may be, Langland is closer to Wyclif1 s followers 
than to Wyclif, and closer to Ockham, perhaps,, than to 
Wyclif*s followers. All critics have noted his vacilla
tion between admiration for the Franciscan ideal and in
dignation at how far below that ideal contemporary Fran
ciscans fall. Father Gwyim has tried to give an histori
cal explanation for differences in this attitude between 
the A and B-texts;^ but there is not so much change in 
attitude as an intensification of feeling. As Father 
Gwynn himself points out, Langland still admits in the 
B-text, concerning the Dispersit, dedit pauperibus:

If any peple perfourm that texte • it ar this 
pore ft ere s I

1. V.H.H. Green says that Repingdon was "a forceful, not 
unattractive character,11 and that "there is no reason 
to believe that his acceptance of Lollardry and his re 
caflfetion were not sincere." Op. cit., p. 97.

2. "The date of the B-text of Piers Plowman," Review of 
English Studies, XIX (1943),l - ^
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for
Of hem that habheth thel taken • and gyue hem

that no habbeth.l

1. B, XV, 521-322. Donaldson has told us that this line 
Is ironical, and suggested that Skeat*s exclamation 
points are supposed to Indicate this. But how perilous 
it is to read into another age one*s own sense of humor, 
which may be based on one*s own set of values, may be 
illustrated by the following quotation from Bishop 
Pecock, where he solemnly justifies the maintenance by 
mendicant orders of “mansiouns bildid with inne reli
giose gatis” for noble visitors, by saying: "If
religiose perstanes of the begging ordrisreceyue myche 
and grete almessis of lordis and ladies, the persoones 
han the lasse neede for to spends tyme in going aboute 
forto begge of the poorer peple; and so as ther yn 
schal ese come bothe to the nedi religiose persoones and 
also to the poor common peple, of which ellis almessis 
schulde be the more askid.“ The repressor of over much 
blaming of the clergy (ed. Churchill Babington), London, 
Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1860, II, 550. 
Pecock was far from jocular in intent in this excursion 
into economics. Certainly Langland may be credited with 
more humor than Pecock, but they were of the same age. 
Moreover, a line at the very end of Piers Plowman, 
which is not usually noted in this connection, is 
relevant here. Conscience sets out to “seke Peers the Plouhman • that Pruyde myghte destruye.“ C, XXIII, 382. 
The next line contains a construction that is evidently 
parallel in thought with “that Pruyde myghte destruye,” 
although here the “that1* introduces an adverbial instead 
of a relative clause of purpose: “And that freres haddai
a fyndynge ♦ that for neode flateren,/ And counter- 
pleideth me, Conscience.” This “fyndynge" or endowment 
asked for suggests the friars* present lack of it, and 
a wish that it be remedied so tha,t “neode” may no longer 
drive them to evil methods of self-support. Reflection 
will suggest that this is an odd sentiment for Langland 
to display in so prominent a position. It is evidently 
a plea against the stricter interpretation of the Fran
ciscan rule. This desire that “freres” have a “fyndynge5 
and this quasi-excuse for their illicit money-gathering 
cannot be regarded as humorous in intent; yet in the 
expression “that for neode flateren,” he certainly im
plies that the friars “had not.” Donaldson*s suggestion, 
attractive though it is, must therefore be accepted with 
a certain reserve. 0j>. cit., p. 125. Edward Hutton,
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Again, Langland shows complete reverence for the office of 
the Pope, and what It signifies, hut does not hesitate to 
reprove the reigning Pope for signal abuses. He has the 
highest regard for the priesthood and for the dignities 
of the bishopric, but flays bad priests and negligent 
bishops. He is, in short, at the periphery of the eon- 
ciliar movement, but in the tradition of Ockham, not of 
Marsilius; and not even very close to Ockham. The question 
of actual heresy in the hierarchy does not come up in 
Piers Plowman. Langland1 s interest is in the practical 
application of Church regulations, and in such matters he 
does not doubt the layman1s right to correct the clergy, 
or to take back temporal goods which the clergy are mis
using. Mellwain quotes Ockham in this matter:

Chrlstus beatum Petrum constituens caput et 
prinelpem universorum fidelium non dedit ei 
talem in"’temporaiibus et splrltuallbus 
plenltudlnem potestatis; ut omnia de jure 
posslt regular!ter, quae neque legi dlvinae 
neque legi naturae refragaht; sed potestati 
suae certos fines, quos non deHeret transgredl, 
asslgnavit ... feianium est /prlnclpatus 
papalis/ ex ordlnatione Christ! tanturnad ilia 
se extendaf quae necessarla sunt ad salutem 
anlmarum et ad regimen et guFernationem 
fidelium, salviiTluribus et libertatibus 
allorum ... interdlxlt els /apostolls/ 
prineipatum dominantiuma qul vocabulo sumpto

however, also considers the passage ironical. Op. clt., 
p. 188.

L Jl
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ex Oraeco vocatur despotlcus, qul *.. tra- 
dltus esT respectu servorum ... sed .. * prin- 
cipatum ministrat1vum, qul est respeotu 
liberorum et multo noblllor.l

Langland shares this belief that the realm of the clergy
and especially of the Popes is essentially a spiritual
one, and that they should keep within it. In lines 233-
254 of C, XVIII, there is an addition to the B version
in which the poet strongly takes the priesthood to task
for their current misdemeanors, Twice in this passage he
puts the chief blame on the Pope. B is content to say:
MIf presthod were parfit • the peple sholde amende,/ That
contrarien Orystes lawe.”̂  But G says: "For were preest-
hod more parfyt • that is, the pope formest,/ That with
moneye menteyneth men • to werren vp-on cristine,*1® then
affairs might mend. And further on:

In suche manere, me thynketh • moste the pope, Prelates, and preestes • prayen and by-seche 
Deuowtliche day and ny3t * and with-drawe hem

from synne,
And crye to Crist ...4

If both Ockham and Langland were hard on the clergy and
especially on the higher clergy, it is no doubt because
they lived in somewhat similar circumstances; and if
Langland occasionally sounds more like Wyclif, it is,
again, because the latter1s circumstances approximated

1. Mcllwain paraphrases this in English. Op. clt., pp. 294- 
295. The Latin text is from De lmperatorum et pontlfl- 
cum potestate.(ed. G. Kenneth Brampton), Oxford, The 

_ Clarendon Press, 1927, p. 15.
I: i; XVtIif°233-S34.l4. 0, XVIII; 243-246.
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Langland1s even more closely. The age was not one to 
mellow an idealist, which Langland undoubtedly was, and 
which Ockham, in many points, also was.

It must be acknowledged at once that the likenesses 
between Langland and Ockham are much more tenuous and 
difficult to establish than those between Langland and 
the earlier Franciscan philosophers. Why this is so one 
can only conjecture: perhaps because the earlier works,
especially those of Bonaventure, were more widely diffused 
and more part of the general thought of the time; perhaps 
because they were, like Langland1s poem, more specifically 
concerned with theology, and especially with theology as 
a practical science. The likeness with Ockham which will 
here specially be stressed is perhaps more a likeness 
with the theological thinking usually ascribed to his 
followers, and indicates no more than an acquaintance 
with concepts and terms and theories associated with them.

In the hitherto almost ignored ”direct and indirect 
relations” passage of C, IV, 335-409, there is more sig
nificance than has so far been suspected. Theophilus 
Hall speaks of it as ” the most outrageous case of irrele
vant insertion,” ”a long scholastic discussion foisted 
into the speech.” He dismisses the whole as ”poor, arid 
stuff. How in the first place it is not ’’irrelevant”

1. ”Was.,Langland_ the author of the Crtext.of piers Plow- man?” Modern Language Review, IV (1908), lsl-------



at all, since it sets up a distinction, clear to Lang
land *s readers in a situation where distinction must be 
made clear indeed. Just where shall one draw the line 
between a “free gift” (mede) and an earned increment 
(mercede)?-*- A Solomon, yea and a greater than Solomon, 
would hesitate here. Langland, thinking of his own 
audience rather than of Mr. Hall, turned to the 
dialectic which formed the mind of the Western world.

What cannot be too much emphasized is that this dis
tinction is central to the whole argument of the poem. 
“What are the means of salvation?” asks the poem. For 
the fourteenth century mind there were two possible 
answers. Either, as Theology had already implied, sal
vation was a direct gift of God with which onefs own 
work had little or nothing to do;^ or else it was the 
laborer*s hire. No approach to this distinction can 
fairly be called “irrelevant.” But in the sixty years 
since Skeat, in his notes, passed over this passage, re
marking in complete agreement with Mr. Hall that it was - 
“barely intelligible and very dull, yet may very well 
have given great satisfaction to some of his readers who 
delighted in such subtil ties /B’i£/,-fl® no onê  so far as I

1. It is Interesting to find Wyclif using the expression 
“pro mercede retrlbutionis aeternae,“ and recommending 
love of God arid one * s neighbor as the means. Fascl- 
euli Zizaniorum, p. 481.

2.. 0, III, 130-156.
3. Notes, pp. 49-50.
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know, has tried to unravel the intricacies of the passage; 
perhaps for fear of "being classed with these lovers of 
Hsubtilties." It may, however, offer a significant clue 
to their author’s philosophical interests.

One voice has, however, lately been raised in modi
fied defense of the passage. Donaldson speaks of it as 
‘‘Conscience's long and much abused distinction," and ad
mits it is "aptly fitted into the fabric of the narra
tive."1 Later he mentions the passage as "the least 
popular" of all the C-additions, and says it "has been 
the target of an extraordinary amount of abuse." In a 
slightly difference sense, he abuses the passage himself 
by calling it "the laborious distinction between reward 
and bribery (mede and mereede)" —  an inaccurate and 
rather misleading statement; but since he confesses he 
does not understand the passage, the mistake is under
standable.

In order to discuss the "relations" passage itself, 
one must first consider the lines which Introduce it. 
Throughout this part of the poem, my general thesis makes 
it necessary for me to disagree with Father Dunning in his 
interpretation of the part Mede plays in the thought of

> P* 26. Donaldson, like Skeat, says that here 
""the style is ... similar to that of a passage ... where
in the Samaritan compares the Trinity ... to ... a 
torch." It is interesting that I had already, before 
reading Donaldson, and without adverting to Skeat‘s
comment, made a comparison between the th^ought rather L than the style of these two passages. Infra., pp.323-327..*



the poem. Although Langland would probably have agreed 
that there was basic danger in the profit motive,
Father Dunning*s use of the doctrine as a key to the 
thought of the whole A-text may be an instance of what 
Howard Meroney means by his statement that Mseveral 
writers, especially the Catholics, have made an interpreta1 
tion of /the poem/ as if it were a handbook of pastoral 
theology."1 The difficulty is, of course, that for long 
stretches it very much resembles one I

No one has, so far as I know, yet paralleled Lang
land* s use of Mede in the earlier portions of the poem 
with that part of Pecock's Repressor which refutes the 
Lollards' argument against the temporal possessions of 
the clergy.^ Despite Pecock*s more diffuse and directly 
polemic style, the resemblance in thought and application 
between this and Langland's distinction is somewhat 
striking. The discussion stems in Piers Plowman from 
Lady Mede's astute attempt3 to eonfuse the king's Judg
ment by using the word mede in many senses.4 The king is 
duped, but Conscience, on the alert, answers:

1. "The salvation of Long Will," PMLA, LXI (1946), 1373.
2. II, 321-415.
3. C, IV, 266-284.
4. Rauch notes: "The term "meed" itself is ambiguous: it 

meant both reward and bribery, and in the allegory the 
lady is sometimes wages and salary, the profit motive, 
and sometimes graft, bribery and the lust for money." 
William Rufus Rauch, "Langland and medieval function
alism, " Review of KLitics, V (1943), 457. It is less
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Ac ther ys mede and meroede • and bothe men
demen

A desert for som doynge • derne other elles.Mede meny tymes * men 3euen by-for the doynge;
And that ys nother reson ne ryht • ne no reame

lawe
That eny man mede toke • bote he it myghte

deserue,
And for to undertake ♦ to trauely for another,
And wot neuere wltter»lry  when he lyue so long,Ne haue hap to his hele • mede to deseruen.1

The next twelve lines distinguish between the MgyloursM who
give "By-fore," and the Mgoode men" who give “at the ende,"

When the deede ys ydo • and the day y-endyd.
And that ys no mede ♦ bote a mercede.
A maner dewe dette • for the doynge.2

And such debt, he says, must be paid promptly. There fol
lows a reference to priests* taking money for masses:

, The mede that meny prestes taketh • for massesthat thei syngen,
Amen, amen. Matheu seyth • mercedem suam re-ciplunt.3

If we compare this with the B-text, we find that the ear
lier version says:

Prestes and persones • that plesynge desireth, That taketh mede and mone • ror masses that thei
syngeth,

Taketh here mede here • as Mathew techeth;
Amen, amen, receperunt mercedem suam.̂

This is an instance of revision for clarification. The B-
text keeps the original receperunt, after a loose coupling
of “mede and mone," which spoils the distinction. The

1. C, IV, 292-298.
2. C, IV, 304-307.
3. C, IV, 313-314.
4. B III 250—253
(Coniinuecl)-strictiy true to says "the lady is ..." than to say "the lady pretends to be ..." Langland is quite con- 

l sistent, if a little involved. -j



statement in C is neater, and at once more cautious-and 
more clean cut. In the first place, the statement is less 
general: Hmeny prestes,11 not all. Moreover, the
shortened form places •mede11 in sharp contrast with 
“mereede.11 Skeat notes that Mede denotes a reward, pre
payment or bribe;Mereede, wages due for work actually 
done. In Langland1s C-revision, two facts seem clear:
1) Langland considers it wrong for priests under certain 
circumstances to take money for masses. The verb syngen 
in the 0 lines is presumably subjunctive, whereas the B 
verb syngeth is indicative. The changes here are so care
ful that one may presume the change is deliberate. The 
implication would seem to be that the obligation is not 
carried out. We shall see that Pecock1s distinction 
strengthens this assumption;. 2) The heavenly reward
which the priest thereby foregoes (according to the usual 
interpretation of this line) is not a free gift but —  as 
lines 306-307 have stated and Skeat1s note has underlined 
—  a “maner dewe dette.“ Heaven, he says, is earned as a 
wage. In the next two lines, he makes a further applica
tion, saying that merchants take no mede for 11 Hit is a 
permutacion a-pertelich • o pene-worth for another.1,2

1. Compare this with Donaldson1s “between reward and 
bribery (mede and mereede.)11 Supra p. 230.

2. G, IV, 316. Langland is being very accurate here also. 
Minges quotes Scotus: “Contractus translation!s rerum 
domlnil est triplex, scilicet permutatio, emptlo et
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Before proceeding with the rest of the passage, which 
leads to the extended “direct and indirect relations” 
simile which even Donaldson says “is too rigid to he bent 
to the uses to which C tries to put it, so that the result 
is not wholly comprehensible,one can turn now to 
Pecock*s discussion. He deals first with the blanket con
demnation of the clergy*s temporal endowment, quoting the 
story of how the angel prophesied woe when Constantine en
dowed Pope Sylvester and his heirs with temporal goods.2

venditio, mutul datio et acceptio.(l The line equates 
actual selling with barter, for "permutatlo11 is that 
process by which dominia transferuntur quidam sunt rel 
utllls pro re utlli immediate, sicut vinl pro "blade, et 
huiusmodi. Op. clt. , I, 438. It is 11 do ut des vel do si 
dee.*

Mi* * P* 79*2. Skeat has noted that Wyclif also refers to the story, 
which was Ma favorite ... of the Lollards,** and which 
Langland puts into the mouth of Liberum-arbitrlum in 
the latter*s long speech in Passus XVIII of C. fhis 
“poisoning11 of the Church is referred to again by 
Donaldson (p. 185) in discussing Burdaeh*s statement 
that the “Petrus, id est Christus” quotation does not 
identify Christ with Piers but with the Pope. He says 
regretfully that Burdach* s statement “lacks the documen
tation” he “should like to see supporting it.“ So far 
as it can be supported, the documentation is easily 
supplied. Saint Bonaventure, commenting on the Gospi. 
of St. John, says, connecting the “Tu ês Petrus” and 
“Petra autem erat Christus"; "Tu vocaberis Petrus, id 
est, a firma petra~Shristo; quern ardenter amahls, nomen 
acelples." "In Iohannem,” Opera, VI, 263. Migne in the 
third volume of his index has a section “De S. Pontifieis 
Potestate," in , . which several pertinent texts may he
found. One from St. Bruno indicates how the text of I 
Cor. 4 was adapted to the “Tu es Petrus!1 text. "Et super 
hanc petram etc. S. Petrum non intelllgis, petram 
resplce; petra autem erat Christus. £lc lgitur a petra 
Petrus, sicut a Christo christlanus: quia ego petra,
tu Petrus. “ ((Jol. 117). The four pages which follow 
present a number of texts^
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From this he goes on to demonstrate that church endow
ments are lawful. Here he resorts to his favorite 
weapon of logic, and Babington’s marginal note is:

from Jerome, Gregory the Great, Pope Leo the Great and 
others, showing how the phrases ’’Tibi dabo claves” and 
MQuodcumque llgaverls,” make Peter, to whom they were 
spoken, a "source of grace,” not personally, but, as 
Burdach implied, by reason of his office. Perhaps most 
interesting is the editor’s Interpretation of the words 
of St. Maximus in which he distinguishes between the 
power of St. Peter and that of St. Paul. Paul’s mission 
was to teach, he says, and this prepares souls;

Largiendi autem criminum veniam munus est superioris 
potestatis a Deo traditae: ilia praeparat animas: hac 
dispositis paratisque fidelibus coeleste aperit 
regnum.

A last choice out of the many texts is Tertulllan’s:
In ipso /Fetro7 Ecclesia exstructa est, id est per 
ipsum: ipse clavem imbuit. Ipse primus in Christi 
feptismo reseravlt aditum coelestis regni, quo 
solvuntur. alligata retro delicta et alligantur quae 
non fuerint soluta secundum veram salutem; et Ananiam 
vinxit vinculo mortis, et debilem pedibus absolvit 
vitio valetudinis. Sic et in ilia disceptatione 
custodienda neone legis, primus omnium Petrus Splrltu 
lnstinctus et de nationum vocations praefatus. Tunc 
sua sententia solvit quae omissa sunt legis et alll- 
gavlt quae reservata sunt.

Peter is >rein (£uell des Lebens fur die Gemelnschaft der 
menschllchen Seelen, die (k>tt~suche'n, ” as Burdach says, 
inasmuch as Peter is "Christ* s vicar. The theory that the 
Donation of Constantine deprived Peter’s successors of the 
same power was a slow development which can be seen in 
Wyclif’s attitude, after the dry rot of the Great Schism 
had done its work in many minds. The theory was never, 
of course, accepted within the Catholic Church, and there 
is no indication in Piers Plowman that Langland held it. 
Moreover, Donaldson’s remark: ’’IFhis would explain why
clerks are unable to recognize charity,0 which appears 
abruptly at the end of the passage, is a puzzling non 
sequitur.

L j
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"Explanation of certain terms and truths of logic. Then,
narrowing his theme, he turns to those who “hold that
church endowments are lawful but that if the clergy use
them viciously they may be deprived of t h e m , I n  the
eourse of answering this, he defines his terms:

Among temporal godis, which men ben woned for to 
paie to othere men, summe ben to be paied as 
fynding or helping to the receyuere, that the 
receyuers, foundun and holpun bi the temporal 
godis of hem receyued, do and wirehe and 
execute summe certein offices or summe certein 
deedis, to come into whiche thei ben sett and 
ordeyned, and whiche thei han take vpon hem 
forto do, wirehe, and execute; as it^whanne (is) 
money is take and paied to a messanger forto 
ride or go into a fer cuntre, that he fynde to 
him silf and his hors the costis and expensis 
whiche he muste make in thilk iorney weel, or 
ellis with-oute which so to be bifore paied 
he schal make his iorney the wors ... And summe 
othere temporal godis ben to be paied as meede 
and reward to the receyuers for the doing, 
wirching, or executing passid of sum office or 
deede, in to which thei weren sett and ordeyned, 
and whiche thei token vpon hem for to do, wirche, 
and execute; as it is whanne money is paied to 
the bifore seid messanger for his traueil, whiche 
he made in the same iorney ..♦ or to a laborer in
a vyne gardein for his day labour in the same
vyne gardein.3

This is Langland1s statement that one may take money "by-fcr 
the doynge" only if

... he it myghte deserue,
And for to vndertake • to trauely for another,
And wot neuere witterly • when he lyue so longe,
Ne haue hap to bus hele • mede to deseruen.4

1. P. 372.
2. Marginal note, p. 380.
3. Pp. 382-383.
4. G, IV, 296-299.

L



Payments of Pecock* s second kind may be withheld if the 
work has not been done, but payment of the first kind, 
Pecock proceeds, whether made to one man, or to him and 
his successors, cannot be withdrawn so long as the re
ceiver acknowledges his obligation to perform the task 
involved, even though it be morally certain that he never 
will perform it. He has especially in mind here the 
’’successors,w who would be injured by the withdrawal, with
out having been given an opportunity to perform the task.^ 

Making his application directly to the clergy, Pecock 
says that their endowments are of the first type, for

the blisse of heuen and the thank of God and his
rewarding is al that is to be abide aftir and to 
be awaited after in the wey of reward and meede 
of each bischop, preest, and clerk for ech werk
and deede of dignite, ordre, or office doing and
executing.2

He quotes the ritual of ordination by which the ordinand
seith and protesteth openli thus: ttThe Lord is
the part of myn heritage and of my labour and 
traueil into whiche y entre.3

On the other hand, he says, there is the text wherein
Christ sends out his disciples without scrip or staff,
bidding them live on their flock, for

a werkman is worthi his hire. Lo hou in these

1. It is possible that the mysterious reference in the 
nrelationsB passage to refusing the surname of one’s

. sire, .and to endowing one*s daughter with what has been 
well- or ill-gotten is directly connected with this 
theory.2. P. 387.

3. Idem.
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wordis, “a werkman is worth! his meede,”
Christ clepid it which prechouris and pre- 
latis schulde take into her fynding to be 
meede or reward of her preching •.. And in 
lijk manner ... Poul elepith the fynding of 
prechouris her meede or reward.*1

This seems to imply that the gift of temporal goods be
longs to the second type, and “mowen be withdrawe, if 
preestis performe not sufficientli the deedis of her 
cure.” Here, he admits, is a problem, but he holds to his 
thesis, for

it is to wite that this word meede or reward mai 
be take proper!! in his dewlst and verriest 
maner of significacioun and bitokenyng, and he 
may be taken vnproperli out of his dewest and 
verriest maner of signifiyng and bitokenyng.

If it be taken properly,
certis he bitokeneth a thing whiche is to be 
3ouun or paied for a werk bifore doun, and is 
thanne first dew to be 3ouun or paied whanne 
the werk is doun and eendid.2

He cites Matthew’s parable of the workers in the vineyard:
“Clepe thou the werkmen, and 3eelde to hem her meede, et
caetera;” although during the day they had had “sufficient
fynding, as in mete and drlnke, forto so wirche into the
eende of the day.Likewise, God said to Abraham: “I am
thi defender and thi meede or reward which is hugely
greet.”̂  And the Book of Wisdom reiterates: “Forsothe

1. P. 380.
2. P. 389.
3. Idem.
4. Idem.
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ri3tful men sehulen lyue for euer and her meede or reward 
is at the Lord.Finally, in the Apocalypse, God again 
says: "Lo y come soone, and my reward or meede is with
me forto 3elde to ech after hise werkis, et caetera. 
Obviously, he concludes, this is the correct use of “mede,11 
and he refers his reader to "The Concordaunce," where, he 
reminds him, the word is "merces in Latyn, meede in 
Englisch."s But there is also a way in which the word 
may be taken "vnproperli,M so as to coincide with the 
word "fynding, for to speke of such fynding as is 
mynystring of costis and expensis." In this unproper 
sense it is found only twice in the Scriptures. The end 
product of all this close reasoning is, of course, that 
the clergy's possessions belong to them in the second 
sense or "vnproper" meaning, and that therefore they can
not be confiscated even if clerics do not perform their 
tasks properly.

It is clear that Langland's argument is on the other 
side, but the interesting point is that both authors use 
much the same procedure. Was Pecock writing with Lang
land' s passage in mind, or —  as is more likely —  were 
both paraphrasing from a text or texts familiar to them? 
Since Pecock is refuting the Lollards, Langland is more

1. P. 389.
2. Idem.
3. P7T90.
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probably paraphrasing them. He says that gifts made may
always be withdrawn if the recipient be unworthy,**’ and so
—  although he is perfectly familiar with the distinction
based on whether the recompense is given before or after
the doing —  he prefers his own distinction, based on
whether or not the expectations of the giver are fulfilled,
and he repudiates the whole procedure of giving gifts for
no return. His distinction in the C-text is clarified, as
Donaldson has pointed out, by the 9direct and indirect
relations” passage, which allocates the word ”mereede” to
what is earned, whether spiritual or temporal, and ”mede”
to what is unearned. It is also in this place that he
develops the theory of spiritual mede and mereede, that
is, the distinction between salvation as a free gift and
as something earned. It is well to remember that his use
of ”mede” in this sense occurs elsewhere in the poem. One
of these instances occurs in G, XVII, 1-9, and Skeat
suggests that we make the connection with C, IV. ̂

Alas I that Richesse shall reue • and robbe
mannes soule 

Pro the loue.of oure lorde • at hus laste endeJ 
Thei that haue hure hyre by-fore • aren

euermore poure,
And shulle nat deye out of dette • to dyne er

they deseruen hit.
When here deuer is don • and his dales iourne, 
Then may men wite what he is worth • and what

he hath deserued;

L. G, IV, 317-325.
2. Notes, p. 209.

L
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And nouht to fonge by-fore • for drede of
disalouwynge.

So ich say by Sou riche • hit semeth nat 3e
shulle

Haue two heuenes • for 3oure her-beynge.
This is considerably less clear than the B-version.-** The 
two passages coincide for two lines, but the third line 
in B begins to be clearer:

And selden deieth he out of dette • that
dyneth ar he deserue it,

And til he haue done his dauor • and his
dayes iourne,2

The meaning here is that wealth itself is not a cause of 
damnation but can be an occasion distracting the rich man 
from doing his Mdeuor.M B proceeds in a very amplified 
form:

For whan a werkman hath wrou3te • thanne may mense the sothe,
What he were worthi for his werke • and what hehath deserued;
And nat to fonge bifore • for dreed of

disalowynge.
So I segge by Sow riche • î  semeth not that Se

shulle
Haue heuene in 3oure here-beyng • and heueneher-after.*

The next two lines make a comparison with a servant who 
takes his Hsalarye bifore,11 and wants to claim it again 
afterward. Then, in lines which G has excised, B care
fully notes that a rich man, too, may earn heaven here
after, whatever his comforts in this life, provided that

1. B, XIV, 132-156.
2. B, XIV, 135-136.
3. B, XIV, 137-141.

L _!
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he fulfill his obligations exactly. Here again the com
parison is with "an hyne that had his hyre,"

... • ar he bygonne,
And whan he hath done his deuor wel • men doth

hym other bounte,
3yueth hym a cote aboue his couenante.>

Throughout this prolonged discourse, stress is laid on
the earning of salvation. Even though poverty is the
perfect method2 the rich may be instead "pore of herte,1,3
and so pass.

A similar instance occurs in Passus XVII of the G-
text, lines 270-281, to which the B-text has no parallel.
The context is concerned with unworthy prelates who do not
care for their flocks. The situation of these prelates
on judgment day is described:

Thyn hyre, hurde, as ich hope • hath nouht to
quyte thy dette,

Ther as mede ne mercy • may nat a myte auayle, 
Bote haue this for that • tho thou toke Mercy for mede • and my lawe breke.4

The playing on words is very skilful here. Skeat explains
that the lines 277-278 refer to the granting of indul
gences.5 In this sense, it is a repudiation of indul
gences granted for no works. Line 276 seems to stress the

1. B, XIV, 149-151. Those who consider 0 more cautious 
and conservative should note that here B is giving 
much wider leeway to the rich than G allows them.

2. B, XIV, 191.
3. B, XIV, 194.
4. C, XVII, 275-278.
5. Notes, p. 127.

L -J
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doctrine that mercy ends with man’s earthly life, hut also 
to deny the doctrine that God’s awards are capricious, for 
nmede ne mercy • may nat a myte auayle,/ Bote ’haue this 
for that."’ Salvation is not mede, hut, though Langland 
does not use the word here, mereede.

By far the most important passage in this connection 
is that in 0, III, 116-154, which exposes Theology's ob
jection to Mede's marriage with Pals. Without entering 
into the vexed question of who was her father, one may 
note with some emphasis that Amendes is her. mother. Now 
Amendes is reparation,^ and Theology indicates what is the 
meaning of mede for her (Theology) in the lines:

Laurens the Leuite • lyggynge on the gredire,Loked vp to oure lorde • and a-loud seide;
"God, of thy grace • heuene gates opene,
For ich, man, of thy mercy • mede haue de-serued»’«2

Mede is the reward of Salvation; this is why she is
... • a maiden of goode,

Hue myghte cusse the kyng • as for hus
kynswomman.3

But note that, though it is a reward, man may deserve it, 
hy Amerides of some kind; in this case, hy the ample Amendes 
of martyrdom. Theology's whole anxiety is to prevent Mede's 
wedding with Pals. Why, the B-text makes clearer; for

1* N.E.D., I, 278.
2. (j, III, 130-133.
3. C, III, 145-146.

L
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”dlgnus est ooerarius • his hyre to haue,”-*- says 
Theology. Therefore, 0 adds: ”With-oute hure moder
Amendes • Mede may noght be wedded. n% The wedding is to 
Truth, because Salvation —  which is Theology’s sense of 
Mede —  is union with Christ Who is Truth. There is no 
irreverence in this identification. Truth is not a 
character who is on the scene in this passage. He is 
spoken of but does not act. What worries Theology is that, 
if Mede ’’marries” Fals, all sorts of dishonest tricks for 
getting into heaven without Amendes —  that is, without 
works of any sort —  will be employed. Theology has no 
illusions about the efficacy of these artifices, for she 
says Truth is not to be deceived.

Conscience is of hus consail • and knoweth 3ow
alle;

And yf he fynde Sow in defaute • and with the
false holde,

Hit shal sitte Soure soules • ful soure at the
laste.3

1. B, II, 122*
2. 0, IV, 123. In this passage in both the B- and C-text, 

there is an apparent contradiction with Passus I of the a
and -3'and f^ssus II of the C-text; for here ’’god” grants 
that Truth may wed Mede, whereas in the earlier lines 
Cod ijs Truth. This may be explained by the Christo- 
centric tendency of Bonaventure's theology. In the 
passage in C, III, there is a question of the soul’s 
union with Christ (Truth) and since Bonaventure's pre
occupation is with the Cospel notion of Christ as Way, 
Truth and Life, Cod is temporarily distinguished from 
the Second Person, as also in C, VIII, 156-157, where 
men call on Christ to lead them to Truth. Elsewhere, as 
in the passages cited, Truth, Who is Christ, Cod and Man 
(Peus homo) appears instead of the more general ”god.”

3. C, IV, 152-154. Surely an effective if unpleasant 
line J



Inasmuch as so lengthy and so apparently discursive 
a poem as Piers Plowman can be said to have a single theme, 
that theme is, I believe, the struggle between mede and 
mereede, especially, of course, in the spiritual order, 
but with the social order as correlative and type. The 
struggle is clearest in the Visio, which may be considered 
as establishing the conflict, which continues, though less 
obviously, throughout the Vita. Since the theory is that 
0 inserted the “relations8 passage as a final effort to 
stress the important distinction, it may be well to point 
out how the mede-mercede struggle dominates the Visio as a 
whole.

The Visio is bound together by four incidents of 
parallel significance. The first is that in which the 
pardoner hawks his wares on the Field of Folk.’*' B and C 
prolong this appearance of a spiritual cheat by blaming 
the bishops and the parish priests for their connivance.
0 adds the long comparison of such priests with “Ophni 
and Finees,” and tells of the terrible vengeance of God 
upon them. It has already been pointed out that the 
attitude toward the indulgences here expressed is not one 
of incredulity as to the Pope’s power to grant them, but 
a scorn of the use of them by lax and venal Christians

1. A, Prologue, 65 ff.; B, Prologue, 68 ff.; C, 1, 66 ff.
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as a substitute for the legitimate means of salvation.1
Langland con&mns the attempt merely to buy what should be
earned, or to attain an end by means which are not ordered
to that end. Moreover, the poet sees a more widespread
evil result. The abuses in the lives of churchmen have
unsettled the belief and perverted the practice of the
people; so that, living in ignorance of the true way to
heaven, they are driven to attempt to buy it instead
of earning it. The pardoner f,brou3te forth a bulle •
with bisshopis seles,11̂ and of course the uninstructed are
deceived by his promises of unearned pardon. He
'•blerede hure eyen,11 Langland says.^ Hegleet and simony
have as their end product this pitiful blindness., It is
against this that Langland cries out; against the turning
of salvation, which should be mereede, into something to
be acquired by mede.

The second incident is the interview with Holy Church.4
The prescription she gives would be underestimated if one
implied that the dreamer gained a gradually more accurate
view of the means of salvation. What she prescribes is

«

not to be regarded as the bare minimum required for sal
vation, but as the essential foundation on which the 
edifice is to be built. And what she says may be summed

X. Supra, pp. 207-211.
2. C, I, 67.
3. C, I, 72.
4. A, I; B, I; C, II.
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up in two texts: 11 eadem mensura qua mens! fueritis,
remecietur uobls;"1 and "Fides sine operibus mortua 
est. "2 jjae first is paraphrased in "Date et dabitur 
uobis.“3 she describes in detail what works are required 
of each category of men. But behind all is love: God’s
love for men without which salvation would be impossible; 
and men's love for God and for one another as the touch
stone of their love fi>r God. Charity is basic; it is the 
"lok of loue. that vnloseth grace,/ That conforteth alle 
cristine."4 This charity is commanded; it is not left to 
choice.. It is the basic "work” "without which faith is 
dead. Without it "3e haue no more meryt • in masse ne in 
houres,/ Than Malkyn of hure maidenhod • wham no man de- 
sireth.”3 Nothing of this teaching is changed or improved 
throughout all the dreamer's subsequent education. De
tails are filled in —  that is all.

The third incident is the reading of the charter of 
Mede's marriage,^ which is in direct contrast to Holy 
Church's offer to her followers. Holy Church asks for 
love and offers justice, but justice which could not be 
called "just” had not Christ's love set the balance. She

1.- After C, II, 175.
2. After C, II, 184.
3. C, II, 197.
4. C, II, 198-199.
5. G, II, 181-182.
6. C, III, 69-174.
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says:

... he, is trewe of hus tonge • and of hus two
handes,

And doth the werkes therwith • and wilneth no
man ille,

He is a god .. .̂
Mede gives her followers ”fals speche,” scorn for poverty,
hackhiting, scandals, laziness and its attendant vices,
and at the end, despair and hell.^ Btit it is obvious
throughout the ensuing action that no one has. really heard
or believed the end of the charter. Everyone acts as if
the pleasures of sin could be had without the unhappy
ending. Mede is constantly, by some consideration or
other, persuading confessors to grant her absolution.
When the friar suggests that if she Mglase the gable” of
his church he will ”brynge a-doun conscience,we have
already the ground-plan for the great struggle between
Conscience and the friars at the end of the poem, where
the friars do their best to ”bryngea-doun Conscience.”
When Ypocrisye —  a high-place cousin of Pals —  wounds
many of the helpers of Conscience,^ Contrition himself*
asks Conscience to admit Friar Flattery.® Conscience 
holds out for ”penaunce” and ”redde quod debes.”̂  but the 
friar, like the pardoner in the first passus, comes with

1.* C, II, 84-86.
2. C, III, 83-108.
3. C, IV, 52, 44.
4. C, XXIII, 301-303.
5. C, XXIII, 313-316.
6. C, XXIII, 308. ,
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a-bishop1 s permission to hear confession;-** that is, to 
offer spiritual mede. He treats Contrition so success
fully that the latter Mhadde clene for-3ute • to crie and 
wepe and wake / For hus wickede werkes • as he was woned 
by-fore.Ĥ  And Conscience, thus abandoned, sets out 
seeking grace. What has been forgotten is the redde quod 
debes; or —  what is just the same —  the Eadem mensura 
qua mensi fueritis, remecietur uobisn of Holy Church. A 
scene which forms a link between these two passages, one 
at the beginning and one at the end of the poem, is in C, 
XVII, 22-42. The passage begins with a request to Christ 
to ’’amende ous of thy mercy.and specifically to ’’send 
ous contricion ... / And confession ... / And satis- 
faccion.”4 These are ’’Dowel and Dobet • and Dobest of allel̂  
But what is most important is the line:, ’’And holichurche 
and charite • here-of a charter m a d e a . T h e  possibility 
that this charter is meant to be contrasted with Mede's 
charter is strengthened by the fact that Patience imme
diately stresses the uselessness, without these three 
means, of all other means of reconciliation, and says:
11 ... lo, how men wryten / In fenestres at the freres • 
yf fals be the foundement. ”7 There follows an explanation

1. 0, XXIII, 324-329.
2. C, XXIII, 369-370.
3. C, XVII, 23.4. C, XVII, 25-27.5. C, XVII, 28.6. C, XVII, 36.7. C, XVII, 41-42.
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of how poverty —  which 0, on line 24, has broadened to 
include poverty of heart — • combats the seven deadly sins 
as Mede had encouraged them. But the charter refers only 
to confession. Here is a charter in which Meders true 
mother, Amendes, has her place.

The final scene is that which concerns the pardon 
from Truth.^ Here is repeated all that Holy Church has 
prescribed: work and love, expectation of reward only
for effort, and repudiation of all buying of spiritual 
privilege. Each man is to do what his condition demands-. 
Lawyers are discouraged from demanding ’’pre manibus. 
or coveting gifts.® The objection to the false beggar 
is that he "gyleth hym that gyueth, or takes mede.
The C-text adds its judgment on bishops, including the 
lines: Hther as mede ne mercy • may not a myte auay2§/
Bote haue this for that.”5 The dreamer, on awakening, 
sums up the case for Dowel against indulgences, and de
cides that the latter are useless unless l,god 3eue ous 
grace here11 ̂ so to act that we can prove at Judgment 
that l,we dude as he tauhte.”  ̂ The Hgod 3eue ous grace” 
removes all suspicion of Pelagian!sm from the uQ,ui bona

1. A, VIII; B, VII; C, X.
2. C, X, 45.
3. C, X, 48.
4. C, X, 65.
5. C, X, 276-277.
6. C, X, 348.7. C, X, 351.
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egerunt11 formula, but the emphasis is on man*s coopera
tion.

This is the framework of the Visio, and it rests 
firmly on the mede-mereede distinction.

As the theory I have outlined offers an interpreta
tion of Mede which differs considerably from that of 
Father T. P. Dunning, it might be well to elaborate the 
points of resemblance and of difference. Father Dunning, 
who did not, when writing his Interpretation of the A-Text, 
believe in the unity of authorship, made no attempt —  even, 
at the end, declared it impossible — -** to fit his inter
pretation into the general scheme of the B-much less of 
the C-text. The interpretation based on the mede- 
mercede distinction not only offers a schematization of 
the Visio but finds there a leitmotif which runs through 
the entire poem. If one accepts the unity of authorship, 
the difficulty of integrating Father Dunning*s outline of 
the A- with the later texts is a mild argument against 
his interpretation. I say "mild,” because his theory is,
I believe, incorrect only in emphasis. In so far as it 
applies to the A-text alone, it would be rash to say that 
it is incorrect at all. But the B-poet moves toward and 
the C-poet certainly accepts a different theme. That which 
Father Dunning outlines is a very general moral theme:



"the right use of temporal goods. Cupidity, or the in
ordinate love of temporal goods, is the vice which Lang- 
land sees everywhere.^ Mede is herself Cupidity, and that 
is why Holy Church, who "practically confines her summary 
of Christian doctrine to the general principles regulating 
manfs relations with the goods of this world,points 
her out a,s the chief enemy. Mede is partially good be
cause the things of this world are good in themselves. 
Wrong —  or the Devil —  is her father, because the right 
of private property is an arrangement made as a result of 
original sin. Amendes is her mother because man’s life 
since the Fall is one of satisfaction. The marriage of 
Mede and Fals is designed to illustrate that abuse of 
worldly goods which consists in using them as an end in 
themselves.

All of this suits the A-text, and the poet in writing 
it may indeed have had nothing more in mind than Father 
Dunning has suggested. However, he himself gives us a 
suspicion that more is implied in the later texts. He 
stresses, for example, the fact that in the charter of 
Mede’s marriage, Wrath is omitted from the list of deadly 
sins, as it is also omitted from the confession scene; and 
this he explains by saying that Wrath is one of the sins

!• cit.t P. 16.2. Ibid., p. 17.
3. Idem.
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whose root is not in Cupidity. But in B and G, both the 
charter and confession scenes include Wrath. Aiewe to 
conclude that the poet —  if there was one poet —  changed 
his own conception, or that the B and C revisers were not 
so alert to the shades of A1s meaning as is Father 
Dunning? If his interpretation is correct, I am inclined 
to the first view; and there is evidence that in this ma
jor thought revision, as in many verbal and constructive 
revisions pointed out by Donaldson, the poet in C con
sistently manipulated his text to suit his new emphasis.-*- 
In the first place, the trend of Pecock's parallel dis
tinction on Mede shows the kind of exegesis the clerically 
trained mind of the time was apt to make; and in this con
nection, Langland's frequent preoccupation with the 
question of clerical property and poverty,^ as well as with 
the larger question of the use of temporal goods, makes it 
possible that he chose this aspect of the question to de
velop. As I see it, .the theme suggested by Father 
Dunning —  though I have called it general —  is -narrower 
than the theme into which the G-version, by way of the B-, 
modulates. For Father Dunning says expressly that the

1. Donaldson's thesis throughout the book is that G's re
visions are made purposefully. HC's preoccupation with 
the moral and religious implications of the poem" (Op. 
clt., p. 80) account for many changes.

2. For example, in C, XIII, 154-170; 225-228; XIV, 101- 
. 107.,

L
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use of temporal goods is but one division of morality, 
and he is constantly reminding us that other things also 
were implied; whereas the C "relations" passage deals with 
nothing less inclusive than the ultimate relationship be
tween man and God,

Donaldson has reminded us, however, of the interpreta
tion of Recklessness in the C-text, which is developed with 
such a wealth of documentation by Burdaeh,^ and this would 
seem at first sight to corroborate Father Dunning's views* 
The long speech on patient poverty which is attributed in 
the C-text to Recklessness has suggested that, as Donaldson 
puts it, the character represents not "the recklessness 
of xmnhope," but "the reck-less-ness" of St. Francis, the 
virtue of those who follow the Gospel counsel not to be 
solicitous about the things of this world.^ But reflection 
will show that the attitude, as Burdach has developed it, 
though prevalent in Langland's period, fits in neither 
with that view of the use of temporal goods analyzed by 
Father Dunning, nor with Langland's general-attitude, but 
is rather one which the mature Langland regards as ex
aggerated, and which certainly ls_ exaggerated —  or at 
least out of focus —  in comparison with the more balanced 
attitude of Father Dunning's measured theological analysis.

1. Donaldson, op, cit., p. 172.
2. Idem.

L
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Recklessness Is introduced, as Donaldson notes,**- rather 
rakishly, and described as "sibbe" to MSyre Wanhope."^
He states his position at once in a Latin tag: "Ita irn-
possibile est divites intrare in regnum coelorum, sicut 
camelus foramen acus.h5 A diatribe on predestination 
follows, and then a repudiation of learning in exchange 
for 11 a lippe of godes g r a c e . fl̂  Recklessness cites the 
good thief, Magdalen and David, as instances of those 
not conspicuous for good works, yet saved.® Everyone, 
he says, is "in manu Dei.1,6 Learning is useless since 
God will teach us all we have to know. "Nolite cogitare 

duid loquamini."7 He quotes Austin: Hecce idioti 
rapiunt celum.11 & If anyone is easily deceived, it is a 
learned man; whereas

... lewede leele laborers * and land-tylynge
peuple,

Persen with a pater-noster • paradys otherheuene,
Passinge purgatorie penaunceless • for here

parfit by-leyue.9
An interlude with Couetise-of-eyen follows,^ and there
comes the aftermath of poverty, which leads the friars to

1. Donaldson, pp. pit., p. 170.
2. C, XII, 198.
3. After C, XII, 204.
4. 0, XII, 220.
5. 0, XII, 260-267.
6. After G, XII, 273.
7. After C, XII, 277.
8. After C, XII, 288.
9. 0, XII, 294-296.
10. C, XIII, 3-11.

L  „J



desert him. -** Scripture rouses new fears about, predestina
tion,^ and the Dreamer (who is, if one may trust XIY, 129, 
still to he identified with Recklessness) defends his 
chance of salvation on the strength of his Christianity 
and his possible repentance.^ Scripture admits the pos
sibility, but is rudely interrupted by Trajan, who denies 
the necessity of Baptism, and upholds the value of works.4 
Recklessness takes up again*5 accepting Trajan* s ideas, 
and goes on to laud the poor, pointing out their equality 
with the rich as Christ *s **blod-brethrene.He repeats 
here the ”qui bona egerunt**̂  of the pardon (which, ac
cording to Father Dunning and other commentators, Piers, 
at any rate, has long ago recognized as Inadequate) and 
then stresses the poverty of Christ, saying He was never 
seen by the saints f,in secte of riche,"® and quoting 
Christ’s own praise of poverty. After the lovely "nisi 
granum frumenti”® passage, he rails against riches from 
which "arisen al vices.Continuing by Scriptural ex
amples, he interrupts himself to say that of course riches

1. It is notable that here the dreamer apparently reads 
more into the friar’s remarks than seems just.

2. C, XIII, 40-51.
3*. C, XIII, 53-70.
4. C, XIII, 71-78.
5. C, XIII, 88.
6. C, XIII, 109.
7. After C, XIII, 118.
8. C, XIII, 132.
9'. C, XIII, 179-203.
10. C, XIII, 230.-
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and poverty are both ’’lyues that our lorde loueth,H but 
that poverty —  as he illustrates in the messenger- 
merchant figure —  is a substitute for purgatory. On line 
97, he uses the word Mmederr in the mede-mercede distinc
tion sense* and he says firmly that 11 poure paclent is 
parfitest lif of alle,” and that Malle parfite preestes • 
to pouerte sholde drawe.”̂  The next passage really 
defends the endowment of the clergy, and blames bishops 
for not seeing that priests are (1) provided for, and 
(2) learned.

Here is a melange indeed which it would seem diffi
cult to subsume under any single heading. The long disr 
course ends with the words:

Thus Hechelessnesse in a rage * a-resonedeclergie,
And scornede Scr3|fcure • that many skyles

shewede.^
The good character with which Burdach would like to endow 
Recklessness ill suits such proceedings. Why should he 
say the charming things 11 in a rage,” and why should he 
belittle clergy and Scripture to whom the author will 
presently indirectly apologize? Much of the discourse has 
nothing whatever to do with the use of temporal goods, and 
of Father Dunning’s calm hierarchical scheme little remains

L.* G, XIV, 99-100.
2.- 0, XIV, 129-130.

L -J
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but the grudging and unconvincing line which admits that 
God loves the rich also, though obviously Recklessness 
does not. The lovely lines about poverty are authentic 
and express sentiments never repudiated by the poet; but 
what is lacking is balance. As the poem proceeds, the 
emphasis shifts gradually but perceptibly from poverty to 
charity. Nor does this happen only within one version, 
but it can be observed in the progress from the B- to 
the C-version. Comparison of the introduction to the Tree 
of Charity scene in B and C shows that C omits the refer
ence to poverty and patience ("Pacience hatte the pure 
tre • and pore symple of herte.M which B places con
spicuously. In XVIII, 125-162, C inserts a passage on 
charity not found in B. Within the texts, the dlstinctio 
caritatis succeeds the distinctio paupertatis, and the 
Dreamer learns that poverty, which he has been inclined to 
laud for its own sake, is valuable only because it offers
less obstacle to charity. Recklessness shows this inclina
tion to over-value poverty when he says God will give

... as muche mede • for a myte that he offreth
As the riche man for al his moneys • and more,

as by the godspel;
Amen dico upbis, quia hec uidua paupercula

misit plus omnibus qui miserunt 
in gasophilacium ...*

(which is a misinterpretation of the text) and when he adds

1. C, XVI, 8.
2. C, XIV, 96-98.

L Jl
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MLo that poure paoient • is parfitest lif of alle.Ml
If Recklessness is to be fitted into an autobio

graphical scheme, he may owe his name to Langland*s 
yielding to a pun, and he may be the scion of the noble 
race B&rdach traces; but I.should go a step further and 
suggest that the G-poet, five hundred years before Empson, 
had glimpsed the charms of ambiguity, and combined in one 
name the Franciscan Hetymological potentiality,tf and the 
wpejorative sense11 which Donaldson admits was universal 
in Middle English.^ In the autobiographical scheme I have 
myself suggested, this would place Recklessness in the 
interlude in Langland’s career.directly after his dis
illusionment (in Oxford or London) with the Franciscan 
ideals he had learned in his youth. Instead of relin
quishing the ideal itself, he exaggerated it,^ and lashed

1. 0, XIV, 99.
2. Op. cit., p. 171.
3. Burdach says much, in several places, about the Fran

ciscan origin of ideas in 11 Recklessness.11 Referring 
in one place to an analysis he has made of Francis* 
sermon to the birds, he says: BEs ist oben gezeigt
worden,. wie die sen G-edanken auchHSie Tranz i skani scEe 
Frbmmigheit betont und ihn“das G-leichnis vom freien . 
Vogelflug kleldst.11 £n& again: d'Weh der aus seinen
feaum erwachte Dichter.auf den Mai vernhtfgeIn ohne 
Spelse und G-eld slch sleht, un der ftir sein unstgtes 
Leben typischen Lage, jsq ddrfen wlr mlt Sicherhelt 
darin das Leitmotiv Augus tinisch-Franzi skani s c hen 
Lebens- und G-laubensfreude wieder~erkennenT11 Op. cit., 
pp. 275̂ 352'.

L
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out against his former friends, the friars, for their 
shortcomings, in a highly personal way, which reveals his 
own ideals hut is remarkably mixed-up (as an angry man1s 
taunts are apt to be) and which certainly has little of 
charity in it. Whether the interlude with the three con
cupiscences is to be regarded as autobiographical material, 
or merely as a vivid presentation of what he observed in 
the case of others, there is no way of knowing. But 
Recklessness himself has vague doubts about the chari
tableness of saying what he thinks about the friars;-*- and 
Leaute (which is. essentially a lesser virtue than charity) 
has to reassure him.2 Reson, however, says to him roundly: 
Hrewele thi tonge,*1̂  and he duly Hcomsed to be ashamed.

There is some danger, I think, of mis-readlng Lang- 
land's central thought if we over-simplify the discourse 
of Recklessness, which is really rambling, or over- 
whitewash his- character.

At any rate, he stands for an ideal which is utterly 
removed from that outlined by Father Dunning. In the 
mede-mercede scheme, he represents an intermediate position 
which over-stresses the merit of patient poverty alone, 
and which can be fitted into the whole plan of salvation 
only after Christ has won charity for man, and after the

1. C, XIII, 28-29.
2. 0, XIII, 34-55.
3. C, XIV, 207.
4. C, XIV, 215.I— J
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Dreamer himself has realized not only what Heson tells 
him:

... is no creature vnder Cryst • that can hymselue make;
And yf Cristine creatures • couthen make hem-

selue,
Eche lede wolde he lacles *». 

with its sardonle reminder of the clay of which man is 
made; hut also what part grace plays, so that at the 
very end, in the person of Conscience, he Hgradde after 
grace” as the sole resource*

To return to Father Dunning’s analysis: it is not
e^py to apply his interpretation to the C-text in such 
lines as those in III, 134-136 which are C’s addition*
They follow the reference to l,Laurens the Leuite,” and, 
his statement that he has deserved mede of G-od.

And syththe man may an hey • mede of god
deserue,

Hit semeth ful sothly • ryght so on erthe,That Mede may he wedded • to no man bote to
Treuthe.

This is a comparison, of course, between God’s way of 
dealing with us and our way of dealing with one another, 
hut unless we assume the mede-mercede distinction, it is 
not possible to fit it into its context. With the 
general theme of the use of temporal goods, it is only 
remotely related. The last line by itself can he read 
in Father Dunning’s sense. The three lines together 
cannot he so read.

L 1. C, XIV, 209-210. j
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In some cases, Father Dunning's explanations are 
loose enough to suit either his scheme or the mede-mercede. 
For example, his references to the confessions which fol
low Conscience's sermon merely note again the omission of
Wrath;^ whereas the whole movement of this part of the 
poem, with its exhortation to penance and its actual 
confessions (including, he it noted again, in B and C,

V
the confession of Wrath) is a dramatization of Amendes in
the mede-mercede sense. These people first repent and
accept the penance imposed by the confessor. (Father 
Dunning rightly insists that these are real confessions,), 
Having made Amendes, they are now free to seek truth as 
they should; and it is under these conditions that God 
can Justly reward them if they persevere. Some, Langland 
notes, do not persevere. There is much backsliding during 
the rest of the scene. Father Dunning mentions their 
prayer for grace to go to Truth, and links it with the 
Dreamer's prayer to Holy Church in Passus I. This request

S

for grace, coming as it does after the reception of a 
Sacrament, and certainly Implying a willingness to do all 
that is required, is what seems to invalidate Father 
Dunning's separation of the bona temporalla and bona 
spirltualla, and his subsequent interpretation of the

1* 0p» cit., p* 79. He goes back to the point again on 
pp. 114-115, but adds little that is relevant to his 
own scheme.

L  - J
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tearing of the pardon. It also invalidates Greta Hortfs 
accusation of Pelagianism. She says Piers has "confidence, 
in the power of human nature to do that which is good and 
thus earn its own salvation."-*- But since the crowd whoim 
he is directing has already prayed for grace, this is 
certainly not possible. His prescription is surely that 
of grace and works, which is the ordinary orthodox pre
scription, and which also fits the nominalist variation 
of it.

But how is the tearing of the pardon to he explained 
without the plowman*s realization of how low his standard 
had been? —  for we are assuming that his standard was not 
low at all. The most obvious answer to the question is 
that in the G-text, when the mede-mercede relation has 
been fully adopted, the tearing of the pardon is omitted, 
as logically it should be. Piers unfolds the bull. The 
priest reads it and says it is not really a "pardon" at 
all; and then "The preest thus and Perkyn • of the pardon 
Iangled," and the Dreamer is awakened. Now "Iangle," 
according to Skeat, can mean "to speak freely," and for 
some pages there has been sufficient free speaking about 
the bull to awaken the Dreamer. It is true that the 
latter says the priest "impugned" the pardon, but in this 
sense it may merely imply that all three —  Piers, the
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priest, and the Dreamer —  were thinking of the indulgence 
in the quite "vnproper" sense of the word, as a real re
lease from sin Instead of a release from the temporal
punishment due to sin; or it may even mean — • as I am in
clined to think —  that the priest, whom B makes sarcastic, 
is poking professional fun at the simplicity of the pre
scription, and suggesting that Piers should have known
that all along —  as indeed he should.’

In omitting the lines after the priest* s ’’impugning11 
the pardon, the 0-poet also omits the "Si ambulavero in 
medio umbrae mortis," of B, VII, 117. It is interesting 
to stop over this, for Greta Hort has given us a valuable 
note on this text as it reappears in B, XII, 290. Lang
land speaks there of the "glose ... vpon that verse,” and 
Miss Hort quotes Peter Lombard's gloss, in which in medio 
umbrae mortis means "inter haeretlcos et schismaticos. ”
This second citation occurs just after Langland has given 
his solution of the problem of predestination, which is 
that God cannot but reward one who has done the very best 
he knows how to do* Miss Hort thinks that Langland*s 
references to the gloss means "he knowshe is moving among 
heretics.I doubt that this is the correct application, 
for the Si ambulavero verse follows immediately upon 
"Deus dicltur quasi dans vitam aeternam suis, hoc est,
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fidelibus:" and the gloss says that one Is safe even 
"in medio umbrae mortis,H provided that one is with God: 
quoniam tu mecum est, Hin oorde per fidem.M But fidem and 
fidelibus rather obviously refer to each other in this 
twin citation, and explain the previous line: 11 the
bileue is grete of treuthe." What is notable, however, 
is that C omits the Si ambulavero reference not only in 
the pardon scene, but also in this climactic section on 
predestination. It is a fairly safe deduction that though 
Langland probably did not have the Lombard gloss in mind, 
his clerical friends might well have taken advantage of 
the "haereticos et schismaticos" implication to jibe at 
the poet. If so, posterity is in debt to them, for they 
drove him —  or, if the guess is.fantastic, perhaps it was’ 
only his clear thinking which drove him —  to substitute 
the exquisite:

Qui super pauca fidelis fuisti, supra multa te
constituam:

And that is loue and large huyre • yf the lordbe trewe, -
And cortesie more than couenant was ...

with its sting-in-the-tail "what so clerkes carpen."
"Loue and large huyre" is an almost perfect expression, 
in its delicate combination of man's work (which calls 
for "huyre"), God's liberality (large huyre), and the 
motive behind it all on both sides,"loue." "Cortesie more

1. C, XV, 215-216
L - I
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than eouenant was” says precisely the same thing. The 
double omission of the §1 ambulavero is a case of de
liberate clarification, perhaps in self-defense; and the 
new lines set forth the mede-mercede relation with all , 
the theological qualification necessary.

It must not be overlooked, however, that all three 
texts, in their account of the way to Truth outlined by 
Piers, contain the same elements. In all three, Grace 
is named as the “Sate-ward*1 of that wcourt • cleer as the 
sonne,,f3* and ,fhis mon hette A-mende-thou. The pilgrims 
are bidden to say: WI peiformede the penaunce ♦ that the
prest me en-ioynede;/ I am sori for my sunnes • and so 
sehal I euere.fl3 Grace is asked to HWynne vp the wiket- 
3at;,<4 and H3if Grace the graunte • to gon in this wyse,/ 
Thou schalt seo Treuthe him-self • sitten in thin 
herte.,f5 The C-poet changes the tense of one verb. He 
does not bid Amende-3ow tell grace that he has performed 
his penance, but says: nIch am sory for my synnes • and
so schal ich euere,/ And parfourme the penaunce • that the 
preest me highte,'1̂  evidencing an Intention not to be 
satisfied with one confession, but to go on in the same 
practice. The formula from the beginning has combined

1. A, VI, 75.
2. A, VI, 86.3. A, VI, 88-89.
4. A, VI, 92. .
5. A, VI, 95-96.
6. C, VIII, 246-247.

l  J
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works and grace in the1 correct hierarchy, for even after 
amendment has "been made, all three texts say : 11 Yf Grace
graunte the.” No work is considered worthwhile without 
grace.1

As Father Dunning speaks only of sanctifying grace, 
it is perhaps prudent to point out that Langland also im
plies actual grace. This, indeed, he would have to do, to 
be orthodox, for the danger of Pelagianism lies in denying 
the first movement of God inclining man to do good. The 
reference to actual grace also occurs in all three texts, 
but must be read carefully. After listing the seven 
HsustresM or virtues, who are porters of Truth, the poet 
says:

And bote 3e ben sibbe • to summe of theos seuene,.Hit is ful hard, bi myn hedi • eny of ow alleTo gete in-goynge at that 3at • bote grace beo
the more.^

Now this grace can hardly be sanctifying grace, if it is 
in more or less inverse proportion to virtue; it must be 
actual grace. Moreover, the line: nbote grace beo the 
more,” indicates fairly clearly that some actual grace is 
necessary for everyone.

There remains the question which Father Dunning has 
so much stressed of why Piers says he will go on pilgrimage

1. Surely not Pelagian J
2. A, VI, 115-117.

L
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after he has plowed his acre. I have already suggested 
the answer to this.1 Wells and Coghill in their sys- 
temization of the Piers figure do not think he represents 
here more than the simple plowman. As such he is not 
i n f a l l i b l e ,  ̂and he makes the mistake of underestimating 
the value of ordinary works as a means to G-od. This can 
explain why, when the priest scoffs, he feels humiliated 
and determines to abandon earthly solicitude for more 
specifically spiritual works. But since the scene is 
undoubtedly ambiguous, the C-poet wisely leaves the qui 
bona egerunt to stand more clearly as his expression of 
the mercede-quality of salvation.

Too much importance has, I think, been given to the 
11 signpost” function of Piers* anger and resolution to de
vote himself to spiritual works. Donaldson follows 
Chambers and Burdach in this, and is at some pains to 
discover a new signpost in the C-text when that scene 
disappears. He finds it in the passage^ which para
phrases from the Gospel the excuses of those who are re
luctant to ”sell all” to follow Christ. Contemplation, 
however, perseveres. This, Donaldson says, shows Piers* 
(and the C-poet*s) conviction that the active life is not

1. Supra, pp. 211-213•
2. Ockham did not, of course, think the Pope was infal

lible, and was not heretical for so thinking, for the 
dogma had not yet been defined.

3. C, VIII, 292-304.
L J



enough;*** and so this also forms a transition to the Vita,
I cannot see the need for any signpost other than the qui 
hona egerunt itself, dreta Hort says that the "whole poem 
is an attempt to bring the qui bona egerunt and the quod- 
cumque ligaveris into harmony with each other.This is 
not exactly true, since Langland consistently understands 
and accepts indulgences; but we can accept the general 
statement and broaden the extension of the quodcumque to 
include any method of acceptance by God which ignores the 
work of man and is arbitrarily based. In the C-text, the 
Visio ends with a statement from Truth Himself that sal
vation depends upon works. The reaction of Piers to this 
statement is irrelevant, unless we subconsciously identify 
Piers and the Dreamer. The C-poet recognized this when he 
removed the pardon-tearing scene. The whole Visio, with 
the exception of the introductory interview with Holy 
Church, proceeds, as has been said, wholly apart from the 
Dreamer, who merely looks on. It is the statement, in 
panorama form, of principles. The Vita begins the in
dividual application of these principles, and no more 
"transition” is needed than the Dreamer1s waking up. He 
has been shoira a world in which mede and mercede are at 
odds, mede representing all evil, mercede, conversely, all
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good '’conversation0 in this world, even when it is used as 
a bridge to the next. When he begins to work out his own 
destiny, the instance of spiritual mede which confronts 
him is the theory of predestination which (in its abso
lute form) strikes him as utterly unfair. He -reaches an 
eventual compromise which has been suggested already in 
the Visio. From this he launches into an account of the 
Redemption, which plays a central part in that compromise 
theory, and into a desertion of the Church which Christ 
left as an instrument for its application. The redde quod 
debes text, which turns up at a crisis in the history of 
the Church,**- indicates that the refusal to accept the 
theory is what causes the downfall of the Church. This 
part of the poem is progressively less personal than the 
beginning of the Vita, and does not at all —  as Donaldson 
says it does —  "concern less and less the active life of 
society and more and more the contemplative life of the 
individual."2 It is quite the reverse. As soon as the 
great pageant of the Redemption begins, the active parti
cipation of the Dreamer grows progressively less, and he 
becomes again the onlooker. But now his vision is not of

*

1. It appears first in C, XXII, 87, and is quoted again and 
again, verbally or in substance, as the whole catas
trophe of the end of the poem is precipitated by a re
fusal to accept the principle.

2. 0£. cit., p. 164.

L j i



the simplified society earlier seen, "but of society in its 
full spiritual context; society synonymous with Eoly 
Church, fed by all the streams of grace which have been 
described, and yet unexpectedly not thriving, because no 
one is willing to see salvation as something to be pur
chased, quid pro quo, but everyone follotirs the indirect 
relation of mede. The B-text alone has a curious fore
shadowing of this, when in V, 648-651, just after Piers 
has brilliantly concluded his account of the way to 
Truth with the assurance that Mary and her Son can save 
even the worst of them, suddenly

fBy Seynt Poule,1 quod a pardonere •*per-
auenture I be nou3te knowe there, 

I will go fecce my box with my breuettes » and
a bulle with bisshopes lettres;1

and a “commune womman" offers to accompany him to show him 
she is his "sustre." Father Dunning says these lines are 
"out of place" in their context,1 but they are really not 
so at all, for they show the inveterate, incorrigible ob
tuseness of man, who clings to mede here precisely as in 
the corresponding scenes at the end of the poem.

Several other points of Father Dunning’s analysis 
may be cited as supporting rather than contradicting the 
mede-mercede interpretation. For instance, he notes^ 
as unlike A's attitude to wasters a passage in B, VII,

Op. cit., p. 196.
2. Idem.



71-88, in which the poet advises us not to look too close
ly into the deserts of those who ask for alms* But C, who 
believes in quid pro quo, omits the passage. Again Father 
Dunning says that in the second section of the Vision of 
Mede, the satire is chiefly on lawyers, in the third, 
chiefly on beggars. The reason, he says, is that both 
these groups have an inordinate love of temporal goods. 
Clearly both groups are also addicted to getting something 
for nothing —  beggars, obviously, but lawyers also, ac
cording to Langland, if we are to trust his remarks in 
many places, but especially in the ^relations11 passage, 
where he says that, provided they get money, they have no 
interest in reconciling clients, although that is their 
professional duty.

He that mede may lacche • maketh litel tale
How that elyentes a-corde.-̂

In the same way, the wasters who will not work are not so 
much lovers of temporal goods for their own sake as they 
are cheaters. Langland1s implied parallel is with the 
theological dictum that those who Hdo what they can,11 be 
it ever so little, will be saved. Piers also feeds those 
who cannot work, but calls in Hunger to deal with those 
who can and will not, who want a reward which is literally 
mede. Finally, according to the citation from Saint



Antonino which Father Dunning gives,profit which, is 
sought as a "wage of labor11 cannot be condemned* This 
fits in exactly with the medieval attitude .towgrd usury 
which was condemned because the usurer took money without 
making any return. The principle was: Pecunia non habet
ex natura sua allquem fructum, as Scotus tells us^ and 
"ille volens recipere fructum de pecunia vult habere 
fructum de industria aliena."

If this interpretation of the poet's purpose is ac
cepted, it is easy to see that the elucidation of the 
"relations" passage is worth the effort involved, as 
Langland thought the writing of the passage worth the 
exercise of endless Ingenuity.

Donaldson quotes Moore's opinion that it is "quite 
unintelligible" as well as "utterly barren of all in
terest. Unintelligible it has so far proved to writers 
on the poem. Barren of interest it should certainly not 
be to anyone concerned with discovering the meaning of the 
poem. Donaldson remarks that

the attitude that the entire passage is stupid 
and senseless amounts to a sort of defense, in 
that it absolves us. of the necessity of 
bothering about the lines.

It is, however, "blatantly and unblushingly medieval ...

2E* oit* * P*2. Hinges, op. clt.1 I, 441.
3. Donaldson, op. clt., p. 79.



and we have no cause to blame a medieval poet for being 
of his age.” He admits that f,it is certainly difficult to 
follow every one of its convolutions, ”but thinks11 it 
is not impossible to find ”in it” both intelligence and 
imagination.” Finally, first of all critics, he suggests 
that

before we damn the passage ... we make a less 
hostile attempt to understand it, even if we 
have to go to school, as Langland di§. with 
medieval grammarians.1 1

One can go further, and suggest that the passage may
offer a significant clue to the author1s philosophical
interests.

The passage is not, as one might at first sight sup
pose, a fa&ciful metaphorical structure based on Langland^ 
vague recollection of grammar learned in his boyhood. It 
is found only in the 0-text, where it was inserted when 
its author was very far away from his school days, and the 
logical apparatus is found in a re-drafting of a compara
tively simple passage in the B-text. This late appearance, 
combined with internal evidence which we shall see present
ly, makes it not impossible that this logical apparatus 
links the passage with that craze for logic which was 
Ockham1s legacy (and of course that of Seotus also) to his 
university.
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One can best begin by following Donaldson’s sugges
tion and going to school with medieval grammarians. If 
we assume that Langland went to them late in life, what 
he was most likely to learn was Grammatica speculativa.
G. Wallerand says that the scholars of the fourteenth 
century produced several treatises on this sciencê - 
which Sister John Marie Riley describes ”as a philosophical 
justification of the grammatical rules of Donatus and 
Prisclan.” It triumphed, she says, at the end of the pthirteenth and the beginning of the fourteenth century.
John Louis Paetow says of it:

Scholasticism ... gradually transformed grammar 
into a speculative study. Instead of referring 
to examples ... to explain a doubtful point, the 
grammarians now preferred to solve the matter by 
rules of logic.3

A. E&ron damns it with an enthusiasm which recalls criti
cisms of the ’’relations” passage, saying:

Les .oeuvres de Siger de Courtrai, Louvain, Institut 
Superieur de PhilosopEIe, 1913. He names Duns Scotus as 
the author of a Grammatlca speculativa, which appears in 
Wadding’s editiorTof Scotus*s work. Authorities are di
vided, hoitfever, on the attribution. The Dlctlonnaire de 
Theologle Catholique accepts it, but Lagarde, following 
Grabmanrj rejects it, and J0seph P. Mullally treats it 
throughout his book as definitely the work of Thomas of 
Erfurt. The summulae loglcales of Peter of Spain, Notre 
Dame, Indiana, 1945. Scott Buchanan, however, says of 
it: ”This text has commonly been attributed to Duns
Scotus, but is now generally ceded to Thomas of Erfurt, 
who is obviously a Scotist. Its footnotes in the edi
tion of 1902 are mainly quotations from the writings of 
Duns Scotus.” ”An introduction to the De_ modls slgnifi- 

. candi of Thomas of Erfurt,” in Philosophical essays for 
Alfred North Whitehead, New York, Longmans, Green and 
"Co"., 19^Tp.“7o:----
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Lea faita les plus simples et qui resultent 
dfun usage convent!onnel et arbitraire. ils 
pr§tendlrent les expliquer par une cause 
n6cessalre.

He is even more vehement a few pages further on :
difficile de se faire une idee du degre^ 

drabsurdlteauouel aboutirent les subtllltes des 
grammar!ens -- on pr^tendait rendre raison de 
toutes choses. sans reussir~a rlen quf & .jeter 
lTobscurlterdans les questions les plus simples. 2

This had not been true of earlier medieval grammarians, for 
M.-D. Chenu points out, quoting Alain de Lille of the 
twelfth century, that the analysts were quite aware of the 
man-made character of grammar : H ut de grammatlca taceamus. 
quae tota est in homlnls beneplaclto et in voluntate; ,f 3

More specifically, then, what was G-ramiaatica specula
tiva. which had gone beyond the pretensions of earlier 
grammarians ? Chenu says s

2» Summa modorum significandi of Siger de Courtrai.
St. Louis University, 1943, p. 13.

3 * The arts course of medieval universities with special 
reference to grammar and i%etoric. Urbana, University 
of Illinois Press, -1910, p. 36.

1. Oeuvres de Henri DfAndeli. Rouen, Imprimerie de 
Esp^ranee Cagniard, 1880, p. lxxix.

2. Ibid., pp. Ixxxi-lxxxii♦
3.'*Un essai de m6thode theologique au Xlle slede,"

Revue des Sciences Philosophiques et Theologiques. 
XXIV (1935), 259.

L _1
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Les modistes1 decortiquent alors dans leurs 
traitss ... toutes les formes cCu discours, 
bloquant en leur technique gr animal re et 
loglgue, ]F£ construlsant avec leurs~scE&mes 
dialectlques~ne thfeorle du langage *.. od 
1 1 alliance dei^Seux disciplines nHtalt pas 
en viritii""*sans quelques notables profits. 2

It was a philosophy of language which expounded how 
parts of speech corresponded to aspects of reality. One 
could consider being, for example, as real or of reason, 
as substantial or accidental. Ihis is a "state of stability 
if one regards it from a point of view which abstracts from 
all change; and it is expressed by a noun, or substantive, 
because it corresponds to substance* Another example 
which will be familiar at once to anyone who has read 
Langlandfs passage carefully, is the esqplanation of how 
and why an adjective depends upon its noun. Sister John 
Marie*s translation of Slger de Courtrai says that 
"adjectives depend for their being upon substantives; 
therefore they ought to be of the same gender as their 
substantives."3 More specifically, "gender" comes from 
"engender," and just as what is engendered depends upon 
the parent for its stock or kind, so the adjective must

1. "They were called modlstae," says Sister John Marie, 
because of "their treatises de modis slgniflcandi*" 
Op* clt*, p. 12. Mullally traces the term wmodus 
slgnlflcandl" to Boethius. Op* clt*, p. Ixxxiv.

2* "Grammaire et thfeologie aux m e  et 2CEIl£ slides," 
Archives d*Hlstoire Doctrinale et Litt^raire au Moyen 
Age, X (1955), 7* ~ ' *

3* Op. ©it#, p. 41,
L J



be of the same gender as its substantive. Sinee the 
reference to gender or "kynde" in Langland's passage 
refers —  in an analogy brilliantly conceived —  to 
Christ*s taking on human nature and to grace which is 
our participation in the Divine Mature, we may reasonably 
suspect that this part of the poem was written with 
Grammatlca speculativa in mind.

Speculative grammarians had, however, an importance
beyond their own sphere, even if we define that sphere as
iLagardol does:

Cette grammaire speculative vise .... a ttre une 
introduction a"~la phllosophie* Gar, apr&s avoir 
etudife le sens des mots . *. elle 's^l^ve & leurs 
rapports avec les concepts (modi intelligendl) 
pour en dMuireTIes r-fealltrhŝ gu** 11s expriment 
(modi essen&i)*̂

Grammarians had begun very early, as Chenu points out, to
apply

ik 11 intelligence des textes sac^es les prbcld&s 
de 3.eu** art, analyser les termes et ,les proposi
tions 1 en dlfinlr lesens selon les lols de

1. Wallerand quotes from Siger de Courtrai: 11 Turn quia ilia 
quae dependent in esse ab aliqulbus, ab illis habent 
esse et per consequens generationem ordlnatam ad esse, 
et genus quidam a generando dlcltur; nunc autem 
adiectlva dependent in esse a suis substantivis, ideo 
debent else eiusdem generis cum suis substantlvisT1* " , 
Op* cit., p. 101. fhis kind of doctrine Justifies 
reading more than a surface Interpretation into Lang
land's passage about adjective and substantive relation*
A merely superficial explanation would necessarily miss 
some of the implications. If all the implications which 
I suggest were not intended by the author, some, at 
least, very probably were, and the others may well have 
been suggested to the minds of his readers.2. Op. cit., V, 42*
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Donat et de Priscien, employer leur th£orie des 
tropl iTme surer impitoyablement les Images dont 
s * enchantal ent les Int erprdt e¥~“mys tique s. 1

But this was “before (xrammatlca speculativa as such had
been fully developed* By the twelfth century, despite some
vigorous campaigning by those theologians who feared {,ce
rationalisms,M reason had conquered, and 11 apres la
grammaire, le dialectique et la gramraaire speculative
devenaient des lleux th^ologiques. C h e n u  says that we
too easily lose sight of

la massive culture dialectique qul constitue 
la base de 1*enseignement et la mentality 
giniraie des maltres d u s i m p l e ,

and of
la dose de speculation verbale qu1impregnalt 
alors les esprlts»s

Most significantly of all, he reminds us that in- the work
of masters like Thomas and Bona venture —  and how much more
in Scotus and Ockham J4 —  11 the substructure

de malntes argumentations decile l1usage de cet 
instrument affin£ dont nous ne soû xponnons plus

1. ”Grammaire et thfeologie,11 p. 5.
2. Ibid*, p. 77“
5. Idem*
4. Lagarde says of these latter: HMoua avons peine ,.a

lmaglner la complexity de 11outillage technique qul leur
m m m m m m m m — —  rnmmmmm mmmmmmmt̂ Kkmmmmmmtmmmmmmmmmrnmmm .mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmrnmmmmmmmmmmMmmmm mmmmpmm—mmm—mmmmm—mmmmmmm rnmmmmmmm * mmmmmmmmmrnmparalt indispensable pour aborder les reflexions philo~
sophiques ou les querelles theologlques.n Op, clt,, V,
45,

L
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les traces dans leur texte, tant,nous lui 
sommes devenus btrangers, ei, dans nos ex- 
^gbses, nous traltons comme de vagues lTeux 
commune ce qul, en fait/ relive d'une 
technique trSs precise qu*ll y auralt grand 
profit £ ressalslr sous leurs formulesTl

This is a word of warning which critics of Piers Plowman,
particularly in the "relations11 passage, hut in many other
passages also, would do well to note. The respect for
this science had come early to England, and had a special
fascination for the English mind. William of Sherwood,
one of the earlier and more eminent practitioners of
Grammatlca speculativa, became the master of Roger Bacon,
who said of the modi slgnlficandi: 11 reputo hane partem
grammatlcae summe neeessarlum theologlae et philosophiae
et totl saplentlae.

Even if Scotus did not write the Grammatlca specula
tiva attributed to him, the grammatical and logical appara
tus he used in his work must have added new Importance, in 
the eyes of English university men, to that branch of 
study. But it is with Ockham, whose career at Oxford was a 
quarter-century nearer Langland*s time, that we find gram
mar and logic at the peak of their importance.3 In

1. "Grammalre et thbologle," p. 8.
2. 116pus tertlam,w in Opera inedita (ed. J.S. Brewer),

London, Longman, Green, Longman and Roberts, 1889, p. 100.
5. Moody holds that Scotus uses the characteristic inno

vations of the terminist logic much more frequently 
than Ockham. Logic, p. 25, n. 4. But the object here 
is not to determine where Langland met the methods of 
Grammatlca speculativa, but merely to suggest an



developing his own system, says Lagarde: aIl emprunte tous
les materiaux aux manuels classlques de ses pr&iecesseurs, 
Lambert d*Auxerre et Pierre d1 Espagne.11 ̂ Robert Peys says 
also:

II partlra d»une logique du terme qul ... vlent 
. >. des Togiclens du XllllT"sTfecle, et dont par 
example. 5ei?<Summulae Logic alesh' de Pierre 
TOspagne sonf'Ie T^molH7§------ ------------

H. D. Slmonin, writing of this handbook, describes it as
”une adaptation latlne ̂ iSmentalre des traltes logiques de
Porphyre et dVAristote,H and calls it L̂1Instrument le
plus repandu des Etudes logiques a cette epoque,” that is,
at the beginning of the fourteenth century. During this
period:

on asslste a un developement extraordinaire des 
'iTudes logjques envisage et cultlvfes pour elles- 
i&me ... Ce diveloppement ^une logique purement 
formelle seraj.t done & ffimdlerpour lul-mgme en 
liaison‘"avec les publications, trbs nombreuses k * 
cette bpoque, concernant la grammalre speculative?

Moody tells us that the Summulae loglcales was used as a

ultimate source; Lagarde reminds us: nXa? logique de
Pierre d*Espagne n*lmposalt aucun syst&ne phllosophique 
d^termlnb ... Les wloglcl modernl11 ae la fin du Xllle 
sl&cle sTen tenaient 7.. au realisms modjprb ... Mals leur 
position £talt assez flotTante pour que leurs manuels 
aient pu 7.. tfrtre utilises par les Copies les plus 
diverses. Op. clt.'7 V* 48.
1. 0£. cit.i V, 47.
2. Op. clt., p. 190.
3. TuUes Summulae loglcales de Petrus Hispanus,” Archives 

d* Histoire Doctrlnale et Llttbralre au Moyen Age. Vci^ot; vrr.---------------rr-— —
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standard text book in the universities, and Lagarde says:
On ne sauralt ... surestimer 1*importance que 
prendra sur Involution de la phllosophle et 
de la sclence^uridlqug, un~Tivre comme Tes 
'Summulae Loglcales de Pierre d^spagne.1

The passage in which Langland makes his excursion into 
Qrammatica speculativa has for its purpose to distinguish 
between what Conscience calls "direct and indirect rela
tion. 11 The "Tractatus relatlvorum" in Peter of Spain’s 
handbook begins:

Relatio est duplex: uno modo relatlvum est
cuius esse est ad allum quodammodo se Habere, 
et sic relatlvum est unum de decern praedlca- 
mentis: aliud est relatlvum quod est ante latae 
rel recordatlvum, quia, u t vult Prlsclanus in 
majori suo volumlne, reliTlo est ante iatae rel 
recordatlo.̂

Langland makes Conscience say to the king:
’Relaclo rect ... • ys a recorde of treuthe,
Quia antelate rei est recordatlvum.

The interesting word here is quia. Although it can be said
to have a function in Joining the meaning of the Latin
phrase to that of the English, that function is evidently
accidental, and the conjunction is treated as part of the
quotation. It is usually admitted that Langland*s

3̂. Langland* s evident familiarity with 
legal terms, and his references to **law and logic” may 
have some significance. He objects to the friars* 
learning "law and logic," in C, XXIII, 274.

2. Mullally, op. clt., p. 20. On page 26, "recordatlvum,” 
as in Langland, replaces "reoordatlo," but 11 quia” is 
not used.

3. C, IV, 345-346.
L Jl



quotations are made from memory..1 The quia would so have 
come into his mind, but —  it will be noted —  in the 
wrong place. Where had he heard it? Mullally tells us 
that the Summulae was used only as a compendium 11 of 
practical rules for students of elementary logic,11 but 
also Mas an aid for scholars participating in the dls- 
putationes in the schools."2 Either Langland had himself 
studied it, or he had heard the quotation in actual dis
putations to which he had listened.

Without the 11 quia” the quotation occurs in both the 
Thomas of Erfurt Grammatlca speculativa, and Ockham* s 
Summa totlus logicae. Thomas, discussing the relative 
pronoun as that which signifies a thing “sub proprletate 
absentlae ... seu notitlae seoundae," says that in the 
sentence: "Gocrates currit; ejt ille disputat," the "ille"
refers to Socrates not "sub notitia prlma," but "sub 
notltia secunda, et sic notlficat ipsum, tamquam ... 
absens, faclens recordationem de ipso sub actu secundo."

1. The assumption that Langland learned by conversation 
rather than by reading implies this. Donaldson quotes 
the consensus of opinion on this, mentioning Chambers, 
Hort and Coulton. Op. clt., p. 160n. Mullally feays 
that "the curriculum of the University of Paris which 
was preparatory to the study of the superior sciences 
of theology, law, and medicine, even entailed committing 

Summulae to memory." Ibid., p. lxxviil, n. 2. This 
was in the time of Jean Gerson who was contemporary with 
and most probably died later than Langland.

2* Ibid., p. xxvlii.
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The paragraph then adds:
Recordatlo enlm semper est praeter1t orum, et 
absentlum. Heoordatlo enlm nihil allud esTT 
quam cognltio seounda, utsi allquid sit prlmo 
cognitum, postea oblltum, et lterum ad memorlam 
reductum, unde dlcltur &elatlo, quasi ante 
iatae rel recordatlo, ^

The use of 11 recordatlo11 instead of **recordatlvum” is 
another difference between this and Langland*s passage, 
although as the Summulae also uses the recordatlo, the 
source may have been the same. Father Boehner, In a re
cent review of Mullally*s edition of the Summulae, objects 
to his saying that Scotus (and also, one supposes, Scotists) 
used Peter of Spain*s terminology. He remarks that there 
were many other logicians at that time, or shortly before 
Scotus, who had written textbooks of logie which were, in 
some ways, more extensive than the Summulae. He says, 
making a point which should be remembered in discussing 
Langland, that the English were proud of their own tra
dition, and that Baeon admired Shyreswood and that Scotus 
actually quoted him.g The passage by Ockham was pointed 
out to me by Doctor Moody. The sentence is:

••*videndum est de supposltlone relativorum, non 
acciplendo relatlvum illo modo"quo logicus accl- 
pit, secundum quod diclmus quod relatlvum est rel

1. ** Grammatlca speculativa,11 as it appears in the first 
volume of the Vives edition of Scotus, from which all 
references will be taken; p. 18.
Franciscan Studies. X (1950), 75.

L -I
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ante latae recordatlvum, ■*»
Here, although "recordatlvum” is used, the position of the 
r̂el" is not the same. However, both the switch of positicn 
and the interchanging of words constitute very minor altera
tions which one familiar with Latin might easily introduce; 
and Langland*s macaronic lines show us that he was fami
liar enough for such adaptation. Nevertheless, there is 
no special reason for any manipulation here, and one 
suspects that he used the axiom in the form in which he 
was most familiar with it, although he had perhaps heard 
it quoted in many forms and contexts.

If we assume that he had studied the Summulae, we 
might expect to find in it a distinction such as Langland 
makes between the two kinds of relation. That made in the 
lines cited above does not correspond to Langland*s dis
tinction. Among the many sub-distinctions which occur in 
the section, however, there are two which show some like
ness. Mullally describes the difference between relatives 
of identity of substance and relatives of diversity of 
substance, noting that the first refers to and stands for 
the same thing in number which its antecedent stands for; 
whereas the second refers to the same thing in number but 
denotes another thing different in number from that which

1. Hr. Moody has documented this passage: Summa totius
logicae, Maglstrl Gulelml Occham Angllcl loglcorum 
argutlssiml nuper correctaV Venetlis, 1508, Pars la, 
eap. 66, fol. 2 9 recto.
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Its antecedent denotes. An example of the second Is: 
wSt. Thomas christianized Aristotle hut the other embraced 
Aristotle without reservation.n The wotherfl is an example 
of relative of diversity of substance, referring to both 
St. Thomas and the other individual, since its main purpose

* nis to make a distinction between the two. If we recall
Langland*s indirect relation which tries to

... * come to bothe numbres,
In which beth good and not good • and graunt 

here nother will,
we may possibly suppose that he had this distinction in 
mind. But the connection is partial at best. A second 
possibility is a distinction between two kinds of con
formity: the conformity of proportion and the conformity
of likeness between a modified word and its modifier:

If the modifying word has a certain manner of 
signifying from the properties of that which 

. the modified word signifies and not from the 
properties of that which it signifies itself, 
only a conformity of likeness is required, for 
example, agreement in gender, number and case 
between an adjective and a noun.2

This fits admirably the distinction between our relation 
to God, which is one of dependence, and the kind of rela
tion which could Mdeterminen God, but again the connection 
is only partial. Besides, the distinction here given is 
only a reconstruction by Mullally from Grammatlca specula
tiva, and is found in much less developed form in the

clt., pp. lxil-lxiii.
2. Ibid., pp. xciii-xciv.L —  "
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Summulae Itself.

The fifty-third chapter of Thomas of Erfurt*s
Grammatlca develops this difference between the congrui-
tas proportion!s and the congruitas slmllitudlnis:

Quandoque construetibile dependens s habet aliquos 
modos elgnlflcan&l, non~~ex propfftetatibus suae rel 
per se, sed ex proprletatlbue rel constructibllis 
terminantls: et tunc inter iTlos modos sign!fl- 
can&l exig 1 tur elmllltudo , et non proportlo: Ita 
quod constructiblie termlnans debet habere modes 
slgnlflcandl construotlbllls'""dependentls, ut pateb 
£e construetlone Adjectivl cum Substantlvl ... 
lam Adjeotlvum Habet tarn genus, quam numerum, 
quam personam ex propriet at lbus rel subjectae ... 
Si autem con’s true tibile dg&endensTabet aliquos 
modos sighlfieandi ex~ropr 1 e t at lbu s suae reT"per 
se, at non ex proprietatlbus rel construetlbills 
terminantls, tunc exigltur 1111s modis slgnlfl- 
candi, proportlo et non simllltudbT St quia 
Adjectivum habet modum ad jacent1a propr1e et de 
proprietatlbus suae rel: ldeo per bu jusmocEl
modum adjacent 1 s requlrlt iii subj ecto modum per 
se stantls, qul est slbl proportlonabills. 1

1. hoc, clt., pp. 47-48. The expression constructlbllls 
terminantls Is notable, since this Is a possible punused 
in connection with the nthre trewe termysons" of C, I?, 
409. If the word "termysons" ©an be translated "terms," 
then grace, which I suggest is the “adjective11 asked 
for, depends on the substantive “man11 who asks for it, 
only secondarily; its true term (or terms) is God, 
since it certainly has its mode of signifying from Him. 
Grace is a habitus entltavus which "informs and trans
forms the substance of the soul" (Pohle, loo. clt., 
p. 705), and therefore may be regarded as having an 
adjectival relation to the soul, but since it is a 
"participation in the Divine nature" (Idem.), its rela
tion to God is more real, in a certain sense, than its 
relation to man, for it is a transference, though aeqi^ 
dentally and analogically, of the Divine sanctity tô  man.

Dr. Moody has pointed out to me that this "causal" 
theory of the relation of discourse to its objects was 
opposed by Ockham, and that therefore the Sootlst in
fluence may be more important here. This may very well 
be so. Throughout the discussion of the "relations"

L ji



The result of the comparison seems to he an impasse.
If Langland was quoting the Summulae , the quotation was
probably not made from the text itself. However, a third
explanation is possible. Indication has already been
given of the reliance of Ockham on the Summulae or on some
related handbook. Lagarde says that he did not invent his
dialectical apparatus.

Son originality est d*avoir donne aux regies pre- 
cMenuaent dfegagies une poriee nouvelle .7. Allies 
reeolvenf un sens si rlgoureux et une orienta
tion sl^rlclse quTTl~l?evient impossible de les 
utlliser correct ement ,"*81 T* on n * adopte pas les 
prlnclpes phllosophlques que I1 on y a subtile- 
ment impllqufes.-i

He made of logic a science not only of the mind but of the
principles which govern all*philosophy and all science.
Robert Guelluy shows what,,a stranglehold Ockham* s ideas
quickly gained over Oxford minds:

La destitution en 1522 de chanceller Jean 
IEtterell est le premier"fait qul lalsse devlner 
les remous er£is dans le milieu universitaire 
&*Oxford par 1 * ense ignement d1 Ockham, gfemis 
sans doute d cause de son, opposition aux ld*ees 
nouvelles ... Lutterell piry tendlt Salelr de sa 
cause le tribunal pontifical.̂

passage, I am inclined to regard the direct Qckhamist in
fluence as merely conjectural. • I have placed the discus
sion in this chapter mainly for the sake of the interpre
tation of the wthre trewe termysons,M which may or may not 
be an Ockhamist echo.
!• Op* cit., V, 47-48.
2. fnilo sophie et th^ologfe chez Guillaume d * Ockham, Paris, J.msravr; K  et ■ •--- — ----
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How strongly that hold was maintained may he demonstrated 
not only by Guelluy's statement, but by the citations from 
Netter, Feys, Lagarde and Father Gwynn given earlier in 
this chapter. Ockham's terminology, then, and the central 
thesis of his philosophy and theology would have been 
easily familiar to anyone exposed to the Quodlibetal dis
cussions, to the great doctrinal controversies which were 
so publicly conducted, or merely to learned conversation. 
Guelluy says that Scotus1s realism and Ockham's nominalism

supposent un m@me terrain ... Les m§mes pre
cedes documentation et d'exposltion ... C?e 
quills'" met tent au service de leur foi et de 
leur tbfeologle, c'est moins une synthase specu
lative^'qu1 un usage extr£mement serr^ et touffu 
de procedes dialectiques.̂

The negative implications of this statement are certainly 
exaggerated, especially so far as they refer to Scotus, 
but the grinding of such dialectical wheels would have 
thrown off sparks to delight the eye of the metaphysical 
amateur —  if Langland was that. And if, as Guelluy in
sists, “Le nominallsme se r^pandlt, des 1 'l»poque d*Ockham 
avec une rapidity foudroyante, i t  is not impossible that 
the quotation we are tracking from the Summulae occurred 
in some reference, antagonistic or otherwise, and in or 
out of the schools, to Ockham's ideas.

1. Supra, pp. 218-219.
2. Op. cit., p. 277.
3. Ibid., p. 21.

L J



One can find in Ockham*s own discussion of definition, 
which plays so important a part in his doctrine, a fairly 
cogent parallel to what this paper suggests as Langland1s 
real meaning in the “relations11 passage. In his Summa 
totius logicae, Ockham refers to two forms of real defi
nition, the natural and the metaphysical.1 Moody, com
menting on the passage, says;

In a natural definition are included words in 
oblique cases which signify the essential parts 
of the individuals for which the term defined 
can stand, as when “man” is defined as “a 
substance composed of a body and an intellec
tive soul.“2

It must not be supposed that the parallel which is to be 
worked out with Langland1 s passage can be offered or ac
cepted with any degree of certainty. Whatever conviction 
the following analysis produces must be based solely on 
the extent to which the ideas suggested not only actually 
do parallel Langland*s ideas, but clarify Langland*s pas
sage. It will be well to remember before going on that 
the passage has many times been declared, by learned 
authorities, unintelligible. Any system of thought which 
opens a window upon Its darkness is at least worth consid^ 
Aeration. The fact that the system proposed was demonc- 
strably familiar in Langland*s time, should be a further

1. I, 26, H r .  The citation is from Moody who uses the 
1508 edition noted on p. 285 of this paper*

2. Logic, p. 106.



point in its favor. Finally, the passage from Ockham 
which has just been eited is not an isolated and unim
portant one, but is central to the philosopher*s whole 
thought. The involved character of that thought may well 
seem forbidding to the modern mind. It may also give the 
impression that to use it as an explanation of Langland*s 
passage is to aim heavy artillery at a flea. Perhaps it 
is. But, if one may be pardoned for prolonging a 
frivolous metaphor, the flea was Langland*s, and it was 
for him, not for us, to assess its degree of irritation.
At the risk of laboring an already established point, in
sistence must be laid on the centrality of the mede-mercede 
distinction throughout the poem, but especially on its 
earlier portions; and it is not Irrelevant to recall the 
exhaustive gunnery practice of Peeock in his sortie against 
the same flea. A simple, straightforward argument would 
probably have been suspect to Langland. Everywhere in the 
poem, following the lead of the Scotus-Ockham school of 
dialecticians, he piles up distinction upon distinction 
and splits every available hair, until only the mlcro-

that
scopic eye can follow the operation. Much in his worVh&s 
been attributed to the high-hearted vagaries'of the medie
val allegory may be more clearly traced to the intransi
gence of the medieval syllogism.

This is one reason (there is another) why Grammatlca 
speculativa alone, much less ordinary grammar, cannot be



accepted as the full basis of Langland1s distinction. The 
other reason is that the adjective-substantive relation as 
expounded by Grammatlca speculativa cannot be stretched 
to cover the thought of the passage, which still baffles 
us when that relation has been applied. Just what _is the 
"indirect relation," if the "direct" is "ryht as adlectif 
and substantif?" Is the reference merely to a grammatical 
error, a failure to make case and number and gender agree?
A thoughtful reading of the passage supports the impression 
that the "indirect" has a deliberate and purposeful charac
ter about it (a matter of determination rather than of 
negligence) which would make Langland1 s comparison of it 
with a mere mistake rather a lame affair —  an accusation 
of incompetence which is less lightly made nowadays than 
it formerly was.

Ockham*s ,analysls of definition which has been cited 
is one of the many which recur constantly in his discussion 
on "demonstaation." A demonstration, according to Aristotle, 
is "a syllogism productive of knowledge." What Ockham 
taught about the mind*s capacity for acquiring knowledge 
is a matter still much controverted. It is impossible to 
pursue the details of the controversy here. Guelluy*s 
work, already cited, and the extensive controversial work 
of L. Baudry and Father Philotheus Boehner provide ample 
material for such study. Moody*s work on Ockham's logic, 
from which I quote his translations and commentaries, is
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the most readily available, and Lagarde concedes it 
" elegance et elarte*" The second quality is the desir
able one here.

Commenting on the real and metaphysical definition,1 
Moody says that the metaphysical regards the thing defined 
as per se one, and not made up of parts:

Such a definition contains no terms in oblique 
cases, and is composed of genus and essential 
differentiae ... If ... the metaphysical defi
nition of "man" is "rational, sensitive, living 
substance," each differentia, although it con
notes an essential principle of the being of 
that which is a man, does not stand for what it 
connotes, but rather for the undivided nature 
signified by the term "man." The abstract 
counterparts of the differentiae, such as

1. Father Boehner has pointed out to me that in the defi
nition of "mede" and "mercede" no definition quid rel and 
also no definitio naturalis is to the point, as both 
are connotative terms, like all terms referring to re
lation, and so can have only a nominal definition. This 
is, of course, an important objection, but I do not 
think that Langland actually Intended to define the two 
terms. I merely suggest that the distinction used in 
the real and metaphysical definition was in his mind, 
and that he used it in developing his own distinction 
between "mede" and "mercede." If, as I#have suggested, 
the distinction between these two modes*of salvation 
was really a theme developed throughout the poem, then 
the author would have been on the alert to detect any 
trick for clarifying his theme. On hearing a discussion 
of the real and metaphysical definition, the likeness 
between his own distinction and the distinction in
volved in the use of the adjective or the abstract noun 
may have caught his attention and been incorporated in 
the new passage in G, IV. The Impossibility of proving 
this connection is obvious. It is merely possible, and 
it fits the passage. That is all that can be claimed 
for it.

L
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"rationality," "sensitivity," and "animation," 
denote the essential principles connoted by the 
differentiae, in abstraction from the concrete 
whole which is the individual man.^

The distinction, according to Moody's analysis, is be 
tween the integration Implied by the metaphysical defini
tion, and the somewhat separatist tendency of the natural 
definition; that is, the second regards the substance as 
the subject of possible change, whereas the first signi
fies what the substance is actually and not in so far as 
it is changeable. The separatist quality of the natural 
definition appears in the oblique case which is used for 
the differentiae, setting them off by themselves, with a 
certain autonomy, instead of merging them, as the use of 
the adjective does, in the individuality of the substance 
to which they belong.

The disconcerting question will probably arise: If
Langland had this distinction in mind, what exactly was he 
defining? He was distinguishing between the two types of 
mede, one of which he has decided to call mercede. But he 
was not really defining anything. He was merely hoping 
that the reference to the distinction would be helpful to 
his readers. His argument is addressed to those who 
themselves understand the distinction, and his object 

is to demonstrate how the metaphysical-natural definition 
distinction, parallels the mercede-mede1' distinction. If

L Logic, p. 107
j
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"those who understand the distinction” seems to limit the 
audience excessively, we may recall that Ockham*s method 
of analysis was almost always by definition and redefini
tion; and that the whole question of "relation” was a 
burning one. Fey says: “Ockham est un de ces esprits qui
trait ent de tout Apropos de tout. "•*» The logical apparatus 
would especially have been a commonplace to any trained 
mind. In other words, the connection would not only have 
been clear to Langland1s educated audience, but would have 
set up a series of entertaining echoes and csdss-currents 
of meaning and implication to which we are quite deaf.

A final introductory word may be added. The term 
”oblique ease” does not occur at all in the Langland pas
sage; nor need it, for the very title ”direet and in
direct relation,” which he has given to his discourse, has 
already used the word, and that in "Englisch, ” as the 
king (who was apparently not a logician) had requested.2 
Thereafter, since the poet wishes to expand the theme by 
dilating on number and gender as well as case, the refer
ence to case is subordinated, and "indirection” is predi
cated of the whole relation.3

1. Op. cit., p. 188, n.2.
2. 0, lY7~545.
3. Dr, Moody has suggested to me that since Langland is at 

least partially preoccupied here with G-rammatica specu
lative, he may have based his distinction on that made 
by Thomas of Erfurt between species primltlva and 
species derivativa in the noun and the pronoun.
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Langland1s passage deals with three instances of 
relation; between Mede and Mercede; between the king and 
his subjects; between Christ and Christians. The Mede-

Op* clt, pp. 12-19. Species primltlva is defined as 
^modus signlficandl rem sub “esse prlmarlo, vel ut est 
essentia primal ’Species derlvata est modus slgnifieandl 
rem sub “"esse secundarlo, vel ut essentia secundaria.'* 
fbe examples given are: "mons prlmltivae specie! est,
fuia signlfloat rem sub essentia prlmarla, quae est essen- ia absoluta, seTHontanus derlvatae specie! eat, quia 
slgnlfloat rem sub esse secundarlo, sive suB essentia 
secundaria, quae est essentia comparata. Nam Montanas non 
slgnlfloat montem absolute, sed in oomparatlone ad habl- 
tatorem montis.” But in the conText, Montanus here le 
taken as a noun, not as an adjective, and so the adjective- 
substantive relationship does not seem to be Involved. It 
is quite true, however, that a direct and indirect rela
tionship with the thing signified is involved; i.e., mons 
refers directly to the object it signifies, whereas 
Montetnus refers directly to a mountain dweller and only 
indirectly to the mountain. But this whole passage con
cerns the relationship between words and the objects 
which they signify, and not that relationship between 
words alone which seems to preoccupy the author of the 
’’relations” passage. That passage speaks repeatedly of 
agreement in number, gender and case. Now the relation
ship between a word and the object it signifies does not 
affect gender. Thomas of Erfurt * s chapter ”De genere,” 
says: "in rebus inveniuntur duae proprietates generales,
scilicet proprletas agentls, et proprletas paflentis ... ” 
and adds: "Ab hujusmodl enlm propr1etatlbus trahltur
genus.” It is less satisfying, however, to consider the 
relationship between word and object in regard to number, 
for the same thing may be regarded "sub proprietate in- 
dlvlsl, quae est proprletas unius, ut animal, homoT” and 
"sub proprletate divlsl,“quae est proprletas multltudlnls, 
ut homines, animalla, etoT" pp. 12-13. The properties of 
TSoth belong to any object, and the agreement which grammar 
demands is determined accidentally by the thought of the 
speaker. The case of the noun depends, of course, purely 
on its use in a phrase, and not on the relationship between 
word and object. Two considerations would therefore make 
it unlikely that Langland*s reference is to this distinc
tion: 1) the stress laid in Langland’s passage on the agree
ment of adjective and substantive, which is not concerned 
here; and 2) the consistent reference to number, gender L and ease, which are not concerned here.
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Mercede relation is analyzed before the occurrence of the 
lines:

Thus ys mede and mercede • as two manere re-
lacions,

Hect and indyrect ♦ rennynge bothe
On a sad and a syker • semblable to hymselue.1

And here the first quibble injects confus_lon at once; for 
Mede and Mercede resemble each other; but it is not their 
relation to each other which is under discussion, but the 
relation between each one of them and its nfoundement" or 
foundation. Mercede has a direct, Mede an indirect rela
tion with its foundation. To expound this, Langland 
seizes upon the adjective-substantive relation, with all 
its elaborate Grammatlca speculatlva background of acci
dent and substance. But this, plus the metaphysical-natu
ral definition distinction, adds the notion of the in
divisible -- and therefore, by implication, permanent —  
character of the relation. If we suppose that Grammatlca 
speculatlva alone is the basis of the figure, how are we 
to account, as has been suggested before, for the Hin
direct M relation? A mistake in case, or number, or 
gender, explains nothing. If we accept the double-source 
theory, the pith of the distinction becomes: the use of
the oblique case (therefore the Indirect relation) em
phasizes the possibility of change; the use of the 
adjective (direct relation) emphasizes unity. Langland

1. G, IV, 335-337.
L

-J
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has pointed out In lines 317-334, in a passage which al
most certainly refers to the endowment of the clergy, 
that Mede has an indirect relation to its source and can 
he stopped at will. Love is the caused and not merit.
The transaction is not "a permutacion ... o pene-worth 
for a n o t h e r . 8̂  line nGod geueth no thyng • that
synne ne ys the glose,H must in context he a transcen
dental analogy for the theory that a free gift may he re
voked at will. Mercede, however, of which he begins to 
speak on line 350, hut without mentioning its name since 
he has made the same reference in lines 304-310, has a 
direct relation with its foundation. He uses the now 
familiar example of the laborer*s wages, which may not he 
withheld except by violence or injustice.

Before going on to the other two Instances of relation, 
one should note the lines

... of hem cometh retrlhucion, 
That ys the 31fte that God g3ueth • to alle

leelle lyuynge. ,,
Grace of good ende • and gret ioye after.0

One asks at once: Of what comes retribution? And the only
possible antecedents of ,,hem,r are Ma<aiectif and substan-
tlf.8 It is, then, to the adjective-substantive type of
direct, unchangeable relation that salvation belongs.

1. 0, IV, 319.
2. G, IV, 316.
3. C, IV, 340-342.

L



That is, one may equate salvation with the laborer’s wage. 
(This is Pecock’s position). Yet it is a “3ifte” and a 
"grace,8 and so a kind of contradiction is involved. If 
we refer to the B-text, we find that the C-poet has cut, 
in the place corresponding to the introduction of the 
"relations” passage, a long passage from lines 229-244 
which B had devoted exclusively to the theory that —  in 
C*s language —  salvation is a direct relation. The B- 
passage begins in a manner which recalls the beginning of 
the “relations” passage Itself. Conscience says: “There
aren two manere of medes,” and immediately adds:

That one, god of his grace ♦ graunteth in his
bllsse

To tho that wel worchen • whil thei ben here. 
Here is the same contradiction; for “grace” is mentioned, 
and yet the work of the creature seems to imply a quasi
obligation on the part of God. There is no doubt that 
the C-poet sees the situation in the same way; and yet he 
has abandoned the passage. Why? —  probably because 
the contradiction is insoluble unless we consider another 
kind of “grace,” which is itself impossible to discuss 
apart from Christ, Who does not appear at all in the B- 
passage, where Old Testament texts are 4 to 1. But hardly 
is “salvation” mentioned in the C-text (directly after the 
instance of the laborer*s hire) when the passage goes on 
to the “relation” with Christ*

Instead of pursuing the points of the passage line by
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line, I propose to turn first to the end of the passage.
The last lines are:

Thus is man and mankynde * in manere of a
suhstantif,

<&s kle & hec homo • (askyng) ad adieotif 
Of thre trewe termysons • trinitas unus deus 
Nomlnatlvo, pater & flllus & splrltus sanctus.

In almost any apparent reading, this has a somewhat blas
phemous sense. Man is the substantive, God the adjective. 
There is a possible key to the difficulty, however, in the 
word "termysons." Skeat and N.E.D. translate the word 
"terminations;" and this seems to suit the application to 
an "adjective." Stratman gives the variation "termlnours," 
which occurs in the British Museum MS., and he also trans
lates it "terminations." Skeat gives not only the form 
"termysons" from the Laud 656 and Corpus Christ! MSS. and 
the "termlnours" form, but also "termlsouns" from the 
Ilehester MS. Ho suggestion has ever been made that ano
ther translation might be possible. If, however, the word 
could be taken to mean "terms," the explanation of the 
lines would at once be clear. And it may not be irrelevant 
to recall here the controversy over Shakespeare's use of 
the word "terminations" in Act II, Scene I of Much Ado 
about Nothing. N.E.D. notes this Instance and translates 
it as "term, word, expression," calling it obsolete and 
rare. The line is:

1. C, IV, 406-409
L
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She speakes poynyards, and euery word stabbes: 
if her breath were as terrible as her termina
tions, there were no living neere her, she 
would infect to the north starre.

Furness cites several ingenious attempts to translate 
this Hher minations," but these are baffled by the reading 
11 her terminations11 in the Quarto, and Furness concludes 
that to accept the meaning “terms11 is “as clear as it is 
simple."1 There is at least, then, a possibility that the 
word “terminations" in one or several of its earlier forms 
meant “terms.“ If we tentatively accept the hypothesis, 
the lines under discussion mean that “pater & filius & 
spiritus sanctus" are “three true terms;" that is, in 
logical language, terms of first intention rather than 
terms of second intention. Terms of firdfc intention 
“signify things that exist by nature, apart from human 
acts of signifying them," whereas terms of second inten
tion "stand only for parts of discourse."

One can, however, phrase this in language closer to 
Ockham1s. Since these lines occur in a proposition, it 
is not the intention that matters here but the supposi
tion. The theory of supposition Ockham inherited from 
the older grammarians but modified. Moody points out that 
the word "man," or the concept corresponding to it, is 
used very differently in the proposition "Man is an

1. Horace Howard Furness, ed., Philadelphia, J. B.
Lippincott, 1899, p. 83.
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animal,” and in the proposition "Man is a noun.” In the 
first ease it stands for the individual real thing of 
which it is a sign. In the second, it stands for Itself 
as a kind of sign, and it does not stand for the indivi- 
dual things which it means. In the first case, it is 
said to have ”personal supposition;” in the second,
"simple or material supposition;” simple, if it is taken 
as an instance of the kind of concept that it is, and 
material if taken as an Instance of the kind of spoken or 
written sign that it is,1 But according to his theory, 
the Individual things for which relative terms can stand 
when taken significantly —  that is, when used in personal 
supposition —  are not of themselves "relations,” and do 
not indicate the existence of anything distinct from the 
individual substances or qualities for which they stand. 
Thus, in the proposition: "Socrates is similar to
Plato," "similar,” which is a relative term, can stand 
for Socrates, hut it does not in any way indicate the

L. Logic, p. 40. He quotes from the Summa totlus logicae: 
"restat dieere de suppositlone quae es^ proprietas con
veniens termlno, sed nunquam nisi propositions ,.. Sup- 
positio personalis universallter est ilia quando 
terminus supponitpro suo slgnlflcato ... Supposltlo 
simplex est quando terminus supponit pro lntentlone 
anlmae, sed non tenetur significative ,.. Supposltlo 
materialls est quando terminus non supponit significa
tive, et supponit vel pro voce vel pro scriptoT̂  I, 63, 
24v. loody, pp. 40-41,

L j
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existence of anything distinct from Socrates and Plato,
or from some qualitative determinations of them, with
respect to which they are said to he similar.̂ * P.
Yignaux, discussing Ockham’s views, says, in words which
will at once remind the reader of the 11 relations9 pas sage:

Les relatifs se definissent comme des noms, 
grammaticaiement: allqua nomina sic sua sig-
nlflcata significant quod absolute possunt de 
allquo praediearl absque hoc quod addatur els 
casus obllquas alterius dictlonle, slcut: 
allquls est homo, quamvis non sit' allcujus 
homo, et sic de allls casibus obllquls. Alla 
nomina sic sua slgnlflcata significant quod de 
nullo verlficari possunt nisi vere et con*» 
venlenter posslt addl els casus obliquus al- 
terius dlctlonis, slcut impossihlle est quod 
allquls sit pater nisi sit allcujus pater, et 
isaposslhile est quod all quid sit simile nisi 
allcul sit simlle, ita qhoC’lsta sunt nomina: 
pater, fllius, causa, slmlle“"et hujusmodl de 
nullo possunt afflrmari vere, si significative 
sumuntur, nisi vere et convenienter posslt el¥ 
addi reipectu ejusdern allcujus casus obllquus: 
et omnia ta.lia nomina vocantur nomlna“relativa. *

In what sense we are to interpret "nomina,8 here, Moody
tells us in a quotation from Ockham’s Exposltlo aurea:
Hsunt nomina et non res extra quae non sunt slgna. T h a t
is, they cannot when they have personal supposition, stand

v / s  Afor "une troisteme realite dlstlncte de see deux ahsplus,114

1. Moody, Logic, p. 156. ^
2. "Nominaiisrae,w Bictionnaire de theologle catholique, 

XI, col. 746.
3. Moody, Logic, p. 157. He cites II, 65v. in Ockham's 

text.
4. Vlgnaux, loc. cit., col. 746.
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these being the terms of the expressed relation, as the 
man who is the father and the man who is the son. When 
relative terms stand only for themselves, they stand for 
terms alone. "Hothing except what is a term is per se 
signified by the term •relative,1" says Moody.^ When, 
therefore, it stands for itself, the word "relative," or 
"father," or "son" has only material or simple supposi
tion. Father Boehner has pointed out to me that in lines 
406-409 of the "relations" passage, "pater & filius & 
spiritus sanctus" have simple or material supposition,
and this would explain the Introductory word "nominative."

This explanation is supported by the lines immediately 
preceding the enumeration of the Divine Persons. The poet 
speaks of "man and mankind" as "hie & hec homo." The two 
expressions are identical, or rather, the second is a
translation of the first. The masculine adjective modifying 
the first "homo" identifies it as referring to a real in
dividual. The feminine adjective modifying the second 
identifies it as the connotative term, signifying the in
dividuals included, and connoting what they have in common. 
"Trinitas unus deus" signifies one reality, as the, first 
"homo" signifies one reality, whereas "pater & filius & 
spiritus sanctus" signifies the plurality in unity, the in
dividual Persons Who comprise the one Reality. But what

1. Logic, p. 15?
L Jl
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is connoted in ,fmankind” is the relationships between men, 
just as the Divine Persons are substantial relations.

The expression ”three true terms” is, then, a para
dox and also a pun; for Ockham, who so vigorously denied 
the reality of relation, admitted it in God. If Langland 
had heard Ockham1 s position attacked, he would undoubtedly 
have heard the challenge: ”What, then, of relation in
God?” ”How could one otherwise explain the Three Persons, 
if relation is not real?" He would also have heard 
Ockham’s reply, ”propter dicta sanctorum,11 that “paternl- 
tas vere et reallter est in Deo et quod paternitas

non est formal!ter divina essentia ... quia 
secundum beaturn Augustinum non est eo Pater 
quo Deus, et man!festurn est quod loquitur de 
lllo a parte- rel quo rea'liter Pater est Deus 
et quo realiter Pater est Pater.1

But this he accepted only on faith, saying that it was as
difficult to believe in the reality of relation as in the
Trinity itself. The paradox in Langland*s expression then
would be that these three relative terms, which logically
are only terms, are in the Godhead true terms.

It is impossible, I think, to decide whether Langland 
is here expressing agreement with Ockham*s position or 
merely showing knowledge of it, or of the disputes which 
it engendered. If we consider, as we must, the use of the 
adjective-substantive relationship in terms of Grammatica

1. Vignaux, ”Nominal!sme,” eol. 745
L
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speculatlva, It seems more probable that Langland1s idea 
of relation was not Ockham*s. Lagarde summarizes three 
views on relation, all of which were rejected by Ockham*
The first said that relation has reality only in the 
mind. The second, which was that of St* Thomas, held 
that relation has a reality outside the mind, but not a 
reality absolutely distinct from its foundation. Rela
tion is an accident or a quality of its foundation. The 
third view was that of Scotus, who taught that relation 
has a reality apart from its foundation. Ockham himself 
said that relation is neither merely of the mind, nor 
merely in its foundation, nor entirely outside the mind 
in the sense of being a reality of itself. It is a con
cept, evoking at the same time several external realities/ 
"conceptus in anima importans plura absoluta* I f  we 
compare these theories with the relationship between an 
adjective and a substantive, it is clear that since Lang
land evidently means an adjective which is being used to 
modify a noun, the dependence of the adjective on the 
noun is like the relation viewed as an accident or quality 
of its foundation, and this would be the view of St. Thomas. 
However, since the relation under discussion is primarily 
—  although not exclusively —  that between God and man it 
must be noted that Scotus taught that wrelationem creaturae

1. Lagarde, op. cit., V, 192-206
L



ad Deum esse Idem reallter suo fundamento* O c k h a m ,
however, taught that, concerning the relatlo creaturae
ad Deum and the relatlo Dei ad creaturae;

Les deux relations exprlment les m^mes termes 
rfeels. Elies s*analysent toutes deux en deux 
absolus existant chacumnpour sol et ^ part sol.2

The fact that, given the creation, man ean exist only be
cause (rod has willed it and continues to will it, does 
not mean that the being of man is affected by any wessen
tial dependance*” God and man are two rigorously distinct 
entities. This, apparently, is not the theory behind 
Langland* s adjective4~substantive relation. It is rather 
the Thomistic or Scotlst theory of relation* Of the two, 
there is a possibility that it is the second rather than 
the first, for Scotus, in speaking of relation in the 
Godhead, continually uses grammatical expressions, and 
in one place the adjective-substantive relation; although 
here, it is true, he has in mind not so much the agree
ment problem, which comes in only slightly, but the essen
tial idea of the adjective.

Some examples of this use may be cited. In the
section on relation in the Trinity, the following occurs
in De Basly*s summary:

Paternitas, igltur, et G-eneratio actlva, slve 
generare, tanturn differunt penes modes con-

CoflKnegtaria Oxonlensla (ed. Garcia), II, 66.
2. Lagarde, op*~clt., V, ‘211.
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olplendl oorrespondentes modls slgnlflcandle 
Grammatlcabllus, In qufSus tantum e st omnlno 
una ReailtaB ef /ana/ Relatlo realls.1

Again, in the same kind of context, there appear the lines:
••• nulla est quaestlo quaerere an Pater sit 
Pater quia generat, sicut non est quaerere an 
ignis quia calidus, oalet, aut an, quia calet, 
ideo sit calidus, quia ax parte rei nulla est 
differentia, Ideo neutrum intelllgltur ut 
causa respedtu alterlus, nec est fundamentum 
fundans aliam. Solumenim dlfferunt secundum 
modos Grammatlcales, ut dictum est,

A more specific example occurs in a discussion of the
%

formal distinction and its application in the Trinity:
Qantum /sic7 ad Loglcam, dico, quod haec trla 
differunt: A est alius a £>eo; A est alius
I)eltate‘r“A est alius in Peltate, slcut haec 
trla dlfferunt: Socrates est alius ab homine,
Socrates est aliushumanitate, Socrates est 
alius in human!tate7^

Throughout this passage, the word Terminus is used:
♦ • • cum dlcltur: Socrates est alius ab homine,
negatur universailter Socratem habere identl- 
tatem cum Termlno ... Igltur Terminus ibi, 
praedlcatus negatur pro quolibet sul ,•• 4

All that is evident here is the use of terminology like
that of the “relationspassage in a context containing
similar material. The echo is clearer in the following:

P̂aternitas est infinita,n proprle 1oquendo, 
non est vera. Et ratio est ex modo slgniflcandl

1. II, 546.
2. Ibid., p. 548.
3. Ibia., p. 769.
4. Idem.

L
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formall Adjeetlyl; quia signifloat formam, ut 
forma est ejus de quo dlcltur. Propter lstam 
proprietatem, AcLjeetlvum non potest praedicarl 
nisi praedicatlone formally *

This had been enunciated much earliers
Regula /Igltur7 est in Divinis quod adjectivum 
nunquam praedicatur nisi formal!ter, quia ex 
ratione formall slgnlficat naturam adjacenTem. 
lit quando magis est adjectlvum, rtanto magis 
aljacet ex sua ratione formall,

A slightly longer application of this principle reads:
Essentia est Pater, Ergo Essentia Qenerat. Ad 

/istudA dlco quod ista: 11 Essentia est Pater”
potent distingul; quia flPaterrt potest sumi 
adjective, vel "substantive, Secundo modo 
^Pater1'~Ilgniflcat Personam cuius est 
Paternitas. Et concedo earn esse veram per 
Identitatem /realemA quia Substantlvum potest 
praedicarl de aliquo per Identitatem /realemA 
Primo modo 'Jeexn adjective/, HPater  ̂ slgnlficat 
Ipsam Pr opr lectern denominative •,, Hoc modo 
ista est falsa: ^Essentia est Pater,H quia
sign!float dPatrem” formal 1 tegjripaPdlcaride 
Essentia ,,, Notandum est quod' Substantlva 
possunt~dupllciter praedicarl in Divinis, 
quandoque formallter, quandoque per Identitatem 
/realem/T Sed Adjectlva, si praedlcantur, de 
necessitate praedlcantur, "Tit hoc, quia SunT" 
Adjectlva, Sam ex hoc quod sunt Adjeeiiva, 
significant formam per modum^inFormatls, et ideo 
de nullo dicuntur vere nisi ad quod s e haSenT 
per modum Informtis, de quo vldellceT"formallter 
dicuntur ...3

A final instance will show how gender figures in this kind
of grammatical theology; on the formal distinction:

1. De Basly, op. clt,, II, 623.
2. Ibid,, p. $43.

Hil* > PP* &59-560. Bonaventure makes use of this same 
grammatical principle to demonstrate the nature of the 
liberum arbltrlum, and quotes other uses of the princi
ple in the same connection. Opera, II, 605. His words 
are: wadjectlvum respectu substantlvl se habet permodum informantis.n
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Ideo videtur, quia Bistinetlo non inoludlt 
talemTTon- Identitatem /quod/non ejus coupletlo 
sit Incoiapossibllls praedicarl, sea includlt 
Ion Identitatem indlfferenter, ut negat 
IdentTtatem slgniflcandam per lTXud pronomen 
relativum, slve masculine, slve foemlnine, 
slveneutraiiter~modo licet negatio Identltatls 
neutral!ter signiflcatae secundum communem modum 
loquendl In Plylnls 111am lncompossibllltatem 
importat, propter quod slmpllclter negatur Ista: 
Pater et Filius non sunt idem, et opposition 
concedltur, ut IdentT^ai masculine, vel 
foemlnlne signiflcatur, illam lncomposslbllltatem 
non Includltr̂

With this kind of mental apparatus, it is not surprising 
that Langland should have produced the "relations” pas
sage. If one considers the number of echoes of these 
sentences which occur In the passage, it is difficult to 
believe that a mistake in grammar is all that the in
direct relation signifies* There may indeed be more or 
other implications in the passage than I have tried to 
Isolate. I doubt that there are fewer.

I suggest, then, that lines 407-409 mean that man or 
mankind is a substantive asking an adjective of (from)
God; but what adjective is asked? If we return to line 
397, a solution is implied. Adjective and substantive, 
Langland says, is unity or accordance in case, gender and 
number; and for us this means no more and no less than 
that ”alle manere men ♦ wommen, and children,/ Sholde con- 
forme to on kynde • on holy kirke to by-leyue.”̂  What is 
asked here is the virtue of Faith. The next lines add:

1. Be. Basly, pp. pit., II, 710. 
l 2. C, IV, 400-401.
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And couelte the case * when thei couthe 
vnderstonde,.

To slice for hure synnes • and suffre harde 
penaunce,

For that like lordes loue * that for oure 
lone deyde,

And couelted our kynde • and be cald in oure 
name, Deus homo,

And nymen hym into oure numbre • now and euere 
more;

Qul In carltate manet in deo manat, et deus 
in eo.1

If the first two lines are read in connection with lines 
65-70 of C, XIII, in which the dreamer pleads for the 
possibility that man, even though he has sinned, can be 
saved by Contrition and Confession and the hard penance 
of burning in Purgatory until the day of Doom, it becomes 
evident that what is asked here is Hope. Man covets, de
sires, the situation in which he ean attain Ood despite 
his sins. And on what grounds is the hope based? —  "for 
that like lordes loue,*1 that is, charity. But the three 
virtues of faith and hope and charity are the. concomitants 
of sanctifying grace. Therefore it does not seem too 
fanciful to say that what is asked —  what the adjective 
stands for —  is gracei not actual grace or inspiration 
to good deeds, but that "habitus gratiae," which Scotus 
calls "quldam decor naturae complacens voluntatl dlvlnae,11 
or the "forma delformls,11 and of which he says:

perfectlo, quae prlnclpallter conformat totam
anlmam Deo, et~haec est gratia, quae est eadem

1. C, IV, 402-406.
L -I



cum charItate.1 
Langland1 s use of the phrase 11 in carl tat e manet,11 reminds 
us of the Scotlst Identification of grace and charity, for, 
after asking for all three virtues which come with grace, 
the poet sums up all three in charity. The line, of coursê  
is from the first epistle of St. John, iv, 16, and the 
whole epistle should he read in connection with this part 
of the passage. Verse 2 of the second chapter refers to 
Christ as the propitiation for our sins. The lines that 
immediately follow the (tln carltate manet,H stress con
fidence: "that we may have confidence in the day of
judgment : because as he is, we also are in this world.
Fear is not in charity, hut perfect charity casteth out 
f e a r . A t  the end of the next chapter occur the lines: 
"And we know that the Son of God is come : and he hath 
given us understanding that we may know the true God and 
may he in his true Son."3 This coming of the Son of God

1. Minges, op. clt., II, 406.
2. I John, iv, 17-18. It seems to me that this epistle 

may he said to have had a formative effeet on the 
whole poem, and that more obviously than the lines 
from Matthew, xix, 16-22, which Donadson has suggested. 
Op. cit., p. 160 ff. The influence is more evident to
ward the end of the poem, hut this is because Langland 
rises gradually from the natural to the supernatural 
plane. Besides the lines noted above, it is interest
ing to see that this is the place where John develops 
the "new commandment" of love of onefs fellowman, which 
no one has ever denied is central to Langland*s theme. 
More curious is the fact that the same brief epistle 
contains the lines: "... and as you have heard the
Antichrist cometh, even now there are become many
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and His oneness with us is the basis of all our hope,
"He that hath the Son hath life."1 But the existence of 
sin is not ignored: "If we confess our sins, he is
faithful and just, to forgive us our sins."^

This deiform life is to be expressed as an adjective, 
in a relation so close to man as to be, if possible, un
changeable. John’s epistle has two verses which may be 
related to this idea, and also to C, XI, 42, and to the 
passage from Juliana of Horwich which was duscussed on 
pages 184-185 of this paper. "Thawe he thorgh fondinge 
falle • he falleth nat out of eharite," the friars tell 
the dreamer; and this curiously echoes the lines: 
"Whosoever is born of God, committeth not sin," and "We 
know that whosoever is born of God sinneth not; but the 
generation of God preserveth h i m . I t  is grace or

Antichrists ... They went out from us, but they were not 
of us ... These things have I written to you,concerning 
them that seduee you." I John, ii, 18, 19, 26. Even the 
earlier part of the poem may be associated with ii, 15- 
16: "Love not the world, nor the things which are in the
world ... For all that is in the world is the eoncupi* ~ 

scence of the flesh, and the concupiscence of the eyes, and 
the pride of life."
3. I John, v, 20.
1. I John, v, 12.
2. Ibid., i, 9.
3. Ibid., iil, 9, v, 18. Dorn Roger Hudlestone, discussing 

Juliana’s . idea of the "godly will" that never assented 
to sin, quotes a passage from St. Bernard as a possible 
source, but the passage is merely a very close para
phrase of this verse. Op. cit., p. 252. See also 
supra, p. 184.

L



charity, which, through the merits of Christ, makes us 
of the generation of Cod. But the adjective-substantive 
relation discussed through the whole “relations11 passage 
and —  if my interpretation is correct —  throughout the 
entire poem, refers to the relation between merit and 
salvation, and it is necessary, therefore, to see 
whether Langland’s views on this correspond to the 
theological notions of Ockham and his school, the later 
nominalists.

In the matter of Justification, that school (in 
which,* by the way, the Dictlonnalre de Theologie 
Cathollque includes Duns Scotus, whose logic and general 
metaphysics are very different, but whose theology is 
similar to that of his fellow Franciscan, Oekham) used
always, in speaking of Cod, the expressions Power and
Hercy. “According to His power” and “according to His 
mercy" are two terms frequently Juxtaposed when they dis
cuss the dealings of Cod with men. Langland* s constant 
repetition of the expressions “His Might and His Mercy," 
which we shall note later in this paper, may very well 
echo this, The nominalists held that according to Cod’s 
power, Justification is a completely free gift, which 
nothing on the part of man can be said to call forth; and
they went so far as to say that God can refuse heaven even
to one in estate of grace or infused charity. But de 
potentia ordinata, as distinguished from de potentia
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absoluta.3- they taught that, in His mercy, He does not 
refuse salvation even to the infidel who follows the 
order of reason, conforming his will to it, and seeking 
with his whole heart to know truth, justice, good. He 
gives such an infidel charity, of course, as a preparatory 
step to salvation. Comparing the gift so given with that 
acquired through the ordinary channel of the Sacrament of 
Baptism, they said there is no merit in receiving charity, 
hut that one could in some analagous way —  certainly not 
in any real way —  merit to receive it hy preparing for 
it. Paradoxically, while exalting the power of God, they 
gave considerable importance to the action of free will, 
the human element in justification.

In the present passage, Mede evidently can stand for 
the utterly arbitrary gift of salvation, which could be 
given even to one in —  and remaining in —  mortal sin, 
even to one hating God; whereas Mercede stands for the 
way of salvation de potentia ordinata, that is, in the 
manner of wages. The first fo""rm is evidently revolting 
to Langland; but most of those who defended it did so in 
a highly abstract way, and the expression de potentia

1. Father Suk tells us that by the expression (,de potentia 
Del absoluta, Ockham meant a power of God*s will which 
is limited only by the principle of contradiction.
Hence it is merely a hypothetical power. It merely 
states that God can do many things which He, however, 
does not want to do.M Loo, clt., p. 28.

L
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ordlnata, which they applied to the other way, shows what 
is the de facto process. Langland had already, clearly 
enough, given the same opinion in the third Passus of the 
B-text, lines 230-249. This section has been cut out of 
the C-text and the present passage substituted. The 
thought is much simpler in the B-version, since the 
logical apparatus does not appear there, but in both, the 
opinion that God directly rewards effort is clear.

It will be remembered that Oscar Cargill says that 
the whole theme of the poem is that "works are the cure 
of the world.” The poem, he says, is Mpure allegory, a 
long and powerful attack upon the transcendental theolog
ical doctrine of the day;” against Thomas Bradwardine 
who asserted that salvation is bestowed through the free 
grace of Cod instead of being achieved by any merit. 
Langland, on the contrary, believed in man*s free will, 
and consequently in the positive merit attainable by right 
conduct and good works.3* This is perfectly true; but one 
must be careful not to fall into the oversimplification 
which would label Langland* s position **Pelagian,,! as 
both Miss Hort and Miss Marcett, indirectly, have done; 
or into an equally misleading impression that Catholic 
doctrine of the day offered a clear-cut, unmistakable, 
unchallenged solution of the question at issue, as

1. "Bate of the A-text of Piers Plowman" PMLA, XLVII



Father Dunning would occasionally seem to imply.
Paul Vignaux, in his exhaustive study of justifica

tion, discusses the problem brought up in the ”relations” 
passage, and points out that in the matter of predestina
tion, which is central to the passage, Ockham follows 
Scotus but ranges himself against Thomas. Vignaux1s 
explanation of the potentia absoluta is that the term 
is used when one considers the nature of things, and the 
absolute necessity which proceeds from this, determining, 
according to the principle of non-contradiction, what is 
possible and impossible for God even in His omnipotence* 
The potentia ordlnata, on the other hand, considers the 
laws which God has freely established and which are 
imposed upon creatures in consequence of the divine de
cree. In other words, the potentia ordinata considers 
not what God could do but what He has actually done. As 
applied to the question of predestination and charity, the 
distinction was used by the Scotist-Ockham school to safe
guard the notion of God1s absolute transcendance. Ockham 
carefully kept himself from the accusation of Pelagianism 
by insisting that justification is never the necessary 
consequence of an act. God alone decides whether 
beatitude will be given to the doer of an act. Man per
forms the act himself, but God decides whether it is 
meritorious, in fact, when Ockham criticized St. Thomas 
for teaching that the infused habit of charity enriched
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the act of its possessor with any intrinsic determina
tion, he did so because he believed that, if the act 
were so enriched, God would in some sense be obliged to 
accept it; and so His freedom would be endangered.
Ockham in his discussion ©f infused charity words his 
case cautiously. The man who possesses the habit

est vere carus Deo sed non neoessarlo sic carus 
quod sit dlgnus vita aeterna; et tamen carus est 
Deo quia Deus dedltslbl caritatem; et cum hoc 
potest reprofcarl a Deo de potentia a¥ioluta. -*■

But, as has been pointed out above, de potentia ordlnata,
he was certainly not so east away. If, however, the loving
act of a man in charity cannot compel God to reward it with
eternal life, this is because the act remains the act of a
creature, and as such is equated, in a way, with the loving
act of a man not in charity. This preserving of God*s
transcendance while not underestimating the part played
by man, touches the heart of the whole problem. In
Vignaux*s paraphrase, Ockham says in effect:

Aimer, dans sa i4alitex et sa bonte se trouve 
blen dans noTre pouvolr, mals nous ne pouvons 
absblument faire que cet amourH5§rlte la vl® 
^eternelle, m§me si la charltrfe concourt & le
froduire: amour naturel ou infus, e * esT 
oujours du erlrC: aucune creature ne saurait
nfecesslter une action du Crfeateur; lei, le don 
de la bfeatitudeT^

To the careful and detached reader, it is obvious that
Ockham is balancing neatly between the part of God and the

1. Vignaux, op. cit., p. 117.
2. Idem.
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part of man, seeing no real conflict, stressing the part 
of man, hut that only for the sake of God I But all this 
wire-walking could easily confuse a man primarily and 
passionately interested in the practical application. Con
sider, for instance, how consoling the quasi-equating of 
love with charity and love without charity (i.e., for the 
follower of Scotus or Ockham, with or without grace) could 
he to one anxious to convince himself —  as his sense of 
Justice demanded that he convince himself —  that good in
fidels, doing their natural hest, were saved.

In this passage, lines 346-356 are recognizably a 
setting forth of the method de potentia ordinata. This 
is 11 re lac ion reet," that a loyal laborer, who believes in 
the pay and the pity of his master, and in his pure truth, 
to pay him if he performs and have pity if he fails, 
should receive for his work all that truth demands. Prom 
this belief springs hope, and so this daring "relaeion" 
seeks and follows his substantive salvation. This "hardy 
relation® must be that which is related to salvation by 
way of effort. It is bold or *daring® because the leap 
from the human to the divine is, as Ockham has pointed 
out, really an impossible one; and yet the relation is 
direct. Man must be in this direct relation to God 
"yf he /Xhsit is, God7 be ryht trewe.®1 &od is "the

1. C, IV, 357.
L



ground of al • a gracious antecedent,and so, though no 
necessity binds him, de potentia ordlnata, He will grant 
salvation to anyone who is an earnest laborer.

In this passage, however, Langland is not primarily 
concerned, as he so often is, with the question of the 
Justification of the infidels, but with that of 
Christians; and Christians are saved through grace. Of 
course, all men are saved through grace, and the crux 
of the problem of the salvation of infidels is: Hot* are
they to come by it? But for Christians the way is clear; 
and Langland outlines it: l,He a-cordeth with crist in
kynde • verbum caro factum est, T h e  foundation of all 
salvation is the assumption by the Second Person of human 
nature. But one must believe in this doctrine, and in the 
function which Christ performs as Man and God —  the 
function of Mediator; and so Faith is again implied.3

1. C, IV, 356.
2. C, IV, 358.
3. Concerning case, which Faith represents in the analogy, 

Thomas of Erfurt says: HDe casu dicamus ... quod in
rebus invenluntur quaedam proprletates communes, 
scilicet propri^as princlpii et propriety termini ... 
Casus igltur est modus signlf1candl accidentalls 
Nominis, medlante quo, nomen proprietatem princlpii, 
vel termini conslgnlficat ... Nomlnativus casus est 
modus slgnifTcandi in ratione princlpii, lila pro-
grietate rei, ut quod est alterum, superaddlta ... •8 oc. cit., p. l!>. Some may prefer to see in the last 
Tine of the passage which reads: 11 Nominative, pater 
& filius & spiritus sanctus,11 a pun on the 11 termysonsM 
of the line before; i.e., ”trlnitas unus deus*1 repre
sents true terms, in any of the senses which have been 
suggested, but wpater & filius & spiritus sanctus” form
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So is the doctrine of the Mystical Body, of the oneness of 
men in Christ.^ We have already noted the aptness of the 
word "gender” here, in the terms of the Grammatica

a deeided "princlplum” also, in relation with men. God is 
both source and last end.

It may he consoling to note that Langland himself is 
a little confused in his analogy, for on line 359, "credere 
in ecclesla” represents case, hut on line 402 the inter
pretation is different. On line 401, there seems to he 
no distinction made between believing in the Church and 
being of one hind with Christ. Langland must be taking 
for granted here that belief, in this case, is living 
faith and correlative with charity or oneness with Christ.

In one sense, the interpretation of case in lines 
402-403 is more satisfying. Case, again in a punning 
sense, would mean position or situation. Christ’s case 
was one of suffering and so ours must be also. Through 
His suffering, He made us one with Him. On lines 360- 
361, the idea of suffering for sin is implied, both under 
the heading of number. But number is resLly implied in 
both cases. We retain our oneness with the Church byfrace. When we have lost it, as Bonaventure points out 
Supra, p. 121) it is regained only by confession, and 
confession requires some sort of satisfaction. Suffering 
is our means of entry into the oneness of Christ and His 
Mystical Body the Church; but when we suffer we are in the 
same case with Christ. This whole passage is one of 
extraprdinary subtlety and richness.
1. This expression of the Christian truth which is based 

on St. Paul’s own doctrine was well known in the 
Middle Ages. An example may be found in M. Konrath’s 
edition of the poems of William of Shoreham, in a 
poem on the Blessed Sacrament:

And as the wyne to-gadere flouthe 
Of menye grapes ytake

Ilyke
Cryst and hys membrys, men,
0 body bethe ine mystyke.

London, Kegan Paul, French, Trubner & Co., 1902, p. 23,
11. 626-630.

L



speculative. Since belief or Faith has been correlated 
case« the more probable interpretation of the ac

cordance in "kynde” may be expressed in the words of the 
liturgical prayer said at the pouring of the water into 
the wine at Mass, which asks that ttwe may be made par
takers of His Divinity Who vouchsafed to become partaker 
of our humanity;n that is, oneness of nature with Ghrist 
is the ground of our hope. This is reminiscent of the 
Scotist primacy of Ghrist, which is based upon belief 
that, even had sin not come into the world, our oneness 
with Ghrist would be the foundation of our beatification, 
since God chose Ghrist first and all men in and because 
of Christ. The distinction between case and kynde is 
therefore that between belief in the Incarnation and in 
the Mystical Body, for it is possible to believe that God 
became Man without believing in the Church as the mystical 
extension of His Body. That is why weredere in ecclesia11 
expresses this second and separate belief. If, in 
reference to case, the relation was to be expressed by 
an adjective in order to represent the oneness between 
it and the substantive, here again, with reference to the 
Ghureh, the adjective form must be used to stress oneness, 
for if the abstract noun in the oblique case were used, 
the relation would be indirect, that is, man would be a

1. Supra., p. 282.
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separate entity apart from the Church, and so have no 
claim to salvation.

In order to explain the number agreement, we must 
turn back to the discussion of number in the Summulae of 
Peter of Spain. There were two suggestions, concerning
1) the relative of diversity of substance which refers to 
an object numerically the same but denotes another; and
2) the conformity of likeness which requires agreement 
in case, gender and number when the modifying word has a 
relation of dependence even in meaning. It is not diffi
cult to see that when a man sins he is trying to be at 
the same time G-od and not-God, or attempting to establish 
a relation of diversity of substance; and that in the 
same way, sin gives to a man a meaning which depends 
only on himself and not on God.

The "relations” passage, therefore, may possibly 
argue an acquaintance with the terminist logic and nomi
nalist theology of Langland1 s day. But the same theory 
of the will and charity —  or of natural and infused 
charity —  underlies as well the second of the Trinity 
symbols in B, XVII, 204-262, and in C, XX, 168-228.
Skeat gives a rather inadequate derivation for this 
figure, which, as is not infrequent, owes its character
istic development to no one but Langland himself. The 
emphasis in this passage, as in the preceding passage on 
the “fist,11 is upon the Holy Ghost. In the "fist"

L -J
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symbol, Langland explains why a sin against the Holy
Ghost eannot be forgiven; but although he repeats this
idea, he has a slightly different purpose in the "taper"
or "torch" symbol. The distinctions made in analyzing
the symbol are rather fine. The wax is the Father; the
wick, the Son, and "hote fyre" ("warm fuyr" in the C-
version) the Holy Ghost. But the flame is apparently —
and justifiably —  distinct from the fire. The two
versions give little change in the analysis of the
symbol; and the reasoning involved is rather close. The
central question is: just what does the flame represent?
He takes some pains to make this clear, repeating in both
versions that mere "glowande gledes" have no gladdening
effect on the "werkman," as has a "kex or a candel • that
cau3te hath fyre and blaseth.wl Again he confuses the
casual reader by apparently speaking of the Holy Ghost in
three different ways: 1) "Hamore doth sire ne sone • ne
seynt esprit togydere^Graunteth no grace."2 This makes
grace something other than the Holy Ghost. 2) The lines

So grace of the Holygoste • the grete my5te of
the Trinlte 

Melteth into mercy ...3

1. B, XVII, 217-219.
2. B, XVII, 220-221.
3. B, XVII, 229-230.

L
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make grace something definitely associated with the Holy 
Ghost*1 3) "So is the holy gost god • and grace with- 
oute mercy11̂  identifies grace with the Holy Ghost Him
self. The use of the terms "might and mercy" in these 
lines is significant, as is the emphasis on man*s part*
The Holy Ghost is grace without mercy to "alle unkynde 
creatures."® The Holy Ghost merely glows hut does not 
produce flame "Tyl that lele loue • ligge on hym and 
b l o w e ."4 Specifically "lele loue" involves, for former 
sinners, "restitucion" accompanied by mildness of heart 
and purpose of amendment.® But if they have this dis
position, all the rest will be supplied by God Himself. 
Immediately after the taper symbol comes one slightly 
different® which deals not with the whole Trinity but with 
the Holy Ghost alone. It points out the futility of trying 
to strike fire from flint unless one "haue towe to take it 
with." This "towe" required is kindness to one1s fellow 
Christians.

1* Sister Hose Bernard says: "This passage eventually be
comes a strong encomium of the Holy Ghost. He it is 
Who ‘melts* the might of the Father and of the Son into 
mercy and thereby gains God*s pardon for man." Op.

For vnkyndenesse quencheth hym • that he cannou3te shyne,
He brenne ne blase clere.7

cii;., p. xy.2. B7-XVII, 2143. B, XVII, 2154. B, XVII, 224.5. B, XVII, 235-236.6. B, XVII, 244-256; C, XX, 210-222
?. B, XVII, 255-256.
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This extra symbol indicates what emphasis is to he found 
in the one preceding it. In gaining grace, manfs part, 
according to Langland here, is of very great importance. 
Without his cooperation the Holy Ghost "cannot" flame*
The figure is a daring one, and if it stood by itself 
might be labelled Pelagian. But the word ”can” occurs 
in only one place, and that in the secondary symbol.1 
In the prolonged taper symbol, the question of possibil
ity is not raised. The Trinity "graunteth" no grace; 
the Holy Ghost "flaumbeth forth” and melteth.” So ”wole” 
the Father forgive. If the two passages are compared, it 
becomes evident that Langland is putting much stronger; 
stress on the will of God than on man's cooperation; yet 
without the latter, he adds, the Holy Ghost ”cannot” work. 
It is a mysterious combination of contradictions, but 
Langland takes it for granted* Of course all depends on 
the Trinity; of course manfs cooperation is essential.
The refusal to deny the contradiction is characteristically 
nominalist, as the tendency to stress oppositions is 
characteristically Franciscan. The gradation of "grace” 
in the three lines quoted above also fits into the 
nominalist scheme, which does not differ really from the 
orthodox scheme, except in its misleading Juxtaposition 
of man's free will and God's "acceptation," and its more

1. B, XVII, 255; G, XX, 221



apparent than real underplaying of the importance of 
grace. This underplaying was aimed at what Ockham saw as 
an abuse —  the implication that God Hmust11 give eternal 
life to anyone in grace. If He must, salvation became a 
work of justice; and this was absurd, because Ockham 
preferred to think of God as one Who gave out of pure 
liberality. De potentia absoluta, nothing whatever 
obliges God to give salvation; but de potentia ordinata,
He chooses to reward virtue. Since He does, the process 
is in this order: to a good will God freely grants grace,
but this is an actual grace which leads the man of good 
will to perform good acts. An actual grace accepted by 
man and acted upon leads to the possession of sanctifying 
grace, whieh is a created sharing in the Divine Nature.
But the work of sanctification is associated with the 
Holy Spirit, Who is said particularly to dwell in the 
soul in grace; and in this sense, it is perhaps not too 
far fetched metaphorically to call the Holy Ghost grace.
To the unkind creature, “sire ne sone ne seynt spirit 
togyderes graunteth no grace,8 that is, no actual grace.
The “grace of the Holy Goste8 which melts might into 
mercy is sanctifying grace, because to one in sanctifying 
grace God de potentia ordinata gives salvation. But the 
Holy Ghost may also be “grace without mercy8 until man*s 
will is good.

Two very clear expressions of Langland1s views on this
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subject are put upon the lips of Xmaginatif, that always 
reliable authority. In C, XV, 23-33, Langland replaces 
a somewhat less clear passage in B, XII, 61-72. Speaking 
of Dowel and Dobest, he says:

Ac grace is a gras ther-fore • to don hem eft
growe;

Ac grace groweth nat • til goode wil gynne
reyne,

And wokie thorwe good werkes * wikkede hertes.1 
So far the emphasis is on good will which produces good 
works. But the poet adds at once:

Ac er suche a wil wexe • god hym-self worcheth,
And sent forth selnt esplrit • to don loue 

sprynge; Splrltus ubl uult spirat, et cetera.
So grace, with-oute grace • or god. arid-of good 
werkes,

May nat bee . ..2
The order is: the action of the Holy Ghost, the reaction
of the human will, the production of good works, the 
growth of grace. The first "grace" on line 28 is actual 
grace; the 11 grace" of lines 23 and 24 sounds more like 
sanctifying grace. Langland goes on "So grace is a gyfte 
of god."3 He is here evidently correcting B, XII, 70, 
which says the same thing, but adds "and of gret loue 
spryngeth." Since it is not specified whether "love" is 
the love of man for God or vice versa, this expression 
apparently displeased C, who abandons it, and leaves the

1. G, XV, 23-25.
2. C, XV, 26-29.
3. C, XV, 33.
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emphasis on &©d.
The other dictum of Ymaginatif is found in the rather 

odd passage in G, XV, 132-156, on the good thief. The 
thief, he says, "hadde grace of god," The reason is that 
"he 3elde hym creaunt to Grist • and hus grace askede. "■*•
But his reward, nevertheless, is not a very high one.
"He sit nother with seynt Iohan," nor with the other 
Apostles, nor with the martyrs and virgins,^ but "as a 
soleyn by hym-self • and serued vp-on the grounde."3 It 
would not be right, says Ymaginatif, to serve a saint and 
a thief alike. The principle, though not put in the 
dreamer*s mouth, is his consistent principle: "Et reddet
unicuique secundum opera sua."4 This does not invalidate 
the "loue and large huyre" which Ymaginatif himself 
promises on line 215 of the same passus, for of course to 
be in heaven at all was more than the thief strictly de
served. The two points made are that the thief had grace 
because he asked for it, and that his reward is to some 
extent in proportion to his deed. But one asks: "Why
did he ask for it?" and Ymaginatif has already foreseen 
the question, since the asking seems at first sight to 
have been the thief*s own act. The answer echoes all 
orthodox theology:

1. G, XV, 132-133.
2. 0, XV, 143-144.3. Cl XV, 145.

L 4. After C, XV, 153.
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Ac will that one theef vp-on the croys • creaunt hym 3elde
Rather than that other • thauh thou woldest 

apose,
Alle the clerkes vnder Crist • ne couthe thys 

asoile;
Qnare placult, quia uoluit, etc.1 

Eventually the choice is God*s, hut the taint of the arbi
trary is removed, and the balance between man and God is 
maintained. Again, however, the emphasis is on the free
dom of God.

The distinctions here can hardly be regarded as acci
dental in the work of one who said of himself:

Alle the science vnder sonne • and all sotile
craftes

Ich wold ick knewe and couthe • kyndeliche in 
myn herte,2

and who apparently found ample opportunity of gratifying 
his Mluste and lykynge.n

It is impossible to leave this subject without men
tioning the well known lines in the Tree of Charity scene.® 
The B-version is:

Thanne Liberum-Arbltrium • laecheth the thridde
plante,

And palleth ado wn the pouke • purelich thorw
grace

And helpe of the holy goste.
The C version is:

Thenne palle ich a-downe the pouke • with the
thridde shoryere,

The whiche is Spiritus-sanctus • and soth-fast
byleyue,

1. 0, XV, 154-156.
2. C,' XVII, 210-212.
3. B, XVI, 50-52; C, XIX, 50-52.
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And that is grace of the Holy Gost.
In the B version Piers is speaking and says that Llberum- 
arbitrium "uses11 the Holy Ghost. In the C version,
Liberum-arbitrlum, speaking himself, says that-he "uses" 
the Holy Ghost. The reconciliation of contradictory 
notions is clear in the B lines, where the initiative 
comes from Liberum-arbitrium, but —  adds Piers at ©nee —  
"purelich thorw grace.11 The adverb is essential. The 
meaning is a little muddier in the 0 passage, but the 
lines have exactly the B sense. The grace (actual) of 
the Holy Ghost gives "soth-fast byleyueM (faith) which, 
being one of the three theological virtues, is coinciden
tal with the indwelling of the Holy Spirit. Again in 
sense the 11 Holy Gost" is the pivotal character, yet 
Llberum-arbltrium appears first on the scene.

The will, which is given such prominence in all 
Franciscan psychology, plays a particularly Interesting 
role in Ockham's system. Lagarde says: wLa morale ock-
hamlste est un jeu alterhS ou le volontarlsme et le 
rationallsme se r^pondent curieusement. T h e  same kind 
of delicate balancing is carried on here as in the question 
of God's part and man's in justification. Will, Ockham 
taught, is the essential' attribute of all reasonable 
being. The essence of God, he said, is absolute liberty;

1. Op. cit., VI, 81.
L J



of man, the autonomy of free will. Everything in human 
action which is not the product of liberty is morally 
indifferent. This liberty must be totally undetermined; 
yet it does not function alone. The morality of any act 
flows from the working together of this liberty with a 
judgment of the practical reason; and all morality is in 
act, not in a tendency or a state. It is what we do 
which merits, not what we are. He even implies that 
habits lessen the value of acts by making them less free. 
It is hardly necessary to point out the interest in 
’'doing11 which prevails in Piers Plowman, and even gives a 
name to the Visions: Dowel, Dobet, Dobest. Few
"theological" poems surely offer such an active view of 
life. Nevertheless, according to Ockham, neither freedom 
nor action is sufficient for morality without rationality. 
In one place he says that the rationality of a willed act 
makes its morality even though we cannot rationally ex
plain the law we are following. A little further on he 
adds even more strongly that God wants us to follow our 
reason even if it is in error. "Tamen voluntas creata 
sequens rationem erroneam errore invinclbili est voluntas 
r e c t a . B u t  the error must be invincible. Langland too 
maintains a balance always between the autonomy of man's 
will and the importance of following reason. This has led

1. Lagarde, pp. clt., VI, 69.
2. Ill Sent., q. 13, 0. Cited by Lagarde, ibid., p. 66.
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to the somewhat hasty conclusion that he belonged to the 
school of St. Thomas; but from the whole nervous, anta
gonistic, almost tortured turning and twisting of the 
argument, it is difficult to conclude that he placidly 
accepted the "general" opinion; if that expression can be 
used, in regard to the fourteenth century, as a synonym for 
the Thomistic synthesis. It is, unfortunately, not too 
helpful to refer to "the common teaching of the Church," 
as a full explanation of Langland's ideas. That he was a 
loyal Catholic no one doubts; but the involved psycholog
ical Investigations of his time did much to upset the 

minds of the most orthodox. It is true, for example, 
that an act of perfect contrition or perfect charity will, 
in case of necessity, take the place of the Sacrament of 
Baptism. But the interested man immediately asks: "What
constitutes such an act?" and the whole complex*structure 
of fourteenth century psychology and philosophy was built 
up in an attempt to fathom for individual eases what the 
common teachings taught. It is surely not safe to treat 
of Langland's mental processes apart from the thought of 
his own time.

Still playing off reason and will, act and state, 
Ockham makes an addition to his moral scheme which seems 
to contradict sharply all he has previously.said about

1. Thus the "loue" of Troianus, even without "leel by- 
. leyue," saved him. G, XIII, 86.
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morality’s residing in the act alone. Perhaps the
clearest statement of this contradiction is the following:

Hon solum qui habet virtutem perfectam (quae 
sine fide et carltate mlmlma reperltur) sed 
etlam qui 'Habet virtutem quamcumque moralem 
veram habet seeun&um praeparat1onem cordis 
omnes vlrtutes morales et omni morall vltio 
caret.

Lagarde*s interpretation of this is that Ockham places us
dans un etat sans nuances ou tout bon ou tout 
mauvals sulvant ape le choix de prlneipe a 
exercd pour le "blen ou pour le mal.-l

In other words, the virtuous man is the one who decides
once and for all to love God above all things, or to obey
blindly the orders of right reason. All practice of the
virtues follows from this. As Lagarde puts it, in the
same place: 11 Le monde moral connaSt certalnes dispositions
qui incllnent naturellement aux actes des vertus ou des
vices les plus divers. ** Several instances in Piers Plowman
suggest an acquaintance with this theory, especially the
friars* parable of how the just man falls seven times a
day. In the A-text we find the just man buffeted by the
world, the flesh and the devil,

But dedly sunne doth he not • for Dowel him
helpeth,

That is, Charite the champion • cheef help
ageyn sunne;

For he strengtheneth the to stonde • he stureth
thi soule,

fhat thau3 thi bodi bouwe • as a bot in the
water,

Ever is thi soule saaf • bote 31f thl-selfe
wolle.

1.. Op. cit., VI, 80. He cites Ockham’ s Dialogue, I a, VI, 
e. 7*7-79, pp. 588 ff. in Ooldast's 1614 edition.
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This makes little sense unless we interpret the man’s 
state as one in which he is established by definite 
choice; from which he can be moved only by another 
choice Just as definite ("bote 3if thi-selfe wolle”) and 
during which he is, in some sense, immune from sin; or 
nomnl morall vltio carets” There is a chance quotation, 
which one should not, perhaps, push too far, in C, XIV, 
123, B, XI, 302: HQui offendit in uno, in omnibus est
reus.H In context it refers only to making mistakes in 
liturgical services; but there is at least the possibility 
that it meant more.**' Finally, although Dowel, Dobet and 
Dobest put stress on action, they also, as developed in 
the course of the poem, may equally be regarded as states. 
Difficult as it is to reconcile this with the doctrine 
of morality-only-in-acts, the reconciliation can, I 
think, be understood. Lagarde’s expression Hle choix 
de prlncipe,0 may indicate a series of deliberately chosen 
acts according to a single rational principle which one 
has decided to follow. The deliberateness of the indivi
dual act is not lost. However, one can be consoled to 
note that Langland*s dreamer also was confused; and that 
his reply to the friars' parable was

Ich haue no kynde knowyng * to conceyue al thy
speche,

1. It was, however, a fairly familiar expression. I have 
met several explanations of it in Bonaventure, who re
fers to it on seven different occasions.
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Ac yf ich may lyue and loke • ich shal go
lerne better®.*

Langland was a fourteenth century individualist astrey in
psychology; not a thirteenth century Thomist tranquil in
theology.

One final correlation can conclude this admittedly 
incomplete e©mpari©n of Ockham* s and Langland's ideas. 
Ockham, especially in his later polemical writings, often 
discussed the question of "right” in a way not too dif
ferent from that which we can find in Langland. As one 
might expect, he begins with the statement that, meta
physically, natural right is based on an arbitrary act of 
the Divine Will; but practically, it is God's recognition 
of the fundamental autonomy of human wills. Will, whether 
divine or human, is, as always, central. Of three kinds of 
natural right which he enumerates, the first corresponds 
to a sort of categorical imperative: the absolute, immu
table and Invariable demands of the reason. This kind of 
right, he says, creates obligation on the part of others.
For example, our neighbor has a natural right to the 
charity we are obliged to show him. The poor have 
natural rights over others. The superfluity of riches be
longs by natural right to the poor. The goods of the 
Church equally belong to the poor. The poor man, in case 
of urgent necessity, can take from others what he needs,

1. G, XI, 56-57
ji
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and this in all good faith and rectitude of will, for in 
doing so he exercises a natural right.1 He was certainly 
of this opinion with regard to the clergy* s land. He 
says in, C, XVIII, 68-69, that clerks “Cristes tresoure 
kepen,/ That poure peuple by pure ryghte • here part thei 
myghte aske.11 With regard to other things, he expresses 
his opinion clearly in G, XXIII, 10-17.

Neode hath no lawe * ne neuere shal falle in 
dette

For thre thynges that he taketh • hus lyf for to saue;
That is, mete, whanne men hym werneth ♦ for he 

no monye weldeth,
And wot that non wol he hus borgh • nother hath wed to legge.
And he cacche in that cas • and come there-to by sleithe,
Sotheliche he synneth nat • that so wynneth 

hus fode.
And thauh he come so to a cloth • and he can no 

betere cheuesaunce,
Neode nymeth hym a-non • vnder hus mayn-pryse.

And he reiterates the principle on line 20: 11 So Neode at
grete neode • may nyme as for hus owene," so long as 
tfspirltu8 temperancle*1 guides him. But this principle is 
certainly not original with either Ockham or Langland.

When Ockham, still basing his statement on reason, 
says that the exercise of a right may sometimes become a 
duty, as for the father to exercise his right over his 
children, and the husband over his wife, one can recall 
that it is Reason who

1. Lagarde, op. cit., pp. 172-173.
L
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... tauhte Thomas Stowe • to take two staues, And fecche Felice home • from wymen pyne,
And . #* • bad Bette go kutte a bowh other twige, 
And bete Beton ther-myd • bote hue wolde worcEe. He charged chapmen • to chasten here children.For ho so spareth the spring • spllleth hus chil

dren.1
Reason's being made the mouthpiece of all this may be pure
coincidence; but it may possibly be something more.

Of all these rights, which an individual may renounce,
but which must never be taken forcibly from him, the

©greatest are property, liberty and marriage. It has been 
pointed out that Langland Insists upon the right of pro
perty and is bitter against thos^—  including, he thinks, 
the friars —  who preach ^communism.M St. Thomas had 
made the right of property a social utility, subordinating 
its extent and exercise to the common good. Scotus made 
it, not a natural right, but one founded on the laws of 
the state* Ockham makes it a natural right which the 
laws of the state cannot violate without injustice; 
though he makes the two concessions already noted about 
the rights of the poor, and the right of the secular power 
to take property from the Church if it is not used for the

1. C, VI, 131-139.
2. Lagarde, discussing this, does not point out that it 

is precisely these three rights which a man renounces 
by. the vows of religion; a point which would havs 
interested both Ockham and Langland.

L
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purpose originally intended. Here* again Langland is 
closest to. the Venerable Inceptor. On the subject of 
“privilege," Ockham says that it is freely given but 
creates a right. So if the people set up a prince, they 
cannot depose him without his consent. Still, the right 
is not absolute, and may be recalled for some misdemeanor 
or “causa ratlonablll."1 This balanced view of kingly 
power is Langland*s, though it is true that he shared it 
with most Englishmen of his time. The legitimacy of a 
government, Ockham said, depended on free acceptation of 
those who submitted to it. Langland says that not only 
can a king claim

... the commune at his wllle 
To folwe hym, to fynd hym • and fecche at hem

hus consail,
That here loue thus to hym • thorw al the londe

a-eorde,
but also that

... commune cleymeth of a kyng ♦ thre kynnethyng##^
Lawe, loue, and leaute.^

Rights and duties are reciprocal here as elsewhere. In the
same passage, Langland calls the right of the king "a
ryhtful custom”3 and Ockham said the right of government
is based on convention.

Having begun with evidence that the Franciscans and

1. Lagarde, op. cit., VI, 206-208.
2. C, IV, 378-3827"
3. C, IV, 377.
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followers of Ockham dominated Oxford in Langland*s day, 
we may appropriately end with Bashdall*s statement that 
"the most Important fourteenth century Schoolmen were 
Oxonians,” and that at that time “Philosophy literally 
descended from the schools to the streets, and the odium 
metaphyslcum gave fresh zest to the unending faction 
fights between north and south at Oxford."1 It was, he 
adds,

a period in which the debates of the schools 
had issues of far-reaching political and 
ecclesiastical importance. It was only in 
the fourteenth century that Scholasticism 
became a philosophical feud, mingling itself 
with every other national, political and 
ecclesiastical question of the day.*

Under the circumstances it would be surprising indeed to
find a man like Langland anywhere except in the thick of
the metaphysical fight.

1. Hastings Rashdall, The universities of Europe in the 
Middle Ages, Oxford, The Clarendon Press, 1895, II, 529.

2. Ibid., p. 538.
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CONCLUSION

“Piers Plowman combines things which have since been 
separated," R. W. Chambers has said.-*- It is true in a way 
he did not intend, but to discover how true, one must in
deed "not stick to break the shell of the nut for the 
kernel’s sake."** Nevill Goghill has pointed out that many 
of the suggested interpretations of Langland remind one of 
"twentieth- rather than fourteenth- century thought;"3 for 
Langland was almost passionately orthodox, and many of the 
ideas imputed to him would have been impossible to such a 
Catholic as he was. But the theological sections of the 
poem, being precisely those which are most complex and 
least familiar to modern thought, are necessarily most 
susceptible of misinterpretation. Here Langland is "very 
emphatically controlling his thought, but to an issue 
which is not what we have been traditionally led to ex
pect."4

What we "have been traditionally led to expect," I 
think, by commentators on the theological background of 
Piers Plowman, is either that Langland was really a morning 
star of the Reformation into whose lines one may

1. Op. cit., p. 96.
2. Ibid., p. 97.
3. ,r$he character of Piers Plowman," Medium Aevum, II 

(1933), 109.
4. Chambers, pp. cit., p. 123*
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legitimately read dark signs of a coining dawn; or that he
was, in what I reluctantly call a “narrow" sense, passion
ately orthodox, I say “narrow" because some who defend 
his orthodoxy give the impression that no choice whatever 
was open to him in the interpretation of what he believed. 
An example of such criticism, not only of Langland but of 
Walter Hilton and Juliana of Norwich, is a recent article, 
“Man in medieval thought, “ by Conrad Pepler, O.P. After 
discussing the views of Saint Thomas on Christ as the 
Exemplar, he adds:

We may take Walter Hilton and Mother Juliana of 
Norwich as the best examples in the later Middle 
Ages of the flowering of the Thomistic ideas ...
The main theme of the Scale of Perfection is the
revelation of the image of Goc[ in man ... To 
this he adds a great deal of Augustinian 
teaching on the image of the Trinity in the 
three powers of the soul. But the interesting 
point of his doctrine lies in his insistence 
on the reforming of this likeness to the Trinity 
through the image of Jesus.1

Of Juliana’s doctrine, Father Pepler remarks that she too
is possessed by the thought of man as the image of the
Trinity, and therefore, he says, she “wrote very much
under the same inspiration," i.e., the Thomist. He goes
on next to discuss Langland who “shows in the figure of
Piers Plowman the fulfillment of St. Thomas’s teaching,"
for Piers

begins as the Plowman and ... reaches to an

1. The Thomist. XII (1949), 151.
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identification with Christ Himself ... This 
restoration of human nature through grace and 
by the practice of the virtues gradually 
taking on the image of Christ the Exemplar ...

is regarded as proof of Thomist influence on Langland*s
thought. But as Gilson has explicitly noted, it is not St.
Thomas hut St.. Bonaventure who places exemplarism at the
heart of his philosophical system.̂ - St. Thomas taught
the doctrine Father Pepler expounds, hut St. Bonaventure
emphasized it as St. Thomas never did. The whole tone of
St. Bonaventure*s philosophy as it differs from that of
St. Thomas is the result of the Franciscan*s emphasis on
this very theory; so that if one knew nothing else ahout
St. Bonaventure, one would he likely to know that; whereas
most of the contemporary attack on Thomist thought feared
precisely that St. Thomas had underplayed the importance
of Ghrist the Exemplar. Gilson traces to the cgntrallty
of exemplarism in St. Bonaventure*s metaphysics all the
characteristic notes of his system, and makes it the
principle which gives unity and coherence to his thought.
How since this is true, it is quite misleading to read as

1. La philosophie de Saint Bonaventure, pp. 453-462. The 
Spologla pauperum offers one very comprehensive example 
of this view: Christ, he says, 11 exemplar est et specu
lum omnium gratiarum, virtutura, et meriforum, ad cuius 
exemplaris imitationem orlgendum est tabernaculum mill- 
tantls Ecclesiae." Opera, VIII, 242-243.
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Thomist inspiration what would have /been more readily 
seen as Franciscan in Langland’s day, and in an England 
which was much more open to Franciscan than to Thomist 
thought. This type of criticism is as dangerous as that 
which makes Langland a heretic.

The difficulty, then, of any attempt to analyze Piers 
Plowman philosophically lies in the enormous complexity of 
the fourteenth century philosophical and theological situa
tion. Etienne Gilson, in his Unity of philosophical ex
perience. has aaid:

If we look at the situation as a young student 
of theology saw it around the year 1320, it will 
appear to be rather confused ... To be sure, 
theological teaching was plentiful in those 
years ... but the problem was precisely to 
select the best theology among the many that 
recommended themselves to one’s attention ... 
There is never too much of a good thing, but 
there were too many varieties of the same 
thing, and the difficulty was that since Ockham 
was refuting Duns Scotus, the while Duns Scotus 
himself was correcting Bonaventure, or Thomas 
Aquinas straightening out Albertus Magnus, they 
could not all be right at the same time. But 
who was right?!

He goes on to suggest that many solved the problem by de
ciding that everyone was wrong, and that the Gospel alone 
was a simpler and safer guide to salvation. Therefore 
11 Back to the Gospel !M became a slogan. ̂ A return to the

1. New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons, 1941, pp. 92-93.
2. Gilson, writing of this tendency at its height in- the 

later period of G-erson, says: 11 Oje ne sont pas les ^
philosophies, mals la fol, I’bsperance et la charifre 
qui- consoleront les coeurs et panseront lee plales Re
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Bible and to purely ethical problems was then tried. But 
this meant separating theology and philosophy, since 
philosophy could not be trusted. At the same time,
philosophy could not be ignored, since the Arabian
philosophers had boasted that they could disprove theo
logical truth. Theologians, therefore, tried, especially 
by the use of logic, to prove that philosophy could prove
nothing at all. In 1367, Petrarch published a book en
titled Be sul et multorurn lgnorantla, one of the many being 
Aristotle.^* By the fifteenth century there had come about, 
in the works of Nicholas of Cusa, what Gilson in the same 
place calls a “complete abdication of philosophy as a 
rational discipline.”

Such was Langland’s philosophical world. Langland 
himself, as a student sufficiently trained in both philos
ophy and theology, but presumably not engaged in studies 
after some time during the 1350’s, reflects the whole 
shifting panorama, with perhaps a stronger shade of 
Franelscanlsm because he was in England. I do not suggest 
that he followed a specific system, but that, given some

l’Egllse. Jesum imltarl, imltandus est Jesus factus nobis 
a Deo saplentia, vollgfr les themes franclscalns que le 
ChanceHer de faris remet en circulation.“ Ea Phllosophle 
au moyen Hge, p. 717.
1. The Renaissance philosophy of man (ed. Ernst Cassirer, 

Paul Oskar Kristeller, John Herman Randall Junior), 
University of Chicago Press, 1948, p. 47.

L Jl
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Franciscan training, he interpreted in its light the 
heterogeneous information which poured into his receptive 
mind through the quodlibetal and other disputations, and 
through conversation* It is impossible, I think, to take 
literally his often expressed scorn of learning, except as 
a phase from which he soon and consciously recovered, or - 
as is more likely —  in the Bonaventurean sense of the 
lesser value of learning in comparison with love. The 
growing tendency toward skepticism which Gilson has 
pointed out, and which has been suggested as a natural 
cause of the tremendous mystical movement of the century*^

1* The skepticism concerned the power of the intellect to 
have any real knowledge and resulted in a corresponding 
unwillingness to defend dogmas by philosophy. Gilson 
gives as the motto of this school of thought: nMleux
vaut poser la fol comme telle que de la fonder sur des 
pseudo-justifications.11 He makes Ockham central in 
crystallizing the attitude of this school. La phlloso
phle au moyen 'age, pp. 638-639. Moody, however, denies 
that O'ckham tried to limit the competence of the in
telligence. Logic, pp. 1-11, and passim. Father 
Boehner, in his review of Mullally's edition of the 
Summulae, does not believe there was a movement toward 
skepticism at all, and asks, challenging Michalski, 
whether it ever existed and if so, where. Loc. cit., 
j p. 75. Gilson divides the skeptical group
into two sections; and after discussing the Averrolsts 
who were creating political theory, adds: ”... d^utres,
enfin, comme Tauler et H. Suso, renoncant a voir les 
esprits s*aecorder sur une m&me synthese~d~e la raison 
et de la fol, deman&ent~sFla contemplation mystique 
seuTe c£e ritablTr une unlti^ que ne gar ant it plus la 
dlalectique.H El Philosophie au moyen age, p. 63¥7

L
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is not Langland*s attitude. He has the earlier medieval 
reverence for learning, hut regards it, as Gilson has 
mildly rebuked Bonaventure for regarding it, as a hand
maid of theology.

When X speak, then, of his “combining things which 
have since been separated," I mean first that he has com
bined theology and philosophy, and that any attempt to 
consider, in his thought, one without the other, , will 
necessarily be futile.

But I mean also that Christian thinking in Langland’s 
day contained a variety of elements soon to be separated, 
but still, though precariously, part of a whole. Those 
elements were the Franciscan-Augustinian on the one hand, 
and the Aristotelian on the other. The first had charac
teristics which, after the fifteenth century breakdown of 
Scholasticism, tended to be less and less emphasized as 
the Aristotelian current represented by Thomlsm became 
more firmly established. This tendency has, of late 
years, been less strong. Such a book as Maritain's 
Existence and the existent,̂  which discusses the existen
tialism of St. Thomas in contrast with the atheistic ex
istential philosophy, is not so much a pure exposition of 
Thomistlc philosophy as an interpretation of the Thomistic 
position through insights inherited from Franciscan

1. Hew York, Pantheon Books, 1948.
L
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thought. The modern tendency would seem to he a re
integration of Christian wisdom, with St. Thomas always 
as norm and guide. In Langland1s day, disintegration, 
though imminent, had not occurred.

This rich heritage which was about to be obscured, 
must be kept in mind when one reconstructs Langland*s 
philosophical position. In speaking of HPrancisean 
elements?1 in his thought, I do not for a moment restrict 
the content of his thought to those elements. As I have 
tried to show, Scotus followed Aristotle more closely 
than Bonaventure had done, and so Scotus has apparently 
more in common with St. Thomas; but at the same time, 
since Scotus developed his philosophy more fully and 
systematically than Bonaventure did his, the Scotist points 
of difference from St. Thomas stand out more clearly and 
draw attention away from their points of similarity. All 
that I hope to establish is that Langland shows evidence 
of sufficient acquaintance with characteristically Fran
ciscan positions, and with a sufficient number of such 
positions, to justify the assumption that he had been 
more directly in contact with Franciscan than with 
Thomist thought* And since historical circumstances and 
the slight available biographical evidence do not contra
dict such an assumption, it may safely be made. If 
accepted, it may give a somewhat new orientation not only 
to efforts at interpreting Langland1s thought, but even

L J
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to efforts at reconstructing his life and clarifying his 
attitude toward contemporary affairs. The more exactly 
we know what kind.of Catholic Langland was, the less 
likely we are to impute heresy to. him, and the more 
likely to see that he could he at the same time ’’passion- 
ately orthodox*’ and pleasantly wide-minded. For when 
Gilson speaks of the Scholastics as mutually refuting and 
correcting one another, and adds: ”They could not all he
right at the same time,” his statement does not imply a 
blanket condemnation of all the scholastic philosophers 
except St. Thomas. The Franciscan tradition, especially, 
has always been preserved. Many original disagreements 
between the schools have been settled by the later de
cision of the Church; so that points open for discussion 
in Langland’s time are now closed. But we must, in trying 
to analyze the thought of Piers Plowman, keep always in 
mind the variety of opinion which characterized the time 
in which it was written. Otherwise, something of the 
richness of its thought is lost,1 and its author is 
liable to accusations of incoherence as well as of heresy. 
Donaldson, speaking of Liberum Arbitrium in the poem, says

1. And one cannot too strongly emphasize that the thought 
is varied and profound. G-ervase Mathew, 0.P. writes:
^According to medieval categories the Vision of Piers 
Plowman is essentially a learned poemT11 ^Justice and 
charity in The Vision of Piers Plowman,” Dominican 
Studies, I T1948), 362.

L Jl
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that it Howes ... existence to scholastic theology —  a 
not very ingratiating paternity*1’1 The critic must face 
the fact that the whole poem owes its existence to 
scholastic theology, and the less ingratiating that pa
ternity seems, the less clear, perhaps, the poem will 
seem. But Langland who said: 11 For who so wol haue to
wyue * my worldliche daughter,/ Xch wol feffe hym with 
hure fayre • and with hure foule taylende,11̂  and who 
thought it Mno3t reisonable ne rect • to refusy my syres 
sorname,’̂  offers his interpreters a motto they cannot 
very well reject.

1 - 22* > P* 1 8 8 *2. G, IV, 371-372.
3. G, IV, 369.
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